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Foreword

The Third Chimpanzee in the Ordinary Business of Life

Occasionally a synthesis transforms a discipline so profoundly that later genera-

tions will not remember it as synthetic. They will know just the elements that

endure in textbook passages. Two examples come to mind: On the Origins of
Species (Darwin 1859) and The General Theory of Employment, Money and
Interest (Keynes 1936). Charles Darwin (1859:63) credits Thomas Malthus’ An
Essay on the Principle of Population (1798) for having inspired natural selection. In
contrast to Darwin’s transdisciplinary synthesis, that of The General Theory is only
disciplinary (Leijonhufvud 1968). John Maynard Keynes writes “The ideas which

are here expressed so laboriously are extremely simple and should be obvious. The

difficulty lies, not in the new ideas, but in escaping from the old ones, which ramify,

for those brought up as most of us have been, into every corner of our minds” (1936:

viii). For non-rational behavior that lay beyond the domain of economics, Keynes

invoked “animal spirits” and left it at that (1936:161–162). He dismissed evolution

in an earlier essay as “the doctrine which seemed to draw all things out of Chance,

Chaos, and Old Time. . .The Principle of Survival of the Fittest could be regarded as
a vast generalization of Ricardian economics” (1926:14).

“Animal spirits” is Keynes’ recognition that non-rational behavior must be

addressed. But merely recognizing something is not very satisfying, intellectually

speaking. Scientists relish puzzle-solving and some will suggest that natural selec-

tion can explain the origins of behavior and even discern patterns hitherto missed.

Darwin was the first to do so, but not yet in those terms. “He who understands [the]

baboon would do more for metaphysics than Locke” (1838:84). The allusion to our

primate cousins is hardly rhetorical either then or now. Polymath Jared Diamond

(1992) re-classifies Homo sapiens sapiens as “the third chimpanzee” in an award-

winning book by the same title and primatologist Frans de Waal enjoys similar

success exposing Our Inner Ape (2005). Diamond and de Waal notwithstanding,

most puzzle-solvers of behavior write solely for technical journals. They hail from

diverse disciplines and are now doing what Thomas Kuhn (1962) famously termed
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“normal science”. Under the banner of “evolutionary psychology”, the cumulative

scholarship is immense.

Gad Saad is at the forefront. He has breathtakingly synthesized the literature in

an engaging prose while suggesting new research streams. The transdisciplinary

agenda of The Evolutionary Bases of Consumption (2007) and The Consuming
Instinct (2011) has been expanded in Evolutionary Psychology in the Business
Sciences (Saad ed. 2011). It is the third installment of what will surely become a

landmark trilogy. The focus is ostensibly business but I would respectfully dis-

agree; business is too narrow a reading of the broad subject matter covered. A

popular nineteenth-century definition of economics was the “the study of mankind

in the ordinary business of life” (Marshall 1890:1). In the twenty-first century, Saad

and his colleagues are explaining the evolution of us—the third chimpanzee—in the

ordinary business of life. Transformation is underway.

Joseph Henry Vogel

Professor of Economics

University of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras

www.josephhenryvogel.com
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Preface

Two important “Darwinian” anniversaries were celebrated in 2009: (1) the 150-year

anniversary of the publication of Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of Species; and
(2) the 200-year anniversary of Charles Darwin’s birth. If he were alive today, the

great scientist would be astonished to see the extent to which his work has influ-

enced countless academic disciplines. In my introductory article of a special issue

that I guest edited on the future of evolutionary psychology in the journal Futures,
I provided a long list of disciplines that have been infused with evolutionary

theorizing (see Saad 2011, Table 1 for representative references for each of the

listed areas). These cover all university faculties including the fine arts and the

humanities (aesthetics/art, architecture, dance, epistemology, ethics, history, interior

design, law, literary studies, morality, musicology, religious studies, and urban

design); the social sciences (anthropology, archaeology, consumer behavior, crimi-

nology, economics, education, family studies, international relations, linguistics,

political science, psychology, public administration, public policy, and sociology);

and the natural and applied sciences (agriculture, animal husbandry, biology, bio-

mimetics, computer science, dietetics/nutrition, ecology, engineering, immunology,

medicine, neurosciences, nursing, pharmacology, physics, physiology, and psychi-

atry). This should dispel the notion that evolutionary theorizing is largely restricted

to the field of biology. The reality is that any phenomenon that involves biological

organisms is within the purview of evolutionary theory.

Over the past 12 years, a growing number of special issues in academic journals

have been devoted to the applications of evolutionary psychology (or related evo-

lutionary formalisms) in business-related disciplines. These include in decreasing

chronological order:

Leadership Quarterly: forthcoming special issue on the biology of leadership; guest

edited by Carl Senior, Nick Lee, and Michael Butler

Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes: 2009 special issue on the
biological basis of business; guest edited by Colin Camerer, Drazen Prelec, and

Scott Shane
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IEEE Transactions on Professional Communication: 2008 special issue on Darwin-
ian perspectives on electronic communication; guest edited by Ned Kock

Group Dynamics: Theory, Research, and Practice: 2008 special issue on evolu-

tionary approaches to group dynamics; guest edited by Mark Van Vugt and Mark

Schaller

Managerial and Decision Economics: 2006 special issue on evolutionary psychol-

ogy in management; guest edited by Satoshi Kanazawa

Journal of Organizational Behavior: 2006 special issue on evolutionary psychology
in organizational behavior; guest edited by Rod White and Nigel Nicholson

Ruffin Series in Business Ethics: 2004 special issue on business, science, and ethics;
applying evolutionary theory in understanding business ethics; guest edited by

R. Edward Freeman and Patricia H. Werhane

Journal of Business Venturing: 2004 special issue on evolutionary approaches in

entrepreneurship albeit these were not necessarily based on principles from

evolutionary psychology; guest edited by Scott Shane

Psychology & Marketing: 2003 special issue on evolution and consumption; guest

edited by Donald Hantula

Managerial and Decision Economics: 1998 special issue on management, organi-

zation, and human nature; guest edited by Lı́via Markóczy and Jeff Goldberg

Notwithstanding these rare special issues, and despite a pronounced increase in

the applications of evolutionary psychology (EP) and related biological formalisms

in much of the social sciences, the great majority of business scholars are, unaware

of, and at times are hostile to, the relevance of EP to their fields. It should be

self-evident that all business phenomena, whether those relevant to consumers,

employees, or employers, do not exist outside of our common biological heritage.

Ultimately, to fully understand Homo economics, Homo corporaticus, or Homo
consumericus, requires that one recognize the biological forces that have shaped the
evolution of Homo sapiens.

The Adapted Mind, the classic edited book by Barkow, Cosmides, and Tooby

(1992) contains some of the early seminal EP papers. Its influence is in part due to

the fact that it demonstrated the relevance of EP across numerous disciplines and

topics of interest including culture, social exchange, food sharing, mate preference,

pregnancy sickness, maternal behaviors, language, color perception, spatial abil-

ities, landscape preferences, psychodynamic processes, and gossip. More recently,

Somit and Peterson (2001) edited a less known book albeit equal in its ability to

highlight the transdisciplinarity and interdisciplinarity afforded by the evolutio-

nary behavioral sciences. It is comprised of an exhaustive set of chapters covering

evolutionary approaches across a wide range of disciplines including anthropology,

economics, history, international relations, law, philosophy, political philosophy,

political science, psychology, and psychiatry. Notwithstanding these important

edited tomes, there currently does not exist a single book that serves as the central

repository of works operating at the intersection of EP and the business disciplines.

This edited book serves this important function by pulling together a collection

of chapters wherein scholars demonstrate the applications of EP across several
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business settings. Given its interdisciplinary nature, it should be of interest to seve-

ral distinct camps of scholars including evolutionary behavioral scientists housed

outside of the business school, as well as business scholars wishing to explore ways

by which to “Darwinize” their research streams.
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Endorsements

“There are different versions of evolutionary psychology, but all of them ask us to

take the fact of human evolution seriously. Culture is hugely important in economic

development but that does not mean that biological influences can be ignored. This

collection of essays presents a number of interesting views on the extent of their

possible influence in business contexts.”

Geoffrey Hodgson, Research Professor in Business Studies (University of

Hertfordshire, UK), and co-author of Darwin’s Conjecture: The Search for General
Principles of Social and Economic Evolution (2010).

This book covers many pieces of the puzzle related to how the evolution of the

human species underpins our approaches to the business sciences. Humans have

engaged in business, as an important everyday activity within all societies and

cultures, for millennia. However, Saad argues that we still have little understanding

of the evolutionary psychology basis for the business sciences. He discusses the

biological roots of Homo sapiens and modern-day Homo consumericus. With this

and other books by Gad Saad we are seeing important questions about the evolu-

tionary psychology underpinnings of the business sciences being addressed in a

comprehensive and scientific manner. Starting with an exploration from a broad

range of evolutionary, cognitive, biological, and behavioral scientific fields, this

book provides an evolutionary theoretical framework for building the business

sciences. As with any good research book, it raises more questions than it answers.

It is essential reading for all those interested in the broad business sciences,

management, economics, and the behavioral sciences.

Amanda Spink, Professor and Chair of Information Science (Loughborough

University, UK), and author of Information Behavior: An Evolutionary Instinct
(2010).

Evolutionary theory has provided critical insights into our understanding of human

behavior. And guess what? Businesses are made of humans for humans. Gad Saad

is a pioneer in bringing evolutionary ideas into a business context, and in this
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impressive volume, he has gathered a collection of essays from the world’s top

researchers in this field – synthesizing cutting-edge knowledge about evolutionary

biology, psychology, and business behavior. From marketing to management

to finance, understanding the ancestral roots of modern business behavior provides

powerful new insights for both researchers and practitioners. It is impossible to

understand decision making without understanding human nature, and this book

lends insight into seemingly baffling questions like “why do young men tend to

choose riskier portfolios than young women?” and “why do most organizations

have rules against nepotism even though people are more likely to trust, and less

likely to cheat, family members?” This is a must-have volume for anyone interested

in how to harness human nature for effective advertising, leadership, decision

making, and organizational behavior.

Douglas T. Kenrick, Professor of Psychology (Arizona State University), and

author of Sex, Murder, and the Meaning of Life: A Psychologist Investigates How
Evolution, Cognition, and Complexity Are Revolutionizing Our View of Human
Nature (2011).
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The Missing Link: The Biological Roots

of the Business Sciences

Gad Saad

Abstract Despite a growing infusion of the evolutionary behavioral sciences in

general, and evolutionary psychology in particular, across a wide range of disci-

plines, the business sciences have been slow in recognizing the relevance and

explanatory power afforded by this consilient meta-framework. Humans possess

minds and bodies that have been forged by a long evolutionary history. Hence, to

fully comprehend all of the human cognitions, emotions, preferences, choices, and

behaviors that shape marketplace realities, be it those of consumers, employees, or

employers, business scholars must incorporate biology and evolutionary theory

within their theoretical toolkits. Scientists typically operate at the proximate
realm, namely they seek to explain the mechanistic details of phenomena whereas

ultimate explanations tackle the Darwinian forces that would have led to their

evolution. Both levels of analyses are needed when investigating biological organ-

isms including Homo consumericus and Homo corporaticus.

Keywords Proximate and ultimate explanations � Consilience � Biology � Business
� Interdisciplinary � Evolutionary psychology

1 Introduction

A scientist who studies any animal, short of humans, would never dream of doing so

while ignoring the biological and evolutionary forces that have shaped its phyloge-

netic history. Yet several generations of social scientists, be it sociologists, cultural

anthropologists, economists, or social psychologists, to name a few, have consid-

ered it perfectly natural to disregard the biological roots of Homo sapiens. Nowhere
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is the disconnection between the study of human behavior and its biological bases

as evident as in the business sciences. This seems quite peculiar given the endless

evident ways by which our biology shapes our actions be it as consumers, employees,

and/or employers. Our innate preferences for highly caloric foods, pornographic films,

and products that improve our stock in the mating market (e.g., plastic surgery and

cosmetics for women; luxury cars for men) are manifestations of our biological

heritage. The dynamics of the subordinate-supervisor (or employee-employer)

relationship is a vestige of the dominance pecking order inherent to many

social and hierarchical species. That an interviewer might succumb to the allure

of a physically attractive prospective employee is an instinctual penchant for

beauty that is difficult to overcome. That a financial trader’s fluctuating hormones

(e.g., testosterone) or situational hunger (blood sugar levels) might affect his

tolerance for risk is obviously due to physiological realities. In 1973, Theodosius

Dobzhansky, the famed evolutionary geneticist wrote an influential article titled:

“Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution”. His insight is

equally true when applied to business, namely I propose that nothing in business

makes sense except in the light of evolution (more specifically, evolutionary

psychology).

2 Key Principles of Evolutionary Psychology

A foundational tenet of evolutionary psychology (EP) is that in the same way that

our various organs have each evolved to solved specific problems of evolutionary

import, our minds are comprised of domain-specific algorithms, each of which has

evolved as a solution to a particular evolutionary challenge (e.g., choosing a mate,

investing in kin, avoiding environmental threats, establishing coalitions with non-

kin). Accordingly, EP rejects the premise that the human mind is a blank slate that

is otherwise infinitely malleable. Furthermore, EP proclaims that it is insufficient

to attribute the genesis of a phenomenon to learning, culture, and/or socialization

(see Tooby and Cosmides 1992 for a critique of the Standard Social Science Model,

which overly relies on such explanatory accounts). To the extent that many forms

of learning occur in exactly the same way irrespective of time or place, it becomes

incumbent to provide an ultimate explanation for such environmental agents. In

other words, in most instances, nurture exists in its particular forms because of

nature.

EP is the latest of a long list of disciplines that seeks to understand the Darwinian

roots of human cognition, behaviors, emotions, and preferences. Its predecessors

include ethology, sociobiology, behavioral ecology, Darwinian anthropology, and

gene-culture coevolution modeling (see Laland and Brown 2002 for an overview of

these approaches). Whereas each of these evolutionary disciplines makes unique

epistemological claims, they are all concerned with ultimate causation, namely

investigating the evolutionary forces that have led to our biological-based human

nature. Most scientists including business scholars operate within the proximate
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realm, namely they investigate the mechanistic details of a given phenomenon

without caring about its Darwinian genesis (if any). A concrete example, an

investigation of conspicuous consumption, might illuminate the epistemological

distinction between proximate and ultimate explanations. Proximate explorations

might include developing a scale to measure one’s proclivity to engage in acts of

conspicuous consumption; establishing a relationship between conspicuous con-

sumption and materialism; and ascertaining a link between conspicuous consump-

tion and macroeconomic conditions. An ultimate investigation of conspicuous

consumption would ask the Darwinian why question, namely why have we evolved

the universal need to engage in various forms of sexual signaling, of which con-

spicuous consumption is an instantiation (cf. Griskevicius et al. 2007; Lycett and

Dunbar 2000; Saad and Vongas 2009; Sundie et al. 2010). Note that an ultimate

explanation does not invalidate proximate ones. Rather, both levels of analyses

work in tandem in achieving a complete understanding of a given biological-based

phenomenon. It is self-evident then that the behaviors of all human agents involved

in business transactions, be it consumers, employees, or employers, cannot be fully

understood if we restrict our analyses to the proximate realm.

3 Evolutionary Theory and Biology in the Business Sciences

Whereas the application of EP in the business sciences is a nascent endeavor, works

at the nexus of evolutionary theory and business have a more established history.

An example of an evolutionary approach that precedes the EP paradigm is game

theoretic modeling, which utilizes countless principles from evolutionary theory

across a wide range of business disciplines (e.g., evolutionarily stable strategies).

Other non-EP-based works that utilize evolutionary notions such as variation,

selection, inheritance, replication, adaptation, and retention, include those in entre-

preneurship (Aldrich and Martinez 2001), and in organizational ecology (Hanna

and Freeman 1989). These approaches are at times grouped under the heading of

Generalized Darwinism, as a means of explaining how social, economic, and

cultural entities can evolve in ways fully congruent with evolutionary theory

(Hodgson and Knudsen 2010). Memetic theory is yet another evolutionary frame-

work that seeks to explain how memes (the cultural analogues of genes) can diffuse

in a population. For example, catchy advertising slogans that spread via a viral pro-

cess can be modeled using memetic theory (see Frank 1999; Marsden 1998, 2002;

and Pech 2003, for applications of memetic theory in various business settings). Each

of the latter approaches is founded on evolutionary principles albeit none seeks to

explain the Darwinian forces that have shaped individuals’ minds and subsequent

behaviors in the marketplace. The latter objective is within the purview of EP.

Neuroeconomics is perhaps one of the most popular contemporary research

streams at the nexus of biology and business albeit it is seldom evolutionarily

informed (see Glimcher et al. 2009 for a recent overview of neuroeconomics, and

Ariely and Berns 2010 for a synopsis of the related field of neuromarketing).
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Specifically, neuroeconomists investigate the unique neuronal firings implicit to

specific economic-related tasks (e.g., choosing between two competing gambles).

Clearly, neuroeconomists recognize the import of our biology when making deci-

sions, albeit they rarely if ever ask the ultimate why question, namely why our

brains might have evolved the particular computational systems that are elucidated

via the brain imaging paradigm. As such, most neuroeconomists restrict their

explorations to the proximate realm albeit a growing number of scientists are

calling for greater infusion of evolutionary theorizing within the neurosciences

(cf. Garcia and Saad 2008; Platek et al. 2007).

The status syndrome is another example of a documented non-evolutionary-

based phenomenon that is otherwise at the nexus of biology and business (Marmot

2004). Specifically, this social epidemiological approach has established a negative

relationship between one’s occupational status and health outcomes. The argument

is that employees who operate in lower status positions have lesser job control and

lesser daily autonomy. This serves to elevate their cortisol levels, akin to the

manner in which subordinates in many social species possess higher cortisol levels

by virtue of their lower social rank. Elevated levels of cortisol have been associated

with numerous deleterious health outcomes including a greater likelihood of heart

disease. Hence, it is literally the case that your job could be killing you. Needless to

say, the status syndrome could not have been uncovered void of an understanding of

various biological and physiological realities, which in this case manifest them-

selves in work settings.

Are leaders born or made? What about consumers, entrepreneurs, financial

traders, and numerous other agents within the marketplace? To what extent do

our unique environments and life experiences versus our genetic makeup influence

our behaviors in the marketplace? Twin registries are often used to determine the

extent to which the variance in a given trait or proclivity is due to genetic versus

environmental influences. A growing number of scholars are utilizing this paradigm

within business contexts including in consumer behavior (Simonson and Sela

2011), behavioral economics (Cesarini et al. 2008), financial decision-making

(Cesarini et al. 2010), entrepreneurship (Nicolaou et al. 2008), job and occupational

switching (McCall et al. 1997), and leadership styles (Johnson et al. 1998). Not

surprisingly, the totality of such studies suggests that our genes play an important

role in shaping our behaviors and preferences across a wide range of business

settings.

To summarize, biologically informed research streams exist within the business

sciences albeit they constitute a minuscule proportion of all published works. In

many instances, such studies are not explicitly rooted within an evolutionary

framework, and rarely are they grounded on EP-based principles. The remainder

of this section serves as a repository of references that operate at the nexus of EP

(and related evolutionary frameworks) and the business sciences. It would be

impossible to provide a detailed discussion of each of the cited references. Rather,

my goal is to provide the proverbial “one-stop” source for scholars wishing to gauge

the breadth of business-related areas wherein EP along with related biological

formalisms have been applied. Many of the cited references were not written with
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an explicit business lens. For example, whereas many product categories have been

investigated from an evolutionary perspective, the great majority of such studies

were neither published in business journals nor authored by business scholars.

Given that consumers utilize products as sexual signals in the mating market, it is

perhaps not surprising that many of the investigated products are mating-related

including perfume (Milinski and Wedekind 2001; Roberts et al. 2009; Wedekind

et al. 2007), engagement/wedding rings (Cronk and Dunham 2007; Uller and

Johansson 2003), cars (Dunn and Searle 2010; Shuler and McCord 2010), hair

(Hinsz et al. 2001; Mesko and Bereczkei 2004), plastic surgery (Singh and Randall

2007), sun tanning (Saad and Peng 2006), clothes (Barber 1999; Hill et al. 2005;

Townsend and Levy 1990), high heels (Smith 1999), and cosmetics/skin quality

(Russell 2009; Samson et al. 2010).

Other consumer-related phenomena that have been tackled via an evolutionary lens

include food-related issues (Katz 1990; Nabhan 2004; New et al. 2007; Ohtsubo 2009;

Saad 2006a; Sherman and Billing 1999; Sherman and Hash 2001; Wrangham 2009;

Wrangham and Conklin-Brittain 2003); gambling (Gray 2004; Spinella 2003; Steiner

et al. 2010); pornography (Malamuth 1996; Pound 2002); online advertisements of

female escorts (Saad 2008a); song lyrics (Saad 2011a); flowers (Haviland-Jones et al.

2005); toys (Alexander 2003; Alexander andHines 2002; BerenbaumandHines 1992;

Hassett et al. 2008); the news (Davis and McLeod 2003; Shoemaker 1996); video

games (Mendenhall et al. 2010a; Mendenhall et al. 2010b); gift giving (Jonason et al.

2009; Mysterud et al. 2006; Saad and Gill 2003); the role of birth order in consumer

settings (Saad et al. 2005); offline shopping (Dennis and McCall 2005) and online

behaviors/shopping (DiClemente and Hantula 2003; Piazza and Bering 2009; Saad

2010a; Stenstrom et al. 2008; Stenstrom and Saad 2010); various types of design

issues (Whyte 2007) including landscape design (Falk andBalling 2010), architectural

design (Kellert et al. 2008; Tsui 1999), interior design (Scott 1993), product

design (Moss et al. 2007; Windhager et al. 2008), and the use of biomimicry for

product design (Bar-Cohen 2006; Benyus 2002); branding (Hirschman 2010); green/

sustainable consumption (Griskevicius et al. 2010; Jackson 2005), aswell as the use of

green principles in advertising (Hartmann and Apaolaza-Ibáñez 2010) and in retailing

(Joye et al. 2010); pets (Archer 1997; Payne and Jaffe 2005; Roy and Christenfeld

2004); money (Briers et al. 2006; Lea and Webley 2006); sex differences in the

acceptance of a new service, namely hospital DNA paternity testing (Hayward

andRohwer 2004); service encounters between nightclub patrons and bouncers (Salter

et al. 2005); and pleasurable consumption (Wallenstein 2008). Despite the incontro-

vertible relevance of EP in elucidating the biological roots of our consumer instinct,

the great majority of consumer scholars remain perfectly oblivious to the evolutionary

forces that have shaped Homo consumericus.
Next, I provide a list of biologically and/or evolutionary-informed works

spanning the gamut of business disciplines beginning with those disciplines most

closely aligned to my research interests: consumer behavior/marketing (Colarelli

and Dettman 2003; Miller 2009; Saad 2006b, 2007, 2010b, 2011b; Saad and Gill

2000); advertising (Ambler and Hollier 2004; Cary 2000; Griskevicius et al. 2009;

Saad 2004); political marketing (Saad 2003); product evolution (Massey 1999);
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relationship marketing (Eyuboglu and Buja 2007; Palmer 2000); decision making/

rationality (Chen et al. 2006; Gigerenzer 2000; Haselton et al. 2009; Kenrick et al.

2009; McDermott et al. 2008; Saad et al. 2009; Waksberg et al. 2009); intertem-

poral choice (Daly and Wilson 2005; Van den Bergh et al. 2008; Wang and Dvorak

2010; Wilson and Daly 2004); economics (Ben-Ner and Putterman 2000; Burd

2010; Cordes 2006; Dopfer 2005; Gandolfi et al. 2000; Hagen and Hammerstein

2006; Henrich et al. 2004; Hodgson and Knudsen 2010; Koppl 2005; Saad and Gill

2001); executive decision making (Nicholson 2000); family business (Nicholson

2008); human resource management (Colarelli 2003); personnel psychology

(Luxen and Van De Vijver 2006); organizational politics (Braithwaite 2005;

Vredenburgh and Shea-VanFossen 2010); workplace gossip (Kniffin and Wilson

2010); salary distribution within organizations (Kniffin 2009); facial features and

career success (Mueller and Mazur 1996; Rule and Ambady 2008, 2009); organi-

zational citizenship behavior (Salamon and Deutsch 2006); leadership (Van Vugt

2006); sexual harassment in organizations (Browne 2006); technological change

(Devezas 2005; Ziman 2000); total quality management (Coelho et al. 2004);

accounting (Basu and Waymire 2006; Dickhaut et al. 2010); finance (Lo 2005);

management information systems and information science (Kock 2009; Spink

2010); public administration (Meyer-Emerick 2007); public relations (Greenwood

2010); business ethics (Wasieleski and Hayibor 2009); legal matters including

justice and equal employment law (Jones and Goldsmith 2005; Spitz 1998;

Walsh 2000); and lekking behavior in organizational settings (Braithwaite 2008).

This list of references should serve as a testament to the relevance and explanatory

power of EP and related biological principles in tackling endless domains of

business import.

4 Benefits of Darwinizing the Business Sciences

The incorporation of EP within the business sciences yields at the very least three

key epistemological benefits (see Saad 2007, chapter 7 for a detailed discussion of

such benefits in Darwinizing the study of consumption). First, it permits for much

greater consilience (Wilson 1998) both within any particular business discipline as

well as across disciplines. Consilience refers to the unification of knowledge under

a common, parsimonious, and coherent theoretical umbrella. Historically, whereas

the natural sciences have been defined by their ability to generate consilient core

knowledge, the social sciences are infamous for their inability to achieve any

semblance of consilience. Take my own discipline of consumer behavior as an

example. Feminist consumer scholars balk at the idea that innate biological forces

might drive sex differences in consumption. Postmodernist consumer researchers

reject the possibility that human universals manifest themselves in the consumption

arena, as they subscribe to the tenet that no universals could exist (“all knowledge is

relative and subjective”). Consumer scholars who adhere to social constructivism

minimize if not outright reject the role of biology in explaining consumption, as
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they presume that cultural learning shapes much of our consummatory nature.

Clearly, such positions are antithetical to the creation of a consilient body of

knowledge, as they each espouse worldviews that immediately destroy the interdis-

ciplinary bridges afforded by various biological-based disciplines (see Saad 2008b

for a discussion of the reasons that most marketing scholars reject the relevance of

biology in explaining consumer behavior).

A second benefit of incorporating EP within the business sciences lies in its vast

ability to promote and facilitate interdisciplinary works. Interdisciplinarity is an

inherent feature of many of the greatest scientific advances (see Garcia et al. 2011

for relevant references). However, the manner in which business disciplines are

organized leaves little room for deep interdisciplinary explorations. Business fields

certainly make use of advances in various cognate disciplines (e.g., marketing and

finance modelers utilize econometric techniques developed by economists and

statisticians; consumer scholars borrow theories developed by social psycholo-

gists); however this is not what I mean by interdisciplinary work. Maximally

interdisciplinary endeavors are those wherein a common problem is tackled from

radically different perspectives, ultimately yielding a completed jigsaw puzzle. In

other words, each discipline contributes its unique pieces to the unfolding jigsaw

puzzle. For example, a full understanding of eating disorders might involve the

contributions of consumer psychologists, food psychologists, clinical psycholo-

gists, and evolutionary psychologists. To reiterate, EP serves as a universal key to

unlock the rigid disciplinary doors that are otherwise erected to protect one’s

paradigmatic turf.

A third benefit of infusing biology and evolutionary thinking into the business

sciences is that it opens up novel research questions and corresponding hypotheses

that would have otherwise been invisible to the scholar who solely operates in the

non-biological realm. Take for example the role that testosterone plays in our daily

lives. Of relevance to business scholars, its effects have been explored in areas as

varied as financial trading (Coates et al. 2009; Coates and Herbert 2008; Sapienza

et al. 2009), conspicuous consumption (Saad and Vongas 2009), entrepreneurship

(White et al. 2006), and sports viewing (Bernhardt et al. 1998). Hormones also

affect women’s behaviors in profound ways, perhaps none as clearly as those

implicit to a woman’s menstrual cycle. A growing number of researchers have

recognized the role of the menstrual cycle across several business settings including

food consumption (Fessler 2001, 2003; Saad and Stenstrom 2010), beautification

practices including choice of clothing (Durante et al. 2011; Durante et al. 2008;

Grammer et al. 2004; Haselton et al. 2007; Saad and Stenstrom 2010), in organiza-

tional settings (Durante and Saad 2010), and in service encounters (Miller et al.

2007). Clearly, the effects of the menstrual cycle on women’s behaviors, choices,

and preferences could never be fully investigated void of an understanding of EP

and related physiological realities.

Whereas some hormones manifest themselves in largely sex-specific manners,

oxytocin augments affiliational behaviors for both sexes across several evolution-

arily relevant contexts. For example, oxytocin is released subsequent to a sexual

encounter, thus earning it the moniker of the cuddling hormone. It is also released
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when a mother is breastfeeding, and as such it augments maternal nurturance.

Finally, it is operative when individuals, who are otherwise not biologically related,

interact with one another, in so doing it promotes greater non-kin trust. Paul Zak has

been at the forefront of researching the relationship between oxytocin and eco-

nomic interactions (cf. Zak 2008; Zak et al. 2007). To reiterate, whether studying

the effects of testosterone, menstrual-related hormones, or oxytocin on our beha-

viors, emotions, or cognitions, in various business settings, it is clear that none of

these topics could have been broached void of recognizing the evolutionary-based

biological forces that have shaped our endocrinological system.

5 Broad Set of Issues Covered in This Edited Book

The ability of EP to permeate across business disciplines is well captured by the

breadth of issues tackled by the contributing authors. Griskevicius et al. explore

how an understanding of the evolutionary roots of our motivational system can

elucidate business decisions in areas as varied as persuasion and advertising;

innovation and creativity; intertemporal choice, self-control, and risk; negotiation;

and helping, generosity, and cooperation. Buunk et al. discuss the evolutionary

roots of intrasexual competition as manifested within organizational settings.

Browne tackles sex differences in workplace patterns including the glass ceiling

effect, the gender gap in compensation, and occupational segregation. Price and

Johnson offer the Adaptationist Theory of Cooperation in Groups as a meta-

framework for understanding cooperation within organizational settings. Murray

and Murray provide evidence stemming from three separate studies to explain the

greater preponderance of, and preference for, male leaders. Spisak, Nicholson, and

van Vugt also explore leadership with an emphasis on the evolutionary roots of

leader-follower dynamics. Across two studies, Wasieleski investigates how evolved

cheater-detection algorithms manifest themselves in business settings. Dunham

applies biological-based signaling theory as a meta-framework for understanding

various forms of business communication (e.g., advertising). On a related note,

Vyncke demonstrates how fitness-related cues (e.g., facial symmetry or waist-

to-hip ratio) can ameliorate the perceived efficacy of an ad. Joye, Poels, and

Willems argue that optimal store designs are those congruent with evolved aesthetic

preferences. Capra and Rubin highlight the evolutionary roots of a wide range of

violations of rational choice, which behavioral decision theorists have been so adept

at uncovering. Finally, Hantula et al. offer Media Compensation Theory as a meta-

framework for understanding the Darwinian genesis of electronic communications

and collaboration. Incidentally, the interdisciplinarity that is afforded by EP is

evident in the departmental affiliations and/or academic training of the contribu-

ting authors. These include marketing, psychology (social, organizational, and

evolutionary), law, economics, management information systems, anthropology,

evolutionary biology, politics, philosophy, organizational behavior, strategic com-

munication, communication sciences, and business environment and public policy.
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6 Conclusion

One of the metrics of prestige of any scientific discipline is whether it has the

epistemological clout to generate accurate foundational knowledge that is unified

under parsimonious and coherent theoretical frameworks. Physics, chemistry, and

biology constitute such fields whereas sociology, political science, and economics

do not. To the extent that the business sciences have largely imported their theo-

retical frameworks from cognate disciplines in the social sciences, they have

historically lacked the requisite consilience implicit to high-ranking scientific

disciplines. The evolutionary behavioral sciences offer such a unifying framework.

Ultimately, the biological revolution that has swept the twentieth century will

continue unabated in its forward march. Accordingly, there is no reason for

business scholars to remain isolated from the natural sciences in general, and

biology and EP in particular. The same evolutionary forces that have shaped the

minds and bodies of Homo sapiens drive Homo businessicus.
It is important to reiterate that ultimate-level explorations, such as those impli-

cit to EP, are not mutually exclusive of the myriad of proximate-level research

streams. Both levels of scientific inquiry are typically needed when studying a

phenomenon involving a biological organism, be it an orchid, an amoeba, a lion, or

a human. The preponderance of academic research, whether business-related or not,

will continue to take place at the proximate level. However, by infusing an

understanding of our biological heritage into the relevant theoretical toolboxes,

business scholars can build a more accurate, complete, and organized core base of

knowledge, of the forces that drive us in the marketplace.
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Fundamental Motives and Business Decisions
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1 Fundamental Motives and Business Decisions

Consider the following questions. Why is it that:

l The rules of rational economic choice cannot explain most everyday resource

exchanges (Kenrick et al. 2008)?
l People are exceptionally good at solving normally difficult logical problems if

such problems are framed in terms of catching a cheater on a social contract

(Cosmides and Tooby 1992)?
l Young men choose riskier retirement portfolios than women (Sundén and

Surette 1998)?
l Many organizations have rules against nepotism, even though people are more

likely to trust, and less likely to cheat, family members (Ackerman et al. 2007)?

In what follows, we will argue that each of these questions, as well the whole

range of questions about risky decisions, innovation, negotiation, cooperation, and

advertising, can be better answered by an understanding of an emerging set of ideas

at the intersection of evolutionary biology, economics, physical and cultural anthro-

pology, and cognitive science.

Consider the following situation. Youwalk into a crowded negotiation room.Who

do you notice? Who do you later remember? Do you try to fit in, or attempt to stand

out from others? Do you accept the first reasonable offer, or do you balk at that offer?

The answers likely depend critically on your current motivational state. Emerging

evidence shows that behavioral responses toward other people differ—sometimes

dramatically—depending on whether individual decision-makers are concerned with

personal safety, are interested in romance, or are motivated to attain some other

evolutionary important goal. Indeed, a growing body of research suggests that certain

motivational states, considered “fundamental” in a biological sense, produce adap-

tively functional effects relevant to information processing and decision-making.

In the first part of this chapter, we overview the fundamental motives framework

and highlight its applications for a number of business decision-making arenas,

including marketing, management, entrepreneurship, and finance. We then review

recent research that has used this approach to study specific business-relevant topics

such as risky decision-making, negotiation, advertising, and innovation. Bridging

evolutionary biology and business, the fundamental motives framework not only

provides novel insights into workplace decisions, but also holds promise as a

powerful approach for understanding how behavior in business contexts connects

to other aspects of human and animal behavior.

2 The Fundamental Motives Framework

From an evolutionary perspective, motivational systems have been shaped by

natural and sexual selection to produce behaviors that increase reproductive fitness.

For any social animal, including Homo sapiens, reproduction involves much more

18 V. Griskevicius et al.



than sex. To reproduce successfully—to produce viable offspring and raise them

to reproductive age—human beings must achieve many subsidiary goals, including

affiliation, self-protection, status attainment, mate-attraction, mate-retention, and

child-rearing. Some of these goals may at first glance appear similar (e.g., finding

mates, making friends, and caring for children are all associated with rewards and

concomitant “positive” feelings), but these goals are qualitatively distinct: Success-

ful attainment of each goal requires different—and sometimes opposing—cognitive

and behavioral responses. An emerging literature at the intersection of evolutionary

biology and cognitive science suggests that these goals are managed by distinct

motivational systems (Kenrick et al. 2010; Schaller et al. 2007). This research

suggests that achieving goals within different evolutionarily recurring goal

“domains,” such as self-protection and mate-attraction, are facilitated by distinct

motivational systems. Given the important implications that these goals have had

for reproductive fitness and human evolution, the underlying motives can be

considered “fundamental.”

This domain-specific approach to human motivation is consistent with a wealth

of research on both human and non-human animals, showing that conceptually

distinct adaptive problems often invoke psychologically distinct cognitive systems

(e.g., Cosmides and Tooby 1992; Kenrick and Luce 2000). For example, birds use

distinct, domain-specific neuropsychological systems for learning and remember-

ing information about species song, poisonous foods, and spatial position of food

caches. Similarly, humans use distinct, domain-specific systems and neural archi-

tectures for learning and remembering words, faces, and nausea-inducing foods

(e.g., Klein et al. 2002; Öhman and Mineka 2001; Sherry and Schacter 1987).

The key implication of the fundamental motives framework for business deci-

sions is that solving problems in different motivational domains often requires

qualitatively different solutions. That is, the different fundamental domains are

associated with different domain-specific decision-biases. For example, there are

important documented distinctions between the exchange rules and decision-

making biases involving the domains of affiliation, self-protection, status, mate

attraction, mate retention, and kin care (e.g., Ackerman and Kenrick 2008; Schaller

et al. 2007). This means that people use somewhat different exchange rules when

interacting with workplace friends and allies (affiliation), dangerous and threaten-

ing others (self-protection), competitors and superiors (status), opposite-sex co-

workers (mate-search), a spouse (mate-retention), or relatives (kin care). In Table 1
we present an overview of this framework, outlining the domains of social life and

their associated fundamental goals, as well as the evolutionary biological theories

associated with each domain.

Because different social domains involve somewhat different exchange rules,

each domain—and each fundamental motive system—is associated with specific

types of adaptive biases and motives (e.g., Ackerman and Kenrick 2008; Sundie

et al. 2006). We highlight some of these documented biases in Table 1. For

example, self-protection concerns lead people to be more conforming; status con-

cerns lead men to take more risks; and mate-attraction concerns lead women to

become more agreeable (Ermer et al. 2007; Griskevicius et al. 2006b). A key

Fundamental Motives and Business Decisions 19
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implication of this framework is that the same information from the environment

may be interpreted and acted upon very differently depending on which motiva-

tional system has been primed to process this information (Griskevicius et al.

2009a; Kenrick et al. 2010; Maner et al. 2005). Because ecological cues related

to a specific domain are known to trigger a specific fundamental motivational

system, people interpret and act upon incoming information differently depending

on whether they have been primed with self-protection cues (e.g., they recently read

a news story about a murder), mate-search cues (e.g., they recently saw an attractive

opposite-sex individual), status cues (e.g., they recently heard about a promotion),

affiliation cues (e.g., they were recently socially rejected), or kin care cues (e.g.,

they recently saw a photos of their child). The mere exposure to these types of cues

is known to trigger a cascade of goal-directed perceptions, cognitions, and behav-

ioral strategies, leading individuals to interpret and act upon the same information

in different ways (e.g., Bargh 2006; Maner et al. 2007; Griskevicius et al. 2009a, b).

A theoretical framework focusing on fundamental motives provides texture and

predictive specificity to supplement traditional ways of conceptualizing motiva-

tional systems. For instance, compare the fundamental motives framework with

conceptualizations that characterize motives according to approach versus avoid-

ance behavior, or according to an association with positive versus negative affect

(Kenrick and Shiota 2008). Although useful, these dichotomous classification

schemes often fail to capture the psychologically distinct nature of specific motiva-

tional states, limiting their ability to successfully predict the specific ways in which

fitness-relevant motivational states orchestrate social cognition and behavior.

For example, being insulted to your face or seeing a scorpion on the ground

might trigger either approach behaviors or avoidance behaviors, depending on

currently active motivations in concert with functionally relevant environmental

cues. A person might respond very differently to the insult if he’s feeling fear versus

anger, and respond differently to the scorpion on the rug near one’s child versus on

a rock in the desert. As these examples suggest, positive and negative affect are not

always directly correlated with approach and avoidance behaviors, and the same

stimulus may be regarded as positive or negative depending on motivation and

functional context. The fundamental motives framework has generated numerous

lines of research drawing directly on theories from evolutionary biology and

psychology to predict a priori a highly-textured set of cognitive and behavioral

responses to functionally relevant events (e.g., Ackerman and Kenrick 2008; Maner

et al. 2005; Ackerman et al. 2009; Kenrick et al. 2010).

3 Fundamental Motives and Different Areas of Business

Behavior

In Table 1 we provide examples of how the adaptive decision-biases associated

with each fundamental motive can manifest themselves in business decisions.

Because consumers, managers, suppliers, and employees are likely to behave
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differently depending on which fundamental motive system has been primed, this

framework has vast implications for marketing, management, entrepreneurship,

and finance. Indeed, evolution-inspired research has begun to reveal a number of

interesting findings on negotiation, group performance, innovation, advertising, and

other business-relevant behaviors (e.g., Griskevicius et al. 2009a, b; Colarelli 2003;

Saad 2007; Van den Bergh et al. 2008). Although the implications of evolutionary

thinking for business remain largely unexplored, in the remainder of the chapter we

review some of the emerging research from these areas. After highlighting how an

evolutionary approach can add insight into each area, we review recent findings in

each area consistent with the fundamental motives framework. These findings

suggest that the fundamental motives framework can be applied to improve worker

performance, steer consumer decisions, and improve management strategies.

3.1 Persuasion and Advertising

Getting people to adopt a new product or idea can be difficult. Seventy-five to

ninety percent of new products fail to catch on, and more than half of new busi-

nesses fail within the first 4 years (Ogawa and Piller 2006). To compete for a

limited number of consumer dollars, companies use a variety of advertising tactics.

Although there may initially appear to be a plethora of different tactics, many

effective advertising tactics are rooted in a small number of persuasion principles

(Cialdini 2008), including the principle of Scarcity (people value things that are rare
or scarce) and the principle of Social Proof (people look to the behavior of similar

others when they are unsure how to behave). Both of these persuasion principles are

known to increase the effectiveness of ads and sales pitches, which leads them to be

widely used in marketing strategies and consistently appear on a short list of proven

persuasion tactics (e.g., Hoyer and MacInnis 2006; Myers 2004; Pratkanis and

Aronson 2000; Solomon 2004).

Persuasion tactics based on these principles generally work as heuristic cues.

Although scholars have been investigating decision heuristics for several decades,

few researchers have considered their implications from an evolutionary perspec-

tive. The study of decision heuristics has typically been conducted with primary

focus on heuristics as built-in biases in judgment, which can regularly produce

decision errors or irrational choices (e.g., Nisbett and Ross 1980; Kahneman et al.

1982). From an evolutionary perspective, however, heuristics are seen as efficient

and accurate solutions to recurring adaptive problems; the use of such heuristics

results in solutions that are, on average, quick and effective (e.g., Gigerenzer and

Selten 2001; Gigerenzer et al. 1999). For instance, while the heuristic tendency to

follow an expert might periodically lead to a bad decision, following this heuristic

will usually lead to much better choices than choosing at random. Relying on these

heuristics helps individuals not only make fast and effective decisions, but also

enables people to negotiate adaptive problems of social living. For example, the

sense of obligation to reciprocate a gift, the tendency to value scarce items, and the
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desire to say “yes” to people we like, all have highly plausible evolutionary

underpinnings (Sundie et al. 2006).

A consideration of fundamental motives leads to novel predictions regarding

when such heuristics should be especially effective in persuasion, and when they

might backfire. Recall that different types of affectively arousing stimuli, such as

an attractive opposite-sex individual or a threatening out-group male, can prime

different fundamental motive systems. This consideration raises the question of

how affective arousal might influence the persuasiveness of heuristics. Several

well-established domain-general theoretical models make predictions about how

arousal and affect might influence the effectiveness of persuasion heuristics.

Arousal-based models predict that arousal should generally inhibit deep processing,

meaning that any state of arousal would increase the effectiveness of heuristics

(Pham 1996; Sonbonmatsu and Kardes 1988). Affective valence-based models, on

the other hand, differentiate between positive and negative feelings, predicting a

different pattern for each of these two types of affect (e.g., Schwarz and Bless

1991). According to such dual-process models, positive feelings should lead to

shallower processing and increased effectiveness of heuristics. In contrast, negative

feelings should lead to more careful processing and decreased effectiveness of

persuasion heuristics.

The fundamental motives framework predicts yet a different pattern, suggesting

that different affective states should lead people to be persuaded by some types of

heuristic cues but not by others. For example, this framework suggests that the same

affective state might lead one heuristic to be more effective, while leading another

heuristic to be less effective. These competing predictions were tested across a

series of experiments in which people watched a video clip that activated self-

protection motives (an arousing negative affect state) or mate-attraction motives

(an arousing positive affect state) (Griskevicius et al. 2009a, b). People then viewed

ads for various products, whereby the ads contained heuristic appeals either to

social proof (e.g., “over a million sold”) or to scarcity (e.g., “limited edition”).

The findings across studies were consistent with predictions made from by the

fundamental motives framework, but were not consistent with predictions made

either by arousal models (which predict that both arousing states of fear and

romantic desire should lead all heuristics to be more effective) or by affect-based

dual-process models (which predict that the positive affect state of romantic desire

should make heuristics more effective, whereas the negative affect state of fear

should lead them to be less effective). Instead, consistent with predictions from

the fundamental motives framework, self-protection motives led social proof heur-

istics to be more effective, while leading scarcity heuristics to be less effective

(Griskevicius et al. 2009a, b). Consistent with the evolutionary self-protection

strategy of safety in numbers (Alcock 2005), when people were scared, they were

especially eager to blend in with the crowd and especially unwilling to be unique. In

contrast, mate-attraction motives led scarcity appeals to be more persuasive, while
leading social proof appeals to be significantly less persuasive (Griskevicius et al.

2009a, b). Consistent with the evolutionary mate-attraction strategy of salient

positive differentiation (Miller 2000), people in a romantic state were especially
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eager to stand out and especially unwilling to purchase the same product that is

already owned by over a million others.

These findings have important theoretical and practical implications. First, the

predictions that were derived from an evolutionary model were different from

those of two other theoretical models, demonstrating clearly how an evolutionary

approach can generate novel and testable business-relevant hypotheses. Second,

these findings have implications for advertisers. For instance, although television

advertisers have traditionally relied on viewer demographic information to deter-

mine where and when to purchase airtime, a fundamental motives approach sug-

gests that they might more carefully consider the content of the specific program

during which their ads will air. For example, while touting the uniqueness of a

product might be effective during a program that elicits romantic desire, the same

ad aired during a fear-eliciting program such as a police drama might actually make

the same product unappealing. Conversely, explicitly stating that a product is a

best-seller should be especially effective during a fear-eliciting program, but it

likely to be counter-effective if used during a romantic show (for more on how

evolutionary approaches can inform advertising see Ambler and Hollier 2004;

Colarelli and Dettman 2003; Saad 2004, 2007).

3.2 Innovation and Creativity

Innovation and creativity drive the development of new products and ideas. Not

surprisingly, organizational departments such as marketing and R&D generally

want their employees to be maximally creative, often providing sizable financial

incentives for innovative ideas and products. Evolutionary considerations of the

origins and function of creativity (e.g., Simonton 1999), however, suggests that

people are more responsive to some types of incentives than others. That is,

research we discuss below suggests that activating fundamental motives related to

mating may naturally spur people to be more creative. To understand why, it is

important to consider first how human creativity may have evolved.

It was initially presumed that our creative abilities evolved because they some-

how enhanced the likelihood of our ancestors’ survival. But this presumption failed

to explain several key features of creativity: Not only have other large-brained

animals not evolved similar creativity capacities (suggesting that creativity, per se,

is not necessarily pertinent to survival), but many human displays of creativity are

highly valued socially, yet are difficult to explain in terms of survival value. For

example, a farmer produces more tangible survival benefits in a week than a team of

musicians, poets, and sculptors will likely produce in a lifetime. Yet a provocative

melody, poem, or sculpture is likely to elicit greater appreciation than an absolutely

perfect melon, potato, or zucchini.

Instead of providing direct survival benefits, theorists have proposed that crea-

tivity and our abilities to innovate may have evolved via sexual selection (Miller

2000). Unlike natural selection, whereby traits evolve solely because they enhance
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the probability of an individual’s survival, Darwin (1871) suggested that some

traits, such as the elaborate plumage of peacocks, evolve via sexual selection—

they evolve because they enhance an individual’s ability to attract a mate (Gould

and Gould 1989). Supporting this viewpoint, human creativity has multiple features

in common with sexually selected traits across species. Just as members of various

species prefer partners with prominent sexually selected traits such as brilliant tails,

humans—especially when women are choosing men—show a desire for creativity

in a romantic partner (Buss and Barnes 1986; Li et al. 2002). Sexually selected traits

across species also tend to function as markers of genetic quality (Møller and Petrie

2002; Zahavi and Zahavi 1997). The peacock with the most impressive tail, for

example, by definition possesses high genetic quality: Not only has he survived

despite having such a burdensome and costly ornament, but also the brightness and

symmetry of his tail indicate his ability to find food and resist infection. Creativity

may provide a similar function in humans.

Consistent with the premise that creativity has in part evolved via sexual

selection, research shows that mating motives can produce boosts in creativity.

For example, men who have just seen photos of attractive women—activating a

mate-attraction motive—are more creative (Griskevicius et al. 2006a). Presenting

men with cues of attractive and sexy women led these men to solve more problems

that required creative thinking and to write stories that were judged as more

creative. Moreover, men primed with mating cues were more innovative in solving

problems even when compared to a group of men who had a monetary incentive to

be creative (Griskevicius et al. 2006a). Thus, in the same way that the presence of

peahens leads peacocks to instinctively display their ornate tails, the presence of

cues suggesting a mating opportunity appears to lead men to instinctively display

their creativity.

It is noteworthy that mate-attraction goals led men but not women to become

more creative. This sex-specific effect is consistent with the fact that ornate

sexually selected traits are much more likely to occur in mammalian males than

females. This sex difference stems from the fact that most males in the animal

kingdom provide little to no care for offspring, meaning that females are much

choosier when it comes to selecting a mate (Trivers 1972; also see Buss and Schmitt

1993). Unlike most mammals, however, human males in long-term relationships do

provide significant care for offspring. This difference suggests that while women

should not necessarily be motivated to display creativity to attract men for brief

romantic relationships, women should be motivated to display creativity when

trying to maintain a relationship with a romantic partner (i.e., when women have

an active motive for mate retention). Indeed, when women were primed with

thoughts of wanting to stay with an ideal romantic partner, they also became

more creative (Griskevicius et al. 2006a).

In sum, evolutionary research suggests that the desire to impress and to retain

the opposite sex is a powerful motivator in human ingenuity. These findings have

intriguing implications for fostering innovation in the workplace. For example,

brain storming sessions may benefit from a mixed-gender composition, R&D and

other creative departments may put extra emphasis on achieving gender balance
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within ideation groups, and exposure to opposite-sex individuals might be encour-

aged in office seating styles (e.g., cubicles vs. an open-bullpen office) when creative

thinking is needed. It is important to note that these suggestions are not designed to

foster office romance, but having these romantic cues in the environment—even

subtle strategies such as imagining potential romantic partners before beginning

work on a project—may provide better results than typical monetary incentives

alone.

3.3 Intertemporal Choice, Self-Control, and Risk

Organizational leaders need to balance the trade-off between short-term results and

long-term strategic planning. Consumers need to balance similar types of trade-

offs, as when considering the short-term benefits and long-term consequences of

eating chocolate cake. An evolutionary perspective suggests that these types of

intertemporal trade-offs may be resolved differently depending on the fundamental

motive system that has been primed to process the information. Before examining

how different motives influence desire for immediate rewards, consider how

humans have evolved to respond to rewards.

For most of human evolutionary history, it has been adaptive for our ancestors to

value immediate rewards. A bird in the hand has always been better than two birds

in the bush. The evolutionarily-recent transition from being hunters-gatherers to

farmers had important consequences for these time-preferences (Tucker 2006).

Whereas hunter-gatherers focus on short-term returns because their labor is often

rewarded the same day, farmers need to adopt a more farsighted perspective

because they need to wait several months to begin to see the fruits of their labor.

These changes in resource acquisition and lifestyle decisions were made possible

by an enhanced ability to exert self-control, delay gratification in the service of

more beneficial long-term outcomes. However, when our ancestors shifted from

foraging to food production, our evolved short-term preferences were not eradi-

cated. People in present-day societies often still weigh immediate outcomes more

heavily than more distant ones.

Consistent with our evolutionary history, neuroscientific evidence shows that

immediate and delayed rewards appear to be governed by different neural systems

(McClure et al. 2004). For example, evolutionarily-older brain systems, such as the

limbic system, are activated when choosing between immediate rewards (e.g.,

$1 right now or $2 tomorrow); but such older systems are less active when choosing

between delayed rewards (e.g., $1 in 365 days or $2 in 366 days). In the latter case,

the evolutionarily-recent pre-frontal cortex is more involved.

Although researchers have often considered one’s ability to delay gratification as

an individual difference, the ability to delay gratification is highly sensitive to

evolutionarily-relevant contexts. Recent findings show that activation of ancient

brain systems related to mating uncovers our myopic, hunter-gatherer-like prefer-

ences. The priming of mating cues leads men to place greater value on current
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rewards. For example, men who fondle lingerie become more impatient when

choosing between smaller and earlier versus larger and later rewards (Van den

Bergh et al. 2008). Similarly, men who viewed photos of attractive women chose to

take less money now than a significantly larger amount of money in the future

(Wilson and Daly 2004). These studies suggest that upon the priming of mating

cues, men become impatient (i.e., prefer less money now over more money in the

future).

Similar to the way in which humans have evolved to prefer immediate rewards,

evidence from modern groups living in hunter-gatherer and horticultural societies

suggests that people (and many other animals) are generally risk-averse, preferring

to invest in activities with relatively low risks as opposed to those with potentially

higher, but riskier, outcomes (Winterhalder 2007). Such risk aversion is also con-

sistent with standard observation in market economics (Png and Lehman 2007) and

helps to explain, at an evolutionary level, the ubiquitous gain-loss framing effects

predicted by prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979).

Evolutionary approaches suggest that people’s willingness to take risks should

be highly sensitive to the fundamental motive system that is currently active. For

example, given that self-protection is associated with vigilance and caution, self-

protection cues are known to lead people to become risk-averse (Lerner and

Keltner 2001). Other domain-specific cues, however, have been shown to increase

risk-taking. Men’s risky decision-making can be strongly influenced by whether

their peers are watching their decisions: The presence of other men generally

facilitates willingness to choose high-risk/high-gain gambles in young men (Daly

and Wilson 2001). In fact, when men are primed with cues for competition and

status, they take significantly more risks with their money (Ermer et al. 2008). In

contrast, women’s financial risk-taking appears to be unaffected by cues of

vigilance or competition with other women. Research has yet to examine how

activating the fundamental motives of kin care or mate-retention might influence

risk-taking, but such domains are likely to have specific effects on risk-taking

behavior (Kenrick et al. 2010).

The tendency for young males to be more risky than young females is clearly

understandable through the evolutionary lens (Saad 2007). But these sex-specific

tendencies can also have long-term economic consequences. For instance, young

single men are generally more likely to adopt riskier investment strategies in their

retirement packages than are women, and at retirement time those men tend to

have earned, on average, substantially higher yields on their investments (Sundén

and Surette 1998). The findings that activation of different fundamental motives

can make people risk-takers or risk-avoiders have powerful implications for busi-

ness decision-making. Many companies implicitly prime such motivations already

(e.g., insurance companies highlight self-protective concerns when selling poli-

cies), and other companies may find it useful to employ motivational strategies with

an understanding of their evolutionary implications. For example, investment

brokers might activate specific fundamental motives when attempting to influence

the level of risk their clients are willing to take in their investments.
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3.4 Negotiation

When two or more parties, such as consumers and sellers, have a conflict of interest,

they often will attempt to resolve this conflict through a process of negotiation and

bargaining (Raffia 1982; Rubin and Brown 1975). This process can be tremendously

complex, but typically involves a series of sequential proposals and decisions as one

party attempts to maximize an element of the interaction (e.g., how much to charge

for a product) and the other party attempts to minimize the same element (e.g., how

much to pay for the product). From an evolutionary viewpoint, negotiation can be

viewed as a social coordination problem that entails trade-offs between costs and

benefits relevant to fundamental motivations (Ackerman and Kenrick 2008).

These trade-offs are commonly studied in light of contextual and party-specific

influences within negotiation games such as the Prisoner’s Dilemma or Ultimatum

Game (e.g., Axelrod 1984; Rubin and Brown 1975; Saad and Gill 2001a, b).

Perceptions about these trade-offs can fluctuate depending on what fundamental

motive is currently active (Ackerman and Kenrick 2008), changing people’s behav-

ior throughout the interaction. For example, status-relevant cues such as the pres-

ence of a briefcase and expensive pen lying innocuously in a negotiation room can

reduce the amount proposed for opening offers (Kay et al. 2004), and exposure to

attractive opposite-sex individuals increases the likelihood of accepting an unfair

deal in bargaining situations (Van den Bergh and Dewitte 2006).

There are several basic difficulties involved in negotiations, all of which are

candidates for evolutionary analysis. Perhaps the most important concern is the

uncertainty inherent in such situations. Where should discussions take place? What

is a given good worth? What opening proposal should I make? Is that company’s

representative telling the truth? Uncertainty represents a central problem from an

evolutionary perspective. Individuals must detect interpersonal and environmental

signals in ways that benefit the perceivers, understand which action to take in

novel situations and make decisions that minimize costs. Unfortunately, the limits

of cognitive capacity constrain these abilities, leading people to employ a range

of fallible processing heuristics (e.g., Kahneman et al. 1982). Fortunately, these

heuristics have been shaped by evolution to produce positive outcomes on average,

at least when these outcomes are considered in terms of their functional relevance.

Consider the problem of detecting whether another party is being deceptive.

A number of mental mechanisms can be brought to bear on this question. First, a

person will likely use evolved “mind-reading” abilities (theory of mind) to intuit

the other’s knowledge and goals in that situation (Premack and Woodruff 1978).

People also (unconsciously) perform complex signal detection analyses to identify

and interpret the meaning of interpersonal cues (e.g., Ackerman et al. 2006;

Ackerman et al. 2009; Becker et al. 2011). These analyses are shaped by both

active motives and cognitive biases that tend to overweigh functionally costly

errors, producing evolutionarily cautious responses (Haselton and Nettle 2006).

This process tends to be positive for one’s fundamental goal pursuit, but may impair

current bargaining outcomes. For instance, if one party is a member of a group
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stereotypically associated with deceptiveness and lack of trust (e.g., lawyers), a

self-protection motive may be activated (see Cottrell and Neuberg 2005; Cottrell

et al. 2007). Because deception has been a recurrent problem over evolutionary

time, people have evolved an inherent ability to detect and manage cheaters,

especially within social exchange contexts (Cosmides and Tooby 1992).

When a lawyer accompanies one party to a negotiation, activated motivations are

liable to decrease trust and cause skeptical and intransigent responses from the other

party. Unfortunately, the same is true when individuals are members of any groups

associated with a lack of trust (e.g., in the U.S., Mexican-Americans; Cottrell and

Neuberg 2005).

Cognitive mechanisms shaped by their functional utility for addressing ancestral

problems also play a role in other aspects of negotiation, such as evaluation (e.g.,

determining the market value of an item), decision making (e.g., settling on a

reservation price), time management (e.g., coping with impatience), and forecasting

(e.g., judging how the recipient of an offer will respond). For instance, it is difficult

to determine the real, experiential value of many goods and services (e.g., Ariely

et al. 2006), but other, fitness-relevant goods are often inherently evaluable (Hsee

et al. 2009). That is, people seemingly do not have a good sense of the absolute value

of unique or abstract items (e.g., interest rates, listening to poetry readings, carats in

a diamond), but they are innately able to make more accurate evaluations about

functionally-relevant consumption experiences (e.g., drinking milk, feeling temper-

ature, undergoing social isolation) (Hsee et al. 2009).

Evaluation, decision-making, and forecasting effects are influenced by interac-

tions between personal and environmental factors. Consider the example of gender

differences in negotiation outcomes. Past findings have indicated that men tend to

outperform women when bargaining for themselves over salary and sale prices (see

Bowles et al. 2005; Stuhlmacher and Walters 1999). Why would this be? One

possibility is that these bargaining contexts take the form of competitive environ-

ments, whereas evolutionary theorizing and evidence suggests that women’s inter-

personal orientation tends to be more communally-focused (Ackerman et al. 2007;

Cross and Madson 1997). In fact, research demonstrates that when women are

asked to negotiate for someone else, they perform better both compared to men and

compared to women negotiating for themselves (Bowles et al. 2005). We might

expect that another method of producing communal feelings, activating the funda-

mental motive for kin care motive (e.g., by highlighting the family-run nature of

a business), would help people achieve more profitable outcomes when acting as

negotiators for their company or a third party. This motive may even lead to better

outcomes for men than for women, as men would have more room to move in terms

of their communal orientation. Although negotiation researchers have amassed a

detailed understanding of negotiation dynamics, they may still place too little

weight on functionally-important variables such as fundamental motives.

Given these types of findings, what techniques should an evolutionarily-minded

negotiator be aware of or use to bargain more effectively? An understanding of

fundamental motives implies that framing the interaction is of utmost importance.

Placement of motive-relevant cues can powerfully influence decisions to accept or
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reject offers, even when those cues are incidental to the overall goal of the interac-

tion (Ackerman and Kenrick 2008). For example, cues to self-protective threat

(e.g., darkness, angry expressions, germs) are liable to negatively bias decisions and

offers made by out-group members (e.g., companies that share an antagonistic

relationship). Negotiators may thus want to pay special attention to the time of

day and the state of health of the negotiating team. Interestingly, cues that prime

self-protective threat may actually have a positive effect on perceptions of in-group

members (e.g., employees of the same company) (Becker et al. 2011). People

negotiating salaries or positions within a company may find better outcomes

under these conditions. Similar outcomes should follow if a sense of affiliation

can be established between parties (as underlies relationship marketing; Berry

1983). While motivated by affiliation, having others present may be a positive

situation, but this is unlikely to be the case when status motives are active. Instead,

the presence of an audience is likely to be aversive during negotiations over status

changes (e.g., promotions, mergers) because status hierarchies tend to be primarily

relevant to intragroup interactions (Ackerman and Kenrick 2008). One solution is to

cast the audience as a status-irrelevant mediator of the negotiation (e.g., Pruitt and

Johnson 1970).

Cues to yet another fundamental motive, mate search, may also produce com-

plex outcomes within business deliberations (e.g., Griskevicius et al. 2006b).

Consider a natural form of negotiation—courtship. Romantic courtship can be

framed as a coordination problem in which one party plays the role of seller (in

heterosexual interactions, often the man will attempt to “sell” his own suitability as

a romantic partner), and another party plays the role of buyer (the woman will make

the decision). In fact, women are especially likely to help each other construct

romantic barriers and thresholds, whereas men are especially likely to help each

other break down those barriers and overcome those thresholds (Ackerman and

Kenrick 2009). If these patterns are representative of more general strategies, it may

be that, during platonic bargaining, women perform better as cost-minimizing

negotiators (i.e., buyers) and men as benefit-maximizing negotiators (i.e., sellers).

Of course, the particular costs and benefits being negotiated are likely relevant;

more so than men, women may sacrifice economic outcomes in favor of interper-

sonal capital such as the maintenance of social relationships (Curhan et al. 2008).

Studies like the ones reviewed above highlight the importance of properly structur-

ing cohesive negotiation teams (e.g., tailoring the gender and group makeup of

teams) as well as negotiation environments (e.g., providing cues to affiliation,

family, and even self-protective threat where appropriate).

3.5 Helping, Generosity, and Cooperation

Family businesses have always made up a substantial portion of the corporate

world, with estimates as high as 90% for all businesses in the United States,

including 37% of the Fortune 500 companies (The University of Tulsa College of
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Business Administration 2000). Yet there is an intriguing difference between

firms that are family-run versus those that are led by individuals who are unrelated

to their employees: Family-run firms tend to perform better and operate more

efficiently (McConaughy et al. 2001; Anderson and Reeb 2003), yet the nepotism

they engender can lead to free-riding and worsening performance in subsequent

generations (Perez-Gonzalez 2006; Villalonga and Amit 2006). This telling

difference can be traced to the different motivational systems regulating our

interactions with close kin versus those regulating interactions with friends and

with strangers (see Nicholson 2008; Nicholson and Bj€ornberg 2005). An under-

standing of these fundamental motive systems not only sheds light on why

humans have not evolved to be perfectly selfish, but also on the circumstances

that engender the most cooperation.

From an evolutionary perspective, the fact that people are quite helpful rather

than completely selfish has always been puzzling. On the surface, natural selection

would not appear to favor individuals who give away their own resources to benefit

others. Some such helping, however, can be understood in light of the biological

principle of kin selection (Hamilton 1964). Kin selection holds that individuals’

actions are designed not so much to ensure the survival of the individual, but to

ensure the survival of the genes making up that individual—genes that are shared

with one’s kin. Consistent with this principle, nepotistic biases are found across

species, and individuals behave more benevolently towards others the more closely

the givers are related to the recipients of the aid (e.g., Burnstein et al. 1994). For

example, the value of gifts given to family members tracks the genetic relatedness

those kin share (Saad and Gill 2003). After death, not only do people bequeath more

than 92% of their assets to relatives, but descendants receive more money in

relative proportion to the genetic overlap they share with the deceased individual

(Smith et al. 1987).

Consideration of kin selection has important ramifications for decision-making.

Consider the case of someone confronting a prisoner’s dilemma-type decision

involving either a brother or an unrelated group member. Because a brother shares

roughly 50% of the decision-maker’s genes, the decision-maker can be expected to

devalue outcomes in which his brother does poorly at a small gain to himself

(Kenrick et al. 2008). This has tremendous implications for business decisions:

Competition for a bonus between strangers in the workplace may manifest itself as

cooperation between relatives in a family-controlled firm. Successful joint tasks

between strangers might lead to individual credit-taking, whereas the same situa-

tion might lead to credit-giving between kin (Ackerman et al. 2007). Essentially,

conflicts that are zero-sum games for unrelated strangers might well be transformed

into cooperative games for kin. Of course, this is true across cultures as well:

“Chinese companies are almost always family firms. A Chinese proverb says—

with less whimsy and more hard-nosed sense than most—‘You can only trust close

relatives’” (Fritz 1997:51).

The theory of kin selection, however, fails to explain helping toward non-

relatives. Evolutionary theorists have explained such non-kin helping in light of

the theory of reciprocal altruism (Trivers 1971), whereby individuals help
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non-relatives because the helpers benefit by being helped in return. For instance,

people and many species of animals are much more likely to help someone who can

reciprocate the favor in the future (e.g., Fehr et al. 1997). Even without a strong

reliance on reciprocity, certain non-kin can also receive the interpersonal benefits

that accompany familial relationships. For instance, people who share similar

attitudes to us are implicitly associated with kinship concepts (Park and Schaller

2005), and people with whom we share a superficial facial resemblance tend to

inspire increased trust (DeBruine 2002). Such cues, along with repeated positive

interactions, can lead to the formation of friendship and even “psychological

kinship” (Bailey 1988). Interestingly, the nature of interactions among ancestral

humans may have predisposed women, more than men, to treat their friends like

kin. Thus, under everyday conditions, women show more cooperative and less self-

serving tendencies with their friends than do men (Ackerman et al. 2007). The

evolved mechanisms that produce psychological kinship can be leveraged to

increase altruistic tendencies in the kin-free business world. By priming a kin

care motive through the use of fictive kinship terminology and (especially) behav-

ior, intra-office altruism may increase, and less time may be spent on needless

competitive pursuits.

Yet kin selection, reciprocal altruism, and psychological kinship all cannot

fully explain helping such as large philanthropic gifts to non-kin or even handouts

to beggars who will never reciprocate these favors. For instance, it is difficult to

understand from these perspectives why 70% of U.S. households give money to

charity or why nearly 10 million Americans each year give blood to strangers whom

they will never meet. The key to understanding such behaviors from an evolution-

ary perspective lies in the importance of building and maintaining reputations

(Griskevicius et al. 2010; Semmann et al. 2005). Earning a reputation as a coopera-

tive and helpful group member is extremely valuable: Individuals with such

reputations are not only seen as more trustworthy (Barclay 2004), but they are

also more desirable as friends, allies, leaders, and romantic partners (Cottrell et al.

2007; Griskevicius et al. 2007; Jensen-Campbell et al. 1995; Milinski et al. 2000).

Indeed, research suggests that helping others is neurologically similar to helping

oneself: Helping others stimulates the same evolutionarily ancient areas of the brain

that process rewards (Harbaugh et al. 2007), which can lead people to experience

even greater happiness than helping themselves (Dunn et al. 2008).

The functional importance of these reputational concerns for solving the

adaptive problems of affiliation, status, and attracting mates also makes reputation

a valuable tool within business contexts. Consider that when public goods games

are played while the players are being watched, the players are more generous

(Hardy and Van Vugt 2006). Observers and other players perceive such generous

individuals as having higher status. Consistent with the reputational benefits of

helping, recent research shows that activating status motives can lead people to be

more altruistic, especially when it comes to self-sacrificing to benefit the environ-

ment (Griskevicius et al. 2010). Activating status motives, for example, led

people to choose pro-environmental green products over more self-indulgent

non-green products, meaning that status motives led people to forgo luxury
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when given the opportunity to choose green products that could signal one’s

prosocial nature (and thus boost social status). Companies interested in promoting

environmental awareness, responsibility or donation might provide a means of

ensuring that an individual’s green reputation is advertised among a status-

relevant audience. Being helpful also enhances attractiveness to potential roman-

tic partners. For example, after being primed with mating cues, men and women

become more generous with charitable donations (Griskevicius et al. 2007). As is

the case with helping in public goods games, these status and mating-related

helping boosts are driven by reputational concerns. Neither status nor mating

motives actually lead people to be more altruistic in private settings (e.g., taking

shorter showers to conserve energy or picking up trash by oneself). Instead, status

and mating goals only increase helping that is public and that can clearly influence

one’s reputation (Griskevicius et al. 2007; Griskevicius et al. 2010). Thus, busi-

nesses interested in leveraging reputational concerns (e.g., by activating relevant

fundamental motives) should take into account the necessity of doing so within a

social context.

Considering the evolutionary importance of a cooperative reputation, people are

not only sensitive to being watched, but they are also sensitive to mere cues of being

watched. Consider the following situation that commonly occurs in the public

coffee room at work: When a person gets coffee, he or she is supposed to pay a

specified amount. But given that individuals are not under constant surveillance,

many employees take advantage of this public good by paying less than they are

supposed to or by not paying at all. In a clever field experiment, researchers tested

whether coffee payments would be influenced by the presence of a picture of a pair

of eyes in the coffee room. Compared to a control condition in which flowers

appeared in the same place, people voluntarily paid nearly three times as much for

their coffee when a pair of eyes was in the room (Bateson et al. 2006). Similar types

of effects are also obtained even when the picture of eyes is highly stylized,

suggesting that people are attuned specifically to eye-like objects (Haley and

Fessler 2005).

These findings have tremendous implications for both organizational coopera-

tion and productivity. For example, many companies are concerned that employees

spend too much time at work dallying on the Internet, thereby decreasing produc-

tivity. This concern often leads companies to place surveillance on computers,

which can erode trust in management and diminish employee happiness. The coffee

study, however, suggests that simply placing cues of being watched, such as a

monitor background that contains a pair of eyes, might significantly decrease

unwanted work activity and foster (at least superficial) cooperation. Many compa-

nies currently attempt to establish more substantial cooperation by increasing the

camaraderie felt among employees, thus making it more likely that kin- and friend-

relevant behaviors will prevail. This may indeed be a successful strategy, though

these companies need to weigh the benefits of closer relationships with the potential

downsides of these relationships, including an increased tolerance of social loafing,

complacency and sentiment-based decision-making (Nicholson 2008; Schulze et al.

2001; Villalonga and Amit 2006).
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4 Conclusion

Evolutionary approaches have successfully led to large numbers of theoretical

advancements in the fields of biology, ecology, anthropology, and psychology. But

evolutionary models are only now beginning to make inroads into our understanding

of economics, marketing, management, and other types of business sciences. In this

chapter we presented the fundamental motives framework as a way to view business

decisions from an evolutionary perspective. This framework holds that human beings

confront modern business issues—including negotiation, investment, product choice,

employee management—with brains that have evolved to deal with fundamental

recurring social problems that needed to be solved by our ancestors. These social

problems include affiliation, self-protection, status attainment, mate-attraction, mate-

retention, and child-rearing (see Table 1). Building on accumulating empirical and

theoretical work, the fundamental motives framework posits that solving problems in

each of these domains is associated with distinct motivational systems. Although the

modern world appears to be very different that our ancestral environment, in some

ways ancestral groups were very similar to modern human groups; both groups

involve status hierarchies, kin members, sex differences in motivational biases, and

reciprocal alliances (Hagen 2005; Hill and Hurtado 1996). In other ways, underlying

human adaptive biases are mismatched to modern business settings. For example,

most of our business interactions today involve unrelated strangers with whom we

might interact only once or perhaps never meet.

Just as the understanding of social behavior in general has been enhanced by

applying evolutionary models (e.g., Schaller et al. 2007), the fundamental motives

framework provides fertile ground for a wide range of insights into business

behavior. While in the current chapter we discussed how this approach can provide

insight into several business-relevant topics, many others remain to be explored,

including employee violence, job stress, workplace discrimination, gender conflict,

employee turnover, and workplace romantic relationships. It is important to note

that evolutionary models do not aim to replace other theoretical approaches. Rather,

evolutionary approaches can be fruitfully integrated into almost any area of

research as a means of complementing the existing theoretical models and existing

explanations at different levels of analysis. Both evolutionary and other explana-

tions (e.g., proximate explanations) are needed for a complete understanding of

business behavior and the various realms of economic decision-making. A consid-

eration of how evolution has shaped our brains is likely to lead to a broader

scientific understanding of how and why people behave and think as they do.
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Intrasexual Competition Within Organizations

Abraham P. Buunk, Thomas V. Pollet, Pieternel Dijkstra, and Karlijn Massar

Abstract Intrasexual competition refers to rivalry with same-sex others that is,

ultimately, driven by the motive to obtain and maintain access to mates. In the

present chapter we provide evidence that intrasexual competition also plays an

important role in workers’ behaviours, emotions and preferences in the relation-

ship with other workers, and, as a result, may have far reaching consequences for

organizations. More specifically, we discuss the types of intrasexual competition

that exist, the way these types of intrasexual competition translate into employees’

emotions and behaviours, and the extent to which men and women adopt different

intrasexual competitive strategies. Problems in the workplace may occur because

intrasexual competition has taken on a dynamic of its own, and influences beha-

viours and preferences of employees even when this may be maladaptive for the

individual or the organization.

Keywords Sex differences � Intrasexual competition � Sexual selection � Social
comparison � Jealousy � Envy � Status

1 Introduction

Intrasexual competition refers to rivalry with same-sex others that is, ultimately,

driven by the motive to obtain and maintain access to mates. Darwin (1871) already

recognized the importance of intrasexual competition for sexual selection, and

suggested that it led to important behavioural adaptations for attracting mates and

for gathering the necessary resources for reproduction and offspring care. It is
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important to realize that males can sire offspring with a single sexual act, whereas in

most species females have to invest much more than males in producing offspring

(Trivers 1972). Females are therefore, as it were, generally a scarce resource over

which males compete (Andersson 1994). Indeed, in species in which males invest

little in their offspring, they usually engage in quite fierce competition with other

males over the access to females, whereas females show few signs of intrasexual

competition. Overall, men compete with other men for access to reproductive

resources, including resources such as political influence and social status that

can be converted into reproductive opportunity, either because these are directly

attractive to females or because these help conquer rival males (Tooby and Cos-

mides 1988; Sidanius and Pratto 1999).

For most of our evolutionary history, humans have lived in small-scale societies

where women could usually determine quite easily the status of men. However, until

a few decades ago, most organizations were male dominated, and many organiza-

tions still are. Even though there are often no women around to observe the position

of males viz. others, it seems that the tendency to engage in intrasexual competition is

sufficiently hard wired, that it may even surface in organizations where the direct

benefits of engaging in such competition may not be immediately obvious. Male

intrasexual competition often takes the form of a somewhat ritualized competition

over the acquisition of those skills and resources that define status within a given

culture (Sidanius and Pratto 1999). In preindustrial societies in which male-male

competition has been studied, it has consistently been found that a man’s status is

directly related to his reproductive success (Betzig 1982, 1986). Even in contempo-

rary Western society high-income men have more biological children than low-

income men, whereas among women the opposite is true (Hopcroft 2005; Nettle

and Pollet 2008). Overall, organizations are traditionally an important domain for

intrasexual competition among males, i.e., for fights over status, prestige, and

resources, and eventually the outcomes of such competition may have important

consequences for the opportunities of attracting and keeping mates. With the increas-

ing influx of women in organizations, intrasexual competition among males may

have becomemore salient and prevalent, as the presence of women tend to make men

more aware of their status, and more eager to demonstrate that they can beat other

men. For example, an experiment showed that men increased their cooperation in an

economic game when observed by women (Iredale et al. 2008). That is, men exhibit

competitive altruism: they compete by being generous and forego individual benefits

(Van Vugt et al. 2007). Behaving altruistically may improve one’s reputation and

status: others often attribute charisma to those who sacrifice their own needs to those

of others or the group (De Cremer and Van Knippenberg 2004).

Although men may choose not to, many men, as women do, invest resources and

parental care in their offspring. As a result, both sexes are discriminating in the

choice of mates, and therefore both sexes will engage in competition with same-sex

conspecifics. In this chapter, we first present evidence that competition within

organizations is usually intrasexual rather than intersexual. We then discuss the

role of envy in the evocation of competition, individual differences in competition

and the different strategies males and females may adopt in competing with each
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other. Throughout this chapter, we will discuss the implications of these topics for

organizations and suggest ways to deal with the problems that evolutionary-driven

strategies of competition may create in an organizational context.

2 Competition Within Organizations Is Generally Intrasexual

Dominance hierarchies revolve around relative rather than absolute positions and

individuals are more concerned about getting ahead of another rather than about

achieving an absolute position (see e.g., Buunk and Ybema 1997). Hill and Buss

(2006) report studies which show that indeed, men and women possess a positional

bias, making them attend to the positional rather than to the absolute value of

resources that are known to affect survival or reproduction, and to personal attributes

that affect others’ abilities to acquire such resources. These authors showed that

when choosing between having an absolutely larger income or an income that was

absolutely less but larger than one’s rivals’ incomes, both men and women chose

the greater positional income. Moreover, the positional bias seems to be sex-

differentiated illustrated by the finding that women, more than men, preferred to be

less attractive in an absolute sense, but more attractive than their rivals (e.g., scoring

a 5 when rivals score a 3), over being more attractive in an absolute sense but less

attractive than their rivals (e.g., scoring a 7 when rivals score a 9).

Although in contemporary organizational settings, women are often in direct

competition with males, it is our contention that, as a result of a long evolutionary

history of male-male competition, on an emotional and unconscious level, males will

still perceive other males, and not females, as their primary rivals. Similarly, as

women have in our evolutionary past rarely competed with males, they are more

likely to see other females as competitors. A few decades ago, various studies were

conducted in the field of social comparison, to determine withwhommen andwomen

compare themselves – do women compare mostly with women, and men with men?

While in laboratory experiments many participants compared themselves with both

genders in order to evaluate their performance and their pay, in general in such

experiments a pronounced preference for comparisons with others of the same

gender over others of the other gender was found (Feldman and Ruble 1981; Miller

1984; Suls et al. 1979). Studies employing an interview methodology have also

shown that men and women tend to compare themselves with respect to their jobs

more with same-sex others than with opposite-sex others, although women tend to

compare themselves more with men than vice versa (Crosby 1982; Saad and Gill

2001a). Buunk and Van der Laan (2002) presented women with a successful target

that was either male or female. Their results showed that women preferred to

compare themselves more with the same-sex target than with the opposite-sex target

and saw the situation of the female target as a more likely potential future for

themselves. Buunk and Van der Laan (2002) concluded that women see other

women as more relevant standards than men for how they may fare in their profes-

sional careers. Of course, a similar line of reasoning applies to men, for whom other
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men are more relevant comparison targets. A clear indication that also men much

more strongly compete with men than with women, was found by Saad and Gill

(2001b). In their study participants took part in a two-person ultimatum game, in

which one was the allocator and the other the recipient and the allocator had to split a

given sum of money with the recipient. The recipient could either accept or reject the

offer. If accepted, both players received their respective splits, if rejected neither of

them got anything. The results showed that men made more generous offers when

pitted against a woman as opposed to a man. Women, on the other hand, made equal

offers independently of the sex of the recipient. The finding that, in this case, women

did not compete more with women than with men, may be attributed to the dimension
of competition, i.e. money. In general, money is a much more important arena of

competition for men than for women, who compete, much more than men, with each

other on attributes such as physical attractiveness (Dijkstra and Buunk 1998).

A study by Steil and Hay (1997), using a sample of men and women with

prestigious, male-dominated careers, showed that the choice of the comparison target

is not only determined by one’s own sex, but also by one’s income. In this study it was

found that women were significantly more likely to make opposite-sex comparisons

than men, and that the higher a woman’s income became, the more likely she was to

compare her accomplishments regarding promotion, compensation, responsibility,

and influence in decision making predominantly with men. For men, the opposite

effect was found: the lower their income, the more likely they were to also compare

with women. Apparently, men with low incomes identify more easily with women,

who, in general have lower incomes than men. Steil and Hay’s study is interesting for

organizations. It has been argued that women in organizations, because of the lack of

female leaders, may suffer from the lack of female role models (e.g., Linehan and

Scullion 2008). Steil and Hay’s study, however, suggests that this concern is not

entirely founded. Ambitious women seem to select their comparison targets not, or

not solely on the basis of sex, but on the basis of the status or income level they aspire.

Therefore, even if there were more female leaders, women may not perceive these

women as suitable role models. Jandeska and Kraimer (2005), for instance, found that

female leaders in male-dominated organizations were less inclined to engage in role

modeling behaviors, such as mentoring junior colleagues.

In sum, we have described several lines of evidence that point to the fact that

competition within organizations typically occurs within a sex. It appears that such

a view is consistent with our human evolutionary past, which exhibits a long history

of intrasexual competition.

3 Envy in the Workplace

The emotion of envy is assumed to link social comparisons to competition. Envy

stems from social comparison with others who are doing better or who possess more

favorable attributes (Fischer et al. 2009). Envy stimulates individuals to narrow the

gap between themselves and the superior other. Although envy is often seen as a

negative or destructive emotion, two types of envy can be distinguished that are
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very different from each other: malicious envy and benign envy. Both appear to

motivate individuals to decrease the status gap between themselves and others. Yet

they do so in different ways. Benign envy leads individuals to close the gap by

moving themselves up to the level of the other (Van de Ven et al. 2009). In contrast,

malicious envy leads individuals to do so by pulling the other down to one’s own

position. Whereas benign envy stimulates individuals to self-promote and improve

the self, for instance, by observational learning and affiliation with a superior other,

malicious envy encourages individuals to derogate or even damage rivals. From an

evolutionary psychological point of view, benign envy may seem the more adaptive

form of the two types of envy: it alerts individuals to fitness-relevant advantages

enjoyed by rivals, motivating them to acquire those same advantages (Hill and Buss

2006, 2008). Nonetheless, malicious envy may help reduce differences in status as

well as helping preserve equal relations (Keltner et al. 2006). It may also help

workers maintain high levels of self-esteem (Buunk and Ybema 1997; Salovey and

Rodin 1991).

In organizations, both types of envy may occur. Illustrating the potentially

negative effect of benign envy, Gino and Pierce (2009) found that, in the visible

proximity of monetary abundant wealth or wealthy others, individuals are more

likely to cheat due to feelings of envy. Employees who feel their company or

employer is extremely rich may therefore more easily engage in unethical beha-

viors, such as those related to financial fraud, enriching themselves in an attempt to

close the monetary gap between themselves and their CEO. Malicious jealousy

often leads to the derogation of rivals, which in the work place often takes the form

of bullying, harassment and negative gossip. Research in a male dominated work

setting, i.e. the Norwegian marine industry, showed that, on a weekly basis, 7% of

the workers reported being subjected to at least one of the following behaviors from

coworkers or supervisors: ridicule and insulting teasing, verbal abuse, rumors and

gossip spread about themselves, offending remarks, recurring reminders on blun-

ders, hostility or silence when entering a conversation, or the devaluing of one’s

effort and work. As many as 22% of workers reported being subjected to one or

more of these acts at least monthly (Einarsen and Raknes 1997). In line with the fact

that competition within organizations is mainly intrasexual, a review by Schuster

(1996) showed that male bullies most often victimize males whereas females

victimize females more often. Moreover, the type of attacks differs. Women seem

to be more spiteful, and talk behind others’ backs, ridicule others, spread rumors, or

make indirect allusions. Typical male tactics are to permanently assign others to

new tasks, to stop talking to someone, and to assign tasks that violate others’ self-

esteem. Envy is also sex-specific in another way: whereas women feel most envious

of same-sex rivals who are physically attractive, men feel more envious of same-

sex rivals who are able to attract an attractive romantic partner, and of rivals who

have more sexual experience than they have (Hill and Buss 2008).

Benign envy and malicious envy may also occur together. This is illustrated in

is a phenomenon that F€orsterling et al. (2007) call the ‘sexual attribution bias’

(SAB). In a study on attributions, these authors found that the success of attractive

same-sex others was consistently ascribed to luck and less to ability, whereas the
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success of attractive opposite-sex others was attributed more to ability and less to

luck. Thus, both men and women apparently see only same-sex others as rivals, feel

threatened by the success of attractive same-sex others, and feel a need to ‘down-

play’ this success. The SAB fosters a favorable assessment of the self in relation to

the same-sex rival that ensures persistence of competition, reducing the rival’s

chances of succeeding. To remain believable, individuals usually do not derogate

their rivals on all attributes. They give them credit for success in domains they

regard as unimportant. Only in domains that are perceived to be important, indivi-

duals devalue their rival (Buunk and Gibbons 2007; Schmitt 1988).

As envy is likely an evolved, and thus difficult to avoid, emotion and therefore

difficult to avoid, it may lead, in the workplace it to a host of negative outcomes at the

individual and group level. In a review of studies on envy in organizations, Duffy et al.

(2008) showed that workplace envy is related to poorer leader-member exchange,

lower job satisfaction, less liking for coworkers, lower organization-based self-

esteem, lower group performance, higher turnover, higher absence rates, and higher

social loafing. For example, Geurts et al. (1994) found that bus drivers who perceived

others as better off than themselves did engagemore in absenteeism. In a study among

Spanish teachers, Buunk et al. (2007) found that a feeling of being defeated in the

sense of being passed by others predicted burnout amongmen, but not amongwomen.

Fischer et al. (2009) found a possible explanation for the negative effect of envy on

performance. In three experiments these authors showed that envious individuals

were less willing to share high-quality information with envied colleagues. Since

information exchange is crucial for successful cooperation, group performance may

suffer as a consequence. In a similar vein, being bullied has been found to be related to

burnout, stress and decreased job satisfaction in several segments of the job market,

ranging from construction to educational and medical settings (Meliá and Becerril

2007; Van Dick and Wagner 2001).

Fortunately, there are indications that organizations can control, at least some

of, the negative consequences of envy. In his study, Vecchio (2000) found envy to

be related to several work unit variables. More specifically, he showed that, as the

reward system in a unit was more competitive, employees experienced more envy.

In contrast, as workers experienced more autonomy in their jobs and had more

considerate supervisors, they experienced less envy towards co-workers. Although

this study was only correlational in nature, its findings do provide organizations

with at least some avenues to control workplace envy and its negative conse-

quences. That is, by uncoupling individual rewards from those of others, enhancing

job autonomy and recruiting kind and empathic managers, organizations may

reduce levels of workplace envy to acceptable levels.

4 Individual Differences in Intrasexual Competition

While it seems clear that both sexes tend to compete largely with same-sex others,

there are important individual differences in the extent to which both males and

females engage in intrasexual competition. Some individuals seem to have as their
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major goal to ‘beat’ others, and to attain and maintain their high status position in

the organization, whereas others seem to have as their major goal to be a good team

member and to contribute to the benefits of the organization. In other words,

whereas some aim to achieve status by pursuing personal goals and by dominating

their colleagues, others aim to do so by helping their group attain success, even if

group goals conflict with their personal goals. Studies on leadership show that both

strategies may be effective ways of achieving status. Brunell et al. (2008), for

instance, showed that, especially in leaderless groups, narcissistic individuals, i.e.

relatively self-centred individuals who are low in empathy, emerge as leaders. On

the other hand, relatively altruistic individuals who are willing to sacrifice their own

needs to the group are usually highly respected and admired by group members and

often nominated as leaders (Choi and Mai-Dalton 1998). These individual differ-

ences have been captured by various social psychological theories, including the

theory of social value orientations (Van Lange et al. 1997), theories of achievement

motivation (Atkinson 1957), and the need for power (McClelland et al. 1985).

There is evidence that such differences are partially heritable (Bouchard and

McGue 1990; Tellegen et al. 1988). Evolutionary psychology may help explain

the existence of individual, genetically based, differences in intrasexual competi-

tion and the strategies individuals use to compete with same-sex members.

From an evolutionary-psychological point of view, individual differences such

as these, may exist for several reasons. First, combinations of specific individual

differences may result in equally viable behavioural strategies (Penke et al. 2007).

Although each behavioral strategy has its specific costs and benefits, the net effect

may be the same (Nettle 2006). For instance, as stated above, both narcissism and

altruism may help individuals gain higher group status and can, as such, both be

considered adaptive strategies. Figueredo et al. (2005) argued that personality

differences may be adaptive in social competition because of the operation of

frequency dependent selection. Frequency dependent selection implies that there

does not exist a single optimal strategy, and that various distinct strategies may all

be heritable. Different strategies may have developed because, under different

conditions, different strategies may be adaptive. For example, in a population

with predominantly cooperative individuals, there would be a niche for competitive

individuals, and vice versa. Translated to modern organizations, in an organization

or unit with predominantly cooperative individuals, the competitive and narcissistic

individual may be highly effective at achieving status. The opposite may be true as

well: in an organization or unit with predominantly competitive and narcissistic

individuals, there may be a niche for altruism. Finally, it has been argued that

individuals are genetically predisposed to have personality characteristics that, to a

certain extent, are malleable. As a result, situational demands may push individuals

to develop certain strategies and traits over other ones (Penke et al. 2007; Saad

2007), a phenomenon Gangestad and Simpson (2000) refer to as strategic pluralism.

Drawing on a blossoming animal literature, Nettle (2006) suggested that differ-

ent levels of the same trait might be adaptive under different conditions. Indeed, it

seems probable that being strongly intrasexually competitive and selfish may be

adaptive under certain conditions, when, for instance, life expectancy is low, others
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are low in altruism as well, and when the level of social organization is low. Yet the

same competitive behaviour may be maladaptive under other conditions, for

instance, when others are high in altruism or in complex social groups (Rushton

1985). Findings from studies on species as diverse as great tits (Parus Major) to big
horn sheep (Ovis canadensis) demonstrate that traits such as aggressiveness

towards conspecifics, boldness, and risk taking have different fitness payoffs in

different environments (Dingemanse and Réale 2005). The same applies to humans.

It has, for instance, been found that a high level of sibling rivalry may reflect an

uncertain environment in which the individual learns that one has to compete over

access to resources (Salmon 2005). In a similar vein, it has been found that

Machiavellianism, i.e. the ability to manipulate others, is especially encouraged

in leaders who are responsible for conduct toward other groups or organizations

(Wilson et al. 1996).

To assess individual differences in intrasexual competition, especially within

organizations, Buunk and Fisher (2009) developed the Intrasexual Competition

Scale. The scale does not assess the strategies that individuals might use in

intrasexual competition, which have been investigated by Buss (1991) and others,

but rather intrasexual competition as an attitude. This attitudinal focus concerns the

degree to which individuals view the confrontation with same-sex individuals in

competitive terms, and implicates a number of phenomena that have been well-

described in the psychological literature, albeit not in a mating context. These

phenomena include the desire to outperform others rather than to perform well

(Van Yperen 2003); the desire to view oneself as better than others (cf. self-

enhancement, Zuckerman and O’Loughlin 2006); envy and frustration when others

are better off and negative feelings towards such others (Smith and Kim 2007); and

malicious pleasure or schadenfreude when high achievers (“tall poppies”) lose face

(Feather 1994). The latter may be seen as the result of the derogation of a rival, a

frequently used strategy during intrasexual competition. The Intrasexual Competi-

tion Scale (ICS) operationalized these phenomena, particularly on dimensions

relevant to mating, and included only items formulated with respect to same-sex

others. In addition, following up on a study by Luxen and Van de Vijver (2006) who

showed that women often reject attractive women as candidates for a position in

their department, the scale included questions on the resistance to having others

with higher mate value as close colleagues. The 12-item scale was constructed

simultaneously in The Netherlands and Canada, and proved to be sex neutral, to

possess high reliability, to have a high degree of cross-national equivalence, and to

be related to self-reports of sibling rivalry in one’s childhood (Buunk and Fisher

2009). The ICS may help reveal workers’ level of intrasexual competition and help

explain why some workers adopt certain strategies of intrasexual competition,

while others do not. The ICS may also help researchers map the costs and benefits

of these strategies, in terms of, for instance, employees’ wellbeing and productivity

and the organization’s culture and output. Finally, determining workers’ degree of

competitiveness may help recruiters select the best candidate for the job. For

instance, in some occupational fields, such as sales, high levels of competitiveness

are required or, at least, thought of as desirable. Likewise, there are indications that,
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when units are characterized by strong intra-unit competition, there is a need for a

relatively egalitarian, personalized, and communal leader, instead of a leader who

ads to the unit’s competitive culture (Van Vugt and Spisak 2008). In these cases, the

ICS may help select the right leader.

5 Intrasexual Competition and Signaling

One way in which intrasexual competition can take place is via ritualized displays.

As Veblen noted in 1899, conspicuous consumption and conspicuous leisure might

be ways of engaging in status competition. Saad and Vongas (2009) found that

men’s testosterone levels are responsive to fluctuations in their status as triggered

by acts of conspicuous consumption. That is, male testosterone levels increased

after driving an expensive sports car while they decreased after driving an old

family sedan. In addition, this study showed that, when men’s social status was

threatened by the wealth displays of a male rival in the presence of a female, male

testosterone levels increased. The Saad and Vorgas study suggests that showing off

by means of conspicuous consumption is an evolved mechanism for responding to

intra-sexual challenges. Building on Veblen (1899), Miller (2000) suggested that

conspicuous consumption could be seen as a handicap signal. Handicap signaling

refers to the evolution of an honest signal, which cannot be copied because it is very

costly to produce (Zahavi and Zahavi 1997). In this way, for example, human males

could show off and signal to other men and potential mates: ‘I can afford all this’.

Indeed there is abundant evidence that this type of male costly signaling via

conspicuous consumption is common in traditional societies (Hawkes and Bliege

Bird 2002; Bird et al. 2001). Some have even argued that men’s hunting has

evolved, in part, as a signaling strategy (Hawkes and Bliege Bird 2002). Hunting

is not always necessarily an effective activity. While it may result in obtaining food

and warding off starvation, often the time spent hunting could in many cases be

better allocated to gathering food in other ways. Hunting does however, appear to

provide some cues about an individual’s quality to relevant audiences: good hunters

are subsequently preferred as mates or allies. Also in modern society in general, and

in organizations specifically, men use conspicuous consumption as a strategy of

intrasexual competition (Miller 2009). Lycett and Dunbar (2000) demonstrated this

by showing that mobile phones could be construed as lekking devices, i.e. as in

grouse (e.g. Gibson and Bradbury 1985), human males aggregate and conspicu-

ously display their features in order to attract females. In this study, males were

more inclined to conspicuously display their mobile phones as the composition of

their group became more male-biased. Men appear to aggregate in groups and

compete via ritualized displays, such as by showing off their mobile phones.

In line with the present argument, individuals within an organization, especially

men, compete for higher wages, better fringe benefits, more prestigious job titles,

and larger offices. They show off with expensive mobile phones and clothing and

by giving generous diner parties to subordinates and clients. The same may apply to
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organizations as a whole: they may build unique and expensive offices and attract

distinguished CEO’s by means of high salaries and bonuses to impress clients and

competitors. However, in so doing organizations may overshoot the mark. Both

organizations and workers may become trapped in a never ending cycle: to intimi-

date others who show off by means of conspicuous consumption, they have to come

up with even more expensive or unique goods (‘Keeping up with the Jones’s’).

Their rivals, in response will do the same, which triggers again the tendency to

engage in conspicuous consumption, etc. In times of financial crisis, workers and

their organizations may not be able to continue this ‘rat race’ and, when they do,

end up in financial problems. Recently, in the Netherlands, a middle-sized bank, i.e.

the DSB Bank, came into serious financial trouble for this exact same reason. Only

a couple of month’s before, the bank had bought art for tens of millions of euro’s,

and received a loan from another bank in order to build a museum that was to be

named after the DSB bank’s CEO. These prestigious undertakings were one of the

reasons that the bank had no financial reserves left when business slowed down due

to the financial crisis. As a result, in September 2009 the DSB Bank was declared

bankrupt. Thus, organizations and their workers may become so caught up in the

strategy of conspicuous consumption that it backfires. Due to the ubiquitous drive

for conspicuous consumption, organizations are often faced with job applicants –

especially men – that are less interested in the content of the job, than in the salary

and the lease-car that come with it. Workers may become easily dissatisfied when

they learn that colleagues make more money, and they may even leave the organi-

zation when they find out that other employers pay a higher salary for the same job.

In other words, conspicuous consumption may undermine workers’ intrinsic moti-

vation by making material wealth an important criterion of success. Moreover, in

our society, conspicuous consumption itself seems to have lost a large part of its

function. According to Miller (2009), because of the high standard of living, in our

society the display of wealth no longer reflects the deeper mental traits that, in our

evolutionary past, were related to conspicuous consumption, such as endurance,

ambition, intelligence, and creativity: in our society practically everyone can buy

and display luxurious goods due to credit loans. However, this reasoning seems to

ignore the evolved tendency to engage in a continuing arms race, which would

result in the acquisition of luxury goods that few others can afford, like a BMW of

over $100,000, or a watch of over $25,000.

Intrasexual competition may also take place in a covert way, via nonverbal

behaviour, rather than as overt competition. Sometimes there is minimal visible

intrasexual competition albeit relatively stable dominance hierarchies are estab-

lished. There is evidence that even adolescents and young children form relatively

stable dominance hierarchies (Savin-Williams 1976, 1979; Sluckin and Smith

1977). Likewise, dominance hierarchies are established within organizations. As

discussed later in greater detail, non-verbal cues, such as body build or posture,

provide information about someone’s rank or dominance, a form of impression

management within organizations (see Gardner and Martinko 1988; Wayne and

Liden 1995). Impression management refers to strategies employed by individuals

to maintain a positive image of themselves by presenting themselves in a favorable
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light to others (Schlenker 1980; Elsbach and Sutton 1992). Direct intrasexual

conflicts within an organization are often avoided by non-verbal interactions in

which dominance and submission are negotiated, a topic we will discuss in more

detail later in this chapter.

6 Different Forms of Intrasexual Competition

Among humans, particularly male-male intrasexual competition is quite a complex

and multifaceted phenomenon. Earlier in this chapter, we discussed two strategies

of gaining status, i.e. a relatively selfish and narcissistic strategy and a relatively

altruistic strategy. In addition, on a different level, two other types of intrasexual

competitive strategies may be distinguished. First, there exists in many species

direct, physical competition. That is, males may engage in fierce threats and fights

to attain a high status in the group, and to prevent other males from access to

females, and as such maintain exclusive sexual access to females (Andersson 1994).

Among primates, for example, baboons, such conflicts are common (Walters and

Seyfarth 1987; Wrangham and Peterson 1996). The second type of intrasexual

competition is more indirect, and consists of showing off to females those char-

acteristics that may signal good genetic quality. This type of intrasexual competi-

tion is driven by intersexual selection, i.e., the selection by females for male traits

that are indicators of good genes or would lead to ‘sexy sons’. For instance, in birds

of paradise, females’ preference for male ornamentation has lead to intrasexual

competition between males for the most attractive plumage (Andersson 1994).

According to Gilbert et al. (1995), in humans, the ability to engage in both types

of intrasexual competition is represented in the self-concept. Consequently, Gilbert

et al. (1995) have suggested that humans may have developed two major types of

self-concepts. The first is based on perceptions regarding one’s ability to display

intimidation and dominance in order to get control over desirable social outcomes

and status, and is called ‘resource holding potential’ (RHP). Gilbert et al. hypothe-

sized that human self-esteem has evolved out of the perception of how one is doing

in comparison with others, and that self-esteem may be lower with the loss of

reproductively useful resources (e.g., loss of mates to rivals, or the loss or inability

to gain a higher position in the status hierarchy). However, the same authors noted

that status and prestige not only have to be fought over, but also are often bestowed

on others, especially those who display attractive attributes. The second type of

self-concept therefore reflects the more indirect type of intrasexual competition,

consisting of perceptions regarding one’s ability to attract favorable attention from

both members of the opposite and the same sex and is referred to as ‘social

attention-holding power’ (SAHP). Gilbert et al. (1995) suggest that by comparing

oneself with others on RHP and SAHP, one is able to determine one’s standing

relative to both rivals and potential mates and obtain information about the best

strategy to follow to maximize reproductive opportunities.
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Both types of self-concepts are highly likely to affect worker’ behaviors and

attitudes towards the organization and colleagues. Research on worker’s RHP and

SHP is, however, lacking. According to Gilbert et al. (1995) RHP is closely reflected

by the traditional concept of self-esteem. Whereas the traditional concept of self-

esteem views self-esteem as a one-dimensional concept, Tafarodi and Swann (1995,

2001) argued self-esteem to consist of two different, underlying factors, i.e. self-

liking (the subjective evaluation of oneself as a social being) and self-competence

(internal conceptions of success and failure in performing tasks). Whereas the

first factor closely resembles SHP, the second seems to reflect RHP and thus the

traditional conceptualization of self-esteem. Research has confirmed the importance

of making a distinction between these two factors of self-esteem with regard to

workplace behaviors. Tafarodi and Vu (1997), for instance, showed that failure on a

task only led those who suffered from low self-liking (SHP) to become unmotivated

and inclined to give up. In contrast, those with low self-competence did not suffer a

greater decrement in persistence relative to those high in self-competence. In fact,

those low in self-competence were inclined to persist more when tasks became

difficult than those high in self-competence. This is an important finding for

understanding organizational behavior. It is often thought that workers who experi-

ence a lack in motivation due to task failure or difficulty should be helped by

regaining confidence in their ability to do the job. Tafarodi and Vu’s study, however,

suggests something else. Motivating workers to persist at a difficult task or after

failure may be best done by strengthening their SHP, for instance, by expressing

liking for them and by making them feel nurtured, accepted and appreciated for who

they are. In addition, it has been found that self-competence, but not self-liking, is

related to increased cognitive ability and to both academic and creative achieve-

ments (Mar et al. 2006). This latter finding may, of course, be due to the fact that

intelligent and creative workers have more reason to feel self-competent than other

workers. Nonetheless, it is possible that workers may become more inventive and

creative when their self-competence is boosted, for instance, by providing themwith

positive feedback when they succeed in a task. Evidence indeed points in this

direction (e.g., Zhou 1998). Although providing workers with positive feedback

seems a very simple intervention, many organizations only rarely provide their

workers with feedback at all or provide mainly negative feedback (Ilgen and

Davis 2000).

7 Physical Dominance as a Male Intrasexual Competition

Strategy

Especially among young males with few resources, intrasexual competition is to a

large extent driven by direct physical competition, i.e., by what Gilbert and

colleagues (1995) refer to as competition for RHP. Physical dominance refers to

the elevated social rank that is achieved by male physical competition and physical

power (Barber 1995; Kemper 1990; Hill and Hurtado 1996; Rushton 1995). It
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requires individuals to be healthy, physically strong, and aggressive, i.e. exactly

those characteristics that are signaled by an athletic body (Frederick and Haselton

2007). The strategy of physical dominance seems to be effective in particular for

younger men: whereas they do not possess a high status yet in a larger social

context, they are at their peak with regard to health and fitness (Kemper 1990). The

degree to which men are able to engage in the strategy of physical dominance is

related to their physical appearance. Men with an athletic body build have been

found to be relatively competitive (Quinn and Wilson 1989) and to like physical

adventure, exercise, risk, and car speed relatively more (Child 1950; Quinn and

Wilson 1989; Sheldon and Stevens 1942). Compared to men with a less athletic

body build, men with an athletic build show lower anxiety and may therefore be

high in sensation seeking, and tend to engage often in impulsive, aggressive, anti-

social, and disorderly behavior (for a review until 1964 see Domey et al. 1964; see

also Verdonck and Walker 1976). Not only the body, also the male face signals

physical dominance. For instance, men who are high in testosterone – an important

hormone regulating aggressive behavior – have larger jaws and a more prominent

brow ridge than other men, and as a result are perceived as more masculine and

dominant (Penton-Voak and Chen 2004). Thus, both body and face convey infor-

mation about an individual’s level of dominance (Zuckerman 1986) and may

communicate threat (Bailey et al. 1976; Massar and Buunk 2009).

As a result of male intrasexual competition, humans seem to have developed

specific mental mechanisms to detect body-related cues indicative of a rival’s level

of threat, the ability to infer rivalry-related traits from those cues and to estimate the

degree of threat a rival poses (Buunk et al. 2007a; Thornhill and Grammer 1999).

According to Frederick and Haselton (2007) a man’s body morphology signals his

fitness and the presence of genes that could potentially increase his reproductive

success (see also Geary 2005). An athletic build characterized by a high degree of

muscularity and broad shoulders, for instance, could demonstrate that a male is in a

good condition. Especially when men are confronted with unknown or threatening

rivals, quick first impressions of rivals may be of essential importance to survival

and fitness (Massar and Buunk 2009). Indeed, Bar et al. (2006) showed that first

impressions of males, especially those that are perceived as a threat, are usually

made within the first 39 ms, solely on the basis of visual information. Research

using the zero-acquaintance-paradigm, in which participants are asked to judge

personality attributes of people based on short, silent video clips of often no more

than 30 s, shows that people are often quite accurate when making judgments about,

for instance, someone’s self-esteem, status, and level of altruism (e.g., Yeagley

et al. 2007). Quick first impressions, such as these, are enabled by stereotypes, i.e.

ideas or beliefs about what another person is like, based on what group that person

belongs to. The stereotypes we refer to here are body-related stereotypes, i.e.

stereotypes that make assumptions on the basis of a person’s body or face. Although

stereotypes are overgeneralizations in the sense that they attribute the same char-

acteristics to all members of a group, they often do have a kernel of truth in

them. In broad lines, body-related related stereotypes match the actual relations

between body and attributes. For instance, the perception that men with an athletic
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body build are stronger, more sportive, more competitive, more dominant, healthier

and more energetic (Butler et al. 1993; Lerner and Korn 1972; Ryckman et al.

1989), is relatively accurate.

As a result, during intrasexual competition, body related stereotypes may facili-

tate men to form fast and relatively accurate impressions of their rivals and, in so

doing, may enhance competitive success and prevent a possible loss of status (Fiske

1992). More specifically, like in many other species, by assessing the physical

features of other males and deriving conclusions from these features, men may

challenge those who can be beaten so as not to miss out on opportunities to raise

their status (or their reproductive success in other ways) that could be available,

while it may prevent them from competing with superior males, as that would

be a waste of energy and would bring substantial costs. In support of this line

of reasoning, Tiedens and Fragale (2003) found that men changed their behaviour

when being in the same room as a male who, due to his bodily posture, was

perceived as dominant: confronted with such a male, men behaved relatively

submissively.

Although one might expect that in organizations such as the army, the police, and

the fire brigade, physical features may contribute to status, one might argue that in

most modern organizations physical dominance will play a relatively unimportant

role. Why would men bother about a rival who has qualities that hardly matter for

occupational success? However, there are various strands of evidence that do

suggest that such qualities matter more than one might expect. The first piece of

evidence comes from a study on work-related jealousy in Argentina (Buunk et al.

2010). Jealousy may not only exist within romantic relationships, but also within

relationships in a work context. It must be noted that also in the workplace, jealousy

and envy are two distinct emotions. Workplace jealousy refers to the pattern of

thoughts, emotions, and behaviors that results from an employee’s loss of self-

esteem or the loss of outcomes associated with a working relationship, due to a rival.

Jealousy may, for instance, be evoked when a worker perceives his or her superior to

pay attention to a new colleague at the expense of time spent with him or her. In

essence, workplace jealousy is triadic in that it involves three principals: the focal

employee, the rival, and the valued target person. In contrast, employee envy,

although also a stress response, is defined in essentially dyadic terms: it refers to a

pattern of thoughts, emotions, and behaviors that results from an employee’s loss of

self-esteem in response to a referent other’s obtainment of outcomes that one

strongly desires (Vecchio 2000). A common feature of both employee jealousy

and envy, however, is the diminution of self-worth that occurs as a result of social

comparison.

In the Argentinean study by Buunk et al. (2010), adult participants were pre-

sented with a scenario describing how one’s satisfying and close relationship with

one’s supervisor was threatened because a new employee seemed to develop a close

relationship with the same supervisor. For each of 24 presented characteristics,

participants were asked how jealous they would be if the rival possessed this

characteristic. Among males, physical dominance of the rival evoked more jealousy

than among females. Especially among males high in intra-sexual competition
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(as measured with the scale described earlier, Buunk and Fisher 2009), physical

dominance of a rival evoked jealousy, but only when the supervisor was also a

male. It seems as if a same-sex group makes competition along sex-specific

characteristics especially salient; in any case, it does not seem to be the presence

of an opposite sex supervisor that triggers competition on these characteristics.

These findings suggest that intra-sexual competition has a dynamic of its own, and

is induced more by the presence of same-sex others than by the presence of opposite

sex others (cf. Buunk and Fisher 2009; Campbell 2002; Geary 1998).

The second, albeit more indirect, evidence for the fact that physical qualitiesmatter

more than one might expect, comes from studies showing that height has more effect

on attaining status in organizations than is often assumed. Taller men tend to attain

higher positions in organizations. In humans, height is one of the first features that

others notice and is associated with status. For instance, one study found that full

professors were .47 in. taller than associate professors, who were .26 in. taller than

assistant professors, who were 1.24 in. taller than the average nonacademic (Hensley

1993). The relationship between height and status also leads individuals to distort their

perceptions ofmen’s height, and, as a result, to hold – relatively accurate – stereotypes

about height (Wilson 1968; Jackson and Ervin 1992). Research, for instance, shows

that, the samemale is perceived to be taller as his status increases:when, for instance, a

man is described as a student, he is estimated to be about 2.5 in. shorter thanwhen he is

described as a professor (Wilson 1968). The reproductive advantages of height for

males are apparent in the female preference for taller males (Kurzban and Weeden

2005; Pawlowski 2003; Shepperd and Strathman 1989). Indeed, taller men receive

more replies to dating announcements (Pawlowski and Koziel 2002), have

more physically attractive girlfriends (Feingold 1982), are less jealous (Buunk et al.

2008), and have more reproductive success (Mueller and Mazur 2001; Nettle 2002;

Pawlowski et al. 2000). Given that height is highly heritable (one recent estimate – in a

study using the Danish Twin Registry – found heritability coefficients of .69 for men

and .81 for women; Schousboe et al. 2004), females choosing tall males are more

likely to have tall male offspring, who in turn would be preferred by females. Male

height has been found to be correlated with physical health, as well as with morpho-

logical symmetry (Manning 1995; Silventoinen et al. 1999). There is some evidence

that shorter people may live longer than taller people if environmental factors are

compatible with a small body size (Samaras et al. 2003; Weeden and Sabini 2005).

However, this does not contradict the evidence that height is related to good genes in

men, as height could contribute to fitness at reproductive ages while imposing costs at

later ages.

8 Eminence as a Male Intrasexual Competition Strategy

However, height does not necessarily signal physical strength. There is some

evidence that a lean and relatively weak body in terms of muscularity is character-

istic of intelligent men. In fact, in many modern organizations, what Sheldon and
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Stevens (1942) referred to as an ectomorph body build may be more advantageous,

i.e., a body build based upon a high level of development of the nervous system,

characterized by a linear, long and fragile body build with thin muscles and bones.

Such a body type seems to best reflect the strategy of eminence. Eminence refers to

the elevated rank that is achieved, more gradually, through socially approved

accomplishments, such as education and political career making, reflecting the

more indirect form of intrasexual competition. It requires individuals to be intelli-

gent and to invest in intellectual activities, and as a consequence, to have, at least to

some extent, an inward and reflective orientation. With age, as men’s physical

dominance declines, the strategy of eminence will have greater success (Kemper

1990; Hill and Hurtado 1996; Rushton 1995). That is, men relying upon the strategy

of eminence, although they may not be very successful early in life, often reach

their peak later in life (Buss 1994). Therefore, a trade-off with age seems to take

place between the strategies of physical dominance and eminence. Note that, in

contrast to the strategy of physical dominance, the strategy of eminence requires

individuals to delay the gratification of needs. This can be placed within a broader

life history framework (Roff 1992; Stearns 1992). In life history theory, a dis-

tinction is made between two strategies, an r versus.K strategy. The r-strategy is

characterized by a ‘fast development’: short growth, early sexual maturation,

having many offspring of low quality and an overall short lifespan. The K-strategy,

in contrast, is characterized by ‘slow development’: a long growth span, late sex-

ual maturation, few offspring of high quality and an overall long lifespan. While

these concepts are typically applied to species, they can also be applied to individ-

ual differences. Physical dominance as a strategy is akin to an r-strategy, as it

is characterized by a fast development and a short term strategy. Eminence, in

contrast, is closer related to a K-strategy, characterized by slow development and a

long term strategy.

There is indeed evidence from older studies that an ectomorph body build is

associated with higher levels of intelligence and academic success (Kagan 1966;

Sanford et al. 1943), and more recent evidence suggests that height, which may in

part reflect and ectomorph build, is correlated with cognitive abilities (Case and

Paxon 2006) which translates into higher wages (Judge and Cable 2004; Loh 1993).

In addition, ectomorphism in men has been found to correlate positively with

interest in high status and intellectually challenging vocations such as school

superintendent, physician, minister, lawyer, and researcher (Cupcea 1939; Deabler

et al. 1975; Garn and Gertler 1950; Tanner 1954), and negatively with lower status

and intellectually less challenging occupations, such as bus driver (Deabler et al.

1975). Again, stereotypes about ectomorph men, seem, at least partially, to parallel

actual relationships between the ectomorph body build and personality traits. For

instance, ectomorph men are usually perceived as more intelligent and scholarly

than men with different body builds (Butler et al. 1993; Ryckman et al. 1989),

perceptions that are relatively accurate.

To conclude, competition between men within organizations often revolves

around physical dominance, even in work contexts where physical strength and

effort is not required to adequately execute tasks. Although, in these cases, men
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may not engage in physical threats or fights with rivals, they do compete with each

other on those traits that reflect physical dominance and a high RHP, such as height

and a muscular body build. In contrast, men in organizations may compete with

each other by means of displaying characteristics that reflect high levels of emi-

nence, such as having a degree, being intelligent, and possessing an ectomorph

body build.

The fact that physical features, such as length and body build, as well as body-

related stereotypes, are related to status, dominance and eminence pose an interesting

challenge for organizations. For instance, it may cause recruiters to show a selection

bias, unconsciously favoring those candidates who show the ‘right’ physical features,

but who do not necessarily possess the right competencies for the job. While

stereotypes may hold a kernel of truth, they overgeneralize attributes to all members

of a group. Although, in general, for instance, ectomorph men may be intellectually

more gifted than mesomorph men, of course not every ectomorph man is more

intelligent than every mesomorph men. The risk is that body-related stereotypes

affect recruitment decisions disproportionally in favor of men with a specific appear-

ance. In itself, this does not always pose a problem. In vocations that include manual

labor and that require physical strength, such as construction worker or gardener,

having a relatively athletic body build often forms a necessity to perform well on the

job. In these cases, preferring an athletic body build makes perfect sense.

However, this is not the case in higher level jobs that require intellectual and

social competencies that can be less accurately derived from someone’s appear-

ance. In this case reliance on body-related stereotypes may backfire. Recruiters

may, for instance, unconsciously feel intimidated by a tall candidate or a candidate

with an athletic body build and attribute positive characteristics to him he does not

necessarily possess. For example, tall men are, in general, seen as more desirable

individuals: they are thought of as socially and physically more attractive (Jackson

and Ervin 1992). Moreover, they are thought of as more competent (Cann 1991).

The overly positive view of athletic and tall men may cause recruiters to prefer

those men over others, even if those others are potentially more competent. Body-

related stereotypes may have similar effects in other work-related situations were

first impressions are relevant, for instance, in situations where workers deal with

customers, clients or co-workers they hardly know. In all these cases, first impres-

sions, preferences, behaviors and judgments are likely to be colored by evolution-

ary driven, body-related stereotypes. As a result, body-related stereotyping may

result in negative discrimination. In Western societies, negative discrimination is

seen as an unacceptable phenomenon, which should be eliminated. However,

because of the long evolutionary history of body-related stereotypes, these are

highly resistant to change and freeing our minds from those stereotypes may require

a lot of cognitive effort. In fact, it may not be a realistic goal to adopt. However,

rather than rejecting body-related stereotypes, it seems wiser to accept that they are

part of our nature, and that, under specific conditions, stereotypes have served and

serve adaptive functions. This is not to say that negative discrimination in the work

place is to be allowed. Knowledge of the influence of body-related stereotypes is

probably one of the most powerful tools to prevent stereotyping from evolving into
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discriminative action. That is, by becoming aware of the way our impressions and

decisions are guided by body-related stereotypes, we may become more objective

judges and recruiters. It must be noted that body-related stereotypes usually lose at

least part of their power once individuals get to know each other. As more

individuating information about someone becomes available, individuals create a

more personalized image of the other person (Eagly et al. 1991). Thus, body-related

stereotypes especially affect our behaviors and preferences in situations, that, from

an evolutionary point of view, were crucial to survival, i.e. in those instances were

one was to meet a new individual and it was of essential importance to make fast

and decisive judgments about competitive threats and opportunities.

9 Physical Attractiveness as Female Intrasexual Competition

Strategy

While it has often been assumed that men are more intrasexually competitive and

physically aggressive than women (Archer 2006; Cashdan 1998), in the past

decades it has been become increasingly clear that women can be intrasexually

quite competitive if not aggressive (Bettencourt and Miller 1996; Frodi et al.

1977; Campbell 2004 for a review). For example, in a cross-cultural examination,

Burbank (1987) found that in polygynous societies, co-wives may intrasexually

compete for food and money, paternal care for their offspring, and for their

offspring’s inheritance. In 61% of the 137 cultures analysed by Burbank, women

engaged in physical aggression, typically fighting other women over men. It has,

for instance, been found that, among women visiting a bar, many cases of physical

aggression involve female opponents who are fighting over an actual or potential

romantic partner (Collins et al. 2007).

While throughout human history, men have competed primarily in the domains

of status, resources, and dominance, women have tended to compete primarily in

the domain of physical attractiveness (Campbell 2002; Cashdan 1998; Merten

1997). For example, when confronted with highly attractive rivals, women tend

to “dislike” such a rival, particular when she makes intrasexual competition salient,

such as when she is conversing with a male (Baenninger et al. 1993). Women most

often rate the tactic of attracting attention to their appearance as most effective in

competition with others, regardless of what the competition is about (Walters and

Crawford 1994; Cashdan 1998). Dijkstra and Buunk (1998) presented data from a

series of studies with different methods documenting that romantic jealousy in

males is more likely to be evoked by the dominance of the rival, and in females by

the physical attractiveness of the rival. Joseph (1985) also found that females were

critical of other women, particularly attractive ones, and were concerned about their

own appearance in relation to other women, and that ambiguous cues depicting

attractive individuals looking at their same sex counterparts evoked responses of

jealousy, fear, envy, insecurity, and mistrust in women, but not men. Thus, women
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tend to compete with each another to an important extent by attempting to look

more attractive than other women (Buss 1994; Saad 2007; Saad and Peng 2006).

In addition, women also stigmatize or exclude other women as a form of competi-

tion (Bj€orkqvist et al. 1992), and often use gossip to derogate other women’s

appearance and reputation (Campbell 2004). Hess and Hagen (2009) argued that

women use gossip as a strategy for intrasexual competition. Women form coalitions

with other women in order to gossip about rivals. Rucas and colleagues (2006)

found evidence that women use gossip as a strategic tool in a study of the Tsimane

of Bolivia. By derogating, for instance, other women’s ability as a housekeeper,

wife and mother, these other women were seen as less desirable by men. Because

women compete with each other over physical attractiveness, gossip often functions

to derogate other women’s appearance. According to Campbell (2004), the fact that

women care more about other women’s opinion rather than that of men, suggests

that, also among women, intrasexual competition has developed a dynamic of its

own, even when it does not lead to being preferred more by the opposite sex. As

suggested by Durante and Saad (2010), competitive behaviors such as gossiping

and enhancing one’s attractiveness, are elevated when women are nearest to

ovulation. That is, the motivation to compete intrasexually is especially high at

the time when conception is most likely. Several studies point in this direction. For

instance, photographs of women near ovulation are consistently rated by both men

and women as “trying to look more attractive or fashionable” compared to photo-

graphs of women at low-fertility points in the cycle (Haselton et al. 2007). This

suggests that women are enhancing their own attractiveness more near ovulation,

possibly to increase their ability to compete with other women for a male attention.

In addition, women have been found to select outfits that are more revealing and

sexy near ovulation, particularly when preparing for a social event (Durante et al.

2008). On a related note, when women are most fertile, they rate photographs of

other women as lower in attractiveness, suggesting that women are derogating their

competitors when fertility within their cycle is highest (Fisher 2004).

The role of physical attractiveness in work-related intrasexual competition is

nicely illustrated by a series of studies by Luxen and Van de Vijver (2006), among

both HRM professionals and students, that examined the effect of facial attractive-

ness on hiring decisions. They first found evidence for a mate-selection motive

when the frequency of interaction between the job applicant and the participant was

expected to be high. Under this condition, both men and women showed a prefer-

ence to hire a highly attractive opposite-sex member over an unattractive opposite-

sex other, with males showing this tendency more than women. However, with

respect to same-sex candidates, a quite different pattern was found, clearly pointing

to intrasexual competition: women were less likely to hire a highly attractive female

applicant than an unattractive female applicant. The male participants did not show

this bias.

This is not at all to imply that for males physical attractiveness is irrelevant in

intrasexual competition. In fact, for both sexes, physical attractiveness is a desirable

attribute s reflected by the physical attractiveness stereotype. According to this

stereotype, attractive individuals – both men and women – are more socially
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competent, self-confident, intelligent, competent and healthier (Eagly et al. 1991).

To what extent this stereotype reflects the truth is not quite clear. According to

Feingold (1992) good-looking people are not as good as we think. That is, Feingold

found attractive people only to be more socially skilled, and probably as a conse-

quence, to feel less lonely and to be more popular than less attractive people. Other

studies, however, indicate that the kernel of truth in the physical attractiveness

stereotype is much stronger than Feingold’s review suggests. For instance, there is

evidence that men high in physical attractiveness tend to have more occupational

success (Collins and Zebrowitz 1995; Frieze et al. 1991; Judge and Cable 2004;

Roszell et al. 1989). Likewise, Shackelford and Larsen (1999) found that people

with symmetric – i.e. relatively attractive – faces were more extraverted, less

neurotic, more optimistic, more self-confident, less envious and jealous, and suf-

fered less from physical health complaints, such as headaches and an upset stom-

ach. In a similar vein, women with an hour-glass shaped body – a characteristic that

is perceived as highly attractive by both men and women – have been found to be

healthier and more fertile than women with a more linear body shape (Singh 1993).

As other body-related stereotypes, the physical attractiveness stereotype may,

unknowingly, affect behaviours and preferences of workers, for instance during

recruitment and hiring decisions. For instance, Desrumaux (2005) had forty recruit-

ing agents rate applicants and rank them in terms of suitability for different types of

jobs: irrespective of job type, attractive applicants were preferred to unattractive

ones. However, this seems to apply primarily to female applicants (Heilman and

Stopeck 1985a). In addition, a study by Marlowe, Schneider and Nelson (1996)

showed that experienced managers are less susceptible to attractiveness biases than

their less experienced counterparts, but only when the applicant is a male, suggest-

ing that the physical attractiveness stereotype concerning females is more resistant

to change than the physical attractiveness stereotype concerning males. When the

applicant is female, less attractive female applicants seem routinely at a disadvan-

tage regardless of the managerial experience of the recruiting manager. Never-

theless, physical attractiveness seems to favor women only when the position is a

non-managerial one (Heilman and Stopeck 1985a). When seeking a managerial

position, attractive women were thought to be less qualified for the job than

unattractive women, and were offered a lower starting salary. When women do

reach the executive level, physical attractiveness often remains a disadvantage for

them. Heilman and Stopeck (1985b), for instance, showed that workers attributed

the corporate success of unattractive female managers more often to their ability

than the corporate success of attractive female managers whose success was more

often attributed to good luck. The finding that attractive women are at a disadvan-

tage at the managerial level, is usually explained by the stereotype of attractive

women as more feminine and nurturing, and as less assertive and self-confident.

From an evolutionary psychological point of view this femininity stereotype makes

perfect sense: as we discussed earlier, attractive women are indeed more fertile and

able to bear children than less attractive women.

Although, in general, attractive people may be more socially skilled, of course

not every attractive individual is more socially skilled than every unattractive
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individual. Thus, at the individual level, body-related stereotypes may negatively

affect recruitment decisions, for instance by favoring unattractive women over

attractive ones for managerial jobs. Managerial experiences seem not enough to

counter this influence. Knowledge about the influence of body-related stereotypes

may be the best tool to protect organizations from hiring individuals on the basis of

attractiveness, rather than on the basis of actual competencies. In addition, Luxen

and Van de Vijver’s study suggests that, when one or more applicants are female, it

seems wise to make sure that the recruitment team is not exclusively female

As a result of their long evolutionary history, males seem to have more cognitive

and behavioral mechanisms to deal with intrasexual competition, and to keep their

bonding with members of the same sex intact despite the omnipresent competition

(Daly and Wilson 1988; Sidanius and Pratto 1999; Tooby and Cosmides 1988). In

contrast, women seem to have more problems with accepting that another female is

occupationally more successful than they are. More so than men, women often put

pressure on other women not to be too ambitious, and women may refrain from

pursuing a career out of fear of alienating other women. This could be, partially, due

to their stronger communal orientation (Campbell 2002; Hrdy 1999; Yee et al. 1998).

Successful women also have a tendency to hinder the careers of other women. For

example, there is evidence that female leaders are often harsher in judging their female

than their male subordinates, whereas men do not make a difference in this respect

between subordinates of different genders. In a survey of over 600 Australian women

in senior positions, Rindfleish and Sheridan (2003) found that less than 40% actively

supported programmes for bringing in more women in executive boards. In a second

study of 250 women who sat on executive boards, more than four out of ten of these

managers, said that women on executive boards should not address or take action to

improve women’s representation on those boards. Of course, we do not know how

many men had the same opinion, but these findings do suggest that many women do

not favor policies of positive discrimination of women. Even more so, women may

actively hinder other women’s careers, as illustrated by two studies by Ellemers et al.

(2004) on female and male faculty’s evaluations of doctoral students’ commitment to

their career. In these studies, female faculty members, but not male faculty members,

tended to assume that female doctoral students are less committed to a scientific career

than their male counterparts. Male and female doctoral students did not reliably differ

in their self-reported commitment to different work aspects. The finding that women,

typically in senior positions, actively hinder other women’s career progression has

been coined the ‘Queen bee syndrome’ (Mavin 2008; Staines et al. 1973). The queen

bee can be defined as ‘a bitch who stings other women if her power is threatened’

(Mavin 2008, p. 75).

Again, these findings suggest that organizations should carefully compose their

recruitment teams, including men and women of different ages. Including men in

the recruitment team may prevent an unnecessarily harsh judgment of attractive,

young applicants when hiring for managerial positions. In addition, older women,

for instance female experts over 60, may be included in the team to make sure the

perspective of both sexes is included . Because of their age and different life stage,

these women may not feel the need to compete with young women and hinder their

careers.
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10 Conclusion

Although there have been few studies directly examining intrasexual competition at

work, the evidence thus far suggests that it exists and plays a pivotal role within

organizations. The similarities between romantic and work relationships suggest

the existence of an evolved mechanism underlying intrasexual competition, includ-

ing social comparisons, envy, and the activation of body-related stereotypes, which

not only functions within romantic relationships, but also within the evolutionarily

novel work contexts. The fact that the intrasexual competition that has evolved over

mates and resources, extrapolates to the work place probably occurs because our

Stone Age ancestors lived in societies that did not make a clear distinction between

private life and workplace life. It is thus noteworthy that these ‘old’ mechanisms

still influence our private and workplace behaviours, especially since intrasexual

competition evolved in societies that were quite different from those found in

present organizations. In contrast to the small groups (up to 150 people; Dunbar

1998) our evolutionary ancestors lived and worked in, modern organizations are

often characterized by interdependence and competitiveness between hundreds of

people (people that are all working for the same big organization), by interdepen-

dence and competitiveness between smaller groups of people (different depart-

ments within the same organization), and by the presence of women in charge of

groups (female managers). Thus, it seems that in this evolutionarily novel context

of the work place, the same mechanisms tend to affect people’s behaviours and

preferences, and similar sex differences in, for instance, envy, bullying and social

comparison, seem to arise as did thousands of years ago even though, in the novel

context, these may be perceived as irrational as they and cause problems for the

organization or its members. As discussed in the current chapter, intrasexual

competition may, for instance, cause workers to bully each other and recruiters to

select candidates based on biased perceptions of abilities. In addition, we presented

evidence that shows that the intrasexual competition mechanisms that evolved

during human evolution serve men better than women when it comes to obtaining

occupational success. While for men the features that characterize their intrasexual

competition still tend to be associated with occupational success and status, intra-

sexual competition among human females is based more so on physical attractive-

ness. The present evidence suggests that even in professional domains in which

attractiveness is assumed to be irrelevant, women still compete heavily in this

domain. Women often reject attractive women as candidates for a position in

their department, and are particularly jealous of same-sex colleagues who are

physically more attractive.

Applying evolutionary psychology to organizational issues, such as workplace

envy and the effect of body-related stereotypes on hiring decisions, may be a

fruitful approach. The concept of intrasexual competition elucidates why, for

instance, female managers may hinder other women’s careers, why some people

work so hard that they get burned out and why workers ruin their relationships with

co-workers by gossiping about them. Evolutionary psychology may also help
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explain why certain policy measures may not be effective or backfire. The govern-

ment may, for instance, take measures that intend to enhance the participation of

ethnic minorities or handicapped people in the work force, or, that require organi-

zations to hire women for managerial positions. However, policy measures such as

these do not take into account humans’ inner drive to compete with members of the

same sex. Although from a societal or rational point of view, for instance, positive

discrimination of women or ethnic minorities may be desirable, it may clash with

workers’ feelings of fairness in the competitive game, and result in envy or

bullying. Policy measures that demand people to resist or oppose their evolutionary

based inner drives may have a low chance of success. A policy based on under-

standing of our human nature and at preventing its pitfalls (rather than changing the

basics of who we are) seems more effective.
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Evolutionary Psychology and Sex Differences

in Workplace Patterns

Kingsley R. Browne

Abstract Differences in workplace outcomes – such as the “glass ceiling”, the

“gender gap in compensation”, and “occupational segregation” – are often attrib-

uted primarily to social forces. However, biological sex differences with roots in

our evolutionary history and mediated by sex hormones also play an important role.

The sexes differ, on average, along a number of temperamental and cognitive

dimensions. Males are higher in competitiveness, dominance-seeking, and risk-

taking, while females are higher in nurturance. Males have an advantage in

mechanical ability and on some spatial and mathematical tasks, while females

outperform males on other spatial and computational tasks, as well as on many

verbal tasks. Females tend to be more “person-oriented” and males more “thing-

oriented”.

Talents and tastes have major workplace effects, as they influence how high in

organizations people progress, how much money they make, and what jobs they

hold. Men are more likely to subordinate other things – often including families – to

maintain a single-minded focus on success and to take the risks necessary to

become top executives. Men earn more money than women because, among other

reasons, they tend to work more hours, occupy riskier jobs, and work in less-

pleasant environments. Many jobs continue to be highly segregated by sex not

just because of cognitive and physical sex differences, but probably even more

strongly because of differences in occupational interests.
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1 Introduction

Discussions about sex differences in occupational outcomes typically rest, at

least implicitly, upon the “Standard Social Science Model” (SSSM) (Tooby and

Cosmides 1992). This model assumes that psychological sex differences are

purely products of socialization rather than of a sexually dimorphic mind pro-

duced by natural selection. Differences in workplace outcomes – whether the

“glass ceiling”, the “gender gap in compensation”, or “occupational segregation” –

are assumed to result from discriminatory action, whether overt discrimination by

employers, sex-based socialization that nudges women away from high-paying

positions and “male occupations”, or institutions based upon “male norms”.

Reflexive assumptions of purely social causes ignore the wealth of information

about sex differences revealed over recent decades. Even a decade and a half ago,

Alice Eagly (1995:154) could write about the literature on sex differences as

follows: “Those who have immersed themselves in this area of science have

begun to realize that it is not cultural stereotypes that have been shattered by

contemporary psychological research but the scientific consensus forged in the

feminist movement of the 1970s”. Since that writing, the literature documenting

sex differences has ballooned, and evolutionary psychologists have provided expla-

nations of their origins (Geary 2009; Buss 2007; Mealey 2000). Sex differences in

temperament, interest, and ability play out in a particularly visible way in the

workplace, where the relationship between talents and tastes, on the one hand,

and occupational outcomes, on the other, leads to different workplace outcomes for

the two sexes (Browne 2006, 2002).

Explanations based on broad social causes provide little insight into the com-

plexity of workplace patterns. Although it is true that women are not proportion-

ately represented in the executive suite, for example, they have reached near-parity

among new lawyers and doctors. Similarly, women do not earn, on average, as

much as men do, but women who perform the same work and display the same

workplace attachment as men earn approximately the same as comparable men.

Women have also not made proportionate inroads in some occupations, with some,

such as mechanics, firefighting, and theoretical physics having relatively few

women. On the other hand, women are rapidly taking over other occupations,

such as psychology, pharmacy, and veterinary medicine (Browne 2002). Evolution-

ary psychology provides a more nuanced explanation for these patterns than the

entirely sociological account can.

The first section of this chapter will describe sex differences in temperament,

vocational interest, and cognitive abilities, and show how these differences influ-

ence occupational patterns. In the second section, the focus will shift to causes: why

do the sexes exhibit these differences and what are the proximate mechanisms by

which they develop? Finally, we will turn to an examination of the weaknesses of

the view, so prevalent during the past half-century, that observed sex differences

can be explained solely as products of socialization.
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2 Temperamental and Cognitive Sex Differences and Their

Workplace Consequences

2.1 Temperamental Sex Differences and the “Glass Ceiling”
and the “Gender Gap” in Compensation

The sexes display average differences on a variety of temperamental measures.

Males, for example, exhibit greater motivations to achieve certain kinds of extra-

domestic success. They display greater direct competitiveness, and competition

tends to be a more positive experience for males than it is for females (Benenson

et al. 2002). Adding a competitive component to a task increases both the perfor-

mance and the intrinsic motivation of males but not of females (Van Vugt et al.

2007; Conti et al. 2001). Relatedly, males engage in more dominance behaviors,

that is, behaviors designed to obtain power, influence, prerogatives, or resources

(Mazur and Booth 1998).

The sexes also differ in their propensity for risk (Byrnes et al. 1999). Men

predominate in such risky recreational activities as car racing, skydiving, and

hang-gliding (Schrader and Wann 1999), and they are disproportionately repre-

sented in risky employment. From 1992 through 2007, men made up between 91%

and 93% of all U.S. deaths in the workplace (U.S. Department of Labor 2008a:2,

2009a), a pattern observed in other countries as well (Grazier and Sloane 2008; Lin

et al. 2008). Females are more averse not just to physical risk but also to social risk

(Larkin and Pines 2003), including financial risk (Fehr-Duda et al. 2006), and this

sex difference may in part be responsible for sex differences in achievement-

orientation (Arch 1993).

The sexes also differ in nurturance and interest in children, traits that are

negatively correlated with such traits as dominance. Females in all societies exhibit

more nurturing behavior than males, both inside and outside the family. Throughout

the world, women are the primary caretakers of the young, the sick, and the old

(Maccoby and Jacklin 1974). This difference, along with those mentioned previ-

ously, has substantial workplace effects.

2.1.1 Temperament and the “Glass Ceiling”

These sex differences seem to be at least in part responsible for the tendency of

women to be under-represented at the highest levels of organizations. It should be

emphasized that although the term “glass ceiling” implies an external barrier to

advancement, the term itself is merely a description of statistical outcomes not an

identification of causes.

Successful executives of both sexes possess a constellation of male-like traits.

They tend to be competitive, assertive, ambitious, strongly career-oriented risk-

takers (Morrison et al. 1992:28–32). They also are usually willing to subordinate
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other things in their lives – often including families – to maintain a single-minded

focus on success.

Risk preferences also play an important role in career outcomes, as they can

affect both the attainment of, and performance in, a given position. Risk preferences

influence occupational choices (Halaby 2003), and some jobs carry more career risk

than others. One of the hallmarks of the successful executive is a taste for risk (Grey

and Gordon 1978). A study of over 500 top executives found that willingness to

take risks was the primary determinant of success, as measured by wealth, income,

position, and authority (MacCrimmon and Wehrung 1990). Because achievement

opportunities are often coupled with uncertainty and the potential for loss, they may

appear threatening to the risk-averse. Hennig and Jardim (1977:23) noted that “men

see risk as loss or gain; winning or losing; danger or opportunity”, while “women

see risk as entirely negative. It is loss, danger, injury, ruin, hurt”. Because of the

visibility of their impact on the bottom line, “line” positions, such as running a plant

or division, carry more career risk than “staff” jobs, such as human resources or

public relations. In most organizations, line positions are a critical part of the

executive career path, and women’s lack of line experience is a key contributor to

their pattern of advancement (Townsend 1996).

Attainment of the highest corporate positions requires more than just the right

personality. It frequently requires decades of devotion to career, long hours, and

frequent travel and relocations. Women are less willing than men to make these

sacrifices, both because of family issues and because the payoff–being “top dog” –

is not valued by women as much as it is by men (Schwartz 1992). Women are also

less willing to uproot themselves from networks of friends and relatives to move off

to a new city (Baldridge et al. 2006), even though relocation may be a de facto

prerequisite for advancement.

Marriage and children have different impacts on men and women. When women

marry, and especially after they have children, they tend to reduce their work

involvement, whereas men tend to increase theirs (Harrell 1993). Many women

remain out of the work force for an extended time after childbirth, and if they do

return to work, many cut back substantially on their work commitment (Schwartz

1992). To an observer with an evolutionary perspective, it is unsurprising to learn

that mammalian mothers find it emotionally difficult to separate from their young.

That reluctance, however, can be an impediment to reaching the executive suite.

2.1.2 Temperament and Income: The “Gender Gap” in Compensation

The same factors that contribute to women’s under-representation in the executive

ranks also affect their compensation. The term “gender gap in compensation” refers

to the fact that full-time female employees, on average, earn less than full-time

male employees. In 2007, the female-to-male annual earnings ratio in the United

States was .778 (U.S. Census Bureau 2008), indicating that the average full-time

female worker earned 77.8 cents for every dollar earned by amale. Theweekly earnings
disparity was smaller (a ratio of .802) (U.S. Department of Labor 2008b:252, Table 37),
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reflecting the fact that women work slightly fewer weeks per year. This ratio still

overstates the earnings disparity, however, because, as we will see below, men also

work substantially more hours per week than women.

Although the gender gap is often simplistically invoked as proof of wage

discrimination, the fact that most of the pay gap occurs across, rather than within,

occupations, is powerful evidence that ordinary wage discrimination – employers

paying women less than men for the same job – is not the primary cause (Groshen

1991). But if discrimination is not the primary contributor, what is? The answer is

that there is a broad array of factors, many of which, like contributors to the glass

ceiling, reflect sex differences in psychological proclivities. In general, men tend to

invest more of themselves in the workplace to attain both status and resources;

women tend to invest relatively more of themselves in their families and less in the

workplace. Men earn more in large part because they tend to work more hours and

have lower absenteeism, occupy riskier jobs, work in less-pleasant environments,

obtain greater job-related education and training, and have fewer extended with-

drawals from the work force (Browne 2002).

Studies uniformly find substantial sex differences in hours worked. In 2006, for

example, full-time male employees worked approximately 15% more hours than

full-time female employees (41.8 h versus 36.2 h) (U.S. Department of Labor

2007:63, Table 21). A study of managers found that six times as many female

managers as male managers had spouses who worked more hours than they did

(Burke 1998).

Attitudes toward risk also affect compensation, since, all else being equal, risky

jobs paymore than non-risky jobs (Filer 1985).Men predominate in the riskiest jobs;

indeed, a list of the most dangerous occupations consists of overwhelmingly male-

dominated jobs, such as fisherman, logger, airplane pilot, iron and steel worker,

and roofer (U.S. Department of Labor 2009b:16). As previously mentioned, men

constitute over 90% of workplace deaths. The higher the proportion of women in

an occupation, the less likely it is that the occupation involves hazardous (or

otherwise onerous) working conditions (Kilbourne and England 1996).

The relationship between attitudes toward risk and compensation is not limited

to physical risk. Some jobs entail substantial “career risk”, such as the line jobs

referred to previously. Men have a substantially higher preference for “tournament”

situations in which there are winners and losers (Niederle and Vesterlund 2008),

such as the “partnership tournament” prevalent in large law firms, under which

many associates compete for a limited number of partnerships (Galanter and Palay

1991). Moreover, men are more comfortable than women with compensation

systems having a greater component of contingent pay, such as commissions and

bonuses, which cause employees to bear more of the risk of short-run variations in

performance (Chauvin and Ash 1994).

A wide variety of other factors contribute to the gender gap. Women attach

greater importance than men to non-wage aspects of jobs such as relations with

coworkers and supervisors, flexible hours, shorter commute time, part-time oppor-

tunities, and pleasant surroundings (Konrad et al. 2000). Many of the low-paid jobs

occupied by women are low-paid in part because they have these desirable
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characteristics and are therefore in higher demand. Filer (1985) attributes a sub-

stantial portion of the wage gap to the fact that men tend to take jobs that are less

attractive in some way than those filled by women. That is, women give up some

amount of wages in exchange for other attractive job attributes, so that, in Adam

Smith’s (1776:65) terminology, the “whole of the advantages and disadvantages of

the different employments of labour and stock [are] either perfectly equal, or

continually tending toward equality”.

Sex differences in productivity also contribute to the wage gap. Although

productivity is often difficult to measure, a series of studies in Israel and the United

States found female employees to be less productive thanmale employees (Hellerstein

and Neumark 1998; Hellerstein et al. 1996). Studies of piecework workers have

demonstrated similar productivity differences (Rhoads 1993), and numerous studies

of academics have shown that male faculty typically produce about 50%more articles

than their female counterparts (Xie and Shauman 1998; Zuckerman 1991). Cole and

Fiorentine (1991:223) suggest that male scientists outproduce female scientists

“because it is more important to men to be occupationally successful than it is to

women” – that is, to be recognized as being at the top of the hierarchy.

Much of the wage gap, like the glass ceiling, is related to marital and family

status. One study found that single women without children earned over 95% of

single men’s pay, while married mothers earned only 60% of married men’s pay

(Blau and Kahn 1992). Among individuals between the ages of 27 and 33 without

children, women’s earnings are approximately equal to men’s (Furchtgott-Roth and

Stolba 1999). Women with children work fewer hours than women without children

and are more likely to work intermittently, both factors that reduce earnings

(Korenman and Neumark 1992).

The “gender gap” in compensation is largely an illusion. It mostly disappears

when variables that legitimately affect compensation – many of which are related to

evolutionarily derived sex differences – are included in the analysis. As will be seen

below, many of these same factors, along with average differences in cognitive

abilities, influence the occupations that individuals choose to pursue.

2.2 Sex Differences in Vocational Interest and Cognitive Abilities
and Their Impact on Occupational Segregation

2.2.1 Sex Differences in Vocational Interest

In addition to basic elements of temperament and personality such as risk prefer-

ence and dominance, the sexes also differ in “vocational personality” (Holland

1997), as revealed by such instruments as the Strong Interest Inventory and the Self-

Directed Search. Reliable sex differences are exhibited on at least five of the

six Holland General Occupational Themes. Males score substantially higher on

the Realistic (building/working outdoors and with things), Investigative (abstract

problems/science/math), and Enterprising (persuasion/selling/business) themes.
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Females, in contrast, score higher on Artistic (art/drama/language) and Social
(helping/teaching). The sixth theme – Conventional (organizing/clerical/processing
data) – shows little difference (Aros et al. 1998). Kaufman and McLean (1998)

found effect sizes (absolute values) on the General Occupational Themes ranging

from a very large 1.28 to a trivial .06: Realistic (1.28), Investigative (.56), Artistic

(�.29), Social (�.29), Enterprising (.19), and Conventional (.06).

Underlying the Holland Occupational Themes are two dimensions: “People-

Things” and “Ideas-Data” (Prediger 1982). Although sex differences on the “Ideas-

Data” dimension are not consistently found, large differences are found on the

“People-Things” dimension, with women tending to cluster toward the “People”

end and men toward the “Things” end (Lippa 1998), mirroring the more people-

oriented tendency of females. A recent meta-analysis of studies spanning four

decades concluded that “[t]hese sex differences are remarkably consistent across

age and over time” (Su et al. 2009:880).

The Risk Taking/Adventure style of the Strong Interest Inventory also reveals

substantial sex differences. This style largely replicates the Adventure Basic Inter-

est Scale (BIS) from earlier versions of the test (Kaufman and McLean 1998). The

sex difference on the Adventure scale was reliably one of the two largest on the

Basic Interest Scales (d ¼ 1.21 in the Kaufman and McLean study), the other being

mechanical activity (d ¼ 1.29). The highest scorers on the Adventure Personal

Style are police officers, whereas the lowest are dental assistants. Women with high

Adventure scores tend not only to gravitate to stereotypically male occupations, but

also to marry later and desire fewer children (Douce and Hansen 1990).

Vocational-interest tests measure the kinds of jobs that people would find

congenial, but they are distinct from tests of ability. According to the “Theory of

Work Adjustment” (Dawis and Lofquist 1984), two dimensions of correspondence

between the individual and the job are required for a successful job match:

“satisfactoriness” and “satisfaction” The latter refers to correspondence of the

occupational rewards (e.g., type of work, working conditions, compensation) and

the individual’s values and interests; the former refers to correspondence between

the individual’s abilities and the demands of the occupation. That is, it is not enough

to be interested in a job; one must also have the talent to perform it competently. So,

both differences in vocational interest and differences in abilities are potentially

relevant to job choice.

2.2.2 Sex Differences in Cognitive Abilities

The sexes differ on a variety of cognitive measures. Any difference in general

intelligence is small, although there may be a slight advantage favoring males

(Geary 2009). What seems better established is that because of greater male

variability in IQ, a disproportionate number of males are found in both the very

high and very low ends of the IQ distribution. For purposes of our inquiry, however,

the specific patterns of cognitive strengths may be more important than differences

in the distribution of general intelligence.
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Males outperform females on a number of spatial tasks, especially mental

rotation, spatial perception, and targeting tasks, such as guiding and intercepting

projectiles (Kimura 1999). A meta-analysis of mental-rotation studies found an

average effect size of .66 for adults, and the effect size in many studies exceeds 1.0

(Voyer et al. 1995). Spatial rotation is correlated with a variety of other abilities,

such as mechanical ability, map reading, way-finding, mathematical reasoning, and

success as a pilot (Hegarty and Waller 2005). Robust sex differences in targeting,

again with effect sizes usually exceeding 1.0 and sometimes approaching 2.0 have

also been found (Watson and Kimura 1991; Hines et al. 2003). Females, on the

other hand, outperform males on the spatial task of “object location”, that is,

remembering where an object is located and identifying which objects in an array

have been moved from their prior location (Silverman and Eals 1992). In navigating

the environment, men are more attuned to compass directions, while women are

more attentive to landmarks (Galea and Kimura 1993). These differences persist

even in evolutionarily novel contexts, such as navigating shopping malls (Kruger

and Byker 2009) and the internet (Stenstrom et al. 2008).

The sexes also differ in mathematical performance. Males excel in mathematical

reasoning, especially reasoning involving abstract thinking, and females excel in

computation (Kimura 1999). The sex difference is relatively small (d � 0.10–0.25)

in nationally representative samples, though in more select samples, differences

tend to be larger (Jensen 1998). On the mathematics portion of the SAT, for

example, the effect size is about 0.3 (College Board 2009:1, Table 2). Because

males are more variable in performance, they outnumber females by almost two-to-

one in the top 10% of math ability.

The sexes also differ in mechanical ability. Males outperform females in

mechanical comprehension on the Differential Aptitude Test (d � 0.9) (Lubinski

and Benbow 1992) and on the Air Force Officer Qualification Test (d � 0.95)

(Carretta 1997). Males outnumber females by approximately eight to one in the top

10% of mechanical reasoning ability (Hedges and Nowell 1995).

Females outperform males on a number of verbal tasks, including spelling,

grammar, verbal fluency, and verbal memory. In fact, the female advantage in verbal

abilities exceeds the male advantage in mathematical ability in broadly representa-

tive samples (Freeman 2004). Inmore select samples, however, the female advantage

often declines or disappears. On the Critical Reading portion of the SAT, males

regularly outperform females, although the effect size is very small (ranging from

d � .02 to d � 0.08 in recent years), and on the new Writing portion, females

outperform males by a small amount (d � .10) (College Board 2009:1, Table 2).

2.2.3 Occupational Distributions and Sex Differences in Vocational Interest

and Ability

Not surprisingly, there is a relationship between vocational interests and abilities,

on the one hand, and occupational distributions on the others. Despite changing

social views, a substantial amount of occupational segregation persists. Over 90%
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of bank tellers, receptionists, registered nurses, and pre-school teachers are female,

for example, and over 90% of electrical engineers, firefighters, mechanics, and pest

exterminators are male (Browne 2002). Women are still relatively under-represented

in some scientific fields, such as mathematics, physics, and engineering. Notwith-

standing the seemingly entrenched segregation in some occupations, however,

women have made breathtaking advances in others that would have been unimag-

inable a half-century ago. Professions such as law and medicine are reaching parity

among new entrants (American Bar Association n.d; Association of American

Medical Colleges 2008), and almost two-thirds of new pharmacists and three-

quarters of new veterinarians are women (American Association of Colleges of

Pharmacy 2010; McPheron 2007). This pattern – “progress” in some occupations

but not in others – is what must be explained by any comprehensive account of the

workplace.

Concern about under-representation of women has focused primarily on scien-

tific, technical, and blue-collar occupations. The occupations of concern are often

referred to as “traditionally male” or “nontraditional”. These labels are misleading,

however, as virtually all occupations not specifically reserved for women were

“traditionally” filled mostly by men. What distinguishes these occupations is the

current representation of women. The U.S. Department of Labor, for example,

considers an occupation “nontraditional” if women comprise 25% or less of total

employment (U.S. Department of Labor 2009c). It would thus be more precise to

label these fields “persistently male”, with the important issue being why these

occupations have remained predominantly male when so many others have become

fully integrated or even predominantly female.

As we will see, occupations in which women remain scarce have some distinc-

tive features. The pattern to these occupational distributions is more explainable by

differences between the sexes than it is by such forces as sexist socialization.

Women in Science and Technology

The familiar sociological explanation for the scarcity of women in science is that

girls are directed away from science by parents, teachers, and peers and encouraged

to take more appropriately feminine classes (Dresselhaus et al. 1994). When girls

go off to college, they find a “well fortified bastion of sexism” that is hostile and

unwelcoming to them, a hostility so great that one observer has pronounced it

“shocking . . . that there are any women in science at all” (Holloway 1993:95).

The reality is quite different, as women’s representation in scientific fields varies

greatly. In 2005–2006, women earned 20% of the doctorates in engineering, 49% in

biological and biomedical sciences, and 73% in psychology (Snyder et al.

2009:433, Table 292). There is also substantial differentiation by sex even within

fields. Among Ph.D. recipients in 2006, women were scarce in mining/mineral and

petroleum engineering (6% and 8%, respectively), but more heavily represented

in bioengineering and environmental health (34.1% and 40.3%, respectively). In

biology, women earned 28% of the entomology degrees, but 81% of those in
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nutritional sciences. In psychology, women earned 55% of the degrees in psycho-

metrics and quantitative psychology but 81% of those in developmental and child

psychology. In the social sciences, women were “under-represented” in political

science (41%) but “over-represented” in anthropology and sociology (57% and

62%, respectively) (National Science Foundation 2009).

It would be an odd hostility that would produce this variegated pattern. Engineer-

ing is hostile to women, although bioengineering is less hostile than mining/mineral

engineering; biology is welcoming to women, except for entomology, which is

not. A more plausible explanation is differential interest and ability. The fields in

which there are relatively few women tend to have a low social dimension –

engineering, physics, mathematics, entomology – while those attracting relatively

large numbers of women – such as anthropology, sociology, biology, developmental

and child psychology, nutritional sciences, environmental health, and bioengineer-

ing – have a higher social content. The fields avoided by women also tend to be the

most mathematically and spatially demanding, and, although spatial ability is not

typically directly screened for in admission to science programs, it is an important

predictor of success in scientific fields (Shea et al. 2001). Given the relative positions

ofmales and females on the “people-things” dimension and the disproportion of men

at the very highest levels of mathematical and spatial ability, it would be surprising

to find sexual parity in each of these widely differing fields.

There is little evidence for the frequent assertion that girls are turned away from

science careers. Boys and girls are approximately equally represented in high-

school math and science courses (Freeman 2004:72), and girls are actually less

likely than boys to believe that they have not received serious attention from

teachers about science (Collier et al. 1998). College women are more likely than

men to report that they chose science majors because of encouragement from

parents or teachers, while more men report that they chose science because of a

long-term interest in the subject (Seymour and Hewitt 1997).

Part of the sex difference in mathematics and science participation undoubtedly

reflects the increasing sexual disparity in mathematical talent at the extreme high

end of ability. Although the “gifted” are often discussed as if they were a homoge-

neous group, they are highly diverse in ability. The range of the top one percent of

scores on a typical IQ test (�135–200þ) is as broad as that of the middle 96% of

scores (�66–134); that is, it accounts for a full one-third of the entire score

distribution (Benbow and Lubinski 1993). The combination of a higher male

mean and greater variability causes males to especially outnumber females in the

top quarter of the top 1% of mathematical ability, a group from which a major

portion of scientists in quantitative fields is derived.

A potentially even more significant fact is that even among those with very high

math and science ability, the sexes differ in their commitment to math and science.

Gifted males gravitate strongly to math and inorganic sciences, and gifted females

spread out among math and inorganic sciences, medical and organic sciences, and

humanities and arts (Lubinski et al. 2001). Lubinski and Benbow (1992) reported

that gifted females at one university enrolled in math and science courses and

English and foreign language courses in approximately equal proportions, while
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males were six times as likely to enroll in math and science courses as in English

and foreign language. Women follow this more varied pattern not because they lack

ability but because they “are more socially and esthetically oriented and have

interests that are more evenly divided among investigative, social, and artistic

pursuits” (Lubinski et al. 1993:702). This difference is also reflected in the decision

to advance to higher levels of education. Lubinski and Benbow (1992) found that

approximately 8% of mathematically gifted males, but only 1% of gifted females,

were pursuing doctorates in mathematics, engineering, or the physical sciences.

One possible explanation for this pattern is that high-math women tend to have

higher verbal ability than high-math men, providing them a greater range of

opportunities (Lubinski et al. 2001).

Attitudes toward risk may also influence selection of careers in mathematics and

the hard sciences. In these fields, more than in the humanities and social sciences,

there are “right answers”, and scientific creativity can be judged more objectively.

This greater objectivity may account for the fact that the sciences have suffered less

from the grade inflation that has plagued the humanities and social sciences

(Rosovsky and Hartley 2002). Simply put, studying science is a “risk” – presenting

a real possibility of failure – in a way that study in many other fields is not (Osborne

et al. 2003).

Attribution of women’s relatively slow advancement in some scientific occupa-

tions to men’s putative resistance to women presents a paradox: women have made

the least progress in occupations providing the most concrete measures of success-

ful job performance. Because of science’s relatively objective criteria, Doreen

Kimura (1999:76) has argued that one might “expect success in science to be, if

anything, more rather than less related to merit, than in other areas of scholarship”.

Yet women have thrived in fields with more subjective standards, suggesting that

generalized anti-woman bias cannot explain the distribution of men and women in

academic fields.

Women’s “under-representation” in a given field is not a sufficient basis to brand

it hostile to women. As we will see below, women are similarly under-represented

in many blue-collar occupations, and there is likewise little evidence that unfair

exclusion of women who want to pursue these occupations is primarily to blame.

Instead, the general pattern is in accordance with the sex differences that we have

already discussed.

Women in Blue-Collar Occupations

Despite integration of women into many white-collar occupations, including pres-

tigious ones such as law and medicine, women’s representation in blue-collar

occupations has been relatively stable (O’Farrell 1999). Women remain scarce in

many such occupations, such as firefighter (4.8% female), construction laborer

(3.1%), aircraft pilot and flight engineer (2.6%), auto mechanic (1.6%), carpenter

(1.5%), electrician (1%), and mason (0.4%) (U.S. Department of Labor 2009c). The

conventional explanation is that women tend not to seek these jobs because they are
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not considered “appropriate” for women, and that when women do pursue them,

they face both discrimination and sexual harassment. These are not altogether false

explanations, but they are grossly incomplete.

Women’s low participation rate in most blue-collar jobs is consistent with the

sex differences previously described. Some of the largest sex differences are on the

“Realistic” theme, which measures interest in building, repairing, and working

outdoors. Most blue-collar occupations are heavily oriented toward the Realistic

dimension (Holland 1997), and, of course, many blue-collar occupations also

require a high degree of mechanical ability. Blue-collar occupations may also

require substantial physical strength, but women have only one-half to two-thirds

the upper-body strength of men (Pheasant 1983). The effect size is often greater

than 2.0, so there is even less overlap between the sexes in strength than there is in

height (Browne 2007). Although many jobs have changed in ways that diminish the

importance of women’s relative lack of strength (Weinberg 2000), others have not.

Heavy-equipment mechanics, for example, require not just mechanical ability but

also substantial physical strength. These job attributes plausibly explain the fact

that only about 1% of such positions are filled by women (U.S. Department of

Labor 2009c).

Studies of women’s job-attribute preferences consistently show a disinclination

toward the physically strenuous, dirty, and dangerous work entailed in many blue-

collar occupations (Browne 2002). Women, more than men, prefer comfortable and

clean working environments, but blue-collar jobs often involve outside work in

unpleasant weather or inside work in environments characterized by noise, heat,

and disagreeable smells. Moreover, many blue-collar occupations are physically

dangerous, and it is the dangerous blue-collar jobs that tend to exhibit the most

heavily skewed sex ratio (Browne 2002).

These occupational patterns are all consistent with the well-documented sex

differences previously discussed. An important question remains, however: where

do these sex differences come from?

3 Origins of Sex Differences

The existence of the above-described differences, though not uncontroversial,

kindles less debate than their potential causes. The causal debate is not between

those who believe differences are caused solely by biology and those who believe

that socialization is exclusively responsible. Instead, the debate is between those

who attribute sex differences virtually entirely to social forces and those who

believe that biology plays an important, though not exclusive, role. Put another

way, it is between those who think the human mind is inherently sexually mono-

morphic and those who think it is naturally dimorphic. To those who believe the

human mind is dimorphic, the ultimate cause is thought to be the selective advan-

tage that the sexually disparate traits conferred on members of the two sexes during

our evolutionary history, with sex hormones acting as a major proximate cause.
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3.1 Evolution by Natural Selection: The Ultimate Cause
of Psychological Sex Differences

Natural selection is often equated with “the survival of the fittest”, a term that tends

to focus attention on the “hostile forces of nature.” Because natural forces have

presumably operated in largely the same manner on the two sexes, one might think

that the selective forces acting on men and women would have been the same.

However, selective pressures relating to mating and reproduction have often been

different for the two sexes, and these different selective pressures have left lasting

imprints on our minds (and bodies).

Darwin called selection based upon mating success “sexual selection”, in con-

trast to “natural” selection, which he viewed as being based primarily upon survival

success (Darwin 1871, Vol. I:256). The key factor driving sexual selection is the

“relative parental investment of the sexes in their offspring” (Trivers 1972:141).

Trivers showed that the sex with the greater parental investment becomes a resource

for which members of the less-investing sex will compete. Individuals of the less-

investing sex can increase their reproductive success through numerous partners in

a way that members of the other sex cannot, a fact having far-reaching physical and

psychological implications. Among mammals, internal gestation ensures that the

more-investing sex is female, though among some fish and bird groups, males

incubate the eggs and are the more-investing sex and the sex over which primary

competition occurs (Trivers 1972).

Centrally important to the origin of sex differences is the fact that male repro-

ductive variance exceeds that of females. Reproductive effort can be channeled to

either mating or parenting. Among mammals, males tend to devote relatively more

effort toward mating, while females tend to channel more effort into caring for

young. In many species, mating season becomes a season of male dominance

displays and combat (Alexander et al. 1979). Among humans and some other

primates, such as chimpanzees, male dominance is not exclusively tied to physical

prowess, but also to skill at coalition formation (de Waal 1982). Because female

mammals necessarily invest substantial time and energy in gestating and nursing

their offspring, they cannot specialize in mating, as males can. The result of this

asymmetry is that many more males than females will not reproduce at all, but the

most successful male will have far more offspring than the most successful female

(Alexander et al. 1979).

The greater reproductive variance of males raises the stakes of the mating game

for them. Most women will receive some reproductive “payoff”, although not

necessarily an equal one, as their mates will vary in terms of both genetic quality

and willingness to invest in offspring. Many men, however, will reap no reproduc-

tive payoff at all. Therefore, evolutionary theory predicts that males should exhibit

greater dominance- and status-seeking, greater promiscuity, and greater risk-taking

behavior (particularly with respect to acquisition of status, resources, and mates). If

the male can establish himself as a desirable mate, he may sire many offspring; if

not, he may sire none at all.
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Empirical data support these predictions. Men worldwide exhibit more risk

taking, promiscuity, and dominance behaviors, and those who achieve positions

of status have superior access to mates and enhanced reproductive success (Buss

2007). These same behaviors do not translate into increased reproductive success

for women, however, as multiple mates do not generally result in an increased

number of children for them. Moreover, not only does risk-taking carry smaller

reproductive rewards for women, it also imposes greater reproductive costs, as the

life prospects of a child in primitive societies were more impaired by loss of its

mother than of its father (Campbell 1999).

In addition to shaping sex differences in temperament, natural selection also seems

to have left an imprint on cognitive capacities. Hunting and warfare place a premium

on dynamic spatial perception and targeting accuracy (Kolakowski and Malina

1974), as well as on a sense of direction allowing hunters to proceed directly home

rather than retracing a lengthy route followed in pursuit of prey. The female advan-

tage at object location is also consistent with our hunter-gatherer heritage, as gath-

erers often return to the same location in search of food (Silverman and Eals 1992).

In our ancestral environment, of course, there would have been no direct selective

pressure for mathematical ability, but that ability may be a by-product of spatial

ability (Geary 1996). Although verbal ability is valuable to both sexes (Miller 2000),

men’s lesser verbal ability may be a byproduct of selection for higher spatial ability,

as there may be a tradeoff between the two kinds of ability (Halpern 2000).

The fact that a plausible evolutionary story can be told about the origins of sex

differences does not, of course, mean that the biological explanation is correct.

There is more direct evidence for biological roots, however, and that evidence

comes from the study of sex hormones.

3.2 Hormones: A Proximate Cause of Many Sex Differences

One advantage that evolutionary psychologists studying sex differences have over

those who study other phenomena is that not only is an adaptive account plausible,

much is also known about the proximate mechanisms involved. Although the story

is complex, and social factors can be important, a major portion of that story comes

from sex hormones.

Sexual differentiation of the brain is caused by the same sex hormones that cause

sexual differentiation of the body: male sex hormones, or androgens, primarily

testosterone; and female sex hormones, primarily the estrogen estradiol. The female

form, being the “default” form (Mealey 2000:14), will develop in the absence of

androgens. In fetuses, the primary source of androgens is the testes of males,

although smaller amounts are produced by the adrenal glands of both sexes.

Androgens affect the brain in two different ways. During a critical period of fetal

brain development, they exert an “organizing” effect, causing masculinization of

the brain. The “activational” effect, whereby circulating hormones influence behav-

ior more directly, occurs later in life, especially at and after puberty.
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3.2.1 Organizing Effects

Some of the earliest evidence for organizing effects of androgens came from girls

with congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH), a condition in which the adrenal gland

produces excessive levels of androgens during fetal brain development. Girls with

CAH have a more “masculine” behavioral pattern than normal girls, tending to be

tomboys who are more likely to play with boys and with “boy toys” and having less

interest in infants and marriage than unaffected girls (Berenbaum and Snyder 1995;

Leveroni and Berenbaum 1998). They also score substantially higher on “detach-

ment”, a trait inversely correlated with empathy and nurturance, and lower on

“indirect aggression”, a form of aggression more commonly associated with females

(Helleday et al. 1993). They perform better than unaffected girls on targeting tasks

(Hines et al. 2003) and have higher levels of spatial ability (Puts et al. 2008).

Especially significant for our purposes is the finding that CAH girls also have more

male-like occupational preferences (Berenbaum 1999). The relationship between

androgen exposure and masculinization seems to be dose sensitive, so that the higher

the exposure level, the greater the behavioral masculinization (Servin et al. 2003).

One criticism of the CAH data is that behavioral masculinization of CAH girls

might be caused not by androgens but rather by differential parental treatment of the

girls because of their masculinized genitals (Wood and Eagly 2002). This facially

plausible explanation is not well supported by the evidence, however. Indeed,

parents are actually less tolerant of masculine-typed behavior in their CAH daugh-

ters (Servin et al. 2003; Pasterski et al. 2005). Thus, if anything, differential

treatment of CAH girls would tend to push them toward, rather than away from,

more female-typical behavior.

Support for the hormonal explanation also comes from normal populations.

Hines et al. (2002) found a linear relationship between maternal testosterone levels

during pregnancy and masculine-typed behavior in daughters at age 3-1/2. The

mother’s testosterone level during pregnancy is also inversely correlated with

the daughter’s sex-typed behavior as an adult and is actually a stronger predictor

of the daughter’s adult behavior than is the daughter’s own adult testosterone level

(Udry et al. 1995). The spatial ability of 7-year-old girls has also been found to

correlate positively with prenatal testosterone (Grimshaw et al. 1995b), as has sex-

differentiated play in 6–10 year olds (Auyeung et al. 2009). Among normal girls,

higher prenatal testosterone levels are associated with a more male-like pattern of

lateralization of brain function (Grimshaw et al. 1995a).

3.2.2 Activational Effects

Circulating hormones also have more immediately observable effects. An associa-

tion between circulating testosterone and dominance behaviors is frequently found,

although the direction of causation is not always clear (Tremblay et al. 1998).

A much larger body of data supports a relationship between hormones and cogni-

tive performance. For example, the optimal level of testosterone for spatial ability
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appears to be in the low-normal male range so that, among men, those in the low-

normal range have the highest ability, while among women, those with the highest

testosterone levels tend to have the highest ability (Gouchie and Kimura 1991).

Accordingly, low-testosterone women take longer than high-testosterone women to

navigate the Virtual Water Maze, a test of spatial performance (Burkitt et al. 2007).

Female performance on cognitive tasks also varies with hormone changes in the

menstrual cycle. Spatial performance tends to be highest in low-estrogen phases

(when the testosterone/estrogen ratio is at its highest), and performance on verbal

tasks tends to be highest in the high-estrogen portions of the cycle (Hampson 1990;

McCormick and Teillon 2001).

Exogenous hormones produce consistent effects. Spatial performance in female-

to-male transsexuals, for example, increases after androgen therapy (Slabbekoorn

et al. 1999). Cross-sex hormone treatments are also associated with an increase in

both aggression-proneness and sexual arousability in females and a decrease in males

(Van Goozen et al. 1995). Even a single administration of testosterone to women can

enhance mental-rotation performance (Aleman et al. 2004), while administration of

testosterone to normal men reduces their spatial performance (O’Connor et al. 2001),

consistent with the finding that men in the low-normal range perform best.

Although testosterone gets the bulk of the attention, estrogen is also influential.

Women’s risk-taking activities vary over the menstrual cycle, with risk-taking

decreasing during ovulation, when estrogen levels are high (Br€oder and Hohmann

2003). Estrogen also seems to depress spatial ability (Hausmann et al. 2000), which

may at least partially explain both the increased sex difference in spatial ability

observed after puberty and the tendency of extremely feminine women to have

relatively low spatial ability (Nyborg 1994).

It is not suggested here that a particular pattern of hormone exposure is both a

necessary and sufficient cause of particular behaviors. Rather, prenatal hormones

appear to predispose individuals to developing sex-typed behavior patterns. For

example, Udry (2000) has found that responsiveness of females to encouragement

of femininity is inversely related to their mothers’ testosterone levels during the

second trimester of pregnancy, suggesting that prenatal exposure to high levels of

testosterone may “immunize” against feminine socialization.

From a biological perspective, explanations incorporating both biological and

environmental (social) forces are standard fare. From the sociological perspective,

however, explanations invoking biology as even a partial cause are often viewed

with deep suspicion. As we will see below, however, the purely social explanation

is very difficult to credit.

4 Biology or Society (or Both)?

Appreciation of man’s place in nature makes the social-constructionist view diffi-

cult to accept, implying as it does that humans have somehow slipped the bonds of

connection to the animal kingdom. Although many object to the idea that sex
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differences in temperament are products of natural selection (e.g., Wood and Eagly

2002), almost no one argues that physical sexual dimorphism is a social construct.

Yet acceptance of the biological origins of physical differences and denial of such

origins for psychological differences presents a puzzle. If greater male strength is

an evolved adaptation, it must be an adaptation for something. If it is an adaptation

for male-male competition, as it is in most species (Plavcan and Van Schaik 1997),

it would be surprising if it were not also accompanied by the behavioral dimor-

phism found in those species.

There are other reasons to be suspicious of purely sociological explanations.

Many differences appear early in life, before a child has had an opportunity

to absorb social expectations of sex-appropriate behavior. Even newborns display

a difference in “thing versus people” orientation, with girls attending more to

human faces and boys paying more attention to moving objects (Connellan et al.

2000), and newborn girls are measurably more “cuddly” than boys (Benenson

et al. 1999). A sex difference in mental-rotation has also been observed as early as

3 months (Moore and Johnson 2008; Quinn and Liben 2008). Similarly, sex

differences in toy choices and playmate preferences appear before children

can identify their own sex or the sex of others (Alexander et al. 2009; Servin

et al. 1999), and sex differences in competition and risk-taking also appear early

in childhood (Weinberger and Stein 2008).

Animal studies paint a picture consistent with the human data. Female mammals

in a variety of species are behaviorally masculinized by prenatal androgen expo-

sure, for example, and males who are castrated, either chemically or surgically,

prior to the critical period for psychosexual differentiation develop stereotypic

female behaviors (Goy et al. 1988). Female monkeys show cognitive changes

across the menstrual cycle similar to those found in women (Lacreuse et al.

2001), and young monkeys demonstrate the same sex-typed toy preferences that

young children do (Hassett et al. 2008).

It is often correctly noted that society can amplify natural sex differences

(Campbell and Eaton 1999), but it can also act to mitigate them, though not

necessarily successfully. For example, the tendency of children to segregate by

sex persists in the face of contrary pressure, with children in self-organized groups

being more likely to be segregated by sex than children in groups organized by

adults (Martin and Fabes 2002). Similarly, parents’ gifts are more likely to be sex-

typed when they purchase toys specifically requested by their children than when

they purchase unrequested toys (Fisher-Thompson 1993).

If sex differences were pure social constructs, one might think that changes in

social roles and attitudes would have led to a reduction in sex-typing, including sex

stereotypes and “gendered” self-concepts. Instead, however, there has been sub-

stantial stability – and, in fact, some increase – in sex-typing over recent decades

(Lueptow et al. 2001). Similarly, one might have predicted that the sexually

egalitarian ethos of western societies would attenuate sex differences in personality.

Instead, however, compared to more traditional societies, societies characterized

by greater freedom and sexual equality show larger sex differences in personality

(Costa et al. 2001; McCrae et al. 2005; Schmitt et al. 2008). It may be that the
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greater freedom in modern societies allows individuals more opportunity to “be

themselves”, and it so happens that their “selves” are sexually dimorphic.

In sum, there is little support for the argument that commonly observed sex

differences are mere social constructs. They have an underlying biological founda-

tion upon which social forces can build, and that foundation will continue to exist

whether we acknowledge it or not.

5 Conclusion

Men and women are different. They have – on average – different temperaments,

priorities, and even definitions of success in life. These differences flow in part from

underlying biological differences that were adaptive in our evolutionary history.

A major proximate cause of these differences is the interaction of sex hormones and

the brain; they are not simply artifacts of western civilization or industrialism.

These differences incline men and women toward different workplace choices,

leading ineluctably to different workplace outcomes.

Descriptions of average group differences are often misinterpreted as implying

limitations on individuals. When Harvard President Lawrence Summers suggested

that there might be biological reasons for the dearth of women in certain scientific

fields, many female scientists took offense, as if he were challenging their compe-

tence as scientists (Browne 2005). Yet Summers was referring not to women who

actually chose careers in the hard sciences, but rather to women who did not. Some

of those women who did not pursue such careers probably pursued careers in

psychology, which has a larger gender gap in Ph.D.’s awarded (favoring females)

than mathematics does (favoring males), or in anthropology, which has a larger gap

(favoring females) than geology does (favoring males) (National Science Founda-

tion 2009).

Modern biology and psychology provide greater insight into existing workplace

patterns than the purely social explanation provided by the SSSM. The data do not

tell us, however, whether we should celebrate or condemn these differences, and

they do not by themselves provide answers to many questions facing employers and

policymakers. What, if anything, for example, should companies do to achieve

sexual parity in areas in which women are under-represented? Should those same

companies be as concerned about sexual parity in areas in which men are under-

represented? What public policy initiatives are appropriate under the circum-

stances? These questions are heavily value-laden, and the values are not provided

by evolutionary psychology or any other branch of science.

Although it is important that women and men be free to choose their career

directions, it makes little sense to assume that their choices will be – or should be –

identical. If freedom of choice is the goal, we should respect people’s choices even

if we think they are not choosing wisely, a judgment that those actually making the

choice are in a better position to make than those observing from the outside.
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The Adaptationist Theory of Cooperation

in Groups: Evolutionary Predictions

for Organizational Cooperation

Michael E. Price and Dominic D.P. Johnson

Abstract Managers could more effectively promote cooperation within their orga-

nizations if they had greater understanding of how evolution designed people to

cooperate. Here we present a theory of group cooperation – the Adaptationist

Theory of Cooperation in Groups (ATCG) – that is primarily an effort to pull

together the scattered findings of a large number of evolution-minded researchers,

and to integrate these findings into a single coherent theory. We present ATCG in

three main sections: first, we discuss the basic premise that group cooperation

evolved because it allowed individuals to acquire personal fitness benefits from

acting in synergy with others; second, we examine the cooperative strategy that

most often prevails in successful groups, “reciprocal altruism”, and the free rider

problem that constantly threatens it; and third, we explore how cooperative behav-

ior is affected by differences (a) among individuals, (b) between the sexes, and

(c) among different kinds of resources that a group may share. Throughout all of these

sections, we suggest ways in which ATCG’s predictions could be usefully applied

in real organizations. We conclude that while ATCG is consistent in some regards

with existing theories from organizational behaviour, its individual-level adapta-

tionist perspective allows it to make a variety of novel predictions.
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1 Introduction

Unlike the vast majority of other species, human individuals achieve remarkable

levels of cooperation, even among large groups of non-relations or strangers. This

ability is a vital characteristic of human nature; without it, human social life would

be unrecognizably different: there would be no villages, cities, or nations; no

organized religions, armies, or political parties; and no communities, collectives,

or companies. Researchers in the biological and social sciences have long been

preoccupied with understanding group cooperation, not only because of its impor-

tance, but also because achieving this understanding has proven surprisingly chal-

lenging. However, significant progress has been made in our understanding of the

evolutionarily adaptations humans possess for cooperating in groups. If we are to

understand how to improve cooperation today, we need to understand what these

adaptations are, how they work, when they align or clash with modern social

settings, and how to trigger them to increase efficiency. In this chapter we present a

new evolutionary theory of group cooperation—the “Adaptationist Theory of Coop-

eration inGroups”—that is a product of this progress.Wewill abbreviate this theory as

ATCG, both for the sake of efficiency, and because this acronym recalls the four bases

of DNA (adenine, thymine, cytosine, and guanine) and thus conveniently highlights

the theory’s biological foundations.

We should be clear from the beginning that ATCG is not “our” theory of

cooperation in groups. ATCG has been informed by our own research, but it is

first and foremost an effort to integrate the scattered findings of a large number of

researchers – most of whom have investigated cooperation from an explicitly

evolutionary, individual-level adaptationist perspective – into a relatively compre-

hensive and coherent theory. We think such an integrative effort is needed because

despite all of the progress that has been made in evolutionary psychology towards

understanding various aspects of group cooperation, these findings have not been

presented in any kind of comprehensive theoretical package. This lack of integra-

tion makes it harder to draw out the most important insights from the less important

ones (especially for a specific context such as organizational behaviour), and also

harder to communicate these findings efficiently to other academics and to the

people in organizations who would most benefit from applying the findings.

As we discuss ATCG, we provide examples of how this theory can be applied to

achieve better understanding, prediction, and promotion of cooperation in modern

human organizations, and ways in which it compliments and diverges from the

predictions of existing theories from evolutionary and social science. According to

the philosopher of science Imre Lakatos (1978), an advance in scientific theory

occurs when a new theory is introduced that makes all of the same predictions as the

existing theory or theories, but adds additional, novel predictions. We believe that

by this standard, ATCG constitutes scientific progress. While ATCG shares some

predictions with pre-existing theories from mainstream organizational behavior and

social science, it also generates a variety of unique predictions about how people

will cooperate in organizations.
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The sketch of ATCG that follows is divided up into three main sections. In

Sect. 2, we discuss the fundamental issue of how ancestral humans gained individual

fitness advantages by engaging in group cooperation. In Sect. 3, we examine the

most important cooperative strategy that is engaged in by members of productive

groups, “reciprocal altruism”, as well as the free rider problem that can derail this

strategy and wreck productivity. In Sect. 4, we look at how cooperative behavior

changes depending on individual differences, sex differences, and differences in the

class of resource being shared. In our conclusion we review how ATCG overlaps

with and diverges from existing theories of organizational cooperation.

2 How Cooperation Benefits Individual Fitness

2.1 Darwin’s Focus on Individuals

Darwin’s theory of adaptation by natural selection (1859) focused on individuals:

natural selection endows individuals with adaptations that improve their “fitness”

(their ability to survive and reproduce). In considering how humans are adapted to

cooperate in groups, it is crucial to maintain this individual-level focus, and to ask:

how did cooperation benefit the fitness of individual cooperators in ancestral

environments (Alexander 1987)? It is this individual-level focus of Darwinian

theory that has caused cooperative behavior to often seem profoundly puzzling

from an evolutionary perspective. Darwin himself noted that cooperative (or “altru-

istic”) acts, such as a bee’s suicidal sting in defense of its hive, posed a major

challenge to his theory. If cooperative acts benefit the fitness of others at the

expense of the cooperator, then non-cooperators (also known as “cheaters”, “defec-

tors” or “free riders”) will always achieve higher payoffs, and thus exploit coop-

erators to extinction. Ever since Darwin, the evolution of cooperation has been

considered a central problem – or indeed the central problem – of behavioral

biology (Wilson 1975).

Over the past several decades, however, biologists have made significant prog-

ress towards solving this central problem by producing several theories of coopera-

tion, including two that have become especially well-established. The first is “kin

selection” (Hamilton 1964), a theory of gene-level cooperation that explains altru-

ism among close genetic kin. The second is “reciprocal altruism” (Trivers 1971),

which explains mutually beneficial exchange between interactants who are not

necessarily genetically related. These two theories are now routinely used to

solve Darwin’s puzzle of cooperation. Kin selection is important to a vast variety

of species, including humans, while reciprocal altruism is important to humans

(who possess, as discussed below, the social cognitive skills to engage in reciproc-

ity successfully) but relatively unimportant to most other species (Dugatkin 1997;

Stevens and Hauser 2004; West et al. 2007). ATCG is designed to explain cooper-

ation in groups of non-relatives, and although kin selection theory would not
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therefore appear to apply, it is relevant to a deep theoretical understanding of such

cooperation (because kin altruism and reciprocal altruism probably both evolved

via the same fundamental process of genic self-favoritism; see Price 2006a).

Nevertheless, ATCG can be described and applied effectively without much refer-

ence to kin selection, so for the sake of efficiency we will not discuss this theory

further. On the other hand, ATCG is more directly founded on Trivers’ (1971)

reciprocal altruism, and this theory is discussed in more detail below.

Having pointed out the importance of the individual-level perspective, we

should note that there is a history of confusion and controversy surrounding this

perspective. Despite the progress that has made in explaining how cooperation

benefits individual fitness, some theorists maintain that individual-level theories are

insufficient to account for the complexity of cooperation in human groups, and that

some kind of group selection theory is required (Boyd and Richerson 1988; Wilson

and Sober 1994; Gintis 2000; Gintis et al. 2003; Wilson andWilson 2007). A purely

group selectionist theory would predict that individual cooperative behavior

evolved to benefit the average fitness of the group as a whole, as opposed to the

cooperator’s own individual fitness, and thus is a radically different perspective

from that of the individual-level theory. For example, while the individual-level

theory predicts that individuals will work in organizations in order to receive

compensation and benefit themselves, group selection predicts that they will work

for free in order to benefit the organization.

Group selection has long been a controversial topic in behavioral biology.

Darwin (1871) himself even considered whether group selection could have played

some role in the evolution of human moral sentiments, and throughout much of the

twentieth century “naı̈ve” group selectionist theories – focusing on how a behavior

evolved to benefit the group or species, without considering how it affected the

individual – were common in biology (Wilson and Wilson 2007). This “naı̈ve”

period ended when biologist George Williams published his influential critique of

group selection, which drew attention to the special conditions that it requires, and

emphasized that ordinary individual-level hypotheses should be examined first,

before resorting to more exotic, higher-level alternatives (Williams 1966). In

more recent years, however, group selection has made something of a comeback,

in relatively sophisticated forms such as multilevel selection, which theorizes that

selection has important effects simultaneously at multiple levels, including intra-

genomic, individual, and group levels (Wilson and Wilson 2007).

We agree with the multilevel selectionists that in studies of any kind of

behavior, it is always wise to consider whether multilevel selection theory could

enhance one’s ability to predict the features of that behavior. However at this stage

we do not see any advantages, in terms of improving ATCG’s predictive power, in

adopting the theoretical view that cooperative behavior in groups of non-relatives

evolved to produce benefits at any level other than that of individual fitness. While

ATCG makes many predictions that assume selection occurred at the individual

level, it makes none which assume selection occurred at the group (or any other)

level. Moreover, individual selection is the simplest and least exotic level

of selection that one can examine in the course of an adaptationist analysis
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(Williams 1966). Therefore, in keeping with Occam’s razor and with Williams’

(1966, p. v) dictum that “adaptation should be attributed to no higher a level or

organization than is demanded by the evidence”, our chapter maintains an individual-

level focus.

Before leaving the topic of group selection behind, we should emphasize that all

of ATCG’s predictions that are presented throughout this chapter follow from the

individual-level adaptationist perspective, while as far as we can tell, not a single

one of them would follow from a purely group selectionist perspective. The

irrelevance here of the purely group selectionist perspective should be apparent in

the very beginning (i.e. the present section) of this chapter, as we elaborate on

ATCG’s foundational premise that cooperation evolved because it allowed coop-

erators to gain individual fitness advantages. Of course, the drastically divergent

predictions of these two approaches are offered a litmus test by how things really

work in the real world. As we will show, predictions that have been made from the

individual-level perspective have so far been widely supported.

2.2 Cooperation Evolved Because It Produced Synergistic
Benefits for Cooperative Individuals

ATCG takes account of ethnographic and archaeological evidence suggesting that

in the environments in which humans evolved, cooperating in groups (for purposes

of hunting, warfare, shelter construction, predator defense, etc.) afforded indivi-

duals benefits that they could not have obtained by acting alone (Lee and DeVore

1968; Alexander 1987; Kelly 1995; Keeley 1996). If you could acquire 5 lb of

rabbit meat by hunting alone, as opposed to 50 lb of mammoth meat by participat-

ing in a group hunt, then cooperation would have offered a ten-fold advantage,

holding effort and all other costs constant. Of course, the costs of cooperation

cannot be overlooked. Some of these costs would also be present in a solitary

activity (e.g. expenditure of time and energy), but others would have been unique to

cooperation (e.g. coordination and social interaction costs). A member of a group

mammoth hunt, in contrast to a lone rabbit hunter, has to worry about such things as

meeting his co-members at a certain time, coordinating his movements with those

of his co-members during the hunt, and ensuring that he receives a fair share of the

meat – not to mention avoiding getting trampled to death. But as long as the

synergistic benefits of cooperation provided the individual with benefits that out-

weighed these costs, then cooperation would have offered an individual fitness

advantage. ATCG assumes that opportunities to engage in individually adaptive

cooperation arose regularly in ancestral environments, and therefore that the human

mind evolved to become skilled at recognizing and taking advantage of these

opportunities.
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2.3 Social Status is a Key Second-Order Benefit of Cooperation

ATCG also notes that the benefits of cooperation can involve much more than just a

share of the first-order benefit that the interaction produces (e.g., mammoth meat).

Even if a hunting party member had no need for mammoth meat, he could still

acquire a second-order benefit from cooperation. For example, he might learn about

the hunting techniques of skilled co-members, or gain a chance to practice his own

techniques. But the second-order benefit he could have acquired that is most

relevant to our discussion is social status. By social status, we simply mean the

power to bestow benefits, or inflict harm, on other people. By helping the group

bring down a mammoth, for example, a skilled hunter could prove his willingness

and ability to generate value (meat) for others. Others would benefit from having

this hunter in their group in future interactions, and would suffer if he left the group

or refused to help them hunt. This dependence of others would make the hunter

high-status (i.e., powerful [Emerson 1962]), and in order to remain within his

favour, others would be motivated to act to benefit (and to avoid harming) him.

His social status could thus serve as a magnet for many kinds of economic

resources. Further, this association between status and resources would have

made the hunter more sexually attractive to females, which would have increased

his access to reproductive resources as well.

The links that are drawn in the above example between hunting and status, and

between status and sexual attractiveness, are not just theoretical. Field studies

show that hunting skill is associated positively with social status and reproductive

success in hunter-gatherer societies (review in Smith 2004). More generally, male

social status relates positively to reproductive success in premodern societies

(Chagnon 1979, 1988; Betzig 1986), and females in all kinds of societies tend

to find higher status men more attractive (Buss 1989; review in Davies and

Shackelford 2008). But the main point of the above example is to illustrate a

central proposition of ATCG: by cooperating in groups, an individual can make

himself valuable to others and thus obtain the crucial resource of social status.

Even if that individual has no interest in the first-order resource that the group is

producing, the prospect of acquiring status might make him regard participation

as worthwhile.

Just as social status was a highly relevant second-order benefit of cooperation in

ancestral groups, so it is in modern organizations. These organizations face a basic

challenge of motivating employees to contribute to the production of resources that

are not for their own consumption. Employees of a biotechnology firm, for exam-

ple, may need to cooperate to design a new artificial leg, even if most of them are

not going to use this product themselves. The method of motivating employees that

is used in most organizations is to offer them social status in exchange for their help

in producing the first-order resource. And just as in the ancestral past, higher status

contributors – those on whom production most depends – attract greater economic

compensation, in order to convince them to remain in the organization and to

continue to contribute.
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2.4 Synergistic Cooperation Is Inherently Advantageous, But
There Is Nothing Inherently Synergistic About Cooperation

ATCG proposes that evolution designed people not just for cooperation, but for

cooperation that brought individual benefits. As noted above, for cooperation to be

individually-adaptive, it must be synergistic. If Person X is a good hunter who can

obtain 5 lb of rabbit meat by hunting alone, versus 5 lb of shared deer meat by

hunting in a group, then cooperation offers no first-order synergistic benefits for X.

There might be second-order benefits to cooperating (e.g. the opportunity to acquire

status), but these would need to be high enough to overcome the automatic costs of

cooperation (e.g. coordination costs); otherwise, the adaptive choice for X would be

to hunt alone. And if cooperation actually caused X’s share of the first-order

resource to decrease – if X could obtain more meat by hunting alone than he

could via cooperation – then cooperation’s likelihood of being the adaptive choice

for X would go down even further.

Of course, even if cooperation were maladaptive for X, it could be adaptive for

some of X’s potential interaction partners. If Person Y could obtain no meat by

hunting alone, versus somemeat by hunting in a group with X, then Ywould have an

interest in convincing X to join the hunt. The best way for Y to do this would be to

offer X a relatively large share of first- or second-order benefits that would compen-

sate X for his relatively large contribution, and thus make cooperation adaptive for

X. We’ll discuss the importance of these kinds of benefit-to-contribution ratios, and

their relevance to modern organizational contexts, later in this chapter. But for now,

we want to focus on the idea that while synergistic cooperation is inherently

advantageous, there is nothing inherently synergistic about cooperation.

2.5 Synergistic Cooperation (or the Lack Thereof) in Real
Organizations

As the result of trends in organizational practices such as the increased popularity of

work teams (Douglas and Gardner 2004), many organizations strive to cultivate a

culture of cooperation and communication in which group action is seen as being

inherently superior to individual action (Hall 2007; for a military example, see

Rielly 2000). This enthusiasm for cooperation is to some extent understandable:

cooperation can often be genuinely productive, sometimes astoundingly so, and

many people reflexively assume cooperation to be a “good thing” wherever it

appears. However, cooperation can also be imposed on individuals who would be

more productive if permitted to produce alone. For example, many organizations

encourage their employees to generate ideas in brainstorming groups of interacting

individuals (Rietzschel et al. 2006), despite substantial evidence that “nominal

groups” – consisting of individuals who work alone to generate ideas that are
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then pooled – generate more ideas, and more high-quality ideas, than groups of

interacting individuals (Diehl and Stroebe 1987; Rietzschel et al. 2006).

As examples of the kind of non-synergistic cooperation that is routinely encour-

aged in organizations, consider an employee who by herself could come up with a

brilliant marketing strategy, but who must compromise her idea in order to accom-

modate the inferior and counterproductive contributions of her team members; or

consider three employees who must incur significant coordination and communica-

tion costs in order to jointly write a report that turns out no better than what any one

of them could have written alone. And most members of organizations will, at one

time or another, have had to serve on a committee that seemed to reach decisions and

take actions much more slowly and ineffectively than an individual could have

done. For employees trapped in non-synergistic cooperative interactions, enthusi-

asm for cooperation may be buoyed by the expectation of some second-order reward

(“this committee is a waste of time, but serving on it will look good on my résumé”).

But even if this second order justification is forthcoming, these employees’ respect

for their employer will likely fall due to their perception that management is

encouraging employees to engage in pointless and counterproductive cooperation.

Employees may also tolerate situations of non-synergistic cooperation in order to

avoid appearing as uncooperative or arrogant; they may fear that if they point out

that cooperation is counterproductive, they will appear as poor team players – that is,

as though they want to shirk their responsibilities, or as though they think they are

too talented to have to compromise with team members. Or they may simply be

afraid to contradict their manager’s judgment that cooperation is the best approach,

or just lack the data to conclude that one strategy is better than the other. Whatever

reason an employee may have for remaining in non-synergistic interactions, if he

could avoid such interactions without fear of negative consequences, then it would

increase productivity both for himself and for his organization.

ATCG’s recognition that adaptive cooperation must produce individual-level

synergistic benefits is an essential first step to untangling the motives for coopera-

tion in the real world. However, it is not yet a solution to the puzzle of cooperation,

because it explains only why individuals would be motivated to cooperate in the

first place. Even if they are so motivated, how do they ensure that they are receiving

an adequate level of compensation, and that they are not being exploited by others

in their group? To address these questions, we need to consider the role of recipro-

cal altruism as the dominant cooperative strategy in groups.

3 Promoting Reciprocity and Avoiding Free Riders

3.1 Can Reciprocal Altruism Explain Cooperation in Groups?

As noted in Sect. 2, Trivers’ (1971) theory of reciprocal altruism is the leading

evolutionary explanation for the evolution of cooperation among genetic non-

relatives. Reciprocal altruism has been applied most commonly to interactions
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between two individuals. For example, if person X can pay a small cost to provide a

big benefit to person Y, and Y can later pay a small cost to provide a big benefit to X,

then the exchange interaction will be mutually beneficial; X and Y will have

each paid a small cost in exchange for a big benefit. The risk to the individual in

such an interaction is that your partner will prove to be a cheater: if your “altruism” is

not reciprocated, then you will have maladaptively paid a cost for no benefit. Thus,

while reciprocity offers big advantages to those who can find reliable partners, it

also involves the risk of getting paired with a cheater (Cosmides and Tooby 2005).

In order to engage in reciprocity successfully, an organismmust have a high level of

cognitive sophistication, in order to recognize and remember cheaters and to avoid

interacting with them. Humans definitely do possess the requisite cognitive abilities,

but the extent to which other species do is unclear (Cosmides and Tooby 2005;

West et al. 2007; Stevens and Hauser 2004; for a review of the mixed evidence

regarding primate reciprocity, see Silk 2005).

While the theory of reciprocal altruism has been used relatively uncontrover-

sially to explain the evolution of cooperation in two-person interactions in a wide

range of disciplines from biology to anthropology to economics (Trivers 2006), its

applicability to n-person (group) interactions has engendered more disagreement.

This applicability is important to ATCG and to this chapter, because organizations

involve n-person interactions, that is, multiple people working together to fulfil

some group goal. The ability of reciprocity to evolve in such groups depends on

several factors. One of these factors is the type of reciprocity strategy involved: for

example “continuous” reciprocity strategies, which match the mean co-member

contribution, evolve more successfully under many conditions than do “discrete”,

all-or-nothing reciprocity strategies (which contribute fully if a threshold percent-

age of co-members contribute, but otherwise contribute nothing at all; Johnson et al.

2008; Takezawa and Price 2010). Another factor is the size of the group: reciprocity

evolves more easily in small groups (e.g., fewer than ten members) than in large

groups (Boyd and Richerson 1988; Takezawa and Price 2010). Reciprocity’s

disadvantageousness in large groups is due to the fact that as groups get larger,

the probability increases that groups will be infiltrated by “free riders” (the term

assigned to cheaters in cooperative group contexts).

Some researchers have suggested that because reciprocity does not evolve well

in large groups, an explanation besides reciprocity is needed to explain n-person
cooperation (Boyd and Richerson 1988; Henrich 2004). However, reciprocity’s

disadvantageousness in large groups would probably not have been an obstacle to

its evolution in ancestral human groups, which tended to be small. According to a

comprehensive survey of foraging societies (Kelly 1995), the average hunter-

gatherer band consists of about 25 people, of which seven or eight are full-time

adult foragers. Given the sexual division of labor, the average n-person interaction

will involve half of these adults, that is, 3–4 people – a group size which is well

within the range in which reciprocity could evolve. For this reason, ATCG agrees

with the perspective of evolutionary psychologists who have suggested that the best

evolutionary explanation for organizational cooperation is n-person reciprocity

(Price 2006a; Tooby et al. 2006). Although we work in large groups today, we may
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nevertheless act as if we are in small groups, because our cognitive machinery for

cooperation evolved in small groups, not large ones.

3.2 Reciprocity in Groups: Striving for “Fair” Compensation

So if ATCG predicts that the average group member will behave as a reciprocal

altruist, what does that mean exactly? It means that in exchange for his contribution

to fulfilment of the group’s goal, he will expect to receive a share of group benefits

that is proportional to the relative size of his contribution. For example, if he has

contributed the most to bringing down a mammoth, then he will expect to receive

the best share of mammoth meat out of anyone in the group, or some second-order

reward of equivalent magnitude (for example, the biggest increase in social status

out of anyone in the group). ATCG predicts that if the group member perceives his

own benefit-to-contribution ratio to be at least as large as those obtained by his co-

members, then he should perceive his level of compensation to be “fair”, and he

should be motivated to continue cooperating; if, on the other hand, he perceives this

ratio to be relatively small, then he should experience a sense of unfairness and lose

motivation to continue cooperating. A worker who is reliable and hard working but

gets no recognition or reward for such behavior will soon slack off. Consistent

with this prediction, a standard finding in behavioral economics is that on average,

group members are more willing to contribute to public good production when

they perceive that their benefit-to-contribution ratios are no less than those of

co-members (Ledyard 1995; Croson 2007; Fischbacher et al. 2001; Kurzban and

Houser 2005). Behavioral economists often refer to such reciprocal altruism as

“conditional cooperation” (Fischbacher et al. 2001).

In pursuing a fair benefit-to-contribution ratio, the cooperator is accomplishing

two goals. First, he is ensuring that he is getting as substantial a return as possible on

his investment of cooperative effort. Second, he is avoiding being exploited by free

riders (i.e., members with relatively high benefit-to-contribution ratios). We will

discuss each of these two goals in turn.

3.3 Why Pursue Fairness? Maximizing the Advantage of Being
a Cooperator

To the extent that the cooperator’s effort is benefitting group co-members, he has

power to negotiate the terms of the relationship. If his co-members refuse to grant

him benefits that are proportional to the size of his contribution, he may reduce

effort, refuse to continue to contribute, or leave the group. ATCG predicts that he

will strive for a level of compensation that is at least commensurate with the

exchange value of the services he provides to co-members. (He may well strive
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for more compensation than is fair, but his motivation to do so will depend on the

consequences of free riding; see discussion later in this section).

In a well-managed group – one in which rewards are allocated fairly – higher

contributors should reap greater benefits and should thus be advantaged over lower

contributors. Members may thus engage in “competitive altruism” (Roberts 1998),

that is, compete with co-members to be seen as the highest contributors to group

goals, and those seen as the most altruistic should receive the greatest rewards.

By competing to be the most altruistic member of the group, cooperators behave

just as “self-interestedly” as any free rider; the difference is that while the free

rider’s self-interest benefits himself while harming the group, the competitive

altruist’s self-interest benefits both himself and the group. The predictions of

competitive altruism theory, which are shared with ATCG, have been supported

in experimental and field studies. For example, among Amazonian Shuar hunter-

horticulturalists, villagers who work the hardest in cooperative tasks are allocated

the highest social status (Price 2003, 2006a), and a similar link between altruism

and status has been found in studies of British students (Hardy and Van Vugt 2006).

Barclay and Willer (2007) also found that economic game participants compete to

be more generous than others, in order to increase the likelihood that they will be

chosen for potentially lucrative cooperative partnerships.

In order to motivate employees to behave in group-beneficial ways, then,

managers must allocate rewards fairly, and allow employees to compete for these

rewards by contributing in ways that most benefit the organization. If an employee

makes a contribution that benefits the organization, for example by introducing a

product improvement or new marketing strategy, a manager should never assume

that the employee was selflessly motivated or is indifferent about being recognized

and rewarded for this contribution, even if that employee modestly plays down the

extent of his or her own contribution. If an employee does not receive some

individual-level benefit that is commensurate with the value of his or her contribu-

tion, the employee will probably feel angry and exploited and lose motivation to

cooperate (see below discussion of the exploitation problem). Further, to the extent

that this lack of fairness is observed by others in the organization, it will send a

message to these others that they have little incentive to act in pro-organization

ways.

On the other hand, because a group’s cooperative goals may sometimes conflict

with the competitive aspirations of its individual members, a delicate balance must

be maintained between the “competitive” and “altruistic” aspects of group cooper-

ation, lest the former overwhelm the latter. An inherent risk in groups characterized

by competitive altruism is that individual members will so strongly desire to

contribute highly to group goals, in order to outcompete co-members for the

rewards of contribution, that their contributions will actually have a negative

impact on group productivity. A desire for personal glory, for example, may lead

a employee (especially, for reasons discussed in Sect. 4 below, a male employee) to

engage in group-damaging behaviors such as interrupting his co-members at meet-

ings, denigrating his co-members’ contributions to a group project, or pursuing a

group leadership position for which he is under-qualified. All of these may invoke
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the dislike of colleagues and underminemorale and cooperation. In order to dissuade

competitive altruists from becoming overly competitive, managers should always

ensure that status rewards are based not on individual performance per se, but on the

extent to which this performance has helped the group achieve its goals. Moreover,

the rules must be transparent so that the incentive is visible to all and does not come

as a surprise or appear unique to the recipient.

Interestingly, the fact that excessive status-seeking can threaten group goals is

recognized in small-scale societies (Boehm 2001). Among Ju/’hoansi hunter gath-

erers in Botswana, good hunters achieve high status because they help secure meat

for other group members. However, in order to prevent good hunters from becom-

ing too oriented towards self-glorification as opposed to group-provisioning, group

members make a practice of “insulting the meat”, where they systematically

denigrate the game that the hunter brings home (Lee 1993). That is not to suggest

that hunters do not see through this ruse, nor that ritual insults would be the best

way to curb excessive status-seeking in modern organizations. However, the fact

that this problem is recognized by hunter-gatherers does suggest that it is funda-

mental to human nature: individuals are adapted to compete for status by cooperat-

ing in groups, and in order for their cooperative efforts to succeed, their competitive

impulses must be continuously kept in check.

3.4 Why Pursue Fairness? Neutralizing Free Riders

The second goal the cooperator accomplishes by striving for a fair benefit-to-

contribution ratio is avoiding being exploited by free riders (i.e., members with

relatively high benefit-to-contribution ratios, who reap the benefits of others’ efforts

and contribute little themselves). To understand why this exploitation problem is

such a serious concern for cooperators, we will start out by considering why free

riders exist in the first place.

Imagine an ancestral hunter who joins a group mammoth hunt because he would

gain more meat than he could by chasing rabbits alone. While it would be better for

the co-members if the hunter contributed more while taking less mammoth meat in

return, it would be better for the hunter to contribute less while taking more meat.

The members who would reap the highest net benefits in this interaction – and who

would therefore gain the highest fitness advantages – would be the free riders who

contributed the least while taking the most. Each member can thus potentially gain

a free rider advantage (Olson 1965; Hardin 1968). Experimental and field evidence

from all types of societies – from hunter-gatherers to Western business organiza-

tions – attests to the universality of the free rider problem: when group members

have the opportunity to acquire the free rider advantage, many will do so, as long as

they do not expect to get caught (Albanese and Van Fleet 1985; Kidwell and

Bennett 1993; Ostrom 1990; Andreoni 1988; Fehr and G€achter 2000; Price 2006a).
In addition to having to decide whether to seek the free rider advantage them-

selves, ancestral group members also had to avoid being exploited by co-members
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who did free ride or attempted to free ride. Members who failed to solve this

exploitation problem would have been at an adaptive disadvantage relative to free

riders, so genes for nonchalance in the face of this problem tended to disappear

from ancestral gene pools. A basic finding of mathematical models of the evolution

of cooperation is that when free rider problems are allowed to proliferate, coopera-

tors eventually get exploited to extinction (Hamilton 1964; Henrich 2004). If

cooperators perceive that they are facing an exploitation problem, and that the

only way that they can reduce their own exploitation is by refusing to contribute

further, then that is what they will do. Cross-cultural evidence confirms the predic-

tion that cooperators react to exploitation by reducing their own contributions, and

that as a result, unchecked free riding leads to the disintegration of group coopera-

tion (Ostrom 1990). This disintegration process can be clearly observed in labora-

tory experiments in group cooperation. At first, people start out with high levels of

cooperation, but with each round people become less and less cooperative (Ledyard

1995; Fehr and G€achter 2000; Croson 2007). This decay occurs because once some

members begin free riding, their co-members respond by ratcheting down their own

contributions, in order to mitigate their own exploitation. Free riders, in turn, then

lower their own contributions further, in order to maintain their advantage. As this

negatively reciprocal process progresses, levels of cooperation dwindle towards

zero. It’s obvious to an outsider that everyone would have been better off if all had

continued to contribute, but from any one participant’s perspective, it is disadvan-

tageous to continue to cooperate if others are not.

Social scientists have been aware of free rider problem for decades, due espe-

cially to two highly influential publications that flagged the importance and preva-

lence of the “collective action problem” and the “tragedy of the commons” (Olson

1965; Hardin 1968). Thus, ATCG’s focus on this problem is nothing new. How-

ever, despite widespread awareness of this problem, many mainstream organiza-

tional behavior theories have more or less overlooked it (for example equity theory,

as noted below). While it may be easy to preach and promote cooperation, it is hard

to sustain it unless you tackle the free rider problem. ATCG’s individual-level

adaptationist perspective not only affirms the centrality of this problem to organi-

zational cooperation (Tooby et al. 2006), but also, as detailed below, allows ATCG

to shed new light on the problem and propose workable solutions for how the free-

rider problem can be solved.

3.5 The Consequences Problem: Punishment and Ostracization
of Free Riders

If cooperators withhold their contributions in order to solve the exploitation prob-

lem, group cooperation decays. They may successfully avoid exploitation, but this

only worsens the prospects for cooperation. One way to solve the exploitation

problem while avoiding this decay would be to neutralize or reverse the free rider
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advantage for others, by imposing some kind of punitive or reputational cost on free

riders, or by excluding them from the interaction (Price et al. 2002). The gravity

of this consequences problem will depend on the extent to which free riders’

co-members (or other interested parties) are willing and able to impose these

consequences.

Cross-cultural evidence from experimental and real-world groups suggests that

when given opportunities to impose consequences on free riders, members do so

(Ostrom 2000). These consequences frequently take the form of monetary fines

(Yamagishi 1986; Fehr and G€achter 2000; Price 2006a; Nikiforakis 2008) and social
costs like ostracization (Cinyabuguma et al. 2005; Sheldon et al. 2000; Page et al.

2005; Barclay and Willer 2007). When such consequences are imposed, free riding

can be deterred, and groups can avoid the collapse of cooperation that unsanctioned

free riding induces. (Note that punishment in groups can itself involve a [second-

order] free rider problem; for a discussion of how evolution may solve this problem,

see Price 2003). This evidence is consistent with ATCG’s prediction that in order for

a group to sustain cooperative productivity, members will need somemechanism for

imposing negative consequences on free riders. ATCG also predicts that the group’s

highest contributors will be the most likely to support the imposition of these

consequences, because they will be the most vulnerable to the exploitation problem.

This is supported by empirical evidence. For example, higher contributors exhibit

more punitive sentiment towards free riders (Price et al. 2002; Shinada, Yamagishi

and Ohmura 2004; Price 2005) and people who participate more frequently in

cooperative interactions are more likely to base their moral judgements of others

on the extent to which these others have engaged in free riding (Price 2006b).

The process by which cooperators choose to interact with each other while

avoiding free riders is known in biology and evolutionary psychology as positive

assortation or partner choice (Hamilton 1964; Price 2006a; Barclay andWiller 2007;

Johnson et al. 2008). ATCG predicts that members who are willing to cooperate

reciprocally should tend to prefer, seek, and retain co-members who are also willing

to cooperate reciprocally. In other words, cooperators should stick together and

ostracize free riders. Evidence for positive assortation has been consistently pro-

duced by group cooperation experiments: when participants are permitted to choose

their interaction partners, based on information about potential partners’ contribution

levels in previous interactions, then relatively cooperative individuals choose each

other and form relatively productive groups (Ehrhart and Keser 1999; Sheldon et al.

2000; Page et al. 2005; Barclay and Willer 2007). The free riders prefer cooperators

too (if they did not, they would end up with no one to exploit), but with partnerships

being based on mutual choice, they end up getting left out in the cold.

3.6 Solving the Free Rider Problem in Real Organizations

Free riding spreads infectiously and can be hard to stamp out once established.

ATCG suggests that managers ought to take free riding seriously, and work to solve
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any free rider problem that may threaten the health of their organization. It also

suggests that the best way for managers to solve the free rider problem, and thus

solve the exploitation problem for high contributors, is to make employees plainly

aware that there will be a consequences problem for those who pursue a free rider

advantage. Efforts can focus on both detection and punishment, both of which are

necessary for an effective deterrent. Employees must expect that these conse-

quences will be consistent enough and severe enough to neutralize or reverse the

free rider advantage. However that does not mean that the most effective way for

managers to solve such problems will usually be through the direct imposition

of harsh punishments. The threat of coercion can do more harm than good, if it

“crowds out” voluntarily cooperative behavior (Titmuss 1970; Vollan 2008):

employees who are motivated to cooperate without any threat of punishment may

resent the unnecessary coercion and actually cooperate (or excel) less when

threatened than they otherwise would. Direct punishment can also backfire if it is

administered unjustly, for example in a manner suggesting that the punisher is

motivated by his own overt selfishness as opposed to concern for the common good

(Fehr and Rockenbach 2002). Finally, direct punishment can cause anger, resent-

ment, and a desire for retaliation among the punished. In public goods games, for

example, a significant proportion of free riders who are punished will retaliate by

attempting to punish the person who punished them (Cinyabuguma et al. 2006;

Nikiforakis 2008).

Despite the risks and costs associated with administering direct punishment, it

may sometimes be the most appropriate and effective way to deal with egregious

cases of free riding. However, there are also more low key methods for solving free

rider problems or possibly even precluding them entirely. In order to effectively

introduce a consequences problem, the key is to think broadly about what will deter

would-be free riders. Even in the absence of direct punitive costs, adjustments can

be made to organizational environments that will make employees perceive that

free riding will not pay. Below are a number of ways to help solve the free rider

problem by increasing the salience of free rider detection and/or punishment.

3.6.1 Solution One: Cognitive Cues of Detection

Experiments suggest that free riding can be reduced even through the use of

relatively subtle cues that invoke our evolved cognitive mechanisms associated

with cooperation. For example, by featuring stylized depictions of eyes as screen

wallpaper on the computers used by economic game participants; eye-like repre-

sentations suggest (not necessarily consciously) a risk of detection and thus appar-

ently make participants more wary of the consequences problem (Haley and Fessler

2005; Bateson et al. 2006; Burnham and Hare 2007). The depictions of eyes used in

these studies were crude representations; no rational person would mistake them for

real human eyes that could actually see and monitor behavior. Nevertheless, these

depictions were sufficient to reduce free riding. While unorthodox, these results

suggest that an office décor containing eye-like depictions (e.g., in screen wallpaper
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or integrated within artwork) might unobtrusively generate cognitive cues that lead

to reduced free riding. Recall that human cooperation evolved in small groups that

were much more intimate than the sprawling organizations of modern societies.

Thus there is a problematic “mismatch” between our evolved cognitive mechan-

isms and the environments of modern organizations. These organizations demand

high levels of cooperation but usually do not adequately simulate the environments

to which these cognitive mechanisms are adapted. One way of closing the gap is by

reinstating some of the missing features of the environments in which those

mechanisms evolved. Compared to existing theories of organizational behavior,

ATCG is unique in proposing that organizations can enhance productivity by

strategically reconstructing key elements of human ancestral environments. Fur-

ther, as the eye studies show, these elements do not need to actually function as they

did in ancestral environments (i.e., eye depictions do not need to actually monitor

behavior), or even be particularly life-like, in order to affect behavior.

3.6.2 Solution Two: Mutual Monitoring and Peer Evaluation

Just as depictions of eyes can increase cooperation by suggesting that one’s

behavior is being monitored, actual monitoring should also be an effective way to

minimize free riding. It is much easier to get awaywith free riding if your co-members

cannot verify the extent of your work effort, and a major (and underappreciated)

advantage of open plan offices is that when employees cannot wall themselves off

from one another, they can more easily engage in mutual monitoring. Peer

evaluations are another way to promote mutual monitoring; if members of a

group project are given opportunities to evaluate each other’s contributions, for

example, it provides a voice for high contributors and thus lessens their vulnera-

bility to exploitation.

3.6.3 Solution Three: Small Groups

Recall that reciprocity is more evolutionary stable in small groups, that is, fewer

than about ten members (Boyd and Richerson 1988; Takezawa and Price 2010), and

that human adaptations for cooperation probably evolved in groups that were no

larger than this. Small groups should enhance cooperativeness by allowing for more

effective mutual monitoring, because monitoring becomes more difficult, and

eventually becomes impossible, as groups become larger. Thus in smaller groups

free riders have a greater risk of being detected, and high contributors have more

reason to believe that their contributions are being noticed and appreciated by other

group members. The fact that reciprocity is easier to achieve in small groups is

probably a major reason why small work teams (again, of no more than about ten

members) appear to be most effective (Govindarajan and Gupta 2001).
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3.6.4 Solution Four: Positive Assortation (Partner Choice)

Another effective way to regulate free riding in self-directed work teams might be

to allow the more cooperative members of these teams to positively assort. Man-

agers, instead of monitoring contributions and penalizing free riders themselves,

could try leaving these tasks to team members. If employees are given freedom to

select their own cooperative partners, high-contributing team members can follow

their instincts to partner with other high contributors and thus avoid free riders. The

result will likely be a relatively productive group of members who are free to

contribute fully, without fear of the exploitation problem. Of course this process

will probably also create some relatively unproductive groups, consisting of less

cooperative members who have been shunned. Ideally, however, this unproductiv-

ity will be a short-term cost leading to long-term benefits; the ostracization of

uncooperative members will raise their awareness of their reputational problem and

may convince them to change their ways – or flag them for evaluation, training, or

dismissal.

3.6.5 Solution Five: Whistle Blowing

Managers should also take care to not downplay the concerns of employees who voice

unhappiness about the extent of others’ free riding. As noted above, an organiza-

tion’s highest contributors will have the most to lose from others’ free riding, and

will thus be more likely to detect, and experience punitive sentiment towards, free

riders (Price et al. 2002; Shinada et al. 2004; Price 2005, 2006b). By ignoring and

failing to act on employee concerns about free riders, a manager will risk alienating

the organization’s most valuable employees, and will seem to lend tacit approval

to the exploitation of these employees by free riders. Cooperation can collapse

quickly and easily if free riders take hold, so early warning systems should be

highly valued.

Finally, managers should remember that they themselves are as vulnerable as

lower-level employees to being tempted by the free rider advantage. Free riding in

organizations is usually seen as a problem that occurs at sub-managerial levels

(Albanese and Van Fleet 1985; Kidwell and Bennett 1993), but there is no theoreti-

cal reason to expect that free riding should be more prevalent at these levels, as

managers are as capable as anyone of acquiring disproportionately high benefit-to-

contribution ratios, especially if they have good people below them producing work

that can be passed off as their own. The perception of managerial free riding may

increase under poor economic conditions, because when organizations fail, mana-

gerial contributions will more likely be perceived as low or negative, even as

managerial compensation remains high. A good deal of public outrage throughout

the recent financial crisis has been targeted specifically at managers who reaped

huge rewards for making hugely negative contributions to organizational goals.

For example, Sir Fred Goodwin received an annual pension of £700,000 after

leading RBS to the largest annual corporate loss in UK history (Treanor 2009).
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This ‘massive reward for massive failure’ pattern is a grotesque parody of the

reciprocity rule that people use to assess the fairness of compensation, i.e., “reward

should be proportional to contribution”. Thus bankers like Sir Fred are perceived as

supremely exploitative free riders. Since managers cannot be relied upon to police

their own free riding, this task must fall to stakeholders whose interests lie in

promoting the success of the organization as a whole, and who realize that free

riding at any level is a threat to that success.

3.7 Is ATCG More Predictive than Equity Theory?

As noted above, ATCG assumes that in order to cooperate adaptively, group

members must ensure that their benefit-to-contribution ratios are no smaller than

those of co-members. Readers who are already familiar with equity theory (Adams

1963, 1965) may recognize that this focus on the benefit-to-contribution ratio is

essentially similar to Adams’ emphasis on the relationship of “outcomes” to

“inputs.” As suggested by this similarity, ATCG and equity theory do have much

in common; however they also have some fundamental differences. Before compar-

ing the two theories explicitly, we will first present a brief review of equity theory.

Equity theory (Adams 1963, 1965) is one of the best-known and most successful

theories in the field of organizational behavior: when Miner (2003) asked 71

organizational behavior scholars to rank the importance of 73 organizational behav-

ior theories, equity theory finished in third place overall, and was the top-finishing

theory of cooperative behavior. (Equity theory has also been broadened to apply to

social relationships in general, e.g. marriages [Walster et al. 1978]). Simply stated,

equity theory predicts that a member of an organization (referred to by Adams

as “Person”) will assess the ratio of the benefit that he receives from his job (his

“outcome”) to the contribution that he makes to his organization (his “input”), and

compare this ratio to some referent individual or group (“Other”). Other will often be

Person’s organizational co-members (although Other may also be something quite

different, for example Person in a former job). Adams considers equity theory to be a

special case of cognitive dissonance theory, a widely-studied psychological phe-

nomenon in which people attempt to minimize the perceived discrepancy between

their desires and their actual experience (Festinger 1957; Cooper 2007). As such,

equity theory’s fundamental prediction is that Person will be content if his own ratio

is similar to Other’s ratio, and distressed if these ratios are different, because the

latter situation should produce more perceived dissonance.

If Person does perceive dissonant ratios, then he will attempt to make them less

dissonant – that is, more equitable – by adjusting the outcomes/inputs of himself

and/or of Other. Person’s attempts to increase equity will be motivated by the

emotion of anger if Person is disadvantaged by the inequity, and by the emotion of

guilt if Person is advantaged by the inequity. Therefore if Person perceives that

Other is making the same salary (outcome) in exchange for less work effort (input),

then Person will be motivated by anger to rectify this inequity by reducing his own
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effort or extracting increased effort from Other, or by convincing management

to raise his own salary or lower Other’s salary. By the same token (and this is equity

theory’s most extraordinary prediction), if Person perceives that his own salary is

higher than Other’s, even though their effort levels are equal, then Person will be

motivated by guilt to strive to increase his own effort, lower Other’s effort, reduce

his own salary, or increase Other’s salary. Equity theory predicts aversion to self-

advantageous inequity because of its roots in cognitive dissonance theory: self-

advantageous inequity is just as dissonant as self-disadvantageous inequity, and

should therefore be just as distressing.

Despite predicting that Person will seek to avoid self-advantageous inequity,

equity theory also predicts that Person will be more tolerant of such unfairness

than he will be of self-disadvantageous inequity. In other words, equity theory is

somewhat asymmetrical in that while it predicts that Person will object both to

being underrewarded and to being overrewarded, it also predicts more vigorous

objection to underreward than to overreward. The theory cannot gracefully account

for this asymmetry, because its dissonance theory foundations offer little insight

about why underreward should cause more distress than overreward. Adams deals

with the asymmetry by suggesting that overreward situations may seem more

tolerable due to Person’s egocentric bias: “Person is motivated to minimize his

costs and to maximize his gains” (Adams 1965: 284). However if Person is thus

motivated, then why does equity theory predict in the first place that Person should

avoid rather than seek overreward situations? This bolting-on of egocentric bias

does not seem to be an internally consistent way of dealing with the asymmetry, and

egocentric bias is probably best seen as only an auxiliary or ad hoc hypothesis

(Lakatos 1978), rather than a core hypothesis, of equity theory.

3.8 Efforts to Rescue Equity Theory in Situations of Overreward

Equity theory is regarded as a successful theory in large part because its prediction

of aversion to underreward has received strong empirical support (Mowday and

Colwell 2003; Colquitt et al. 2005). However, a consistent criticism of equity theory

is that its prediction of aversion to overreward has received less support (Bolino and

Turnley 2008): while people usually object strenuously to self-disadvantageous

inequity, they do not reliably do so to self-advantageous inequity. In order to explain

this lack of aversion to overreward, many researchers have implicitly or explicitly

invokedAdams’ ad hoc egocentric bias hypothesis (Greenberg 1983; Thompson and

Loewenstein 1992; Diekmann et al. 1997; Leung et al. 2004).

An alternative approach to explain the lack of aversion to overreward is to suggest

that individuals vary in term of their “equity sensitivity” (Huseman et al. 1985; 1987;

Miles et al. 1989; Akan et al. 2009). Equity sensitivity research suggests that people

can be divided up into three classes, based on how they score on a continuous

measure of equity sensitivity: a relatively rare class of “benevolent” individuals,

who prefer outcome-to-input ratios that are lower than co-members (underreward),
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coexists with more common classes of “equity sensitive” individuals, who prefer ratios

that are equal to co-members, and “entitled” individuals, who prefer ratios that are

higher than co-members (overreward). From this perspective, free riders would

most likely come from the “entitled” class. This classification scheme is basically

similar to those proposed by evolutionary-oriented behavioral economics research-

ers (Fischbacher et al. 2001; Kurzban and Houser 2005), whose empirical findings

suggest that while most people, when playing cooperation games, can be classified

as reciprocal altruists (who usually cooperate as long as co-members cooperate,

similar to equity sensitives), a minority behave as free riders (who usually do not

cooperate, similar to entitleds), and an even smaller minority behave as uncondi-

tional cooperators (who usually cooperate even when co-members do not, similar to

benevolents).

3.9 Predictions of ATCG That Differ from Those of Equity Theory

The refinements to equity theory mentioned above make some progress towards

helping equity theory explain the lack of aversion to overreward. By proposing that

in addition to seeking equity, many people exhibit egocentric bias, and some people

behave as entitleds who prefer overreward, equity theory is better able to explain

why free riding is such a universal problem in groups. Still, these refinements do not

put equity theory on a par with ATCG, in terms of being able to make predictions

and provide solutions to the free rider problem. ATCG’s advantages in this regard

are of three kinds.

3.9.1 Prediction One: The Free Rider Problem Can Be Solved Via Social

Consequences

First, ATCG correctly predicts how people will change their cooperative behavior

in response to external social influences. The only mechanisms proposed by equity

theory for what motivates individual responses to inequity are the emotions of guilt

and anger. For example, while benevolents are predicted to experience relatively

low anger upon being underrewarded, entitleds are predicted to experience rela-

tively low guilt upon being overrewarded (Miles et al. 1989). Individuals are

portrayed as having fixed equity sensitivity orientations that are regulated internally

by emotions, and little attention is given to the idea that people are capable of

changing their behavior (let alone switching orientations) in response to external

social influences. Thus, if you are the manager of an organization that is bedeviled

with too many entitleds, there isn’t much you can do except either expect the

organization to fail, or else try to replace the entitleds with benevolents or equity

sensitives. ATCG, on the other hand, predicts that group members will become

interested in changing their behavior depending on social influences, especially

those that deter free riding.
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3.9.2 Prediction Two: The Emergence of a Particular Cooperative Strategy

Will Depend on the Frequencies of Other Strategies

ATCG’s second advantage over equity theory is that it predicts the circumstances

under which a particular kind of cooperative strategy will emerge in an organization.

Equity sensitivity theory simply assigns people to different equity sensitivity cate-

gories, without considering the dynamics of how these categories should interact

with one another, or the conditions under which any particular category should

emerge as dominant in an organization. ATCG, in contrast, is capable of making

some principled predictions along these lines. These predictions, which specify how

any cooperative strategy (i.e. reciprocity, free riding, or unconditional cooperation)

can emerge as a frequency-dependent adaptive response to the presence of other

strategies, will be discussed in Sect. 4.

3.9.3 Prediction Three: More Competitive Individuals Will Be More

Pro-equity/Anti-equality

ATCG’s third advantage over equity theory is that it offers insights about what

kinds of individuals will most favour the equity distribution rule (under which

the highest contributors obtain the greatest rewards) as opposed to the equality
distribution rule (under which everyone receives the same reward). While equity

theory makes no predictions about the preference for equity over equality, ATCG

predicts that individuals who have more to gain from engaging in competition will

be relatively pro-equity and anti-equality. This prediction will be discussed in

Sect. 4, where we focus on individual and sex differences.

4 How Cooperation is Affected by Differences

Among Individuals, Differences Between Sexes,

and Differences Among Resources

In Sect. 3, we sketched a general overview of ATCG’s perspective on reciprocity in

groups. In this section we will investigate how individuals will vary in their

cooperative behavior, depending on their strategic orientation and their competi-

tiveness. We will then discuss ATCG’s predictions about how the sexes will differ

in terms of cooperative behavior. Finally, we will explain how ATCG’s predictions

about resource-sharing vary, when different classes of resources – specifically,

windfall and surplus resources – are being shared.

4.1 The Frequency Dependence of Cooperation

As noted above, both equity sensitivity and evolutionary theorists have predicted

that individuals will vary in the kinds of cooperative strategies they play. However,
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only evolutionary theory, and not equity sensitivity theory, provides a solid basis

for predicting how particular variables will influence this individual variation.

ATCG incorporates this evolutionary view and the predictions that it makes. In

order to explain this view, we must first describe why the advantageousness of any

cooperative strategy is frequency dependent.

Evolutionary game theory (Maynard Smith 1982) suggests that the adaptiveness

of a cooperative strategy in a population often depends on the frequency of other

strategies in the same population (Boyd and Lorberbaum 1987; Lomborg 1996;

Hauert et al. 2002). Consider the following rock-paper-scissors scenario, which is

illustrated in Fig. 1.

In a population of free riders (F), reciprocators (R) – who cooperate as long as

they can verify that their partners are cooperating – have an advantage, because

only they can gain the benefits of cooperation (assuming that the benefits of

cooperation are greater than the costs of verifying partner cooperativeness, and

that reciprocators can exclude free riders from the benefits of cooperation). Even-

tually the population will become dominated by reciprocators. Once the reciproca-

tors gain supremacy, however, they become vulnerable to an invasion of

‘unconditional cooperators’ (U), who always cooperate, even without verifying

partner cooperativeness. While unconditional cooperators gain the same benefits

from cooperation as reciprocators, they avoid the reciprocators’ verification costs

(such verification is wasteful in this environment, because there are no free riders).

However, the more the unconditional cooperators come to dominate the population,

Fig. 1 The cycle of frequency-dependent for three cooperative strategies: free riding (F), reci-

procity (R), and unconditional cooperation (U). At the top of the diagram, a population dominated

by F is invaded by R, who is advantaged over F due to its ability to gain the benefits of cooperation

(and to exclude F from these benefits). At the bottom right, an R-dominated population is invaded

by U, who is advantaged over R due to its ability to gain the benefits of cooperation, without

paying the costs of monitoring and verifying partner cooperativeness. At the bottom left, a
U-dominated population is invaded by F, who is advantaged because it can exploit U’s over-

trusting cooperativeness. After F becomes dominant, the cycle repeats itself
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the more the population becomes vulnerable to an invasion of free riders, because

unconditional cooperators are easily exploited (Nowak and Sigmund 1992).

ATCG incorporates the logic of the above rock-paper-scissors scenario, and

predicts that the likelihood that a strategy will be pursued in an organization will

depend on the frequencies of other strategies in that organization. ATCG is at

present agnostic, however, about whether the different strategies in the above

scenario represent different individuals that always play the same strategy (i.e.,

different polymorphisms) or the same individuals played flexible strategies. Some

researchers have suggested that the former scenario is more likely, and that fixed

polymorphic strategies are maintained in populations because across all social

environments of shifting strategy frequencies, each strategy will be adaptive on

average (Kurzban and Houser 2005; Cesarini et al. 2008). On the other hand, it

seems as though the best possible individual strategy would be a flexible one (Boyd

and Lorberbaum 1987) that played (1) reciprocator in a population of free riders,

while excluding free riders from the benefits of cooperation, (2) unconditional

cooperator in a population of reciprocators, and (3) free rider in a population of

unconditional cooperators. To what extent is an individual capable of switching

strategies according to this pattern? That question has not yet been thoroughly

addressed by research. But regardless of whether individuals are best seen as fixed

as opposed to flexible cooperative strategists, ATCG makes three points here that

are of particular relevance to managers.

4.1.1 First Point for Managers: Strategic Behavior Can Be Altered

First, even if people are fixed strategists, evidence reviewed above suggests that

group members do adjust their cooperative behavior somewhat, depending on how

they expect co-members will behave. For example, would-be free riders become

more cooperative when they perceive they may be ostracized for free riding, and

reciprocators become less cooperative in the presence of free riders. These adjustments

may not map on particularly well to the rock-paper-scissors dynamics described above;

for example, a free rider who starts acting like a reciprocator out of fear of being

ostracized may not be “switching strategies” so much as suspending his free riding

until the threat of ostracization has passed. Nevertheless, the fact that members

make these adjustments does demonstrate that social influences – especially, impo-

sition of the consequences problem onwould–be free riders – can be used to enhance

group productivity, as ATCG (but not equity theory) predicts.

4.1.2 Second Point for Managers: Shifts in Employee Cooperative

Behavior Can Be Predicted, Based on the Frequencies of Strategies

Within an Organization

A second point of relevance to managers is that regardless of whether people are

fixed or flexible strategists, the rock-paper-scissors scenario predicts that particular
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strategies are likely to emerge and become dominant in particular organizational

environments. For example, imagine an organization in which insufficient effort is

made to monitor employee contributions, and to ensure that the greatest rewards go

to the highest contributors to organizational goals. Low contributors can obtain high

rewards, for example, by convincing management that they have contributed more

than they actually have. Because it is not necessary to actually contribute in order to

get ahead, would-be high contributors lose their motivation to contribute, and free

riding emerges as the dominant strategy. (Throughout this example, the emergence

of a new dominant strategy could be due to either current employees who switch

their strategies, or else to an influx of new employees – who may be attracted to the

organizational culture because it affords their strategy an advantage).

In order to rectify this situation, management will need to begin neutralizing the

free rider advantage by allocating higher rewards to higher contributors. This

introduction of fair compensation policies will give reciprocity an advantage over

free riding, and reciprocity will become the dominant strategy. Over time, employ-

ees will become increasingly trusting that their contributions will be rewarded

proportionately. The more they trust in this outcome, the less necessary they should

believe it is to constantly monitor and verify that their own benefit-to-contribution

ratios are no lower than co-members. Such monitoring efforts are wasteful when

everyone else truly is reciprocating, so unconditional cooperation will emerge as

the dominant strategy. The more members cooperate unconditionally, however, the

more opportunity co-members will have to exploit them. This may explain why,

although a high level of trust is generally assumed to be beneficial in organizations

(Dirks and Ferrin 2001), “too much” trust appears to be detrimental to work team

effectiveness (Langfred 2004). Unverified trust will create fresh opportunities for

co-members to adopt free riding techniques, for example to exaggerate the extent of

their own unmonitored contribution level. If an organizational climate of too much

trust allows free riding to emerge as the dominant strategy, the cycle will have come

full-circle, and reciprocity will again need to be restored.

4.1.3 Third Point for Managers: Cooperation is Always Ultimately

Vulnerable

The above example contains a practical warning: even in an organization in which

rewards are allocated extremely fairly, the stability of cooperation is always

ultimately vulnerable. A manager might rightfully take pride in the high levels

of trust that he observes in his organization, but he should always keep in mind

that climates of unconditional cooperation are vulnerable to being invaded and

undermined by free riders. By the same token, however, even an organization that

has decayed into a free rider’s paradise can be rehabilitated, provided that man-

agement is willing to make the effort to change the culture such that individual

contributions to organizational goals are monitored and rewarded proportionately.
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4.2 Competitiveness and a Preference for Equity over Equality

So far our chapter has focused on one kind of distribution rule in particular: the

equity rule, which specifies that individuals receive rewards in direct proportion to

their contributions. We have focused on this rule because it leads to the most

economically productive groups (Deutsch 1975), due to the fact that it most

effectively solves problems of cooperation (especially, the free rider problem)

that hinder productivity. However there are, of course, other distribution rules in

human societies, and two other common ones are the equality rule, under which
everyone receives the same amount, and the need rule, under which the needier

receive more (Deutsch 1975; Romaine and Schmidt 2009). Equity and equality

have received more research attention than need, and are probably more relevant

than need in organizational contexts, so we will focus here on equity and equality.

Whether an individual benefits more from equity or equality depends on that

individual’s competitiveness, that is, on how much that individual can gain by

engaging in competition. Two main factors determine an individual’s competitive-

ness: the individual’s sex (as we will discuss in the next section), and the indivi-

dual’s likelihood of winning that competition. A more competitive group member

will benefit more from equity than equality because only equity will give him an

opportunity to gain, via competitive altruism, an advantage over co-members. For

example, an individual who is highly capable of contributing to a group productive

effort would stand to be highly rewarded in an equity system, and would do better

under equity than under equality. A member who has little ability to engage in

competitive altruism, on the other hand, would more likely do better under equality.

Research on how individual competitive ability affects attitudes toward equity and

equality has tended to focus on the level of the nation-state or of society as a whole.

For example, studies focusing on preferences for national governments that are more

oriented towards equity or meritocracy (e.g., capitalism) versus equality (e.g., com-

munism) have found that citizens who are better able to acquire resources, such as

higher-income and better-educated citizens, are relatively supportive of the rule of

equity (Ritzman and Tomaskovic-Devey 1992; Kunovich and Slomczynski 2007).

Further, research on “social dominance orientation” has found that members of ethnic

majorities, as well as higher-income individuals, tend to be more generally approving

of inequality among groups in society (Pratto et al. 2006). Studies such as these

suggest that individuals tend to prefer the distribution rule which advantages them.

However, these studies do not directly examine possible relationships between spe-

cific biological traits and a pro-equity/anti-equality orientation.

ATCG offers novel predictions here: pro-equity/anti-equality sentiment will be

expressed relatively highly by individuals who display traits that would have

enhanced individual competiveness in ancestral environments. In making this pre-

diction, ATCG could potentially cast new light on the issue of who prefers equity.

For example, ATCG predicts that males with relatively great upper body strength

will be relatively pro-equity/anti-equality. The logic of this prediction is similar to

that used by Sell et al. (2009), who show that males with greater upper body strength
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express more support for political aggression (e.g., for military action by their own

country). Sell et al. explain this result by noting that in ancestral environments,

stronger males could have benefited relatively highly from the use of aggression.

Of course, even though upper body strength has little impact on who wins wars in

modern environments, the evolved psychology persists. Similarly, stronger males in

ancestral environments would have had more to gain from equity and more to lose

from equality, because their physical power would have made them relatively

capable of contributing to group productive efforts. Therefore, ATCG predicts

them to be relatively pro-equity and anti-equality in modern environments, even

though physical strength is, in many modern organizations, less important than it

was ancestrally for engaging in competitive altruism.

Besides physical strength, other ancestral correlates of competitiveness that

ATCG predicts will relate positively to pro-equity/anti-equality orientation include

testosterone level, and measures of good health and physical condition such as

physical attractiveness and bilateral facial and bodily symmetry. Higher testosterone

levels are associated with increased competitive status-seeking behavior in males

(Dabbs 1997, 1998), and physical attractiveness and symmetry are both used as

general indexes of biological quality (Gangestad et al. 1994; Brown et al. 2008). All

of these variables have been shown to affect some aspects of behavior in economic

games. For example, more symmetrical males make lower offers in an economic

game (Zaatari and Trivers 2007), while higher-testosterone men are more likely to

reject low offers (Burnham 2007). Physical attractiveness has shown no consistent

relationship with behavior in these games (for inconsistent results see Mulford et al.

1998; Solnick and Schweitzer 1999; Takahashi et al. 2006). Taken together, these

results do not allow one to assess whether these physical correlates of ancestral

competitiveness are associated (be it positively or negatively) with level of “general

cooperativeness”, and they do not test the hypothesis that these physical correlates

are associated positively with pro-equity/anti-equality orientation. However, these

results do imply that there are links between these physical correlates and the

psychological mechanisms which govern cooperative behavior, and ATCG suggests

some compelling hypotheses about what these links should be, and how they should

impact support for the equity rule in organizations.

4.3 Sex Differences

So far in Sect. 4 we have focused on individual difference variables that affect

cooperativeness in both sexes. Now we will examine differences in cooperativeness

that distinguish the sexes from each other.

ATCG incorporates the standard evolutionary approach to explaining sexually

dimorphic traits, and thus provides a solid basis for predicting sex differences in

cooperative behavior. According to the theory of parental investment and sexual

selection (Darwin 1871; Trivers 1972), sex differences evolve because the sexes are

selected to make different-sized investments in the production of offspring. In most
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species, males are the lesser-investing sex; for example, while the minimum invest-

ment that most male mammals must make in order to reproduce is a trivial amount of

time and sperm, most female mammals must make a minimal investment of a long

period of gestation and lactation. As a result, males have the potential to reproduce at

amuch faster rate than do females, and the reproductive success ofmales (unlike that

of females) is limited mainly bymating opportunities. Because mating opportunities

benefit males more than females, and because higher status males get more mating

opportunities, selection on males tends to strongly favour the ability to succeed in

status competition. Therefore in most species, especially mammals and primates,

(including humans) males compete for status more vigorously than do females (Daly

and Wilson 1988; Kruger and Nesse 2006, 2007; Graves, 2010). And just as males

are, on average, better-designed than females for status competition, females are, on

average, better-designed than males for parental investment.

One implication of these evolved sex differences is that male and female

employees, in evaluating the fairness of their benefit-to-contribution ratios, will

tend to differ in the forms of benefit they most value. Because females are relatively

more oriented towards parental investment, family-friendly policies tend to be

valued more by females than by males (Scandura and Lankau 1997; Kim 2008).

Benefits that come in the form of generous parental leave policies and flexible work

schedules, for example, will be valued more highly by females than by males.

An even more important result of these sex differences is that human males (like

the lesser-investing sex in many species) should tend to be more motivated than

females to compete for social status. Males manifest this tendency during childhood

and continue to display it throughout their adult lives (Geary 2002; Browne 2006).

Studies in experimental psychology and economics have routinely found that males

are more interested than females in competitive behaviour (review in Croson and Gneezy

2009). For example, when engaged in tasks such as solving puzzles and running on a

track, male performance is enhanced when the tasks are performed in competition

with others, while female performance is not (Gneezy et al. 2003; Gneezy and

Rustichini 2004); and when given a choice about what kind of compensation

scheme they prefer, males are more likely than females to choose a competitive

scheme (e.g., winner take all) as opposed to a non-competitive one (e.g., piece rate)

(Niederle and Vesterlund 2007). Male competitiveness is also evident in studies that

have focused explicitly on cooperation. Van Vugt et al. (2007) found that males

increased their in-group cooperation significantly in response to competition from

rival groups, whereas females were relatively unaffected by this competition.

The increased competitiveness of human males should make them more pro-

equity and anti-equality, for reasons outlined in the previous section of this chapter:

because ancestral males had more to gain than females from status competition,

they also had more to gain than females from the rule of equity and less to gain from

the rule of equality. The fact that males do tend to be more pro-equity than females,

and that females tend to be more pro-equality than males, has been recognized

for decades. Studies have found consistently that when allocating resources,

males tend to use the equity rule and females tend to use the equality rule (Vinacke

1969; Major and Deaux 1982; review in Inness et al. 2004). This sex difference has
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usually been explained in terms of different socialization pressures on males and

females (Inness et al. 2004). However, because ATCG explains variation in pro-

equity/anti-equality orientation in terms of variation in competitiveness, as opposed

to sex differences per se, ATCG predicts not just between-sex differences in this

orientation, but also within-sex differences depending on other factors (as noted

above). Further, because ATCG attributes sex difference in pro-equity/anti-equality

orientation primarily to biological adaptation, as opposed to socialization, it pre-

dicts that this difference would be difficult to eradicate via socialization alone.

Further evidence against the socialization hypothesis is that differences in coopera-

tive behavior between boys and girls emerge at a very young age (Ellis et al. 2008).

For example, boys more often play team games involving larger groups, are angrier

when rules are broken, and have more transient friendships, whereas girls have

more exclusive friendships. Although the sex difference in competitive status-

striving has occasionally been reflected upon in the mainstream organizational

behaviour literature (for example, in the context of salary negotiation [Stevens

et al. 1993]), it is widely underappreciated in the field (Sandelands 2002). Which

factors may account for the neglect of this sex difference? It has not been due to a

failure on the part of organizational researchers to appreciate the general impor-

tance of status enhancement as an incentive in organizations; indeed, they have

appreciated its importance for decades (Clark and Wilson 1961). Nor has it been

due to a general reluctance among organizational researchers to investigate sex

differences; indeed, according to a review by Ely and Padavic (2007), no less than

131 articles discussing sex differences appeared in the top four management

journals between 1984 and 2003.

Instead, neglect of this sex difference has probably been due to two other factors:

first, the general political thorniness of the topic (see below); and second, the fact

that evolutionary considerations have not been a traditional component of any topic

in organizational behavior, including sex differences. For example, of those 131

management articles on sex differences, none were recorded by Ely and Padavic as

having taken an evolutionary theoretical perspective. It is no coincidence that the

field’s most extensive and straightforward discussions of sex differences in status-

striving have appeared in a special issue of Journal of Organizational Behavior
devoted to Darwinian perspectives on organizations (Browne 2006; Colarelli et al.

2006). Organizational researchers would benefit by taking a more evolutionary

perspective on this topic, as there is a clear Darwinian rationale for why males

should be relatively preoccupied with competition and status, and this sex differ-

ence probably generates a variety of important effects in organizational contexts.

4.3.1 Negative Reactions to Status Reductions, Especially Among Males

One of these important effects is that employees, and particularly male employees,

should be sensitive to perceived social slights regarding the value of their contribu-

tions to cooperative endeavors. Evolutionary psychologists have long recognized

that males are relatively likely to react negatively and sometimes violently to insults
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to their status, even when these insults seem relatively trivial (Daly and Wilson

1988; Goldstein 2002; Nisbett and Cohen 1996; Wrangham and Wilson 2004). The

social dynamics of a typical organization will provide regular opportunities for an

employee to feel that his or her status has been slighted in some way. Such insults

may be explicit, for example being demoted, fired, or passed over for a promotion,

but in group cooperative interactions they will more often be subtle, for example

sensing that the recommendations you made in a meeting were ignored, or that your

contributions to a group project were not adequately recognized. Differences in

how negatively males and females react to such insults could lead to sex differences

in variables that are important to organizational behavior researchers such as

motivation, job satisfaction, and desire for retributive justice.

The potential of status reductions to elicit strong negative reactions, particularly

among males, is one reason why status must be allocated with great care. Although

status rewards may often seem relatively cheap to administer compared to other

kinds of incentives (e.g., financial ones), status is nevertheless a scare resource.

Status allocation events are zero-sum games, as any enhancement in the rank of one

particular member will produce a drop in the relative status of at least one co-

member (relative, that is, to the ascendant member), and thus may be perceived as

insulting by the co-member(s). To help minimize the chances that a status realloca-

tion event will be perceived as insulting, care should be taken to convince all group

members that the reallocation has been equitably based on the extent to which

members have been contributing to group goals. Peer reviews might even be used in

the judgment, to generate the impression that the decision reflects a common census

rather than arbitrary favoritism.

4.3.2 Positive Reactions to Status Enhancement, Especially Among Males

The flip side of males reacting more negatively to status-lowering insults and

demotions is that they should also be relatively motivated to strive for status-

enhancing rewards. Such rewards could include material status symbols like a

higher salary or bigger office, but could also include social indicators such as public

recognition for one’s achievements or a higher assigned rank in an office hierarchy.

The view that males should on average be relatively motivated to chase such

rewards implies that the underrepresentation of females in top management posi-

tions may be due not just to sexist discrimination, but to a reduced motivation on the

part of females to compete aggressively for these jobs (Browne 2006; this issue is

also relevant to female political candidates, e.g., Clift and Brazaitis 2003). This

observation may seem controversial, as it would seem to suggest that women do not

desire such positions as strongly as do men, which might seem to justify their

underrepresentation. However, a few considerations must be kept in mind here.

First, as with many scientific statements about mean group differences, this is

probably a case of overlapping normal distributions, which is consistent with the

expectation that many females will bemore status-oriented than many men. Second,
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predicting that males will on average be more motivated to compete for high-status

positions is not the same thing as predicting that they will be more effective on

average in such positions; desiring a job is not the same thing, of course, as being

competent to perform it. Accordingly, the observation that males tend to more

competitively pursue status says nothing about the desirability of male overrepre-

sentation in top management (indeed, it gives us reasons to assess it more critically).

This observation does suggest, however, which steps an organization might take

in order to increase female representation in high-status positions. In particular, it

suggests that an open competition for such jobs, in which an organization waits to

see which candidates throw their hat into the ring and most aggressively promote

themselves, might not be the best way to attract the most qualified female candidates

(or indeed many qualified male candidates). Such competitions may self-select for a

large pool of males, and females who are relatively male-like in terms of competi-

tive status-striving (Rhoads 2004). However, a larger pool of qualified females

might be generated if such candidates are actively scouted out and recruited, instead

of being expected to aggressively pursue the jobs on their own.

4.4 Different Sharing Expectations for Windfall and Surplus
Resources

We will conclude Sect. 4 by pointing out that expectations about how a group’s

resources should be shared will be influenced not just by fairness considerations and

by differences among individuals and between sexes, but also by the abundance and

availability of the resource. In discussing ATCG’s predictions about resource-

sharing so far, we have been focusing on resources that are deliberately produced

by concerted organizational effort. In these situations, as we have seen, the pre-

vailing view of fairness tends to be that only someone who contributed to produc-

tion should receive a share of the resource, and higher contributors should receive

larger shares. ATCG identifies two kinds of resources, however, that people tend to

believe should be shared more widely, generously and equally.

The first of these resources are windfall resources, that is, resources that are

unpredictable in terms of availability. ATCG agrees with the perspective that when

the availability of a resource is relatively unpredictable, individual-level selection

favors widespread voluntarily sharing (Kaplan and Hill 1985; Andras et al. 2007).

This sharing rule appears to be the product of a risk-reduction psychological

adaptation: if a resource’s availability is unpredictable, then chance determines

who acquires it. Thus, any one person is just as likely to benefit from the widespread

sharing rule as to be obligated by it. Support for this theory has been produced in

studies such as Kaplan and Hill (1985) and Kaplan et al. (1990), who found that

more unpredictable resources were shared more widely by Ache foragers. Simi-

larly, Kameda et al. (2002) found that in a series of laboratory and vignette

experiments, people who acquired money as the result of chance were more willing

to share it widely, and were expected by others to share it more widely.
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Although the evidence in favour of windfall resources being widely shared is

compelling, some research suggests that other factors can emerge as being more

important influences on how widely a resource is shared. Bliege Bird et al.’s (2002)

study of Meriam foragers suggests that a resource’s abundance, as opposed to its

unpredictability, is a more important predictor of how generous people are with it.

In their study, when an individual possessed a surplus of a food resource such as fish

or turtle, he was more likely to share it widely. ATCG would predict this result,

because the less an individual needs to consume a resource himself, the more he can

afford to exchange it for other resources, such as social status. For example, Bliege

Bird et al. (2002) suggest that sharing allows individuals to broadcast a costly signal

of the qualities that enabled them to forage successfully; thus, their sharing increases

their social status by making them seemmore attractive to potential mates and allies.

ATCG’s perspective on windfall and surplus resources can help illuminate some

practical issues about how the fairness of compensation procedures are evaluated in

organizations. Managers should keep in mind that when organizations acquire

resources that are unexpected, or more than the organization is perceived to

“need”, employees will probably feel relatively entitled to a share of these

resources. If an umbrella-making company has a particularly profitable quarter

due to a freakishly rainy summer, it would good for employee satisfaction to widely

distribute the benefits of this windfall. And if a company’s profits have far exceeded

its budgeted needs, then widespread sharing with employees would again be well-

advised. What’s more, managers who hoard resources for themselves will be

perceived as particularly selfish if these resources are of the windfall and/or surplus

kind. Consider, for instance, the recent public outrage over the size of banker

bonuses. The unpredictable quality of bonuses probably makes the public regard

them to some extent as windfall resources. Moreover, bonuses are perceived as

surplus – not needed for the bank’s operating costs or to pay the bankers’ already-

generous salaries. These bonuses are perceived as being concentrated in the hands

of a few elite earners, as opposed to being shared generously throughout a larger

community – not shared, for example, with the society which kept many of the

banks afloat throughout the crisis (although these bonuses are usually taxed, being

taxed is not perceived as voluntary sharing), or even with lower-level employees

of the banks themselves. Thus banker compensation, which the public already

perceived as basically unfair (e.g. due to outsized rewards, and as discussed in

Sect. 3, the practice of “reward for failure”), seems even more unfair because it

often takes the form of unpredictable surpluses that are not voluntarily shared.

5 Conclusion

The Adaptationist Theory of Cooperation in Groups (ATCG) is a synthetic theory

that draws together the contributions of a large number of researchers. Most of these

researchers have been able, by adopting an individual-level adaptationist perspec-

tive, to make predictions about cooperation in groups that go beyond those that are
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made by existing theories in social and organizational science. That said, ATCG

also shares predictions with several previous theories. In this conclusion, we will

briefly review some of the main ways in which ATCG compliments and diverges

from existing theories of cooperation in groups.

First of all, it may seem ironic, but the theory of cooperation that ATCG

probably has the least in common with is another evolutionary theory, the purely

group selectionist perspective (Gintis 2000). All of ATCG’s predictions follow

from the basic premise that cooperation evolved because individual cooperators

receive fitness advantages; without this premise, ATCG has no reason to predict

behavioral dynamics such as reciprocity, competitive altruism, free riding, the

frequency dependence of cooperative strategies, and individual and sex differences

in cooperative behavior. Further, although a multilevel selectionist perspective

(Wilson and Wilson 2007) could accommodate these individual-level processes

better than a purely group selectionist process could, we see no added value, in

terms of improving ATCG’s predictive power, in adopting a multilevel perspective

at this stage of theory development.

ATCG has a good bit more in common with equity theory (Adams 1963), with its

focus on input-to-outcome (benefit-to-contribution) ratios, and with equity sensitivity

theory (Huseman et al. 1985), which recognizes individual variation in the prefer-

ence for equity. However, ATCG improves on equity theory’s ad hoc and minimal

attention to the free rider problemby recognizing this problemas the central impediment

to productivity in groups. Further, because equity theory and equity sensitivity

theory focus on the internal emotional regulation of cooperative behavior, they do

not offer clear solutions to the free rider problem; ATCG on the other hand does offer

solutions, by predicting that free riding will be mitigated by imposition of external

social consequences (or by cues which suggest that such consequences are forth-

coming). And while equity sensitivity theory predicts that different kinds of cooper-

ative strategies will exist in a population, ATCG goes much further by predicting the

dynamics of the process by which any one cooperative strategy can emerge as

dominant in an organization, depending on the frequencies of other strategies.

ATCG also predicts that individuals with greater competitive ability should do

better under equity systems as opposed to equality systems, and so should hold

relatively pro-equity/anti-equality attitudes. With this prediction, ATCG distin-

guishes itself further from equity theory and equity sensitivity theory, but finds

some common ground with theories which predict that individuals who are better

able to compete for resources in modern societies will exhibit more support for

meritocracy and social inequality (Ritzman and Tomaskovic-Devey 1992; Kunovich

and Slomczynski 2007; Pratto et al., 2006). However, ATCG goes beyond these

theories as well, by predicting that traits that were conducive to competitive ability

in ancestral environments should lead to increased pro-equity/anti-equality orien-

tation in modern environments, regardless of the extent to which these traits

increase competitive ability in modern environments. By defining competitive

ability in terms of ancestrally-relevant criteria, ATCG can identify novel variables

(e.g., aspects of biological formidability such as strength and attractiveness) that

may impact preferences for equity over equality.
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ATCG also has features in common with theories that have recognized the

centrality of the free rider problem (Olson 1965; Hardin 1968). However because

ATCG focuses on the evolutionary dynamics that allow the free riding strategy to

either flourish or perish, it has arrived at predictions about this problem that other

theories have not made. For example, ATCG predicts that organizations will be

most vulnerable to an invasion of the free riding strategy when levels of trust within

the organization are at their highest, and least vulnerable when reciprocal altruism

has been allowed to emerge as the dominant strategy within the organization.

ATCG also places a uniquely strong emphasis on solutions to the free rider problem

such as punishment and ostracism of free riders, and positive assortation among

cooperators, and makes a variety of novel predictions about how these solutions

will work. For example, ATCG predicts that because higher contributors are

relatively personally disadvantaged by free riders, they will be relatively likely to

detect them and advocate their punishment. It also predicts that if you allow people

to choose their own interaction partners as they assort into cooperative groups, then

more cooperative members will mutually choose one another while excluding

less cooperative members. Finally, ATCG predicts that cues that in ancestral

environments would have indicated that one’s cooperative behavior was being

monitored, such as eye-like depictions, will increase cooperative behavior in

modern environments, even though people rationally “know” that these depictions

cannot actually see.

ATCG focuses on the centrality of social status as a second-order benefit of

cooperation, and on the fact that in a well-managed group in which reciprocity is the

dominant strategy, group members are in competition with one another to contrib-

ute the most to group goals. It therefore makes predictions about the relationship

between cooperation and status that other theories have not explicitly made.

Namely, ATCG predicts that through the process of competitive altruism, the

highest contributors will achieve the highest social status within the group. Further,

because the competitive altruist’s ultimate goal is to compete for high status, and

his altruistic efforts are just a means to that end, there is always the risk that he will

put his own competitive goals ahead of the group’s actual best interests, and as a

result end up harming the group (e.g., by finagling a high-status role that someone

else could have performed more competently).

ATCG’s theoretical foundations in evolutionary biology, which incorporate

parental investment and sexual selection theory (Darwin 1871; Trivers 1972),

provide a solid basis on which to predict sex differences that are highly relevant

in organizational contexts, such as men’s relatively strong interest in competitive

status striving and women’s relatively strong interest in parental investment. Some

implications of these sex differences have been explained by other social science

theories, for example, the fact that males are more pro-equity/anti-equality than

females has been explained in terms of socialization pressures. ATCG’s perspective

on these sex differences, however, suggests that they would not be as easy to

eradicate as most socialization theories would predict, and furthermore offers

specific ways to manipulate these concerns for the good of the organization.

Other implications of these sex differences – for example, ATCG’s prediction
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that males will react more negatively than females to status reductions – do not

seem to be clearly specified by any other existing theory.

Finally, because ATCG adopts the view that people are adapted to share windfall

resources more widely than predictable, deliberately produced resources (Kaplan

and Hill 1985), and to share surplus resources more widely than essential resources

(Bliege Bird et al. 2002), it predicts how the sharing expectations that emerge in

organizations will be affected by resource predictability and availability. These

predictions do not seem to be made by any existing theory in organizational science.

Before ending, if we are permitted a more speculative and ambitious claim, it

may be no coincidence that the Darwinian focus on individual selection resonates

with the economic self-interest model that underlies the insights of Adam Smith and

free-market capitalism. Neither justifies the other, of course (that would be the

naturalistic fallacy), but they appear to share some fundamental characteristics in

common. An interesting question for future research is whether, perhaps, free-

market capitalism has succeeded where communism has failed because human

brains are better adapted to the former.

In conclusion, we hope we have shown in this chapter how the work of many

evolutionary researchers can be pulled together in order to produce a model of

human cooperation in groups that is relatively coherent, predictive, and useful in

terms of its applied value to real-life organizations. By highlighting the features that

ATCG shares in common with existing theories, as well as the novel predictions

that ATCG makes, we have tried to demonstrate that the individual-level adapta-

tionist perspective has contributed to scientific advancement in our understating of

organizational cooperation. We trust that this perspective will continue to generate

new insights about such cooperation in the future, and that it will ultimately lead to

a further refined and comprehensive theory.
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Caveman Executive Leadership: Evolved

Leadership Preferences and Biological Sex

Gregg R. Murray and Susan M. Murray

Abstract There is increasing recognition that human behavior in general, and

business behavior in particular, is subject to social and biological effects. This

research investigates the well-known but unsatisfactorily explained advantage that

males have over females in obtaining executive leadership. We argue that environ-

mental-cultural explanations are incomplete and propose an explanation that adds

to the emerging evidence that behavior is subject to evolutionary effects. More

specifically, we take the perspective of evolutionary psychology in this research.

The explanation presented here is grounded in the evolutionary theory of natural

selection such that a psychological adaptation for a preference for male leaders

evolved to promote individual survivability in the violent ancestral history of

humans. We present convergent interdisciplinary findings as well as supporting

evidence from three studies with distinct research designs, domains, and perspec-

tives of analysis to strengthen the validity of our argument. In all, this research

offers a more complete theoretical explanation for male predominance in executive

leadership and provides an additional theoretical approach to the investigation of

modern biases that have been costly to the business community.

Keywords Business leadership � Political leadership � Biological sex � Formidability

� Physical stature � Leadership preferences � Gender bias

Despite the rejection of evolutionary theory by social scientists for most of the
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interaction (e.g., Buss 2005; Lawrence and Nohria 2002; Mayr 2001; Scarr and

McCartney 1983). For example, research shows that attention-deficit/hyperactivity

disorder is highly heritable (Spencer et al. 2002), that female self-grooming and

ornamentation increase near ovulation (Haselton et al. 2007), that mothers invest

differentially in children based on maternal resources and the children’s perceived

reproductive risk (Beaulieua and Bugental 2008), and that brain cells known as

mirror neurons facilitate empathic responses (Carr et al. 2003). Biological and

evolutionary connections have also been made in the business sciences. For

instance, research shows that financial risk taking in men is associated with salivary

testosterone and facial masculinity (Apicella et al. 2008), that occupational segre-

gation by sex is partially the result of an imbalance in supply driven by evolutionary

adaptations that point females and males toward different occupational preferences

(Browne 2006), that genetic factors account for up to 30% of the variance in

leadership role occupancy as well as contribute to personality traits related to

leadership (Arvey et al. 2006), and that a wide range of consumer behaviors are

ultimately the products of one or more key adaptive forces such as survival and

reproduction (Saad 2007).

The empirical arena of this investigation is a biological trait that has been related

to leadership status: biological sex. Our interest is piqued by the well-known but

unsatisfactorily explained advantage males have over females in obtaining execu-

tive leadership. A review of international business and government leadership

indicates that females are highly unlikely to head large companies or hold chief

executive power in government. In 2008, for instance, only 6% of Canada’s

Financial Post 500 largest companies were headed by female chief executive

officers (CEOs), which represented the largest proportion of female CEOs among

a number of the major national business indices. Similarly, in 2008 only 7% of

government leaders worldwide in an executive position were female (Thames and

Williams 2009).

While it is provocative to note the relative advantage males hold in obtaining

executive leadership, we are left to speculate how biological sex could matter in

issues of leadership. We argue that environmental-cultural explanations such as

socialization (Bem 1981; Eagly 1987) and organizational culture (e.g., Deal and

Kennedy 2000) are incomplete. We propose an explanation that adds to the

emerging evidence that human behavior is subject to evolutionary effects. We

take the perspective of evolutionary psychology in this research. Evolutionary

psychology studies universal human behavior that is related to domain-specific

psychological mechanisms that evolved to solve adaptive problems faced in human

ancestral times regarding survival and reproduction (Tooby and Cosmides 1992). It

suggests that human behavior is the sum of environment and evolutionary adapta-

tion (Buss 1989).

The explanation for the relationship between biological sex and leadership

presented here is grounded in the evolutionary theory of natural selection (Darwin

1859). Specifically, we suggest that there is a preference for formidable leaders,

which reflects a psychological mechanism that evolved to promote survivability in

the violent ancestral history of humans. In particular, ancestors who selected allies
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who were physically formidable, a cue that was easily available about individuals in

ancestral times and still is today (Sell et al. 2008), were more likely to survive

because potential opponents received a cue about the likely high costs of a physical

confrontation (Sell et al. 2008), which was common in ancestral times (e.g.,

Chagnon 1997). The preference for physically formidable leaders may help explain

the nearly universal advantage that males, who throughout human history have

tended to be larger (Geary 1998) and stronger (Lassek and Gaulin 2009), have held

over females in the acquisition of executive leadership power. Current research

suggests there are as many as eight commonly held leadership prototype dimen-

sions in the modern context (i.e., sensitivity, dedication, tyranny, charisma, attrac-

tiveness, intelligence, strength, and masculinity) (Offermann et al. 1994; Johnson

et al. 2008). Arguments that physical features may prime components of these

prototype dimensions (Lord and Emrich 2000) as well as the glacial speed of

evolution and the easy use of physical size as a cue (Sell et al. 2008) suggest that

leader traits that were important in the human evolutionary environment likely exert

influence still today (Foley 1997; Tooby and Cosmides 1992).

In support of our arguments, we first present a review of the literature from

diverse disciplines that documents the relationships between leadership and physi-

cal formidability and then leadership and biological sex. The manifestation of the

relationship in diverse social contexts, including both human and non-human

animals, challenges environmental-cultural explanations and is consistent with an

evolutionary explanation. Next, we present three studies with distinct research

designs, domains, data, and perspectives of analysis to test our argument. Support-

ive findings from unrelated sources of data and analysis would strengthen the

validity of our argument by suggesting that the results are not an artifact of flawed

research designs or data. We conclude with a discussion of the contributions of this

research, which include a more complete theoretical explanation for the relation-

ship between biological sex and leadership and the proffer of an additional theoret-

ical approach to the investigation of persistent modern biases, such as sexism, that

have been costly to the business community and society in general.

1 Physical Formidability and Leadership

Evidence suggests that the selection of corporate and government executive leaders

is often related to the physical stature of the leaders (Simonton 1994). The scholar-

ship that informs our argument begins with literature that documents the robust

association between physical formidability and leadership. Formidability here is

defined as the potential to hold resources by inflicting costs on competitors (Sell

et al. 2008). Convergent literature from anthropology, economics, non-human

animal behavior, and psychology demonstrates that the influence of physical stature

on leadership status manifests itself in varied environments, both human and non-

human, and, consequently, cannot be wholly socially constructed. The review

continues with literature that documents the relationship between biological sex
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and leadership then concludes with literature that establishes an evolutionary basis

for a relationship between biological sex and leadership via physical formidability.

Anthropological evidence back to pre-Columbian times relates physical stature

to social rank. Brown and Chia-yun propose that the term “big man”, used widely

across time, is a cultural manifestation of “a pervasive feature of nature: the

tendency among humans (and animals) for rank or social stature to correlate with

physical stature” (1993, 10). Although it is not certain that their usage refers

exclusively to physical stature, Boehm (1999), Chagnon (1997), Diamond (1999),

and Meggitt (1977) similarly use the term “big man” to identify individuals who

dominate decision making in their domains of expertise. Angel (1971) and Haviland

(1967, 321), on the other hand, unequivocally related “political control” to greater

physical stature based on skeletal measurements at pre-classical Greek and ancient

Mayan excavations.

Studies of non-human animal behavior suggest a positive association between

physical size and social rank. For example, the relationship has been detected in a

wide range of animals from chimpanzees, gorillas, and baboons (De Waal 2005,

2007; Johnson 1987; Willhoite 1976), to African elephants, reindeer, and Red Deer

(Archie et al. 2006; Clutton-Brock et al. 1982; Holand et al. 2004), and even

to varieties of birds, fish, and ants (Heinze and Oberstadt 1999; Searcy 1979;

Whiteman and Cote 2004). This scholarship suggests that height serves as a cue for

an opponent’s strength and power when non-human animals face fight-or-flight

decisions (Freedman 1979). The presence of this relationship in non-human animals

underscores the assertion that this relationship is not wholly induced by human

culture. As such, it is most likely a trait that results at least partially from evolu-

tionary pressures on social animals, which will be detailed later.

Studies of modern humans, too, have documented an association between size

and value. For instance, objects such as paper disks and index cards displaying

symbols with high value are perceived as larger than identically sized disks and

index cards displaying symbols with lesser value (Bruner and Postman 1948; Dukes

and Bevan 1952). A similar association was found in humans indicating that

individuals with greater authority status are perceived as taller than he or she

actually is (Dannenmaier and Thumin 1964; Wilson 1968) and, conversely, that

taller individuals are perceived as having higher professional status than those with

lesser stature (Jackson and Ervin 1992). Research in the U.S. and Sweden indicates

that taller males are more successful in terms of professional and educational

achievement (Cernerud 1995; Gillis 1982; Magnusson et al. 2006; Persico et al.

2004). And in the political domain, winners of national elections are perceived as

being taller after the election than before the election (Higham and Carment 1992),

and ideal national leaders are described as having greater physical stature than the

typical citizen of their country (Murray and Schmitz forthcoming).

The evidence that this behavior appears across a multitude of distinct cultures

suggests that it cannot be explained by cultural construction alone and, therefore, is

most likely at least partially explained by evolutionary adaptation. Proponents of a

cultural explanation would need to show how the seemingly universal advantage

could be learned in and emerge from such diverse social contexts as those
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experienced by, for example, ancient Mayans (Haviland 1967), pre-classical Greeks

(Angel 1971), non-human animals (e.g., De Waal 2007), and modern humans (e.g.,

Persico et al. 2004).

2 Biological Sex and Leadership

Literature from diverse disciplines including anthropology, economics, non-human

animal behavior, and psychology also documents a non-trivial relationship between

biological sex and leadership. This review demonstrates that the nearly universal

advantage males hold in obtaining leadership cannot be wholly socially constructed

due to the varied environments, both human and non-human, in which males

dominate public leadership.

Studies from a number of disciplines show that the likelihood of rising to

positions of power is strongly related to biological sex. Research in non-human

animal behavior suggests such a relationship. Although a small number of non-

human animal groups tend to be female-led such as African elephants (Archie et al.

2006), spotted hyaenas (Mills and Hofer 1998), lemurs (Waeber and Hemelrijk

2003), and bonobos (Parish 1994), males dominate females nearly universally in

primate and mammal groups (Kappeler 1993). Male dominance has been docu-

mented in a wide range of non-human animals from chimpanzees and gorillas (De

Waal 2005, 2007; Watts 1996) to feral horses (Boyd and Keiper 2005), wolves

(Mech 2000), and even coral-reef fish (Robertson 1972). It is important to note that

the presence of this relationship in non-human animals underscores the assertion

that this relationship is not wholly induced by human culture. As such, it is most

likely a trait that results from evolutionary forces on social animals.

Anthropological and archaeological evidence suggests that human males have

dominated in the public sphere dating back at least to pre-Columbian times

(Bamberger 1974; Brown 1991; Fox 1983; Ortner 1974; Peterson and Wrangham

1997). Table 1 reports the percent of female leaders across a wide variety of human

cultures, both ancient and modern. It shows, for instance, that only five of the 209

Egyptian pharaohs in the 3,000 years from 3100 BCE to 30 BCE were female, while

only four of the 187 Roman emperors between 30 BCE and 1453 CE were female

(Tapsell 1983). Asian civilizations have been predominantly patriarchal and patri-

lineal (Jay 1996), as indicated by the few female empresses in the twenty-one

centuries of Imperial China (221 BCE to 1912 CE) (Yang 1960) and ten empresses

in the twenty-six centuries of Imperial Japan (660 BCE to present) (Tapsell 1983).

Historic Europe has also manifested a male-dominated culture, for example,

through the monarchies of Belgium, England, France, and Spain. In terms of

religion, none of the 302 popes has been female (40 CE to present) (Tapsell

1983), and Islam has been found to be just as male dominated as Christianity

(Keegan 1993; Haj 1992).

The relationship between leadership and biological sex is well documented

in modern times, too. For instance, females are unlikely to appear in executive
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Table 1 Percent female executive leaders by macro-culture

Macro-cultures Time period % female N female N total

Business domain
Australia (ASX200) 2008 2 4 200

Australia (ASX200) 2006 3 6 200

Australia (ASX200) 2003 3 6 200

Canada (Financial Post 500) 2008 6 30 500

Canada (Financial Post 500) 2006 4 21 500

Canada (Financial Post 500) 2004 4 20 500

Canada (Financial Post 500) 2002 3 14 500

Europe (FTSE300) 2008 2 7 300

Global Fortune 500 2008 2 12 500

Global Fortune 500 2007 2 10 500

Global Fortune 500 2006 1 7 500

Global Fortune 500 2005 1 6 500

S. Africa (JSE) 2008 4 13 400

S. Africa (JSE) 2007 3 8 400

S. Africa (JSE) 2006 2 7 400

S. Africa (JSE) 2005 2 8 400

S. Africa (JSE) 2004 2 7 400

U.S. Fortune 500 2008 2 12 500

U.S. Fortune 500 2005 2 8 500

U.S. Fortune 500 2002 1 6 500

U.S. Fortune 500 2000 0 2 500

U.S. Fortune 1000 2008 2 24 1000

U.S. Fortune 1000 2007 3 25 1000

U.S. Fortune 1000 2006 2 20 1000

Government domain
Worldwide 20th Century 1 27 1941

Anglo-America 20th Century 1 1 167

Austral-New Zealand 20th Century 1 2 140

Balkans 20th Century 1 1 83

Central Asia 20th Century 5 7 140

E. Asia 20th Century 0 0 114

Eurasia 20th Century 1 1 89

Euroafrica 20th Century 0 0 68

Europe 20th Century 1 4 479

Latin America/Caribbean 20th Century 3 8 250

Middle East 20th Century 1 1 105

N. Africa 20th Century 0 0 46

Southeast Asia 20th Century 1 1 120

Sub-Saharan Africa 20th Century 1 1 140

Belgian Monarchy 1,831 CE-PRESENT 0 0 7

Incan Empire 1,200–1,572 CE 0 0 18

Danish Monarchy 936 CE-PRESENT 4 2 53

British Monarchy 400 CE-PRESENT 10 7 67

Roman Emperors 31 BCE-1453 CE 2 4 187

Imperial China 221 BCE-1912 CE 0 1 ~400

Maurya Empire 322–185 BCE 0 0 9

Imperial Japan 660 BCE-PRESENT 8 10 128

Egyptian Pharaohs 3100–30 BCE 2 5 209

Note: Twentieth century results for government domain from Ludwig (2002)
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leadership positions in the business arena. Although the number of female execu-

tive leaders has increased over previous decades, Table 1 reports that in 2008 only

4% of South Africa’s 400 JSE-listed companies and 2% of Australia’s ASX 200

companies were headed by a female CEO. In the same year, only 2% of the Global

Fortune 500, U.S. Fortune 500, and Europe’s FTSE 300 were headed by a female

CEO.

Females are also unlikely to obtain executive leadership positions in the govern-

mental arena (e.g., Adler 1996). Ludwig (2002) reports that only 1.4% of all

government national leaders worldwide with chief executive power in the twentieth

century were female (n ¼ 1,941 leaders in 199 countries). Similarly, but focusing

instead on duration in office, Thames and Williams (2009) indicate that females

have held executive government positions just 2.1% of the time since World War II

(n ¼ 292 leader years out of 13,758 total leader years). Cross-culturally, of

Ludwig’s 13 geographic regions reported in Table 1, only Central Asia reached

5% female national leaders in the twentieth century. Even in the least masculine

countries females are highly unlikely to serve as head of state or government. For

example, in Hofstede’s (2001) ten least masculine countries, only 3.0% (n ¼ 6) of

national government executive leaders since World War II have been female

(Thames and Williams 2009), despite a mean year of achievement of women’s

suffrage in those countries of 1923.1 Similarly, in the GLOBE study’s 11 societies

with the greatest gender egalitarianism (i.e., lowest level of male dominance)

(Emrich et al. 2004), only 1.1% (n ¼ 2) of national government executive leaders

since World War II have been female (Thames and Williams 2009).2

It is important to note that a behavior that appears across a multitude of distinct

cultures cannot be explained by cultural inducement alone and, therefore, is most

likely at least partially explained by evolutionary adaptation. More specifically, the

logic of cross-cultural analyses used in evolutionary psychology (e.g., Buss 1989)

suggests that human behavior is the sum of culture and evolutionary adaptation.

Scholars of evolutionary psychology argue that a universal behavior cannot be

explained by culture since the same behavior appears across cultures; therefore, an

evolutionary adaptation is a likely explanation of the behavior. Table 1 shows that

in no case does female executive leadership exceed 10% (British Monarchy). This

review shows that males hold a strong leadership advantage in both the business and

government domains and across a wide variety of cultures and epochs as well as

across a wide variety of non-human animal groups. Proponents of cultural explana-

tions such as gender-role socialization (Bem 1981; Eagly 1987), the “glass ceiling”

1The ten least masculine countries according to Hofstede’s cultural dimension of masculinity,

listed in order of decreasing masculinity, are: Thailand, Portugal, Estonia, Chile, Finland, Costa

Rica, Denmark, The Netherlands, Norway, and Sweden.
2The 11 GLOBE societies with the least male dominance in practice, listed in order of decreasing

male dominance, are: Singapore, Canada, Albania, Sweden, Kazakhstan, Namibia, Denmark,

Slovenia, Poland, Russia, and Hungary. We noted 11 societies because the countries ranked

10th and 11th on the list had identical scores. Sweden and Denmark are the only two countries

that appear on both the Hofstede and GLOBE lists.
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(e.g., Boatwright and Forrest 2000), organizational culture (e.g., Deal and Kennedy

2000), and the “double bind” (e.g., Oakley 2000) would need to show how the

nearly universal male advantage could be learned in and emerge from such diverse

social contexts as those experienced by Imperial China (Yang 1960), chimpanzees

(De Waal 2007), feral horses (Boyd and Keiper 2005), and modern humans. We

suggest that the evolutionary theory of natural selection (Darwin 1859) offers some

explanatory leverage on this near-universal phenomenon.

3 Evolution and Leadership

The theory of natural selection (Darwin 1859) suggests that evolution shaped

humans with traits that were useful to ancestral humans for their interactions with

their physical and social environments. In particular, it indicates that physical and

psychological (i.e., cognitive, emotional, and motivational) characteristics emerged

because they resulted in a greater likelihood of survival and/or reproduction of an

individual in human ancestral history (Crawford 2008; Mayr 2001). Given the

typically glacial speed of evolution, the modern human brain, like other parts of

the modern human body, still reflects the hominids living in the environment of

evolutionary adaptedness (Foley 1997; Tooby and Cosmides 1992). Instincts

acquired through evolution in human ancestral times, then, manifest themselves

in modern life, even when seemingly irrational in the context of the twenty-first

century (e.g., Henrich and Gil-White 2001; Little et al. 2007). For example, the

nearly universal fear of snakes (LoBue and DeLoache 2008), which are rarely

encountered in modern society, and the preference for sweet and fatty foods

(Nesse and Williams 1994), which are unhealthy additions to modern diets, persist

today but evolved to promote survival in times when snakes were common threats

and adequate caloric intake was uncertain. Following this logic, it is reasonable to

argue that modern preferences for leader characteristics reflect adaptive solutions to

problems encountered in human ancestral times (Van Vugt et al. 2008). This

suggests that individuals discount aspects of modern, large-scale society and

make leadership decisions using cues that were useful to ancestral humans in

evolutionary, small-scale societies (Henrich and Gil-White 2001; Little et al. 2007).

So what was the social context for leaders in the environment of evolutionary

adaptedness? The human species has lived over 99% of its existence in hunter-

gatherer “tribes” of 5–150 people (Diamond 1999). Conflict and warfare were

common (e.g., Chagnon 1997; Van Vugt et al. 2008) as individuals and groups

competed over land, food, and status (Petersen et al. 2008). Because groups are

more likely to survive intergroup conflict when a centralized command or leader

emerges (Keegan 1993) and because of the violent environment, leadership in

ancestral times was gained through qualities that included fighting skills and

strength (Diamond 1999).

Modern leadership preferences reflect these ancestral forces through a number of

characteristics. First, in social interactions, individuals establish stable dominance
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hierarchies quickly, even based on “first-glance impressions” that occur before any

verbal interaction (Kalma 1991). Humans have the ability to assess visually a

person’s formidability, as indicated by strength and fighting skills, with strength

and fighting skills being strongly statistically related and height being a statistically

meaningful cue for both (Sell et al. 2008). Second, individuals tend to prefer more

dominant leaders when threat is greater (Little et al. 2007; McCann 2001). This is

consistent with findings that individuals with greater physical stature, as indicated by

relative height, are more likely to be perceived as capable and competent (Hensley

1993). It is also consistent with findings that individuals with greater physical stature

are more likely to be respected and feared by potential opponents (Gregor 1979).

Both of these findings reflect psychological tendencies that affect individual behav-

ior in terms of both intra- and intergroup competition. For example, social group

members tend to prefer individuals with greater physical stature as economic and

political allies (Ellis 1995) and, therefore, as group leaders (Murray and Schmitz

forthcoming). These preferences are consistent with findings in studies of chimpan-

zees and other primates that indicate that the social rank of group members often

depends on the social rank of their allies. This literature on dependent rank (DeWaal

2007) indicates that individuals know who a powerful ally will support in a conflict

and the likely outcome of the conflict, so the powerful ally’s presence sends a cue to

his or her associate’s opponent to submit to the associate before the conflict starts.

Third, archeological evidence suggests that males have been physically larger than

females in all human hominid ancestors dating back three to four million years

(Geary 1998). This translates in current times to men having on average 61% more

muscle mass (Lassek and Gaulin 2009) and 50–100% more upper-body strength

(Pheasant 1983) than women, with male and female distributions in upper-body

strength and muscle mass overlapping by less than 10% (Lassek and Gaulin 2009).

Fourth, and finally, research indicates that males are strongly preferred over females

during intergroup competition and that males are more instrumental in raising group

investment than females during intergroup competition (Van Vugt and Spisak

2008), which is consistent with evidence that throughout history males have been

more likely to serve as combatants in wars and other intergroup conflict than females

(Goldstein 2003; Keegan 1993).

4 Hypotheses

In an effort to evaluate the potential evolutionary relationship between biological

sex and leadership, this research tests hypotheses that assess preferences for female

versus male leaders as well as physical formidability. We expect threat to trigger a

preference for male versus female leadership. More specifically, evolutionary

adaptations solve problems encountered in the environment of evolutionary adapt-

edness (Foley 1997; Tooby and Cosmides 1992) wherein a wide range of threats

was present. In the ancestral environment humans frequently faced threats such

as conflict and war (e.g., Chagnon 1997; Diamond 1999; Van Vugt et al. 2008) as
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individuals and groups competed for resources necessary for survival (Petersen

et al. 2008). As a result of the violent ancestral environment, leadership was gained

through qualities that included fighting skills and strength (Diamond 1999), which

are characteristics for which males are significantly advantaged over females

(Goldstein 2003; Kappeler 1993; Keegan 1993; Lassek and Gaulin 2009; Pheasant

1983). This evolutionary context and the typically glacial speed of evolution, then,

imply a psychological adaptation for individual survivability manifested even in

modern times that favors male leaders due to males’ greater physical formidability

relative to that of females (Ellis 1995; Gregor 1979; Little et al. 2007; McCann

2001). This logic implies the following hypothesis in study 1:

H1: Economic threat triggers increased support for male executive leadership
relative to female executive leadership in the domain of government.

It implies in study 2:

H2a: Economic threat triggers an increased preference for male executive leader-
ship in the domain of business.

H2b: Economic threat triggers an increased preference for more physically formi-
dable executive leaders in the domain of business.

H2c: Economic threat in the domain of business triggers an increased preference
for male executive leaders that is associated with physical formidability.

It implies in study 3:

H3a: National security threat triggers an increased preference for male executive
leadership in the domain of government.

H3b: National security threat triggers an increased preference for more physically
formidable executive leaders in the domain of government.

H3c: National security threat in the domain of government triggers an increased
preference for male executive leaders that is associated with physical
formidability.

5 Data, Methods, and Empirical Analyses

The hypotheses are tested via three studies that use different experimental

research designs and analyses of the two domains of business and government.

In each study, individual (i.e., follower) preferences regarding the biological sex

of leaders serves as the primary measure of interest. Studies 2 and 3 also assess the

role of physical formidability in leadership preferences. This strategy of triangu-

lation, which employs independent data and analyses, reduces the likelihood that

findings are the result of flawed data or analysis and, therefore, increases confi-

dence in the findings (Klass 2008). Convergent evidence from these studies would

significantly strengthen the validity of the assertion that biological sex matters in

issues of executive leadership via a preference for more physically formidable

leaders.
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5.1 Study 1: Support for a Government Executive Leader
by Economic Threat and Biological Sex of the Leader

The first study is designed to assess individual (i.e., follower) support for a

presidential candidate when the biological sex of the candidate and economic threat

are experimentally manipulated. The evolutionary argument presented here sug-

gests that threat, in this case national economic weakness, triggers increased sup-

port for a male leader relative to a female leader. While economic insecurity does

not represent the same intensity of threat to modern humans that the violent

environment represented to ancestral humans, it does represent the possibility of

reduced resources relevant to survival such as food and shelter; therefore, it is

reasonable to conclude that this type of threat could trigger a similar response.

These data were collected in October 2009 from citizens of Lubbock County,

Texas (USA), who were called and appeared for jury duty. The county randomly

selects these individuals from lists of licensed drivers and registered voters who are

18 years old or older and eligible to vote in Lubbock County. Subjects were

recruited to the study through voluntary participation while they awaited assign-

ment to a trial or dismissal. Although the jury pool provides a sample of subjects

from a limited geographic area, the resulting sample is more representative than

the typical college student subject pool. The Lubbock County Board of Judges

approved the use of the jury pool for these research purposes. Court personnel did

not participate in the administration or processing of the surveys or data.

The sample included 292 subjects. They ranged in age from 22 to 84 (M ¼ 48.1,

SD ¼ 13.2), with 18 subjects who did not report age. There were slightly more

female (n ¼ 149, 51%) than male (n ¼ 142) subjects, with one subject who did not

report gender. About 74% (n ¼ 207) indicated that the racial or ethnic group that

best describes them is white or Caucasian, 19% (n ¼ 54) indicated Hispanic or

Latino/Latina, and 5% (n ¼ 13) indicated black or African American. The remain-

ing subjects (n ¼ 5) indicated that Asian, American Indian, other group, or some

combination of racial-ethnic groups best describes them, while 13 subjects did not

report race/ethnicity. Slightly more than one in three subjects (n ¼ 101) reported

that the highest level of education they had achieved is high school degree or less,

29% (n ¼ 85) reported some college, 27% (n ¼ 78) reported receiving a college

degree, and 9% (n ¼ 27) reported receiving a graduate degree; one subject did not

report education. About 12% (n ¼ 34) of subjects reported that their total family

annual income is less than US $25,000, 28% (n ¼ 76) reported income between

US $25,000 and $49,999, 28% (n ¼ 76) reported income between US $50,000 and

$89,999, and 22% (n ¼ 60) reported US $90,000 or more; 46 subjects refused to

report their income.

Using a between-subjects posttest-only 2 � 2 design, subjects read a vignette

about a presidential candidate, then indicated how likely or unlikely they were to

support the candidate for president using a 7-point scale, where one indicated

that the subject was “very unlikely” to support the candidate and 7 indicated that

the subject was “very likely” to support the candidate. The president is the chief
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executive of the national government in the United States. See Appendix A for

details. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of four treatment groups. The mani-

pulations are condition of the country’s economy (i.e., “strong” versus “weak”),

which represents the threat and non-threat environments, and biological sex of the

candidate (i.e., “Joan” versus “John”). The measure of interest is the likelihood of

supporting the presidential candidate given the threat condition and biological sex

of the candidate; that is, the interaction between the threat environment and the

candidate’s biological sex. The treatment groups are:

T1: Senator Joan Harper and “the country’s economy is strong”. (n ¼ 73)

T2: Senator Joan Harper and “the country’s economy is weak”. (n ¼ 72)

T3: Senator John Harper and “the country’s economy is strong”. (n ¼ 76)

T4: Senator John Harper and “the country’s economy is weak”. (n ¼ 71)

The expectation is that subjects are more likely to support the male candidate

relative to the female candidate under conditions of economic threat than under

conditions of economic non-threat (i.e., [T4 � T2] > [T3 � T1]).

Subjects completed manipulation checks, which suggest that the threat and

candidate-gender manipulations were successful. Regarding the threat manipula-

tion, the subjects were asked to indicate their agreement, from completely dis-

agree (coded 1) to completely agree (coded 7), with the statement: “As indicated

above, the country’s economy was described as ‘weak and declining.’” The

manipulation check was significant (t[255] ¼ �5.5, p < .001, one-tailed test)

such that when subjects read the threat treatment (i.e., weak economy) they were

more likely to agree with the statement (M ¼ 4.9, SD ¼ 1.6) than when they read

the non-threat treatment (i.e., strong economy) (M ¼ 3.6, SD ¼ 2.0). Regarding

the manipulation of candidate gender, the subjects were asked to indicate their

agreement, from completely disagree (coded 1) to completely agree (coded 7),

with the statement: “The candidate described above was female.” The manipula-

tion check was significant (t[260] ¼ 17.6, p < .001, one-tailed test) such that

when subjects read the female candidate treatment they were more likely to agree

with the statement (M ¼ 6.1, SD ¼ 1.7) than when they read the male candidate

treatment (M ¼ 2.4, SD ¼ 1.7).

Table 2 reports the results of a two-way ANOVA, which estimates main effects

for the economic-threat and candidate-gender manipulations and their interactive

effects on support for the candidate. Neither the main effect of the economic-threat

manipulation nor candidate-gender manipulation is statistically significant (threat:

F[1,278] ¼ 1.24, p ¼ .27; candidate gender: F[1,278] ¼ 2.32, p ¼ .13). Consis-

tent with the expectation, the interaction of economic threat and candidate gender,

Table 2 Support for

presidential candidate by

manipulations of economic

threat and candidate sex

(ANOVA)

F p �2

Economy 1.24 .27 < .01

Candidate sex 2.32 .13 < .01

Economy � candidate sex 2.94 .09 .01

Note: n ¼ 282
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however, approaches conventional levels of statistical significance (F[1,278] ¼ 2.94,

p ¼ .09).

To actually test hypothesis 1, though, the simple main effects of the interaction

must be evaluated. That is, the relationship between candidate support and candi-

date gender must be evaluated separately for the threat (i.e., weak economy) and

non-threat (i.e., strong economy) treatments. Table 3 reports the mean values of

candidate support for the interaction, which represents the four treatments. As

expected, support for the male candidate relative to the female candidate is sig-

nificantly greater under conditions of threat (female: M ¼ 3.7, SD ¼ 1.5; male:

M ¼ 4.3, SD ¼ 1.9; F[1,278] ¼ 5.10, p ¼ .02) but not under conditions of non-

threat (female: M ¼ 3.8, SD ¼ 1.6; threat: M ¼ 3.7, SD ¼ 1.6; F[1,278] ¼ .02,

p ¼ .89). This result supports hypothesis 1.

It is reasonable to consider whether these results are robust across subject

gender. That is, might female subjects be more likely to evaluate favorably female

candidates and male subjects be more likely to evaluate favorably male candidates?

Evidence regarding the effect of subjects’ gender on their identification of gendered

leadership prototypes is mixed (Johnson et al. 2008). Analyses of the 3-way

ANOVA (subject sex by candidate sex by economic condition) suggest that sub-

ject sex does not moderate the 2-way interaction between candidate sex and

economic condition. The F-test of the 3-way interaction is not statistically sig-

nificant (F[1,273] ¼ .12, p ¼ .72) nor are tests of simple main effects for the 2-way

interactions for female subjects (F[1,273] ¼ .64, p ¼ .42) or male subjects

(F[1,273] ¼ 1.73, p ¼ .19).

These findings indicate that, as expected, threat triggers greater support for male

leaders relative to female leaders. As such, we conclude that these results support

hypothesis 1. While these results partially support the evolutionary argument

presented here, they do not allow us to assess the role of physical formidability in

these preferences. The next two studies are designed to capture the role of physical

formidability and biological sex in leadership preferences.

5.2 Study 2: Biological Sex and Physical Formidability
of Individuals’ “Ideal” Chief Executive Officer

This study is designed to capture attitudes toward the biological sex and physical

formidability of a preferred business leader when an individual (i.e., follower) is

experiencing experimentally manipulated conditions of threat, in this case job

Table 3 Mean support for

female and male candidate

by economic condition

Economy

Candidate sex Strong Weak

Female 3.8 3.7

Male 3.7 4.3

F (1,278) .02 5.10

p .89 .02

Note: n ¼ 282
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security related to the financial profitability or decline of the individual’s employer.

Following the evolutionary argument, hypothesis 2a asserts that increased threat to

the individual via the company triggers an increased preference for a male leader and,

conversely, a decreased preference for a female leader. Hypothesis 2b asserts that

increased threat to the individual via the company triggers an increased preference for

a more physically formidable leader, while hypothesis 2c asserts that increased threat

to the individual via the company triggers an increased preference for a male leader

that is associated with physical formidability. While job insecurity does not represent

the same intensity of threat to modern humans that the violent environment repre-

sented to ancestral humans, economic insecurity does represent the possibility of

reduced resources relevant to survival such as food and shelter; therefore, it is

reasonable to conclude that this type of threat could trigger a similar response.

The data were collected in October 2009 at a large American public university

using paper-and-pencil survey instruments from samples of students enrolled in

introductory political science classes. These classes are required for graduation, so

students in these classes represent a diverse range of majors. Participation was

voluntary. Student subjects received extra credit on a class assignment for complet-

ing the instrument. The sample included 419 subjects. Subjects ranged in age from

16 to 50 (M ¼ 19.2, SD ¼ 2.5), with one subject who did not report age. There

were more males (n ¼ 245, 59%) than females (n ¼ 173), with one subject who did

not report gender. Almost 66% (n ¼ 274) indicated that the racial or ethnic group

that best describes them is white or Caucasian, 20% (n ¼ 83) indicated Hispanic

or Latino/Latina, and about 5% indicated black or African-American (n ¼ 21) or

Asian (n ¼ 23). The remaining subjects (n ¼ 15) indicated that other group or

some combination of racial-ethnic groups best describes them, while three subjects

did not report race/ethnicity.

Using a between-subjects posttest-only 2 � 2 design, subjects were asked to

complete two verbal descriptions: (1) the “ideal chief executive officer” “who will

be taking over [the company you work for] next month” and (2) the “the typical

employee of this company”. Subjects also completed a drawing of a meeting of the

CEO and employee “to get as complete a description” of subjects’ perceptions as

possible. See Appendix B for details. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of

four treatment groups with the manipulation of interest being the company’s

financial condition, which represents the threat (T1) and non-threat (T2) environ-

ments, and the second manipulation being the order in which the individuals were

described, either CEO or employee first, which represents a check for question-

order effects. The treatment groups are:

T1a: The company is “declining and fears bankruptcy in the near future”, CEO

described first (n ¼ 102).

T1b: The company is “declining and fears bankruptcy in the near future”, employee

described first (n ¼ 104).

T2a: The company is “growing and expects continued profitability in the near

future”, CEO described first (n ¼ 108).

T2b: The company is “growing and expects continued profitability in the near

future”, employee described first (n ¼ 105).
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Following hypothesis 2a, the expectation is that subjects are more likely to

ideate a male CEO and, consequently, less likely to ideate a female CEO when

the company is declining and fears bankruptcy (T1) than when the company is

growing and profitable (T2). According to hypothesis 2b, the expectation is that

subjects are more likely to ideate a more physically formidable CEO when the

company is threatened (T1) than not threatened (T2). And following hypothesis 2c,

the expectation is that subjects are more likely to associate physical formidability

with male leadership when the company is threatened (T1) than not threatened (T2).

Subjects completed manipulation checks, which suggest that the threat manipu-

lation was successful. About half of the subjects (n ¼ 219, 53%) were asked to

indicate their agreement, from completely disagree (coded 1) to completely agree

(coded 7), with the statement: “The company indicated above was described as

‘declining’ and ‘failing’ ”. This manipulation check was significant (t[217] ¼ �14.3,

p < .001, one-tailed test) such that when subjects read the threat treatment (T1) they

were more likely to agree with the statement (M ¼ 5.0, SD ¼ 1.6) than when they

read the non-threat treatment (T2) (M ¼ 2.2, SD ¼ 1.3). The remaining subjects

(n ¼ 196, 47 %) were asked to indicate their agreement, from strongly disagree

(coded 1) to strongly agree (coded 7), with the statement: “As indicated above, the

company you imagined working for is successful”. This manipulation check was

significant (t[194] ¼ �7.5, p < .001, one-tailed test) such that when subjects read

the threat treatment (T1) they were more likely to disagree with the statement

(M ¼ 1.8, SD ¼ 0.9) than when they read the non-threat treatment (T2) (M ¼ 3.2,

SD ¼ 1.6). The check for question-order effects shows that the order of descriptions

did not bias the results. A difference of proportions test indicates no statistical

difference (z ¼ .2, p ¼ .81, two-tailed test) in the ideation of a male CEO between

subjects asked to describe the CEO or the employee first, and an ANOVA indicates

no statistical difference (F[1,311] ¼ .08, p ¼ .78) in the formidability of the CEO

between subjects asked to describe the CEO or employee first.

After completing the descriptions, subjects were asked to answer a number of

questions about the CEO and employee, including a question about the CEO’s

biological sex. While analyses of the verbal descriptions are not reported here, these

descriptions help to fix the characteristics of the CEO in the subject’s mind prior to

answering the questions. That is, they serve as a commitment of the respondent to

the description of the ideated CEO that is designed to prevent respondents from

socially reacting to the follow-up questions.

The results in Table 4 support hypothesis 2a. As expected, significantly more

subjects ideated a male CEO under the threat treatment (88%) than under the non-

threat treatment (79%) (z ¼ �2.5, p < 0.01, one-tailed test). Put otherwise, the

percent of subjects who ideated a female CEO decreased by 53% from the non-

threat (15%) to threat (7%) treatments (z ¼ 2.4, p < 0.01, one-tailed test).

Again, it is reasonable to consider whether these results are robust across subject

gender. While these data suggest that female subjects are less likely to ideate a

male CEO than male subjects (78 versus 87%), under the threat treatment both

sexes are more likely to ideate a male CEO. The table shows that significantly more

male subjects ideated a male CEO under the threat treatment (91%) than under the
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non-threat treatment (83%) (z ¼ �1.7, p ¼ 0.04, one-tailed test). It also suggests

that more female subjects ideated a male CEO under the threat treatment (83%)

than under the non-threat treatment (74%) (z ¼ �1.5, p ¼ 0.06, one-tailed test).

Put otherwise, the threat condition is associated with a 9-percentage-point increase

for female subjects and an 8-percentage-point increase for male subjects, which

suggests that the gender of the subject does not moderate the effect of the threat

manipulation.

Like study 1, these results indicate that threat increases the preference for male

leadership. The argument presented here, though, suggests that this preference is a

vestige of evolutionary forces in the violent human ancestral environment and is,

therefore, associated with a preference for more physically formidable leaders that

is triggered by threat. This leads to the expectation that in the drawing of the

meeting between the CEO and employee that the CEO will be relatively more

physically formidable than the employee under the threat treatment than under the

non-threat treatment. Further, it leads to the expectation that the preference for a

male CEO will be associated with greater physical formidability. We assess relative

physical formidability by measuring the difference in vertical height of the CEO

and employee in the drawing task. While bulk or strength may also represent

formidability, we choose height due to its utility as a cue for formidability (Sell

et al. 2008) and its ease of use with the drawing task. For all subjects who completed

valid drawings (n ¼ 313), the relative height of the CEO compared to the employee

ranges from the CEO being 30% shorter to 90% taller (M ¼ .13, SD ¼ .21), with

eight outliers equal to or greater than three standard deviations (z ¼ 3.1–6.9)

removed from the analysis.

The results of an ANOVA, which estimates the effect of the threat manipulation

on the relative height of the CEO compared to the employee, suggest no association

between the threat and CEO formidability (F[1,311] ¼ .09, p ¼ .77). More specif-

ically, the results suggest that the CEO is 12% taller (M ¼ .12, SD ¼ .22) than the

employee under the threat treatment and 13% taller (M ¼ .13, SD ¼ .21) under the

non-threat treatment; the difference is not statistically significant (t[313] ¼ .30,

p ¼ .62, one-tailed test). These results indicate that this type of economic threat

does not trigger a preference for leaders with greater physical formidability. These

results fail to support hypothesis 2b. But is physical formidability associated

with male leadership? The results of two ANOVAs, which estimate the effect of

the threat manipulation on the relative height of the CEO separately for ideated

male and female CEOs, suggest there is no association between threat and

Table 4 Percent male ideal CEO by treatment (threat condition)

Failing

company (T1)

Growing

company (T2)

n T1, T2 z pa

All subjects 88% 79% 206, 213 �2.5 < .01

Female subjects 83 74 78, 95 �1.5 .06

Male subjects 91 83 127, 118 �1.7 .04
aOne-tailed test
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physical formidability for male leaders (F[1,265] ¼ .02, p ¼ .90) or female

leaders (F[1,31] ¼ 1.29, p ¼ .26). These results fail to support hypothesis 2c.

These results for study 2 indicate that subjects are more likely to ideate a male

leader at the expense of female leadership under conditions of threat, but not under

conditions of non-threat. This supports hypothesis 2a. They fail, though, to confirm

the argument that the preference for a male leader may be related to a preference for

more physically formidable leaders triggered by threat (hypotheses 2b and 2c).

Study 3 tests these relationships in the government domain.

5.3 Study 3: Biological Sex and Formidability of Individuals’
“Ideal” National Political Leader

This study is designed to capture attitudes toward the biological sex and physical

formidability of a preferred national political leader when an individual (i.e.,

follower) is experiencing experimentally manipulated conditions of threat, in this

case national conditions of war or peace. Following the evolutionary argument,

hypothesis 3a asserts that increased threat to the individual via national security

triggers an increased preference for a male leader and, conversely, a decreased

preference for a female leader. Hypothesis 3b asserts that increased threat to the

individual via national security triggers an increased preference for a more physi-

cally formidable leader, while hypothesis 3c asserts that increased threat to the

individual via national security triggers an increased preference for a male leader

that is associated with physical formidability. While war does not represent the

same threat to modern humans that the violent ancestral environment represented to

ancestral humans, modern warfare does pose a meaningful threat to the survival of

citizens of nations at war; therefore, we suggest that it is reasonable to conclude that

the threat of war could trigger a similar response.

The data were collected in July 2009 at a large American public university using

paper-and-pencil survey instruments from samples of students enrolled in introduc-

tory political science and accounting classes. The political science classes are

required of all university students for graduation and the accounting classes are

required of all business students for graduation, so students in these classes repres-

ent a diverse range of individuals. Participation was voluntary. Student subjects

received extra credit on a class assignment for completing the instrument. The

sample included 96 subjects. Subjects ranged in age from 18 to 41 (M ¼ 21.3,

SD ¼ 2.6). There were more males (n ¼ 49, 51%) than females (n ¼ 47). About

79% (n ¼ 76) indicated that the racial or ethnic group that best describes them is

white or Caucasian, 10% (n ¼ 10) indicated Hispanic or Latino/Latina, and less than

5% indicated black or African-American (n ¼ 4) or Asian (n ¼ 3). The remaining

subjects (n ¼ 3) indicated that some other racial-ethnic group best describes them.

This study is similar in design to study 2. Using a between-subjects posttest-only

2 � 2 design, subjects were asked to complete two descriptions: (1) the “ideal

national leader of your country” and (2) the “the typical citizen from your country”.
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Each description consisted of individual verbal descriptions of the leader and

citizen as well as individual drawings of the leader and citizen “to get as complete

a description” of subjects’ perceptions as possible. Each description also

included a verbal description and drawing of a meeting of the leader and citizen.

See Appendix C for details. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of four

treatment groups with the manipulation of interest being the nation’s state of war

or peace, which represents the threat (T1) and non-threat (T2) environments, and the

second manipulation being the order in which the individuals were described, either

national leader or citizen first, which represents a check for question-order effects.

The treatment groups are:

T1a: The “country is experiencing a time of war”, leader described first (n ¼ 23).

T1b: The “country is experiencing a time of war”, citizen described first (n ¼ 25).

T2a: The “country is experiencing a time of peace”, leader described first (n ¼ 24).

T2b: The “country is experiencing a time of peace”, citizen described first (n ¼ 24).

Following hypothesis 3a, the expectation is that subjects are more likely to

ideate a male national leader and, consequently, less likely to ideate a female

national leader when the country is experiencing a time of war (T1) than when

the country is experiencing a time of peace (T2). According to hypothesis 3b, the

expectation is that subjects are more likely to ideate a more physically formidable

leader when the country is threatened (T1) than not threatened (T2). And following

hypothesis 3c, the expectation is that subjects are more likely to associate physical

formidability with male leadership when the country is threatened (T1) than not

threatened (T2).

Subjects did not complete a manipulation check of the threat treatments, but the

manipulation check in study 2, which employed similar tasks, suggests that the

treatments were likely successful. The check for question-order effects suggests

that the order of descriptions did not bias the results. A difference of proportions

test indicates no statistical difference (z ¼ �1.0, p ¼ .30, two-tailed test) in the

ideation of a male national leader between subjects asked to describe the leader or

citizen first, and an ANOVA indicates no statistical difference (F[1,72] ¼ 2.04,

p ¼ .15) in the formidability of the national leader between subjects asked to

describe the leader or citizen first. After completing the descriptions, subjects

were asked to answer a number of questions about the national leader and citizen,

including a question about the leader’s biological sex. Like study 2, analyses of the

verbal descriptions are not reported here.

The results in Table 5 are supportive of hypothesis 3a. The table suggests that

more subjects ideated a male national leader under the threat treatment (94%) than

Table 5 Percent male ideal national leader by treatment (threat condition)

War (T1) Peace (T2) n T1, T2 z pa

All subjects 94% 83% 48, 48 �1.6 .06

Female subjects 88 81 16, 31 �.6 .28

Male subjects 97 88 32, 17 �1.2 .11
aOne-tailed test
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under the non-threat treatment (83%) (z ¼ �1.6, p ¼ 0.055, one-tailed test). Put

otherwise, the percent of subjects who ideated a male national leader increased by

13% from the peace treatment to the war treatment.

Once again, it is reasonable to assess whether subject gender moderates the

effect. While these data suggest that female subjects are less likely to ideate a male

national leader than male subjects (83 versus 94%), under the threat treatment both

sexes appear to be more likely to ideate a male leader. The table shows that about

7% more female subjects and 9% more male subjects ideated a male leader under

the threat treatment than under the non-threat treatment, but in neither case is the

increase distinguishable from zero, most likely due to the small sample size.

Regardless, the similar effects suggest that the gender of the subject does not

moderate the effect of the threat manipulation.

Like studies 1 and 2, the results suggest that threat increases the preference for

male leadership. The evolutionary approach presented here, though, suggests that in

the drawing of the meeting between the leader and citizen that the leader will be

relatively more physically formidable than the citizen under the threat treatment

than under the non-threat treatment. Further, it suggests that the preference for a

male leader will be associated with greater physical formidability. Again, relative

physical formidability is assessed by measuring the difference in vertical height of

the leader and citizen in the drawing task. For all subjects who completed valid

drawings (n ¼ 72), the relative height of the leader compared to the citizen ranges

from the leader being 22% shorter to 105% taller (M ¼ .15, SD ¼ .29), with two

outliers equal to or greater than three standard deviations (z ¼ 4.3, 6.6) removed

from the analysis.

The results of an ANOVA, which estimates the effect of the threat manipulation

on the relative height of the national leader compared to the citizen, are suggestive

of an association between the threat and leader formidability (F[1,70] ¼ 2.88,

p ¼ .09, �2 ¼ .04). More specifically, the results indicate that the leader is 20%

taller than the citizen (M ¼ .20, SD ¼ .37) under the threat treatment and 9% taller

(M ¼ .09, SD ¼ .16) under the non-threat treatment. A test of the direction of the

effect indicates that the difference is in the expected direction and statistically

significant (t[72] ¼ �1.73, p ¼ .04, one-tailed test). These results support the

argument that threat triggers a greater preference for more physically formidable

leaders, as suggested in hypothesis 3b.

But is physical formidability associated with male leadership? The small number

of ideated female leaders (n ¼ 6) prevents us from evaluating the effect for female

leaders, but the results of an ANOVA that estimates the effect of the threat

manipulation on the relative height of the leader for ideated male leaders are

suggestive of an association between threat and physical formidability for male

leaders (F[1,62] ¼ 2.71, p ¼ .10, �2 ¼ .04). In particular, the results suggest that

the male leader is 21% taller than the citizen (M ¼ .21, SD ¼ .39) under the threat

treatment and 8% taller (M ¼ .08, SD ¼ .14) under the non-threat treatment. A test

of the direction of the effect indicates that the difference is in the expected direction

and statistically significant (t[64] ¼ �1.77, p ¼ .04, one-tailed test). These results

partially support the argument that threat triggers an increased preference for male
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executive leaders that is associated with physical formidability, but we are unable to

confirm that the effect is not also present for female executive leaders. As such,

hypothesis 3c is only partially supported.

These results for study 3 are suggestive that, as expected, subjects are more

likely to ideate a male leader under conditions of threat, as asserted in hypothesis

3a. They also suggest that threat triggers a preference for more physically formida-

ble leaders, as asserted in hypothesis 3b, but they only partially support an associa-

tion between a preference for male leaders and physical formidability, as asserted in

hypothesis 3c.

6 Summary of Results

This research was designed to investigate why males hold a nearly universal

advantage over females in obtaining executive leadership. The evolutionary argu-

ment presented here indicates that violent forces in the evolutionary environment

led to a psychological adaptation for more physically formidable leaders, which

even in modern times advantages males over females in obtaining leadership. Three

broad expectations emerge from this argument. First, threat triggers a greater

preference for male leaders versus female leaders (i.e., hypotheses 1, 2a, and 3a).

Second, threat triggers a greater preference for more physically formidable leaders

(i.e., hypotheses 2b and 3b). Third, threat triggers a greater preference for male

leaders that is associated with physical formidability (i.e., hypotheses 2c and 3c).

Table 6 presents a summary of the findings related to each expectation by study.

It shows that all three studies indicate that threat triggers a greater preference for

male leaders. This preference is consistent across the business and government

domains. Study 1 does not assess physical formidability, but study 3 indicates that

threat triggers a greater preference for more physically formidable leaders in the

domain of government, while study 2 does not show the same effect in the domain

of business. Study 3 partially supports an association between a preference for male

leadership and physical formidability in the domain of government, but study

Table 6 Summary of findings by expectation and study

Study

Expectation 1: Government/economy 2: Business 3: Government/

war-peace

Threat increases preference for

male leaders

S S S

Threat increases preference for

formidable leaders

– NS S

Threat increases preference for

male leaders/formidability

– NS PS

Note: S supported, PS partially supported, NS not supported
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2 does not in the domain of business. In the case of study 3, the small number of

ideated female leaders limited the analysis.

These results reflect some of the limitations of this research to address in future

research. The subjects are not broadly representative geographically or, particularly

in studies 2 and 3, which use college students, in age and education. The results in

study 2 compared to study 3 in terms of physical formidability may reflect a lack of

effect in the business domain, which would weaken the evolutionary argument.

Alternatively, they may reflect a flawed treatment in study 2 that did not adequately

capture a relationship between economic threat and survival, or they may reflect the

fact that for most college students job insecurity does not threaten survival while

war, which is tends to be fought by young people, does.

Future research should also consider the effect of the emergence of individual

leaders versus the effect of people’s preferences for leaders. The studies presented

here focus on the preferences individuals hold regarding who leads them, while other

research focuses on the types of individuals who put themselves forward as leaders. If

certain types of people are more likely to compete for leadership positions and other

types are less likely, then the pool of potential candidates from which leaders are

drawn is unlikely to be representative of the group to be led. For instance, research

shows that taller males are more likely to express interest in running for a leadership

position in an organization, which corresponds with findings that major candidates for

national office tend to be taller than the typical citizen (Murray and Schmitz forth-

coming). Similarly, males are more likely than females to seek prestige and domi-

nance (e.g., Kenrick et al. 2004), which may be related to, among other things, males’

greater level of testosterone (Zyphur et al. 2009) and its associationwith status seeking

(Newman et al. 2005). From the perspective of leadership emergence, the first study

suggests that individuals with greater physical stature are more likely to put them-

selves forward for leadership positions, while the second suggests that males are more

likely to put themselves forward for leadership positions.

7 Discussion and Conclusion

A vast body of literature suggests that the nearly universal advantage males hold

over females in obtaining executive leadership cannot be wholly socially con-

structed. Proponents of cultural explanations would need to show how this advan-

tage manifested in modern humans could result from such diverse social contexts as

those experienced in 3,000 years of ancient Egypt (Tapsell 1983) and twenty-one

centuries of Imperial China (Yang 1960) as well as in the preponderance of non-

human animals such as chimpanzees (De Waal 2007), feral horses (Boyd and

Keiper 2005), and coral-reef fish (Robertson 1972).

While the nearly universal manifestation of the effect supports arguments

regarding an evolutionary factor in the female disadvantage in obtaining executive

leadership, it does not necessary confirm the evolutionary argument presented

here. The key components of this argument are threat and physical formidability.
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Cultural and evolutionary explanations can be difficult to disentangle from each

other, so it is conceivable that cultural explanations could explain the reported bias

toward male leaders in response to threat. For instance, socialization-based theories

such as social role theory (Eagly 1987) and gender schema theory (Bem 1981)

could be used to argue that individuals are socialized to expect males and not

females to respond to threat. But these arguments do not as comprehensively

explain, for instance, either the positive association between physical formidability

and threat or the association manifested between male leadership, physical formi-

dability, and threat in study 3.

We suggest that the convergent evidence from the literature presented as well as

these studies and their different research designs, domains, data, and analyses

support the assertion that biological sex matters in issues of executive leadership

via a preference for more physically formidable leaders. The contribution of this

research extends, though, beyond merely demonstrating a relationship between

biological sex, physical formidability, and leadership. First, it offers a more com-

plete theoretical explanation for this phenomenon. Environmental-cultural argu-

ments alone cannot explain how the seemingly universal leadership advantage of

males could emerge from the diverse social contexts reviewed here. In terms of

evolutionary theory, the relative advantage of male leaders may be partially

explained as a probabilistic artifact of the fighting skills and strength often used to

gain leadership in the violent human ancestral environment. Although individuals in

the modern context reference a number of dimensions when thinking of prototypic

leadership (Offermann et al. 1994; Johnson et al. 2008), the slow speed of evolution

and the cognitive efficiency of physical size as a cue (Sell et al. 2008) suggest that

leader traits that were useful in the evolutionary environment likely play a role still

today (Foley 1997; Tooby and Cosmides 1992). Second, this research demonstrates

that evolutionary theory may provide an additional approach to the investigation of

modern biases such as sexism that are related to seemingly inconsequential traits and

that have been costly to the business community and society in general. Culture-only

explanations and approaches create expectations that have left many citizens unsat-

isfied with progress toward greater equality. This research implies that the bias in

favor of male leaders may have an evolutionary component that has made it difficult

to extinguish. Evolutionary theory may give policy makers in both the private and

public sectors informational leverage that could be useful not for justifying the status

quo, but for more comprehensively understanding and possibly addressing some of

the most divisive and costly issues in society.

Appendix A: Support of Presidential Candidate Vignette

Study (Study 1)

Senator Joan [John] Harper has been selected by her [his] party to run for president

of the United States. Sen. Harper has served in the US Senate for two terms. Like

most national politicians, the senator has a long list of political achievements.
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She [He] has been the chair of the Senate Armed Services committee for four years,

is credited with leading congressional negotiations over a major tax reform bill, and

sponsored legislation to improve the financing of public education. Harper is

usually among the moderate members of the Senate. For example, the senator

recently supported bills designed to reduce the emission of air pollutants by

factories and to extend tax credits given to small businesses, and opposed a bill

that would have made it easier for people to get military-style assault weapons.

Before being elected to the US Senate, Harper served four terms in the US House of

Representatives and practiced law for several years. Supporters and opponents

agree that Harper is intelligent and articulate with proven leadership skills. The

senator has been married for 32 years and has two adult children.

Respected experts say that the country’s economy is strong and growing [weak

and declining]. The opposition party has not yet selected its nominee to run against

Harper, but the two front runners are ideologically different from the senator, with

one being slightly more liberal than the moderate Harper and the other being

slightly more conservative.

Instrument Item 5. How likely or unlikely would you be to support Joan [John]

Harper for president in the upcoming election?

Very Unlikely (1) to Very Likely (7)

Appendix B: Chief Executive Officer Description Task (Study 2)

Task 1. You have started your career, and the company you work for is growing and

expects continued profitability [is declining and fears bankruptcy] in the near

future. A new CEO (chief executive officer) will be taking over next month. Create

in your mind the ideal CEO of this company. This should not be a real person but

should be a fictitious person that has all the characteristics you want in the perfect

CEO of your company. What are this person’s professional qualities and character-

istics? What are this person’s personal qualities and characteristics?

Write down as many details as possible that come to mind about this person.

Take about half a minute to complete this description.

Task 2. Thinking still about your career and the successful [failing] company you

work for, create in your mind the typical employee of this company. This should not

be a real person but should be a fictitious person that has all the characteristics of the

average employee of your company. What are this person’s professional qualities

and characteristics? What are this person’s personal qualities and characteristics?

Write down as many details as possible that come to mind about this person.

Take about half a minute to complete this description.

Task 3. Think about the typical employee meeting your ideal CEO of your

successful [failing] company. To give us as complete a description as possible,

draw a picture of that meeting in the space below. Both individuals should be

standing in your picture. Include any details that are important to your image of this

meeting. Clearly label the employee and CEO in the picture.
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Artistic ability does not matter. Stick figures are fine if you run short of time and/

or artistic ability. Take about one minute to complete this drawing.

Instrument Item 6: What is the gender of the CEO you described?

a. Female b. Male

Measurement in Drawing Studies (Study 2 and 3)
We expect that subjects are more likely to draw leaders that are larger than

followers under conditions of threat. The primary measure is the relative difference

in vertical size of the leader and follower in the “meeting” drawing. We define

“larger” as the vertical distance between the highest and lowest points of each figure,

with the distance being measured as a vertical line that is at a 90� angle to the ground.
The highest point of a figure includes the top of the head in simple figures but

includes extensions such as hair, hats, and bows in more complex figures. Drawings

in which the difference between the citizen and leader is less than 1 mm are coded as

no difference. Drawings in which both figures are not standing or in which the

difference is incomprehensible (e.g., figures are sitting around a table or dismem-

bered or only one figure was drawn) are disqualified as non-responsive.

Appendix C: National Leader Description Task (Study 3)

Task 1. Imagine that your country is experiencing a time of war [peace]. Create in

your mind the ideal national leader of your country, such as a president or prime

minister, during a time of war [peace]. This should not be a real person but should

be a fictitious person that has all the characteristics you would want in the perfect

leader of your country. What are this person’s personal qualities and characteris-

tics? What are this person’s political qualities and characteristics?

Write down as many details as possible that come to mind about this person.

Task 2. Thinking still about your ideal national leader during a time of war

[peace], draw a picture of that person on this sheet of paper. The national leader

should be standing in your picture. Include any details that are important to your

image of this person.

Artistic ability does not matter. Stick figures are fine if you run short of time and/

or artistic ability.

Task 3. Create in your mind the typical citizen from your country during a time

of war [peace]. This should not be a real person but should be a fictitious person that

has all the characteristics of the average citizen in your country. What are this

person’s personal qualities and characteristics? What are this person’s political

qualities and characteristics?

Write down as many details as possible that come to mind about this person.

Task 4. Thinking still about the typical citizen during a time of war [peace], draw

a picture of that person on this sheet of paper. The citizen should be standing in your

picture. Include any details that are important to your image of this person.

Artistic ability does not matter. Stick figures are fine if you run short of time and/

or artistic ability.
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Task 5. Think about the typical citizen meeting your ideal national leader during

a time of war [peace]. Write down as many details as possible that come to mind

about this meeting.

Task 6. Thinking still about the typical citizen meeting your ideal national leader

during a time of war [peace], draw a picture of that meeting on this sheet of paper.

Both individuals should be standing in your picture. Include any details that are

important to your image of this meeting. Clearly label the citizen and national

leader in the picture.

Artistic ability does not matter. Stick figures are fine if you run short of time and/

or artistic ability.

Instrument item 9. What is the gender of the national leader you described?

a. Female b. Male
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Leadership in Organizations: An Evolutionary

Perspective

Brian R. Spisak, Nigel Nicholson, and Mark van Vugt

Abstract In this chapter we discuss the potential of evolution to serve as a frame-

work for unifying our understanding of leadership. From this perspective we con-

sider the ultimate origins and functions of leadership, the role of co-evolution, and

methods for testing evolution-based leadership hypotheses. To begin, we examine

evolutionarily stable situation dynamics in the environment (e.g., intergroup con-

flict) that may have selected for (1) leadership behavior as well as (2) corresponding

human traits intended to signal potential leadership ability and use this argument to

support the notion of context-specific “cognitive leadership prototypes”. Particular

attention is also given to the role of the follower and the specific pressures encour-

aging “followership investment”. In addition, co-evolution logic is used to examine

the intricate relationship between the environment, human culture, and the emer-

gence of certain leadership styles. Next, we discuss five methods for testing an

evolution-based hypothesis of leadership and followership. Finally, we highlight

practical implications which include appreciating the role of the follower, the impact

of social constructs on modern leadership, the benefits of distributed leadership, and

the importance of feminine leadership styles. Also, for consideration throughout the

chapter, organizational examples are provided such as the homogenization of

corporate culture and the current role of monarchies in Western society.
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Leadership is a universal phenomenon – it seems to be visible in all cultures and at

all known historical periods, though taking quite different forms across times and

places (Brown 1991). It is also one of the great obsessions of our times. Political

leadership remains an area of keen public focus, on which the hopes and fears are

pinned of many societies and groups. In business, leadership remains the hottest

of topics. A brief perusal of business bookshelves will quickly reveal that more

volumes appear with the word “leadership” in the title than any other domain of

management. It is big business in education and consulting where corporations

devote large budgets to new and better ways of finding, developing, and retaining

leadership talent.

It is curious that little attention is given to fundamental questions, such as what is

leadership? Is it a trait or ability, a position in a social system, or process of

influence that takes place in groups? Arguably it is all three, but failure to make

such distinctions is a possible reason for the unending stream of books on the

subject and the lack of a unifying perspective on the topic (cf. Nicholson 2005a, b;

Van Vugt et al. 2008a). This chapter takes a fresh look at the topic and aims to lay

the platform for a more unifying perspective by considering the evolutionary

origins and functions of leadership, how a co-evolutionary framework explains its

different manifestations, and how to test evolutionary hypotheses of leadership.

1 The Evolutionary Origins of Leadership

A neo-Darwinian perspective commences by considering the fitness enhancing

properties of leadership capability before considering its likely ontogeny and

subsequent adaptation over time. The answer to the first question lies in the social

nature of our species and the need for coordination to achieve essential fitness-

enhancing goals. Social coordination can be achieved in many ways, but one of the

most efficient is for an individual to perform the role of leader and for others to be

followers. Leadership coordination can have different manifestations, or styles,

from despotic to democratic leadership and anything in between. We shall discuss

these manifestations later in this chapter. Our first goal is to consider the logic of

leadership emergence.

Which evolutionary pressure(s) selected for our ability to coordinate via leader-

ship and followership and what corresponding phenotypic and genotypic changes

occurred in human evolution? Previous research on this topic suggests selection

pressures associated with a nomadic hunting and gathering lifestyle – the way

ancestral hominids have lived for at least several millions of years, and our own

species, homo sapiens, for around 240,000 years until the advent of agriculture

more than 10,000 years ago (Van Vugt et al. 2008b). Adaptations for leadership and
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importantly followership may have laid the foundations for the increase in the scale

and social complexity of human societies across history and this development in

turn affected the manifestation of leadership. Our view is that humans evolved in

environments that were characterized by natural oscillations in the availability of

reproductively relevant resources as well as changing climates and geographies,

which created selection pressures on forming highly effective groups to solve

various coordination problems.

The main idea is that these coordination problems should center on the basic

needs for genetic replication (i.e., resource attainment and creating environments

conducive to rearing offspring) and exert a sufficiently consistent and recurring

selection pressure. We consider four behavioral dynamics to be essential for human

survival and reproductive success: (1) resource attainment, (2) group movement,

(3) internal peacekeeping, and (4) intergroup relations. As we shall discuss, these

problems arise and induce pressures for leadership emergence when there is an

asymmetry of available resources and reproductively favorable environments.

First, vital to our survival is the attainment of sufficient levels of caloric intake

and hydration (i.e., food and water), and establishing shelter with access to these

necessities. Living in groups is a strategy that humans, pre-humans, and other species

have evolved for this purpose. We argue that this fundamental requirement has

shaped human group psychology. Yet the benefits that comewith numbers also yield

a cost in the form of coordination problems, three of which are described below.

The second recurrent environmental problem is group movement. Whereas

resource attainment is a matter of maximizing opportunity within a particular

environment, group movement concerns the transition between viable habitats. For

the majority of human history groups have needed to be nomadic or at least semi-

nomadic to follow changing patterns of migrating prey, vegetation, and sources of

water (Diamond 1997). For example, during particular times of the year (e.g., dry

seasons) waterholes can dry-up necessitating transition to less arid conditions.

Third is the need for cooperation. This introduces a controversial topic in

evolutionary theory – group selection. It has been theoretical orthodoxy that selection

(natural and sexual) is driven by the survival and reproduction of the biological

replicators that define our phenotypic identity – the gene (Dawkins 1976). Yet

selection does not operate on the genotype but on the phenotype and recently there

have been persuasive arguments for what is called “group selection”, the idea that the

group context creates a framework for the selection of those phenotypes that are

congruent with the needs of the group, i.e. members of a collective prosper because of

their relationship to the existing configuration of attributes, which collectively enable

the group to master its environment (Sober and Wilson 1998; Wilson et al. 2008).

Given the conflict between self-interest and self-sacrifice for the group, there are

continual threats to cohesion in the form of free riding and other rule violations that

threaten harmony within the group (De Cremer and Van Vugt 2002; O’Gorman et al.

2008). Subsequently, there is a need for internal peacekeeping and we suggest this

selected for specific attributes to create and maintain a stable social environment and

cohesive social group. Later we shall argue that the forces for selection include a

group’s culture – a process that is identified as “co-evolution”.
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Fourth, is a concern for the management of intergroup relations, since humans

have existed for most of their history in extended clan formations, in which the

kinship ties between subgroups may be quite weak. This requires the regulation of

interrelations among the sub-groups of large aggregations, as well as periodic

interactions with true out-groups of strangers. These interactions can either be

hostile or peaceful. Inter-group raiding and trading were the common forms of

such exchanges (Van Vugt 2009; Wrangham and Peterson 1996). Thus there is a

need to mobilize for warfare, and for the politics and diplomacy of coalition

formation and peacekeeping. These needs also have shaped how we organize and

which attributes are favored among members to successfully prosecute and support

the strategic goals of the group.

In this chapter, we develop the idea that these coordination problems have

unique requirements and that they selected for mechanisms to coordinate group

life such as a set of mechanisms that made it possible for individuals to form

leadership-followership relations.

The increased importance of the social group as a buffer against environmental

fluctuations (e.g., sharing food during shortages) selected for social adaptations to

reap the benefits and avoid the costs of group living. The major outcome of this

evolutionary trajectory was the expansion of the neocortex, dubbed as the social

brain hypothesis (Dunbar 1998). One of the core pressures behind the expansion of

the social brain may be group size increases and the associated problems of social

coordination. Groups that successfully work together and suppress internal conflict

increase the overall fitness of its members (Wilson et al. 2008). As fitness increases

populations grow and there will be selection on traits to manage larger social

networks more effectively. Those individuals, and consequently groups, maintain-

ing larger and more integrated networks are likely to have greater access to scarce

resources through opportunities for sharing and success in conflicts between

groups. Given the positive correlation between group size and neocortex size across

primate species (Dunbar 2004), the need to coordinate group efforts in oscillating

environments selected for the increased mental capacity which made leadership and

followership possible on a much larger scale than ever before.

It is important to note that leadership, as an element in the systemic social

solution to these challenges, is not a unique feature of human evolution (Van

Vugt and Kurzban 2007). Ants, bees, birds, lions, and other social species show

basic patterns of leadership and followership to solve coordination problems. In

some of the most primitive cases, such as the waggle dance of bee scouts to recruit

followers, the behavior is likely an evolutionary elaboration of the same mechanism

that makes it possible for an army of soldiers to follow the orders of a single

general. Comparative studies of other social mammals, such as chimpanzees,

wolves, and elephants, indicate that leadership has varying functions in different

species (Van Vugt 2006). Dominance hierarchies, politics, and coordination via

power, coalition, and exchange have been reliably recorded among other primates,

especially the Great Apes (De Waal 1989a, b; Silk 2007). However, humans have

evolved characteristics for adaptation to a wide range of environments and living

conditions, and thus require behavioral plasticity, i.e. a greater array of social
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responses and flexible strategies. The emergence of language in humans greatly

enhanced the opportunity to lead large groups. Other communication systems (such

as pheromones in social insects) might be just as reliable and effective however.

2 Leadership Emergence

To unravel dynamics of leader emergence requires us to examine three essential

elements of leadership: Situation, Processes, and Qualities – the SPQModel (Nicholson

2010). The adaptive challenge of leadership originates from the demands of what we

can call leadership “situations” (the S factors). Any situation that could benefit from

coordination by an agent is potentially a leadership situation. In modern organiza-

tional life these are identified as nodes or statuses in a hierarchy, though ostensibly

egalitarian contexts are also potential leadership situations. Thus in a wide array

of situations there is potentially a manifest benefit from leadership “processes” (the

P factors). A leadership process is any behavior that directs and coordinates group

effort. Even in a rigid hierarchy where behavior is coordinated by rules and

operating procedures there is still a need for leadership processes to manage excep-

tions and to direct the application of systemic processes. Leadership processes thus

embrace a variety of behaviors from the directive to the consensus-seeking. This

makes influence in all its forms primarily a leadership process (Hollander 1978),

including all the behaviors that are preparatory to influence or the exercise of power.

The model thus implies that a prior need, and key leadership skill, is the ability to

understand the current demands facing the group and to anticipate and imagine

future situations. Thus leadership processes potentially embrace all human beha-

viors that can serve the goal of direction and achieving coordination. The key task

therefore is to identify which critical situations require leadership and to determine

whether there are individuals capable of performing these behaviors.

This brings us to leadership “qualities” (the Q factors). The model accords a

central role to stable individual differences in leadership emergence, effectiveness,

and derailment (Judge et al. 2002; Lord and Hall 1992). It is evident that human

individuals are not all equally capable of enacting leadership processes as a

function of differences in cognitive capabilities (perception and understanding),

action capabilities (physical attributes and skills), and motivational capabilities

(drives and interests). The science of behavior genetics tells us that many of these

qualities have a substantial heritable component and achieve stability as traits by

early adulthood (Arvey et al. 2006; Johnson et al. 1998). Evolutionary theory is

interested in why such individual variations should arise.

Frequency dependent selection operates on many attributes, including psycho-

logical traits (Nettle 2006). This is the idea that there is comparative advantage in

having a profile of attributes that differentiates us from other individuals in achiev-

ing reproductive success. A simple example would be the idea that in a world full

of “followers” a minority who are capable of leading will secure benefits from

performing that role, and conversely, in a world full of “leaders” there will be
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rewards for those who are happy to be “followers”. This logic extends to the widest

range of human attributes, resulting in the array of human types that can be found in

every community. There is evidence that the more social a species is, the more

differentiation there is in terms of personality (Penke et al. 2007). In humans the

extreme variety of human personality types affords two key opportunities.

One is mate selection. At a psychological level human attribute diversity offers

the chance for bonding on the basis of mutual gratification of needs (Buss 2003) and

at a biological level the union of optimally differentiated immune systems, giving

their offspring better life chances in the face of evolving pathogens (Williams

1975). The second is a comparative advantage in the social economy of the

human group, with the possibility for the individual to bring a unique profile of

skills and orientations to the service of the group (division of labor). Within the

latter context leadership can be seen as a social role that is needed, along with many

others, by the group, though, as we have observed, the nature of the desired

leadership profile will vary according to the structure, culture, and challenges

facing the group: what we have called the leadership situation. Thus we reason

that the forces of selection result in the occurrence of human types who are more

suited to leadership roles than others (Van Vugt 2006).

In terms of followership, if leadership is crucial to the survival of human groups

we would expect humans to have evolved a suite of cognitive adaptations to

recognize a leadership situation and identify an appropriate potential leader (i.e.,

those who followed bad leaders would have died out), and because what constitutes

good leadership might vary from one situation to the next this mechanism probably

consists of a set of heuristics or “if-then” rules. For instance, if the group is at war

with another group then individuals would follow a leader with different character-

istics and abilities than if the group is brokering peace.

As Buss (1991) argues, individual differences exist in part to maximize oppor-

tunities for cooperation. For example, leadership situations can favor prototypes not

only between the sexes (i.e., men for war and women for peace – Van Vugt and

Spisak 2008), but also within (e.g., masculine men for conflict and feminine men

for peace). In fact, unpublished research by Spisak and Van Vugt highlights other

forms of novel leadership emergence to challenge traditional male-female views

(e.g., masculine women preferred over feminine men as leaders during intergroup

conflict). This research will be discussed in more detail in the “Testing Evolution-

ary Hypothesis about Leadership” section of this chapter

Specific traits aside, the repetitive dynamics of these problems over time would

have selected for a set of cognitive leadership prototypes that individuals with

particular features wouldmatch better than others. A “cognitive leadership prototype”

can be thought of as a set of traits and characteristics that reliably predict leadership

ability in specific situations and these evolved prototypes are likely to be activated

automatically and spontaneously when such situations arise (cf. leader categorization

theory; Lord and Maher 1991). This is analogous to competitive sports. The require-

ments to be a successful horse jockey are quite different relative to that of a

master Sumo wrestler and they come with a different set of physical and perhaps

psychological traits and it would not be difficult to assess those individuals best suited

for either role.
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The key to understanding leadership prototypes is identifying critical leadership

situations that have been recurrent and stable enough to exert sufficient selective

pressure for cognitive leader prototypes to have evolved. As we have already

mentioned, these demands can include resource attainment, group movement,

internal peacekeeping, and intergroup relations. Within each of these challenges

are tasks that must be accomplished to effectively address the problem and we

believe that leadership may have served such functions.

In hunter gatherer communities four tasks may be identified that are essential for

the adaptive capability and survival of the group and these correspond nicely to the

coordination problems that we have discussed earlier (Nicholson 2005a; Van Vugt

2006): (1) Food-sharing allocations, which equates to the essential task of gover-

nance (resources maintenance); (2) Decisions about where to camp and hunt; what

could be called the strategic challenge (group movement); (3) The control of

aggressive males; which is in effect a challenge of culture management (peace-

keeping); (4) Relations with other groups and communities (intergroup relations).

These functions are, to a degree, interdependent around what Drath et al. (2008)

identify as the components of leadership effectiveness – DAC – direction, accep-

tance, and commitment. The four functions we have identified require respectively

the qualities associated with vision and planning; justice and integrity; emotional

intelligence; and tact and diplomacy. Furthermore, there is no need for all these

leadership processes to be possessed by a single individual so long as they are

embodied in some social processes within the group.

There are other universals for emergent leadership in ostensibly egalitarian

contexts, such as those that generally characterize hunter-gatherer communities

(Boehm 1999), which correspond neatly to the results of the cross-cultural studies

into desirable and undesirable leadership traits, notably around ethics and integrity,

interpersonal skills, and the ability to mobilize positive emotions (Dorfman et al.

2004). These embody the processes by which leaders are accepted as trustworthy,

dependable, and competent in finding the solutions to recurring group tasks.

Finally, a prototype for many leadership models is parenting. Every child has

experienced one or more examples of adult leadership in familial contexts. Many of

these find expression in solely adult decision-making contexts, especially perhaps

in family firms where familiar pathologies of parenting are visible (Gordon and

Nicholson 2008). But in many other contexts one can observe parental paradigms

being replicated – from nurturing and caring to despotism (Kets de Vries 1997). It

seems likely that as adults we may retain sensitivity and responsiveness to these

paradigmatic forms.

3 Leadership Prototypes

Are there reliable trait differences between individuals that increase their propen-

sity to emerge as leaders in different adaptive situations? For instance, let us

consider the ancient and recurrent problem of conflictual intergroup relations
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(Keeley 1996; Johnson and Van Vugt 2009). In times of fighting a strong, physically

formidable, and aggressive individual would be preferred as leader. Conversely, if

the situation requires peacekeeping, the same aggressive behaviors will be a

hindrance, and the ability to cooperate, empathize, and communicate will become

favored leadership traits. An evolutionary analysis enables us to examine the

connection between leadership situations and evolved leadership prototypes by

formulating and testing hypotheses about the content of these prototypes.

Research on the 2004 presidential elections between George W. Bush and John

Kerry illustrates the point (Little et al. 2007). Researchers took facial images of

Bush and Kerry and using face morphing software applied 30% of their facial

features to a neutral base face. This process provided them with two images, a

“Bush-like” face and a “Kerry-like” face. The important point is that both images

contained features of the respective candidates, but only using only 30% of their

respective facial features ensured that the composite images were not recognizable

as Bush or Kerry, thus eliminating real world voter bias. Next, in the experimental

phase, participants were asked to choose between the “Bush-like” and “Kerry-like”

face in times of war and peace. Overwhelmingly the “Bush-like” face was voted for

in times of war whereas in times of peace the “Kerry-like” face was preferred.

Moreover, the “Bush-like” face was rated more masculine and the “Kerry-like” face

more feminine.

Saad (2003) points out voters tend to use information shortcuts, such as visual

cues, to simplify the rationally complex process of leadership selection. He argues

height can serve as a cue for dominance and provides compelling evidence from

past U.S. presidential elections. From 1904–1996 the winning candidate has 83% of

the time been taller than his rival! Given the United States emphasis on defense it

may prompt a prevailing environmental perception of intergroup conflict which

elicits the preference for a dominant literally overbearing leader. Consequently,

voters may use height as a heuristic for leadership potential in particular situations.

This suggests that followers use physical cues to make judgments on an indivi-

dual’s leadership ability based on the match between the leadership situation (war,

peace) and the leadership prototype (aggressive, cooperative), with height and

facial masculinity-femininity (in this case) serving as cues. Indeed positive correla-

tions have been observed between facial masculinity and levels of testosterone and

between testosterone and aggressive and dominant behaviors (Penton-Voak and

Chen 2004; Sellers et al. 2007), suggesting the validity of such cues. In addition,

this accords with the SPQ (Situations, Processes Qualities) model, introduced

earlier, which argues that relatively invariant yet diverse qualities of individuals

(would-be leaders) are the subject of selection by agents (followers, parties, other

leaders) in response to different leadership situations in order that these individuals

may enact influence processes.

We argue that contemporary leadership is a product of human genetic evolution

whereby individuals attend to information that is reliably connected with leadership

success in the past. The argument is that those individuals and groups who would pick

the right leader for a particular situation – for instance, a masculine-looking leader in

war time – would fare better than those picking the wrong leader – a feminine-looking
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leader during war. Over time this would have led to the formation of a set of distinct

cognitive leadership prototypes to cope with different situations and those indivi-

duals that would match these prototypes would be more likely to attract followers

(e.g., if at war, follow a physically formidable leader).

However, leadership situations are also the subject of socio-cultural develop-

ment. Co-evolutionary processes maintain group-beneficial equilibria by supporting

the emergence of new arrays of prototypes (Henrich 2004; Richerson and Boyd

2005). One possibility is that the leader prototypes that are reminiscent of our

ancestral past may be no longer predictive of leadership success in modern society –

the idea of a potential “mismatch” (Van Vugt et al. 2008). Given that these prototypes

were shaped over several millions of years of living in small egalitarian groups,

which are quite unlike modern nations and businesses, one could argue that these

prototypes may no longer predict leadership ability and success in complex modern

environments. Some instances of leadership derailment are arguably disequilibria of

misfitting prototypes (Van Velsor and Leslie 1995). Yet another possibility is that

co-evolutionary processes have led to the emergence of new effective prototypes

(Richerson and Boyd 2005). The expansion of human groups and the ability of

individuals to lead groups containing millions of followers suggest that both proto-

types and selection processes are delivering the leaders we need.

Another implication is that aspiring leaders can influence their success by

changing the perception of the leadership situation so that they better match the

prototype. For example, the interests of a masculine looking leader candidate would

be best served if he (a) perceives the environment as containing threat of intergroup

hostility, and (b) can persuade others of the reality of this threat. One is reminded of

George Bush’s campaign in the 2004 US election in which he constantly reminded

the American people of the threat of Al Qaeda and with success – he beat Kerry

with a comfortable margin. The relationship between leader situations and per-

ceived qualities is not one of mechanistic and passive accidents of fit and misfit –

leaders actively seek to promote and sustain situations that favor their styles

(Nicholson 2010).

4 A Short Co-Evolutionary History of Leadership

Human culture has followed a co-evolutionary course. Cultural innovations such as

the control of fire and the cooking of food led to bodily adaptations of a smaller and

more efficient gut in hominids, which in turn facilitated increased ability to trek and

hunt (Wrangham 2009). Human social and cultural change has followed a similar

pattern with possible implications for leadership. Moving from a hunter-gatherer to

an agrarian life style brought about a dramatic change in the fundamentals of human

social organization. Not only did it lead to genetic changes in human constitution to

allow some groups of modern humans to absorb lactated milk (though many still

cannot), and a range of new challenges in the form of pathogens that jump the
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barrier between domesticated animals and humans, but it changed our relationship

to each other (Diamond 1997).

Formerly, the hunter-gatherer lifestyle of our ancestors enforced a loose egali-

tarianism and leadership roles were distributed among the group (Van Vugt et al.

2008; Whiten 1999). Emergent leaders were mostly transient for populations

constantly on the move and they had little if any non-perishable wealth (Coon

1979). The agricultural revolution of some ten millennia ago produced a profound

change in every aspect of human culture and society, allowing not only the

accumulation of wealth and power but also its transfer between generations. This

creates a compelling Darwinian logic for the acquisition and retention of leader-

ship, including across generations because it translates directly into reproductive

success (Betzig 1993). Leadership in the world of fixed settlements and centers of

power, following the agricultural revolution, allowed the emergence of varieties of

despotism. Absolutism was only leavened by the countervailing powers of compet-

ing warlords and subsequently, with the education and empowerment of the masses,

by the people and their representatives (Van Vugt et al., 2008).

It is interesting to view, as an aside, the model that lies in between the hunter-

gatherers and the agrarians: The pastoralists with their semi-nomadic lifestyle. The

adaptive model of leadership one finds here is simultaneously more structured and

collectivist than either of the others (Hodgson 2001; Saitoti 1986). In these societies

one finds again the isomorphism between leadership models and the structure and

culture of the collective; the co-evolutionary logic that favors the advancement of

individuals who are skilled in the art of intermediation across the rigid boundaries

of the social structure. This works for pastoralists because of their rigid age-grade

structure and intense collectivism or anti-individualism within age sets (Nicholson

2005a).

In many early tribal societies, leadership follows the so-called Big Man model

(Nicholson 2005a; Van Vugt and Ahuja 2010). This concept originated in the

ascendance of leaders able to secure the most resources for the tribe (e.g., the

best hunters and fishers) and who proved their fitness to lead by their judicious and

selfless sharing of surpluses with tribal members (Coon 1979; Kets de Vries 1999).

This prototype survives in Africa and elsewhere, where it has become synonymous

with a corrupted form of governance where the concentration of power in a one-

party state allows its rulers to act out a kleptocratic parody of the Big Man model.

The co-evolutionary equilibrium here consists of historical faith in the patronage

model of the clan, with a tradition of dependence on the largesse of chieftains, even

though it is economically self-defeating.

The co-evolutionary argument that explains these historical shifts owes greatly

to human adaptability. The nature of the environmental challenge such as a mobile

versus sedentary lifestyle or external threat versus cooperation evokes appropriate

social institutions that recalibrate the values attached to individual attributes (e.g.,

favoring warriors versus peacemakers as leaders). Various forms of selection

(natural, social, or sexual selection) then conspicuously favor the prosperity of

some leadership prototypes over others. Other systems (e.g., education, culture)

may subsequently weigh in to reinforce the bias, which may result in selection at the
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cultural and perhaps even at the genetic level, such as the claimed differences in

leadership style and temperament between northern and southern climes (Hofstede

1982; Kagan 1994).

The co-evolutionary logic applies more locally in sub-cultures, which is what we

may regard many organizations as; especially those that have been around long

enough to have acquired the attributes that help to keep culture in place: Life-time

members, traditions, legends, rituals, selection and de-selection mechanisms, estab-

lished operating norms and procedures (Pettigrew 1979). There is a long tradition of

research on Schneider’s ASA “the people make the place” model (Smith 2008),

which argues that organizational subcultures homogenize over time by what has

been called “elective affinity” (Nicholson 2000). People, including leaders, are

attracted to and self-select into organizations that already contain like-minded

individuals who have previously elected to join and stay, misfits having deselected

themselves. A corollary of this logic is the somewhat paradoxical idea that the freer

labor markets become the less diversity there will be in organizations. Indeed, the

search for external rather than internal leaders is often a reflection of their desire to

drive change from the top.

Of course this is only part of the picture since the co-evolutionary argument also

points out the need for communities to be adaptive to their external environment,

and excessive homogenization will lead to a loss of adaptability, or “nest fouling”

(Astley 1985). For this reason there is often a struggle in established organizations

between conservatism and change, the latter being driven by the thrusting nascent

businesses who would capture their markets. These are driven by an entrepreneurial

spirit, and, indeed, on the ASA principle are peopled with entrepreneurial person-

alities (Chell et al. 1991). This argument suggests that the continual call for

“entrepreneurship” in large corporations is a somewhat futile whistling in the

wind, and the best they can do is to acquire such upstarts and capture what they

can of the spirit before it departs to more sympathetic environments (Fisher and

Koch 2008).

Yet further complication is added by the fact that organizations, to a degree,

choose their environments. The work of Pierce and White (1999, 2006) presents a

significant argument in this regard, about the relationship between environmental

dependence and the internal logic and culture of an organization. Reviewing a field

experiment of macaque colonies, which showed that centralized food supplies

generated hierarchical structures and “agonic” (competitive) relationships, while

decentralized supply fostered egalitarian and cooperative systems, they argued that

the same applied in organizations (Pierce and White 1999). A subsequent labora-

tory experiment with a human population confirmed the expectation (Pierce and

White 2006).

The evolutionary implication is that organizational forms and structures are

congruent with their environments, and that classic hierarchical structures are

adapted to monolithic supply chains. One may deduce that the forces of globaliza-

tion and dispersed supply chains presage the new and emerging organizational

forms we can see around us: networked, modular, temporary, and cooperative

(Lewin and Volberda 1999). Yet if organizations can choose their environments
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it seems likely that members inured to a culture of a particular type will try to

preserve it. The death of many organizations seems to follow this pattern – leaders

whose vision stems more from their personal needs for certainty than adaptation to

a changing world (Hogan et al. in press). It is such dialectics that drive the waves of

revolution and consolidation of business cultures over time.

5 The Nature of Followership

In looking at the situational contingencies that have shaped the ontogeny of human

leadership one stands above all others in importance – it is the people providing the

social context for the emergence of leadership, the followers. The term followership

is in danger of misrepresenting the dynamic of the relationship between the leader

and the led, by connoting the former as the active agent and the latter as passive

responders. The relationship may indeed take this form or indeed the opposite

where leaders are the puppets of their followers. What matters is that followership

is a surprisingly little understood or discussed aspect of leadership, with an evolu-

tionary approach having much to say about it.

One of the first scholars in the past century to recognize the lack of research and

importance of this topic was Mary Parker Follett (Gilbert and Hyde 1988). She

provided the following observation of followership in a 1933 lecture at the Depart-

ment of Business Administration of the London School of Economics, “. . . let me

speak to you for a moment about something of the utmost importance, but which

has been far too little considered, and that is the part of the followers in the

leadership situation. Their part is not merely to follow, they have a very active

role to play and that is to keep the leader in control of a situation” (Follett 1949,

p. 41). Researchers continue to lament the lack of work surrounding followership

and its origins (e.g., Bjugstad 2004; Brown 1995; Dixon and Westbrook 2003;

Nolan and Harty 2001; Van Vugt and Kurzban 2007). Considering the overwhelm-

ing amount of time we spend in followership roles, research is needed to reach a

deeper understanding of the motives, attributes, and interests of people who consent

to being led.

Given that both leadership and followership can vary enormously in their

manifestations, does followership have any defining feature? A starting point is to

consider followership as a coordinated investment or commitment of time,

resources, energy, and so on in a particular leader to achieve a particular goal.

This can be termed “followership investment”. The act of supporting or submitting

to leadership also involves some degree of risk and constraint as the person

surrenders part of their autonomy. Likewise, it is implicitly an issue of motivation,

and raises the question of what motivates people to invest in a leader.

It is proposed that the decision to invest will be based on an overall cost/benefit

analysis which includes the follower’s perception of both the situation and the most

desirable leader traits for that situation. From an evolutionary perspective, one

answer that has been suggested is “that followership emerged in response to specific
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ancestral problems that were best solved through collective effort coordinated by a

leader-follower structure that enhanced individual and group survival” (Van Vugt

et al. 2008a; p. 189). This is consistent with the concept that human social groups

evolved to address matters of survival as a means of genetic replication. Moreover,

it suggests that survival and reproductive success are primary motivators for

following. Yet it is also true that followers often do worse than leaders in terms

of proximate goals such as wealth (Switzer 1975) as well as reproductive success

(Betzig 1986; Chagnon 1997) and because evolution operates on the basis of

relative fitness an explanation is needed for why individuals would consent to

being followers.

In all social species risk attends those who become separated from the group, so

there is some inertial benefit to being a follower, as Darwin recognized in his book

Descent of Man (p. 105): “With those animals which were benefited by living in

close association, the individuals which took the greatest pleasure in society would

best escape various dangers, while those that cared least for their comrades, and

lived solitary, would perish in greater numbers”. In situations where leaders are

appointed or hereditary, becoming a leader may be difficult and often the only

choice open to followers is to accept their subordinate position or defect to join

another group (Van Vugt et al. 2004) this will be based on the follower’s calculus of

risks and benefits. One may also note that in social groups where leadership is

emergent (rather than hereditary or by appointment), the role is typically contested,

which also entails risks for leadership contenders. Losers can forfeit their position

in a dominance hierarchy and even suffer more direct threats to their fitness, so

acceptance of a subordinate status is for many a rational choice (Nicholson 2000).

This pattern has been observed in other species such as Gelada monkeys where the

loss of a leadership position results in fitness impairment, in some cases the

forfeiture of the right to reproduce.

The establishment of dominance hierarchies is the outcome of multiple and

serial calculations by group members of the costs, risks, and possible gains of

striving for enhancement. In organizations the phenomenon of organizational

“plateauing” is the result of two forces – individuals who have lost out in a

tournament contest, and those who have elected to contest no further to avoid the

risks (Nicholson 1993; Nicholson and De Waal 2005). Thus, attention should focus

on how the follower perceives these possible payouts.

Human rational assessment and behavior is ultimately bounded by the availabil-

ity of information in the environment and our cognitive limitation to analyze this

data. Whether followers are selecting their leader or making a choice whether or not

to defect from a led group, their decision has the character of bounded rationality

(Gigerenzer and Selten 2002), and decisions (such as who to follow) depend greatly

on perception driven heuristics (Simon 1957). Specifically, followership invest-

ment and collective action depends on how group members filter this information

regarding the environment, the leader, fellow followers, and the utility of one

behavior over another.

The primary assumption for followership to occur is that individuals are better off

staying together than going alone (Van Vugt 2006). A simple game theory model
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shows that when coordination benefits exceed the benefits of “going alone”,

following becomes the optimal choice (see Fig. 1). Suppose there is a dyadic

relationship and both group members benefit equally by traveling together for

protection to either waterhole A or B. Conversely, neither member gains the benefit

of group security if they travel to separate waterholes. This creates an asymmetric

value between individual or coordinated behavior, and ultimately favors coordina-

tion for resource attainment. That is, when player 1 makes a move then it is in the

interest of player 2 to follow 1 wherever he or she decides to go, to either waterhole

A or B.

One implication of this simple waterhole example is that activation of follower-

ship may only occur when there is a leadership situation and the leader’s intentions

or qualities become sufficiently salient (i.e., player 1 displaying initiative and

making the first move). At this basic level followership may have the character of

herding behavior – following what other followers are doing on the basis of the

“wisdom of crowds” rule (Surowiecki 2004). This is akin to Ridley’s (1994)

account of mate choice among sage grouse. At the “lek”, males parade their fine

feathers for females to choose those which are presumed to indicate good genes,

with the result that typically only around 10% of the males father the next genera-

tion. However, it seems that females are not making fine discriminations between

males, but imitating other females. Research on mate choice copying as a decision

rule for humans finds a similar pattern (Waynforth 2007). Using a related heuristic,

followers may often choose to follow leaders who have followers, rather than

because of a rational analysis of a leader’s qualities.

Where there is a choice to follow or go it alone the motive that is often most

relevant to following a leader is people’s need to belong (as in Darwin’s quote). As

Baumeister and Leary (1995, p. 497) explain, “The need to belong is a powerful,

fundamental, and extremely pervasive motivation”. People rally behind a leader

because it adds to the cohesion of the group and cohesive groups are safer places to

be. Leaders form a focal point for the coordination of groups. They do not have to

do much to achieve this. The monarchs of many modern nations have the status of

figureheads rather than active leaders yet by acting as the symbols of their nations

they contribute to the cohesion and unity of their peoples. The better an individual

Player 2

Waterhole A Waterhole B

Waterhole A 1,1 0,0

Player 1

Waterhole B 0,0 1,1

Fig. 1 Coordination game (Adopted from Van Vugt 2006)
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can fulfill people’s belonging needs the more likely they are to attract followers.

This is the notion of prototypical group leadership (Hogg 2001). An individual is

more likely to emerge as leader if they match the prevailing group norms and

values, for instance, when they hold an opinion that matches the majority of group

members. From an evolutionary perspective, it is probably safer to follow someone

who shares the dominant norms and values in the group because they are likely to

promote cohesion and stability.

A second motive is understanding. Following a leader might be an effective

strategy for understanding how the world works and for learning new things

especially in unpredictable environments. For instance, for humans who inhabit a

world that is changing and unpredictable, surrounded by such varied terrain as

forests, tundra, and savannah, gathering food is not straightforward; food comes in

many forms, each requiring its own gathering technique. If you are going to eat, and

therefore to survive, it pays to be versatile and varied in the way you seek out

dinner. And so it pays to learn.

One way of learning is through simple trial and error, which is potentially a very

costly strategy. It is time-consuming and risky, since errors can be dangerous. It is

preferable to acquire heuristics, strategies, skills, and causal reasoning that

improves our understanding of how the world works. The more unpredictable

environment the more important such learning is. And what better way to learn

than from an individual with the expertise and experience to solve particular

problems who then emerges as the leader. One of our first experiences with this

sort of learning via leadership is often the inter-generational cultural transmission

of parent-leader and child-follower. This innate ability to follow and learn is an

important component of our theoretical understanding of the evolution of human

leadership. A process for testing such ideas is a logical next step.

6 Testing Evolutionary Hypotheses about Leadership: The

Male Warrior vs. Female Peacekeeper Hypothesis (MWFP)

It is important to consider how evolutionary hypotheses about leadership can be

tested. Many evolutionary hypotheses emerge in the context of discovery but it is in

the context of proof that they are supported or falsified. Evolutionary psychology

has been accused of weaving together “just so” stories about human social behavior

(Nicholson 2005b). Yet like any other psychology discipline evolutionary psychol-

ogy generates testable hypotheses that can be supported or falsified through empirical

research. To test evolutionary hypotheses about leadership requires one to build a

nomological network of interconnected predictions and adopt a multi-methodology

approach to test these in different leadership domains (Schmitt and Pilcher 2004).

Here we give an example of such an evolutionary hypothesis, based on research two

of the authors (Van Vugt and Spisak) conducted on leadership and gender differ-

ences. The main hypothesis, informed by an evolutionary approach, is that people
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with masculine traits are more likely to emerge as leaders during intergroup conflict

and people with feminine traits during intragroup conflict. We dub this the Male

Warrior-Female Peacekeeper Hypothesis (MWFP-hypothesis).

One way to test this hypothesis is through designing a scenario study, for instance,

about a mock presidential election (Van Vugt and Spisak 2008). In one scenario

participants are told to imagine that their country is at war and in another that their

country faces an internal conflict. Here are the scenarios we used in our study:

War scenario

Your country of Taminia is at war with the neighboring country of Robania. It has been an

aggressive, costly, and competitive war with no side willing to concede. Recently, Robania

has increased their forces and intensified their bombing raids. This has made everyone

exceptionally concerned for their safety. You and your fellow citizens are determined to

establish dominance over Robania in order to protect the lands, resources, and people of

Taminia. Currently, your country is in the middle of a presidential election. Please select

the leadership qualities you are most likely to vote for in a war-time situation, and rate your

degree of preference.

Peace scenario

Your country of Taminia has fallen into an economic recession and the two major political

parties are experiencing internal differences. As a result, the people are strongly divided on

what course of action is necessary to restore Taminia. Recently, disagreements between

rival party members have become hostile with small pockets of violence occurring

throughout the country. This has caused a growing threat of civil war. However, the general

consensus is to avoid internal fighting and resolve disputes without hostility. The citizens of

Taminia prefer a wise strategy that includes compromise and cooperation. Currently, your

country is in the middle of a presidential election. Please select the leadership qualities you

are most likely to vote for to resolve internal conflicts peacefully, and rate your degree of

preference.

In one study we simply asked them to indicate their preference for a male or

female leader. As predicted in the war scenario there was a strong preference for a

male candidate (91.1%) and in the peace scenario a female candidate received the

majority of the votes (75.6%) – both differences were statistically significant (Van

Vugt and Spisak 2008). This suggests that stereotypical traits of men as aggressive

and women as cooperative are traits that followers use when making decisions on

followership investment.

In the unpublished data mentioned earlier regarding gender differences we

looked at variations in the degree of facial masculinity versus femininity. Both
men and women vary in their masculinity/femininity and these differences are

largely the product of the regulation of sex hormones testosterone and estrogen.

Consequently, this suggests leadership opportunities and prototypes may be shaped

more finely by biological differences in masculinity or femininity.

To test this we masculinized and feminized both male and female composite

facial images which yielded four images types: (a) a masculine looking male, (b) a

feminine looking male, (c) a masculine looking female, and (d) a feminine looking

female (see Fig. 2). These facial types where then presented as forced-choice pairs

(masculine-male vs. feminine-female, masculine-male vs. masculine-female, and
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so on) with the scenarios cited above and participants were asked to vote for a face

they preferred as a leader for each situation. As expected, masculine facial images

were voted for more often during war and feminine facial images received the

majority of votes during peace. On average masculine face types (both male and

female) received 66% of the vote when paired with feminine faces for war and

conversely feminine images won 63% of the time during peace.

Furthermore, it appears biological sex was not as strong a predictor of leadership

emergence as was masculinity and femininity. For instance we found significant

results showing that masculine-looking female images were preferred as leaders

above feminine-looking males during wartime and feminine-males over masculine-
females during peacetime. Also, in the conditions where the facial appearance of

gender was constant for the paired faces and biological sex differed (e.g., masculine-

male vs. masculine-female for war and feminine-male vs. feminine-female during

peace) a probability of chance was observed. These findings offer a very novel

approach for understanding the interaction between leadership and gender, and

strengthen the need for evolution as a necessary theoretical framework to drive

uniquely insightful hypothesis formation in the social sciences. These findings are

also reminiscent of the US-presidential study conducted by Little et al. (2007) in

which they morphed the Bush and Kerry faces and found that a masculine looking

candidate (Bush) was preferred in a situation when the US was facing a war.

Masculine Male Masculine Female

Feminine Male Feminine Female

Fig. 2 Examples of masculinzed and femininized face morphs to test evolutionary hypothesis

about leadership: The Male Warrior-Female Peacekeeper Hypothesis
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A third way to test evolutionary hypotheses about leadership is through eco-

nomic game experiments. Research by Van Vugt and Spisak (2008) placed parti-

cipants in groups of five to play a step-level public-goods game. The basic objective

of this game is to reach a predetermined degree of collect investment from individ-

ual donations of group members. For this particular game each participant was

given £3 and if the group investment reached a total of £12 (i.e., an average

individual donation of 80%), every player received a £5 bonus in addition to the

amount they kept in their private fund. However, if the level is not reached

everyone loses their investment and merely keeps the amount remaining in their

private fund. This creates an obvious dilemma for each player. Should they donate

their funds to the group, trusting that the other members will act accordingly, or opt

for a selfish strategy? Fundamentally, a public-goods game is a measure of cooper-

ation, indicting how much individuals are prepared to sacrifice in order to help their

group (Hardy and Van Vugt 2006).

Also, players in the Van Vugt and Spisak (2008) game were placed either in an

intra- or intergroup conflict situation: One group of participants were told that the

aim of the study was to “examine how well individual players are doing in group

investment games and compare the results between individual players within each

of the groups” (intragroup competition condition) and the second group was

advised to “examine how well groups of players from different English universities

are doing in these group investment games and compare the results between

different universities” (intergroup competition condition). Respectively, the pur-

pose of this manipulation was to make salient a dynamic of either cooperation

within the group or the sense of competition between groups. As explained previ-

ously in this chapter, it is expected that followers experiencing diverse situation

requirements for goal attainment will prefer different leadership traits. Hybrid and

control conditions were also part of the design. In addition to manipulating the

situation dynamics, teams were assigned either a fictitious male or female leader of

the group. Participants were provided with a name and short biography of their

fictitious leader. The primary goal of this study was to examine a change in the level

of cooperation (i.e., financial investment) as the follower’s perceptions of the

situation and leader were modified.

As expected, players contributed more to the group fund when (1) a male leader

was assigned to intergroup competition and (2) a female leader was paired with the

intragroup condition. This suggests that as the demands of the situation shift so do

the prototypical preferences of the leader. Moreover, this relationship is in-line with

our theoretical understanding of evolved leadership prototypes resulting from

coordination problems routinely encountered in our environment. There are a

variety of opportunities for further economic games experimentation on the

MWFP-hypothesis. For example, does a feminine leader enhance cooperation

between groups in an environment where conflict and cooperation are both poten-

tial outcomes? Likewise, will cooperation between groups turn into conflict with a

masculine leader prototype? Also, will a group perform better or worse in these

games when there is a leadership team rather than a single leader? Finally, what can
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this tell us about application to increase organizational performance or reduce

violence between groups?

A fourth way of testing the hypothesis would be to conduct an archival study in

which we look at instances of masculine and feminine like leaders in the history of

nations or businesses. For instance, this could be done by trait assessment from

content analysis of speeches given by these leaders, and rating their photographs in

terms of masculinity/femininity. We could then gather data about the situation

surrounding the election of these individuals and mark them in terms of either a

risk of external conflict or internal conflict. Support for the MWFP-hypothesis

would be obtained if there is a higher incidence of male or masculine leaders

during external threats and female or feminine leaders during situations in which

groups are committed to peaceful relations (post-war settlements).

An initial attempt for such an analysis would be looking at companies that are

both relatively old and large to provide a diverse and extensive amount of data and

build a highly comprehensive model of organizational evolution. This data should

contain personality information about former CEO’s and managers and changes in

environmental conditions (e.g., economic fluctuations) as well as the company’s

evolving leadership, culture, mission, and so on over a temporally and geographi-

cally sufficient scale. Certain older multinationals can meet these requirements,

where their history of leadership reflects the historical impacts of war, depression,

the rise of the American middle class, and so on. Many multinationals have also

experienced massive expansion across the globe providing opportunities to observe

leadership emergence and followership behavior cross-culturally. Such companies

provide models to observe and predict changes in organizational leadership consis-

tent with evolutionary hypotheses such as the MWFP-hypothesis.

Fifth, we could use the tools of game theory (Maynard-Smith 1982; Van Vugt

et al. 2008) to model the emergence and effectiveness of masculine leaders during

war time and feminine leaders during peace time. Using computer simulations we

could introduce agents into a space where they interact with other agents. These

agents either adopt an aggressive “masculine” strategy (e.g., they make unprovoked

attacks against their neighbors) or a peaceful “feminine” strategy (e.g., they coop-

erate with their neighbors unless the neighbor attacks them and then they retaliate;

cf. Tit-for-Tat). By varying aspects of the environment - for instance, is an individ-

ual player surrounded mostly by “masculine” or “feminine” players - we can then

look at the success of each of these strategies and their increase (or decrease) over

many generations. It is the underlying evolutionary strategies of aggression to gain

resources (i.e., masculine) or peace to maintain stability for rearing offspring (i.e.,

feminine) that is of consideration.

Finally, we can use genetics studies to examine which genes are likely to be

involved in the male warrior and female peacekeeper syndromes/proclivities. It has

been asserted that the gene MAO-A plays a role in the onset of aggressiveness in

males by affecting serotonin levels. It has been dubbed the male warrior gene in the

popular literature. Males with one variant of this gene are indeed more likely to join

youth gangs (Beaver et al. 2009) and make unprovoked attacks in war games

(McDermott et al. 2008).
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7 Some Conclusions and Implications

From the theory of evolution we glean deeper insight into the origins of leadership

and followership in our species. This knowledge can ultimately help to design

organizations that work with or around our evolved tendencies to select and follow

leaders. We note four implications.

Gender and leadership. The potential of female senior leadership is often over-

looked in corporations. Although male leadership is still the norm in most business

organizations, reflecting our ancestral biases to select masculine leaders in compet-

itive environments - an overabundance of male leaders in other organizational

types such as NGOs which pursue more communal and cooperative not-for-profit

bottom-lines is potentially limiting. However, even in competitive market driven

organizations excessive masculine leadership can have negative consequences on

the for-profit bottom-line.

The logic of co-evolution applies. Earlier we considered the drivers of congru-

ence and incongruence within organizations – between leaders, members, and sub-

cultures – and between organizations and their environments. Human agency, the

ability to imagine and bring about future states, is arguably the quality that most

distinguishes us from any other species. This drives co-evolution by enabling

“purposive organization”. We noted from the work of Pierce and White (2006)

that external forces may predispose organizations toward hierarchical agonic vs.

egalitarian cooperative forms. But we also argued that this may be amatter of choice –

there is more than one way to organize to achieve organizational goals. Tradition-

ally, business organizations have been dominated in management and leadership

by men, and one can reason that there may be a bias towards electing for forms of

organization that give maximum play to the needs of dominant males, dominance

hierarchies, focused task allocation, and competitive striving. This suggests that

competitive hierarchies, division of labor, and tournament promotion systems arise

not so much because they uniquely fit the external environment, but because they are

within the comfort zone of their primary agents, masculine-men (Nicholson 2000).

If the forces of globalization and social development are moving organizations

in the direction of flatter structures, multitasking, and cooperation, then these are

conditions that in the future will require more feminine approaches to leadership.

But whether we see an increase in the frequency of female leadership will depend

on how men of power will facilitate the evolution of structures towards one that

render themselves as less valuable. Leaders currently in these top positions who are

less willing to encourage feminine approaches at high levels will ultimately hinder

their organizations viability in the global arena. For example recent research has

found that testosterone is associated with financial risk-taking (Apicella et al.

2008), which in excess (as we have seen in the global credit crisis) can be harmful

for organizations and some have claimed that with more women at the helm of

international banks and businesses the economic depression could have been

avoided. Increasing female senior leadership is therefore not just a matter of

equality but also of common sense.
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Corresponding to the dearth of female leadership at senior levels and unsustain-

able risk-taking is the tendency for masculine leaders to express an abundance of

dominant traits. This behavior, though effective for asserting oneself into leadership

roles, does not necessarily yield an optimal match between the leader and the

situation. As research has shown, imposed dominant leadership can create negativ-

ity amongst those expected to follow (Van Vugt et al. 2004), which may also apply

when a dominant leader is elected and the follower is not in a position to leave the

group (e.g., for economic reasons). A possible solution is establishing mechanisms

within the institution to control the proliferation of aggressive individuals – a

common task in tribal societies that have predominated throughout our ancestral

history (Nicholson 2005a). This may apply to the military, and to a lesser extent,

corporations and other establishments that assume a hierarchal structure and/or that

measure success through economic competition.

To make the MWFP-hypothesis tangible lets consider the explicit differences

between Google and Enron. The so-called “Google Culture” emphasizes a relaxed,

nurturing, and cooperative global environment while striving for a “small company

feel” – a feminine culture. Their overwhelming success with this culture supports

our argument for the advantages of feminine leadership styles in modern and highly

connected environments. On the other hand in Enron’s leadership and culture,

hierarchical and dominant leadership – which one sees predominantly in all male

groups - mixed with an artificial environment of hyper-competiveness became a

catalyst for the company’s infamous accountancy practices and terminal failure. In

order for organizations with similar faults to avoid such catastrophic ends they

should start by thoroughly digesting the remaining three implications.

The social construction of leadership.Much has been written about the romantic

idealization of leadership (Keller 1999; Meindl et al. 1985), which had led to some

writers arguing that contemporary forms, including the relative exclusion of

women, are due to our suffusion in an ideological orthodoxy. We agree that the

imagery of leadership is important, and often followers respond to more the ciphers

of leadership, as represented in their PR, than in the reality of their imperfect

characters. We also accept that leaders play up to the dominant imagery – akin to

gorilla chest beating to demonstrate power – without it actually having to be put to

the test. Yet, as in other primates, our displays have underlying utilities that can

be tested. The world may be socially constructed through dialogue, contested

meanings and imagery, but the meanings are not arbitrary; they are rooted in the

underlying values of biological utilities. This is the familiar yet convoluted paths by

which proximate goals draw their energy from distal goals (Barrett et al. 2002.), but

the form they take follows the rules of translation set by the context.

Thus even in modern society we find tall leaders favored over shorter others,

regardless that the distal utility from our ancestral past will never be realized (Judge

and Cable 2004), that is, we will almost never have to depend upon our leaders’

physical attributes for any supposed benefits they may confer (cf. mismatch

hypotheses; Van Vugt et al. 2008). Women are likewise undoubtedly disadvantaged

by failing to measure up to the imagery of heroic leadership, though the disconnect

between the distal and the proximate in contemporary settings is so complete that
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this is hopefully a waning source of disadvantage to women’s prospects. These, as

we have argued, are more due to the unconducive nature of the most senior

leadership roles for women in most organizations.

Distributed leadership. Another implication of our contingent evolutionary

analysis of leadership and organizational forms is the potential benefits of

distributed leadership. In ancestral groups various individuals performed different

leadership roles but in modern societies the tendency is to invest power in single

individuals. However, there are many examples of co-leadership, and in many large

and complex businesses, leaders have critical partnerships that underlie their

success (e.g., between Chief Executives, Chairman, Finance Directors, and other

significant power holders; Alvarez and Svejenova 2005; Heenan and Bennis 1999;

Nicholson 2008; O’Toole et al. 2002). The SPQ logic (Situations, Processes,

Qualities) introduced earlier, coupled with our co-evolutionary arguments, suggests

that power sharing models should become more frequent as organizations’ envir-

onments and structures become more complex and uncertain, and their strategies

become more demanding. Thus we find organizations such as Google, McKinsey,

and Bloomberg that operate with diverse and complex information, with varied and

deep client needs, require strong yet fluid networks of internal collaboration and

multi-local centers of power.

Understanding followership. A final implication of our evolutionary analysis is

appreciating the role of followership. As we have mentioned in this chapter the

leadership literature has paid little attention so far to the position and nature of

followers (Van Vugt et al. 2008). Organizations that can understand the needs and

desires of their followership base may be better equipped to manage their human

capital and adjust to change. We propose taking an approach that incorporates our

understanding of evolved human behavior to foster a deeper understanding of how

followers engage with their organizations. With the exception of particular threats

such as intra- or intergroup conflicts it may be best for leaders to leave individuals

alone and let them do their jobs with relative autonomy (Van Vugt et al. 2008).

Leader-follower dynamics evolved for the purpose of addressing specific group

threats in our ancestral environment (Van Vugt et al. 2008) and outside these threats

most employees simply wish to be left alone. Managers should recognize and avoid

the tendency towards excessive leadership.

In summary, this chapter has offered a novel explanation for the much

researched phenomenon of leadership and followership that incorporates a current

understanding of human evolution. Given the various sources we have enlisted to

develop our argument, it is clear that a complete understanding of leadership, and

equally important, followership needs to take a multidisciplinary approach includ-

ing all the behavioral sciences from psychology to biology. Future work will want

to build upon this theoretical framework to clearly define a followership typology

that considers our innate tendencies and how that interacts with modern environ-

ments. The theory of evolution can provide a means by which to connect these

disjointed aspects of our knowledge on leadership and shed new light on a particu-

larly influential component of group and organizational processes.
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Hardwired to Monitor: An Empirical

Investigation of Agency-Type Social Contracts

in Business Organizations

David M. Wasieleski

Abstract This chapter, grounded in empirical analysis, supports the position

adopted by evolutionary psychologists that the human brain is hardwired to solve

adaptive problems involving social exchange relationships. First, the evolutionary

psychology hypothesis regarding social exchange is presented and explained in

terms of its relevance to business. It is argued that the presence of cheater-detection/

social-contract neural algorithms is ubiquitous among all members of a human

population regardless of formal business training. In Study 1, I test the hypothesis

on a sample of 300 business practitioners and students. Additionally, this study

examines whether human brain circuits are structured to recognize agency-type

arrangements in firms. In a second experiment, the effect of organizational work

experience was tested to discover whether there exist moderating factors on the

activation of cheater-detection circuits in a business context. It is posited that

although corporate agents’ minds are biologically evolved to identify violators

in social contract situations, the neural circuits responsible for detecting these

breaches are influenced by organizational components including, organizational

culture, that affect individuals’ perceptions of the terms of the exchange. Implica-

tions for business practitioners and researchers are offered.

Keywords Agency relationships � Business ethics � Cheating � Evolutionary

psychology � Monitoring � Perception � Social contracts

1 Introduction and Purpose

Business firms are an outgrowth of natural processes. Their formation, mainte-

nance, and survival are made possible by the physical, biological, and psychologi-

cal machinery of nature. Corporations originated for instrumental purposes and
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served as a means to an end. What may not be easily accomplished by individuals

alone may be quite feasible when the efforts of several individuals are combined

toward a single purpose or mission. Throughout evolutionary time, individuals

achieved goals by entering into exchanges with other individuals in their social

group (i.e., tribe or band). Organizations serve a similar purpose for society by

facilitating humans’ ability to economize—form structures and develop processes

that prudently and practically generate benefit from a given level of resources—in

their natural world (Frederick 1995).

Organizations are also described as a nexus of contracts, whether they take the

form of written agreements or informal understandings (Jensen and Meckling

1976). For any organization to function properly, these binding agreements

between two or more parties must be upheld. They are a necessary feature of

firms, without which achievement of organizational goals would be impossible

(Robinson et al. 1994; Leana and Rousseau 2002). The breaking of agreements

between individuals is widely recognized in organizational life as a serious impedi-

ment to an efficiently operating organization (Eisenhardt 1989). Breached good

faith agreements between two or more individuals are a chronic feature of modern

business. Scandals associated with the 2009 financial crisis all involved a broken

contract of some sort. Certainly the multitude of people who entrusted their invest-

ments with Bernie Madoff did not anticipate that their assets had been used in a

Ponzi scheme. This unethical behavior may be traced back to human ancestry

(Heinrich 2006). If individuals who form these agreements with each other in

organizational settings are biologically equipped to interact contractually in a

certain way, it is not difficult to believe that evolutionary forces are in part responsi-

ble for the formation and failure of relationships in firms.

In this chapter I describe an empirical research project that tests for the presence

of cheater-detection/social-contract neural algorithms in a sample of undergraduate

business students, as an extension of the research conducted and led by evolutionary

psychologists, Leda Cosmides and John Tooby (Cosmides 1989; Cosmides and

Tooby 1999; Tooby and Cosmides 1992; Cosmides and Tooby 2005; Ermer et al.

2006). In their work, they hypothesize that modern-day individuals are ‘hardwired’

to recognize violators of conditional rules in certain conditions resembling a social

contract (i.e., agreements between two parties). Based on the theoretical ground-

work laid by evolutionary psychology and other natural science disciplines, I

examine whether human brain circuits are able to recognize one specific type of

social relationship in firms— agency arrangements. The agency problem—the

dilemma of not having an agent behave in the way directed by the principal—

“exists in all organizations and in all cooperative efforts—at every level of man-

agement in firms. . .” (Jensen and Meckling 1976: 309) This moral hazard can also

take the form of a conflict between various agents within a given firm, such as

between executives and the shareholders that they represent (Miller and Whitford

2007). Given its ubiquity in corporations, the agency relationship serves as an

interesting, common organizational arrangement in modern-day businesses for

this study and thus, is the study’s behavioral context. These relationships are

thought to pervade management and organization theory (Ross et al. 1997).
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In this line of inquiry, the major research question explored is: Assuming that

social-contract/cheater-detection algorithms exist among a population of business

practitioners, what organizational factors could be responsible for influencing the

activation of the social-contract algorithms among members in a business popula-

tion? Ultimately, the central thesis is: Although corporate agents’ minds are
biologically evolved to identify cheaters in social contract situations, the neural
machinery responsible for detecting these breaches is influenced by organizational
and cultural components that affect the individuals’ perceptions of the terms of the
exchange.

Recently, insights from evolutionary psychology have been applied to a variety of

organizational contexts. While the usefulness of the approach has been debated

(Markoczy and Goldberg 2004; Pava 2009; Sewell 2004), much attention has been

given to the applicability of evolutionary theory to cooperative relationships within

organizations (Hill and Buss 2006; Loch et al. 2006; Price 2006; Nicholson 2008).

The first major goal of this study is to introduce Cosmides and Tooby’s approach to

the business ethics and organizational behavior fields. Within the field of evolution-

ary psychology, the Cosmides-Tooby approach to understanding social exchange

stems from the simple premise that the human brain is comprised of a series of

content-specific programs (i.e., domain-specific) that regulate behavior. They claim

that in order to understand culture and human adaptations over time, it is necessary to

not think of the brain as a ‘blank slate’ but rather, as a network of interrelated, specific

programs each designed by natural selection to solve particular adaptive problems

that faced our ancestors. These ancestrally formed programs still operate in modern

human brains and are largely responsible for the formation of human culture.

(Cosmides and Tooby 2004) Their research stream has been validated and respected

in the evolutionary psychology literature for years (Buss 2009; Dennett 1995; Gaulin

and McBurney 2001; Nicholson 1997; Wasieleski and Weber 2009). It has been used

to discover how individuals reason through social dilemmas involving cooperation,

punishment, reciprocity, and cheating. However, as this current study highlights, the

approach taken by Cosmides and Tooby does not tell us the whole story. Aspects of

culture, specifically in this study, organizational culture, do influence perceptions and

judgments in the brain (Fehr and List 2004; Nicholson 2008). An alternate view of the

human brain favors a blank-slate conception (Pinker 2002), which posits that the

circuits in the brain are useful across contexts; that information is gathered from

multiple domains and derived from perceptions of the environment. Thus, a second

goal of this study is to integrate Cosmides and Tooby’s content-specific view of

the brain with the opposing content-free, or ‘domain-general’ view of the brain

(i.e., absent of any subject matter) within the evolutionary psychology field.

This research utilizes the Integrated Causal Model (ICM) as the conceptual

foundation of human behavior, rather than the Standard Social Science Model

(SSSM), which has been governing the social science disciplines for decades.

Essentially, the SSSM claims that some inference procedures governed by the

brain are domain-general, or content-free. In this model, the human brain gathers

its knowledge about human behavior and cultural phenomena from perception of

direct common human experiences. Themodel is defined by the reliance on the blank
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slate, and the exclusive focus on learning, culture, and socialization as explanatory

agents of behavior (Tooby and Cosmides 1992). The ICM takes a step back from

social science-dominated explanations of behavior and assumes that cultural phe-

nomena are derived from natural manifestations of selection pressures acting upon

our prehistoric (i.e., Pleistocene) ancestors. It recognizes that the human mind is

composed of domain-specific modules that were selected evolutionarily to solve

various adaptive problems. One of these adaptive problems facing our ancestors was

cooperation in social exchanges (Cosmides and Tooby 1995; Tooby and Cosmides

1992). These social exchange mechanisms in turn, generate elements of human

culture. Thus, the model of human motivation in this paper reflects the social and

cultural nature as well as the biological impulses of human beings, as a strategy for

finding consistency between evolutionary psychology and cultural explanations of

behavior in the corporate world.

Lastly, in this project, I expand Cosmides and Tooby’s approach to social

contracts, which only involves dyadic exchange partners, by examining the effect

of organizational hierarchies on business practitioners’ perceptions of violations of

rules in a social contract. For the first time in the evolutionary psychology literature,

agency-type arrangements to social exchange are introduced and examined in terms

of the monitoring of cheating behavior. Modern-day organizational structures are

likely to involve power differentials in the ranks of the firm where social contract

rules are being evaluated by a third party who acts as an agent of the organization’s

owner (Hastings and Shaffer 2008). Our Pleistocene ancestors were also placed in

social arrangements with power differences (Cummins 1998). While the evolution-

ary psychology field acknowledges the fact that these hierarchical relationships in

social groups were familiar to our ancient predecessors, the field has not explored or

empirically tested the operation of neural algorithms—the brain circuits responsible

for performing specific tasks—related to social exchanges in this more complex

context. This contribution is presented in the current chapter.

The chapter is structured in the following manner: To start, the theoretical

background of evolutionary theory and social exchange is presented. Based on

that foundation, the evolutionary psychology approach to social exchanges is

offered with a focus on the Cosmides and Tooby hypothesis, as defined above.

2 Theoretical Background

As mentioned in the previous section, some of the most important adaptive pro-

blems that faced our ancestors were to “navigate the social world” (Cosmides and

Tooby 2000b: 1259). Social exchange is defined as cooperation among individuals

to achieve mutual benefit (Cosmides and Tooby 1989). In the Pleistocene Era, the

period in which modern human minds are thought to have formed, our hominid

ancestors lived and operated mainly as hunter-gatherers who were used to life in

small groups of no more than 150 individuals (Lee and DeVore 1968; Greenwood

and Stini 1977). It was within these small groups that most exchanges took place.
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While many of the members of any particular band were likely to be genetically

related, humans at this time did cavort with non-kin. For evolutionary psychologists,

this is an important point. In dealing with non-kin, individuals had to be able know

with whom to engage in social exchanges. Humans’ mental capacities and physical

capabilities evolved in this small-band context for millennia. “Our species spent

over 99% of its evolutionary history as hunter-gatherers in Pleistocene environ-

ments” (Cosmides and Tooby 1987: 280). Their position is that ancestral conditions

over that formulative period of time have more of an influence on the way humans

are designed than do conditions in the modern industrialized age in which we live.

According to Cosmides and Tooby, only in recent evolutionary history did humans

begin to interact in much larger groups. While other evolutionary theorists dispute

this point and believe that our ancestors were accustomed to interacting within

larger groups composed of non-kin members (Fehr and Fischbacher 2004), the

important point to remember is that modern conditions could not possibly have

had the time to manipulate the physical and mental structures of individuals.

Contemporary humans are a product of their evolutionary past, and that past was a

very different world than it is today. Through natural selection, design structures

emerge which offer fitness characteristics, facilitating survival. It zeroes in on an

adaptive problem caused by our ancestral environment and addresses the problem

with a particular morphological trait. For instance, various physical traits possessed

by present-day humans formed because they originally served a survival purpose for

our ancestors (e.g., 5-digit hands, sense of smell, bi-pedal ability to walk, etc.).

One of the adaptive problems faced by our ancestors was how to interact with

others (kin and non-kin) in small groups. This challenge is not addressed merely by

physical adaptations alone. Rather, for two individuals to communicate and engage

in a social exchange for some kind of benefit, the human mind would have had to

evolve a form that facilitated it to negotiate social interaction functions. In an

increasingly social world in the Pleistocene, humans needed to develop the ability

to know how to enter into agreements with non-kin, know when to engage in social

contracts, and with whom to interact, and with whom to avoid. Today, in the twenty-

first Century, human beings still face this challenge, even if the contexts have

become more complex. The neural machinery used in the modern world is the same

circuitry that evolved in this prehistoric period (Tooby et al. 2008). The next section

of this chapter is about this neural circuitry, and why it formed to address social

exchanges. Once the evolutionary psychology approach to understanding social

contracts is presented, and the Cosmides and Tooby social contract hypothesis is

described, I will offer new theoretical links of my own that will expand upon what

has already been empirically studied.

2.1 The Evolutionary Psychology Approach to Social Exchanges

Evolutionary psychology is an approach or way of thinking about any field in the

psychology paradigm, so that its basic tenets can be applied to sensation, consciousness,
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learning, motivation, social behavior, and cognition (Gaulin and McBurney 2001).

The same natural selection processes that lead to the design of the physical features

of organisms’ bodies, lead to the design of the structure of the mind as well. Physical

forms evolved from the functions they serve for the organism that possess them.

Essentially, evolutionary psychology is the integration of evolutionary biology,

biological anthropology, and cognitive psychology (Tooby and Cosmides 1992).

Evolutionary biology, as a field, can aid in understanding the brain’s cognitive

architecture by identifying its functional engineering specifications. (Tooby and

Cosmides 2000a). Since the design features of the brain are evident and available for

observation, the strategy for understanding how the brain works comes from an

investigation into the functions which the structure serves.

In their research, Cosmides and her colleagues refute the claim that there is a

broad-based general-purpose brain circuitry responsible for all kinds of social

exchanges, which simultaneously can account for performance on logical reasoning

tasks. She argues that the human cognitive phenotypes have features that seem to be

specially engineered for addressing adaptive problems associated with social

exchanges. (Cosmides and Tooby 2000b: 1266) Humans’ minds are representative

of an orchestra of intermingling circuits each responsible for a different task. For

instance, humans developed a sense of fear when faced with an aggressive predator.

This serves the purpose of avoiding situations that place the individual in dangerous

situations. While in the Pleistocene this sense evolved to protect individuals in a

much different environment, humans today still have this sense to facilitate avoid-

ance of situations that may cause pain or threaten life. Human minds also developed

the sense of disgust, which not only kept individuals from eating poisonous foods,

but also deter siblings from mating with each other, so as to prevent birth defects

that would threaten survival. This cultural taboo may have biological origins.

Contrary to the assumption that the brain is comprised of a limited number

of domain-general, content-independent circuits (Cheng and Holyoak 1985),

Cosmides argues for domain-specific, content-dependent mechanisms designed to

solve very specific adaptive problems. In other words, the brain is not a malleable

“blank slate.” Regardless of environmental conditions or type of culture, the same

brain phenotype exists in every human. Reasoning about social exchange is con-

trolled by social contract algorithms, which compute the information necessary to

engage in and maintain mutually beneficial social relationships. This particular

function shall be the focus of the remainder of this chapter.

Using a computational logic—meaning that an individual attempts to calculate

the costs and benefits of each exchange with a contracting partner—for analyzing

social exchanges (see Marr 1982), Cosmides’ focus is on predicting which features

the algorithms must have in order to successfully reason through social interactions.

Following the cognitive neuroscience agenda, Cosmides attempts to identify and

sort the modules in the brain into functionally specific units. For social exchange to

occur, potential contracting partners must have the ability to recognize costs and

benefits of the exchange. When presented with a decision rule, the algorithms assess

these predicted harms and gains as compared to harms and gains associated with not
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exchanging, or staying with the status quo. In essence, they compute whether the

contract is beneficial to each person overall.

For social exchange to evolve in a species, reciprocity must be the favored

strategy (i.e., Tit-for-Tat) (Trivers 1971; Axelrod 1984; Fehr and Fischbacher

2004). Algorithms designed to enable individuals to reason about social exchange

would then favor relationships that were cooperative. Social contract algorithms

would also need a sub-routine mechanism designed to detect defectors from the

agreed upon reciprocal arrangement. Individuals who cheat on a contract are

distrusted in future social exchange relationships. Thus, to be effective social

contract algorithms need to include programs that facilitate the ability to obtain

fast and accurate information about whether a person has cheated or intends to cheat

on a social contract (Cosmides and Tooby 1989). Cheating, in this context is simply

a violation of the conditional rule of the social contract, either implied or explicit.

Cheating involves not paying a cost when the exchanged benefit was taken. From

the first-person perspective, an individual has been cheated when s/he pays the cost

but does not receive the agreed upon benefit and vice versa. Closely related to the

benefit derived by cheating in a relationship is the intent to cheat. This variable is

the contractor’s clearly stated desire to deviate from the contractual terms. If a

contracting partner either has a reputation for cheating or there is evidence of the

intention to cheat, the cheater-detection algorithms are likely to be activated

(Cosmides 1989). It is these two variables that Cosmides believes are the most

critical in determining an individual’s ability to recognize violators of social

contract rules.

The cheater detection subroutine operates on an inference procedure for identi-

fying potential cheaters. Punitive sentiments toward a cheating party involve not

contracting with that party in other future encounters (Price et al. 2002; Hastings

and Shaffer 2008). Those contractors who accepted a benefit would need to be

observed to discover if they paid the required cost. By the same token, contractors

who did not pay the required cost would need to be observed to see if they unjustly

accepted the benefit. A person looking for cheating contracting partners can ignore

individuals who do not take benefits as well as those who pay the cost because such

people are not causing direct harm.

Another factor that affected humans’ survival involved the structure of social

groups in which they lived. Cummins (1998) acknowledged that our predecessors

existed in a social world not uncommon to contemporary societies in terms of the

dominance hierarchies that naturally form between individuals of varying power

(de Waal 1996; Stone 1997; Henrich et al. 2004). Dominance evolved in the human

species as dominant individuals had more success obtaining resources such as food

and sexual relations. It is not a stretch to imagine that early humans also had to

navigate around a socially differentiated hierarchical world. Special reasoning

architecture evolved that dealt with repeated adaptive problems specific to social

contexts involving individuals within dominance hierarchies (Cummins 1998;

Hastings and Shaffer 2008). People in positions of authority often are the ones

who create the permissions and duties that subordinates are to follow. Certainly, in

business firms it is quite commonplace to have dominance hierarchies in place
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within typical organizational structures. The present chapter aims to show how this

dominance layout in non-dyadic, agency relationships may affect how people

recognize rule violations within a company. The empirical study described in this

current book chapter focuses on the perspective of the individual with authority to

monitor for cheating. Evolutionary psychologists acknowledge other psychological

mechanisms that are activated for authoritarianism under conditions of threat

(Shaffer and Hastings 2004; Hastings and Shaffer 2008). Forming coalitions and

alliances is one such ability that is governed by mental circuits in this context

(Hastings and Shaffer 2005). However, the focus in this chapter will be on the social

exchange itself.

Norms and collective values are generated from social dominance practices

(Cummins 1998) in cultures including permission rules identified by social

contracts (e.g., to be fair and just). Maintenance of reciprocally altruistic behav-

ior involves the development of social order rules or norms regardless of culture.

Cheating behavior is undesirable and would be sanctioned. When normative

standards of behavior in the group are violated, members of the group often

punish the violators of the permission rules established by the norms (Fehr and

List 2004). The group norms and reciprocity checks essentially protect members

of the group from deviant behavior. Thus, research in evolutionary economics

has supported the view that given the propensity of human beings to shirk on

contracts due to material incentives to do so, individuals will often sacrifice

themselves in order to punish the cheaters (Fehr and Gachter 2002). The sanc-

tioning of cheaters of rules can be for self-interested reasons or, for the interests

of the group as a whole. The latter reason implies a preference for group survival,

common to group selectionism arguments (Wilson 1993). Long-run interests for

the group were protected when individual members punished partners who

treated the group unfairly (Ridley 1985). This view is controversial among

evolutionary scholars and is not dealt with in this chapter. Nevertheless, gener-

ally, the tendency to cooperate with those who treat individuals fairly and to

sanction those who do not is called strong reciprocity (Fehr and Fischbacher

2003; Wasieleski and Hayibor 2009).

To this point, the theoretical exposition has been presented on evolutionary

theory, natural selection, and evolutionary psychology. For the purposes of this

book chapter on social contracts in a business context, the aim of the evolutionary

psychology approach is limited to one particular adaptive problem—social

exchange. Although there are different aspects to social exchange that involve

punishment, group protection, and coalition strategies that appeal to authority, my

aim in this narrative and subsequent study is to focus on the social-contract/cheater-

detection algorithms that Cosmides and Tooby highlight in their research. This

serves as a marvelous base from which to work, as their research addresses social

contract exchanges involving only two partners. In the next section, I develop a

theoretical expansion of their approach by studying a common social contract

arrangement in business organizations—one that involves a dominance hierarchy.

The first issue that needs to be addressed is that of “perspective” of the monitoring

party of the social exchange.
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3 Hypotheses Development

3.1 Experiment 1

Research has shown that a person’s “perspective” in a social exchange relationship is

critical for the activation of the brain’s cheater-detection algorithms (Gigerenzer and

Hug 1992). Perspective, which means the point-of-view of which a contracting

partner is operating under (e.g., is the contracting partner cued into the point-of-

view of the owner of the firm, or the manager working for the firm) is a key to the

ability to spot cheaters in social exchanges. In other words, an individual must

observe their contracting partner as having an ability to cheat in the relationship.

Individuals are bounded by the perspective or role in which they are situated, and

can only recognize potential cheaters based on the information available to them

(Gigerenzer and Seltan 2001). “If a person represents one person in a social contract,

and the other party has a cheating option, then a cheater-detection algorithm is

activated that searches for information of the kind ‘benefit taken and costs not

paid’ (requirement not met) by the other party” (Gigerenzer and Hug 1992: 165).

Evolutionary psychology research on social contracts often uses theWason selection

task (Wason 1968) to measure an individual’s ability to detect violators of condi-

tional rules (explained in detail in the Methodology section of this chapter). Subjects

completing the task must be cued into a certain party perspective to perceive specific

options available to themonitoring agent of the specified actor on the other side of the

contract.

The perspective taken by the respondent (i.e., the subject completing the written

task) strongly affects the reasoning elicited and the likelihood of triggering the

cheater-detection algorithm. The ability to detect the cheating option is paramount

to the monitoring agent. In evolutionary psychology, “triggering” of a neural circuit

refers to the program in the brain being activated for use in a certain situation.

Critical for the activation of a social-contract algorithm with a cheater-detection

subroutine (as described by Cosmides and Tooby) is the presence of a contracting

partner (or, potential partner) with an ability to breach the rule of the social contract.

Unless a person is cued into a particular and clearly defined role in a dyadic social

contract and, the other party has a cheating option, the social-contract algorithms do

not necessarily get activated.

While intent to cheat and benefit derived by cheating are the two factors

identified as affecting the activation of cheater-detection algorithms, a third vari-

able is examined here: an intervening third party in the social contract relationship

of two parties on the activation of the social-contract/cheater-detection algorithms

of the monitoring party. Previous research using the Wason selection task to detect

cheaters has looked only at direct dyadic social exchanges (Cheng and Holyoak

1985; Cosmides 1985, 1989; Cosmides and Tooby 1992; Gigerenzer and Hug 1992).

Unique to this current study is the introduction of a third party to the social contract

relationship. Social contracts exist within a given socio-cultural system and the power

hierarchies that exist therein. Thus, is there an effect on cheater-detection when an
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intermediate level of organizational hierarchy is introduced into a social-contract

relationship in an organizational setting? Are individuals’ minds equipped with the

cognitive machinery necessary to monitor cheaters on social contracts when there

are more than just two contracting partners? This is what the forthcoming empirical

study examines.

Experiment 1 of this chapter focuses on the effects of an agency arrangement on

a subject’s ability to recognize the cheaters of a conditional social contract rule.

First, I simply test whether there would be any substantive difference in the

detection of cheaters (i.e., the activation of social-contract/cheater-detection algo-

rithms) in situations that involve a direct relationship between two parties (the

owner of a company and the employees completing a task) and in situations that

inject an intermediary party between the owner and the employees. This latter

situation describes an agent hired to manage the employees completing a task for

the owner (Agency Hypothesis). The second part of Experiment 1 then tests

whether the agent’s intent to cheat the owner has any effect on a respondent’s

ability to recognize the violators of the social contract conditional rule (Honest

Incompetence Hypothesis). Thus, only tasks describing the agency relationship are

tested in this second part of the first experiment.

3.1.1 Agency Hypothesis

In business, a typical organizational arrangement involves an owner hiring a man-

ager (or, other employee) to operate organizational functions (Jensen and Meckling

1976; Mitnick 1997). The separation of ownership and control in business occurred

when owners of companies no longer were able to manage all of their company’s

affairs (Berle and Means 1932). This kind of hierarchical relationship was not

foreign to our Pleistocene ancestors either. Ancestral social structures were not

necessarily characteristically dyadic. Hierarchies existed in primitive social group

bands and, exchanges in these contexts often involved more than one contracting

partner (Beals et al. 1977; Bonner 1980). Of course, power-neutral bands were also

commonplace in this era, where social hierarchies were virtually nonexistent. Many

of these types of groups were populated with members of the same kin. Even today,

certain indigenous tribes in the Amazon Basin live and operate with no discernable

social differences among members (Davis 2009). However, the focus of this current

research is on the type of social relationship which involves a dominance hierarchy

because this type of relationship is typical in business organizations. Agency-type

social group arrangements should not be unfamiliar to our Pleistocene-influenced

minds, despite the existence of strict egalitarian relationships.

Recently, an alternative conception of the social contract has been developed as

an alternative to the purely philosophical and socially constructed view of an

exchange. The implicit social contract derived from natural law has pervaded the

political philosophy literature for centuries (at least since Thomas Hobbes) and

also in the business and society literature in modern writings (Donaldson 1989;

Donaldson and Dunfee 1999; Johnson-Cramer and Philips 2005). Evolutionary
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social contract (ESC) is a much different term, with its roots in evolutionary

biology, evolutionary psychology, and cognitive neuroscience. It is a naturally

developed tool used to create and sustain mutually beneficial cooperative relation-

ships. More specifically, ESCs are “dynamic social exchange relationships and the

biological and social processes that produce them, governed by ancestrally shaped

neural circuits. . .keyed to achieve individual and/or group advantage in a context of
social reciprocity” (Frederick and Wasieleski 2002: 290). Social reciprocity mod-

erates self-serving behaviors in social exchanges. Moreover, selection involving

risks and potential utility gains of the exchange of favors shapes not only social

behavior, but cognitive reasoning (Gaulin and McBurney 2001).

It is important to emphasize that at no point do ESCs reject the idea that self-

interested behavior occurs in social exchanges. One aspect of human behavior is

indeed individualistic. However, it is not the only explanation of human motives.

Although it is acknowledged that seemingly altruistic behavior on behalf of one of

the contracting parties is partly due to the fear of being penalized for breaching

the contract (Binmore 1994; Fehr and Fischbacher 2004), humans do wish to partake

in social exchanges for long-term mutual benefits. Reciprocal altruism is responsible

for regulating and constraining social exchanges (Trivers 1971; Frederick and

Wasieleski 2002). Reciprocal altruism is not to be confused with strong reciprocity.

Reciprocal altruism involves a short-term loss on behalf of a contracting partner in

the hopes of long-term gain. In contrast, the strong reciprocator does not necessarily

expect any personal gains in the future (Fehr and Henrich 2004).

Unlike the philosophical notion of the social contract, evolutionary social con-

tracts are real relationships between contracting parties. The traditional philosophic

concept of abstract social contracts is replaced by one that is rooted in biologically-

driven individual and organizational behaviors. ESCs form in response to, and exist

within, ecological challenges and are sustained by a need to develop individual and

group advantage. ESCs can take a variety of forms depending on the cultural origins

of a particular social class system (Fehr and Fischbacher 2004). For example, take a

simple labor contract. They imply a need for business to engage employees in a

social exchange, and involve actual written documents that outline the form of the

relationship. In labor negotiations with management, it is expected that social

exchange neural modules in the brain will be activated to determine the dual mutual

advantages for each party (Frederick and Wasieleski 2002: 292–293). These com-

ponents of ESCs are manifested in all social contracts because they describe the

natural and biological aspects that underlie and drive human social behavior. When

both parties accept the terms of the labor contract, distributive justice is served

because each party has conceded to the costs and benefits. However, conceptions

of justice and fairness depend greatly on the cultural features of the environment

in which the relationship exists (Gintis et al. 2003). For example, some cultures

operate on a very distinct class system, where justice and fairness are based

primarily on the rank or status of the member of the culture. Members of the

Barasana in Northwest Amazon have to deal with social contracts like these, as

deference to the shaman is always paramount, and controls every relationship with

the culture (Davis 2009). In modern societies where power distance over the culture
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is low (e.g., Australia), perceptions of justice are different than those societies

where power distance is high (e.g., Malaysia) (Hofstede 2001). The latter cultures

are more accepting of fairness decisions based on a person’s status in the hierarchy.

Business organizations are normally structured as a series of hierarchies and

levels of authority and responsibility (Micklethwait and Wooldridge 2003). Princi-

pal-agent relationships in business organizations are one such hierarchy. The agent

acts on behalf of the principal creating a power differential and a context in which

social reciprocity and exchanges take place. The agent’s role in each agency

relationship is explicitly defined, usually by explicit or even tacit contract arrange-

ments. Understandings of contractual agreements are explicitly discussed, instead

of being only tacitly inferred (Frederick and Wasieleski 2002). The obligations

of the agent and rules to be followed are originally designed by the practical needs

of the principal. Thus, the principal possesses power. The symbiotic-mutualistic

impulses are countered by self-seeking, power aggrandizing impulses that are

conditioned by the organization’s design and prevailing culture. In other words,

peoples’ intrinsic tendencies to cooperate with one another and be fair in social

exchanges are moderated by competing motivations to gain power in relationships

(Frederick 1995) and by the dominant organizational culture of an organization

(See Victor and Cullen 1988 and Schein 1985).

The present research examines whether this agency-type arrangement makes a

difference in respondents’ abilities to detect cheaters in a business context by

comparing cheater-detection rates on Wason Selection Tasks characterized by a

dyadic relationship between principal and employees, and rates on tasks character-

ized by an agency relationship, in which the principal relies on the agent to monitor

the employees’ behavior. Since Pleistocene-era ancestors were faced with hierar-

chical social arrangements, one would not expect a difference in cheater detection

rates between the task with an agency arrangement and the task that has direct

dyadic relationships. Even though present-day humans are not faced with the same

exact conditions and challenges that ancestral humans faced, modern humans still

struggle with the psychological adaptations that are now activated in contemporary

environments (Buss 2009). Thus, the main hypothesis states:

Hypothesis 1: The agency relationship will have no effect on cheater detection
rates on the Wason Selection Tasks.

3.1.2 Honest Incompetence Hypothesis

In the agency theory literature, it is acknowledged that not all agents who misbe-

have intend to do so. The principal has another problem: the honest incompetence

of the agent (Hendry 2002). In this case, the agent is not cheating or violating the

principal’s rules out of economic self-interest. Rather, the agent is not meeting

the principal’s objectives because s/he is not qualified to do the job or because an

honest mistake has been made. Here the moral hazard still technically exists for the

principal because the agent is not addressing the owner’s interests out of error. The
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2008 global financial crisis was caused in part by the issuance of sub-prime

mortgages. While many of the mortgage brokers were indeed corrupt and were

only interested in making their short-term sales, several of the brokers and under-

writers issued mortgages to families who could not afford them because they did

not conduct an adequate credit audit of their customers. Some of the loans issued by

financial institutions like Bank of America and Chase Bank did not serve the

interests of the principal owners of the companies because the individual brokers

conducting the transactions did not do their job with proper care. Thus, while agents

in the typical relationship are often assumed to be competent and aware, this is

certainly not always the case. In fact, incompetence has little to do with expended

effort (Nilikant and Rao 1994). Rather, Hendry reminds us that especially in cases

where the agent has to make a judgment and cooperate with others, undesirable

outcomes are common within organizations.

Incompetence among the agents in firms is partly a function of cognitive limita-

tions, which severely restrict an individual’s ability to absorb and process information.

Kruger and Dunning (1999) discuss workers in organizations who are unskilled and

unaware. Employees who do not possess the skill to perform a task or job at work are

not uncommon. However, many employees are not cognizant of the fact that they are

ineffective, either because no one ever informs them, or because they possess a high

overconfidence bias (Lichtenstein et al. 1982). Some of today’s most famous CEOs,

like Carla Fiorini of Hewlett-Packard, were ineffective at their jobs. Even as she

watched her company’s stock price decrease while she was in charge, she never

admitted that any failure of the company was her fault. Agents are never able to make

judgments based on perfect information. Organization theorists proclaim that indivi-

duals are often constrained by bounded rationality and suffer from an inability to have

complete information about their environments (Simon 1982). Without perfect infor-

mation, both contracting parties to an agency relationship perform inefficiently,

creating a situation of moral hazard, in which the manager behaves in a manner

that is inconsistent with the desires of the owner. But in this situation the owner is

unable to monitor what the agent is actually doing (Jacobides and Croson 2001).

Evolutionarily speaking, this too is a problem in that if the specific costs and

benefits are not recognized by each party in a social exchange, the social-contract/

cheater-detection neuronal algorithms will not be triggered.

In evolutionary psychology terms, this can present a problem to the principal of

knowing when purposeful cheating behavior is occurring. When there is no clear

intent of the agent to engage in deviant behavior, the cheater-detection algorithms

are not likely to be activated, according to Cosmides and Tooby (2004). Thus,

monitoring for cheaters would prove to be quite difficult. Hypothesis 2 states:

Hypothesis 2: The rates of detection of rule violations will be lower on Wason
Selection Tasks with content that describes the agent’s honest incompetence than
on tasks with content that describes the agent’s intent to cheat.

So, Hypothesis 1 addresses whether organizational hierarchy will affect indivi-

duals’ ability to detect cheaters on a conditional rule. Thus, an agency relationship

is examined against a direct relationship between a monitoring owner and his/her
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employees. The Wason Selection Task structure involves the respondent assuming

the role of owner of a company who has hired a manager to monitor the behavior of

four employees. Thus, there is an intermediary player in the owner-employee

relationship. In the typical social contract structure of the Wason Selection Task,

the owner has direct monitoring authority over the four employees, with no

intermediary manager (agent). Thus, the agency hypothesis is tested. As stated

earlier, no statistically significant differences, or substantive differences are

expected because humans’ minds should be hardwired to recognize agency-type

arrangements in communities.

The next step in this empirical study is to examine the intent of the manager in

the organizational setting, and to discover if this has any effect on the respondent’s

ability to detect violators of the social contract rule. Does the agent intend to cheat

the owner, or is the manager incompetent and violates the owner’s rule by mistake?

Hypothesis 2 examines this question. In this case, two different agency-type

arrangement tasks are compared—one that describes the agent as having intent to

cheat, and one that describes the agent as committing an unintended error.

3.2 Experiment 2

Experiment 2 examines the population of respondents (to the study) themselves.

Here, the subjects completing the empirical instrument are separated into two

groups—one with business experience, and one with little or no business training.

The reason for this experiment is to determine if the results from Experiment 1

could be interpreted as being influenced by a respondent’s understanding of an

owner-manager-employees structure. Does experience with business organizations

affect how subjects perceive and analyze a cheater-detection task? One additional

hypothesis is offered for this experiment.

3.2.1 Populations Hypothesis

In order to examine whether or not socialization and experience have anything to do

with the facilitation of the activation of the cheater-detection algorithms—in other

words, testing the “blank slate” hypothesis that individuals’ minds are a veritable

tabula rasa and will form based on past experiences—a separate test has to be

conducted comparing two populations. Cheng and Holyoak (1985) posit that

individuals possess domain-general reasoning circuits in the brain, which regulate

several different tasks. These neural circuits in effect are impressionable, or are

moderated by cultural norms and experiences. This pragmatic reasoning hypothesis

is counter to Cosmides and Tooby’s general social-contract hypothesis that there

exist domain-specific circuits in the brain designed to reason through social exchange,

including a sub-function of detecting cheaters of social contract conditional rules.

This content-general position also conflicts with Pinker’s (2002) contention that
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humans learn from their referent groups and from the experiences accumulated

through a lifetime. It presumes that no circuit in the brain is ‘hardwired’ to complete

specific tasks that aid in an individual’s survival. Rather, perceptions and interpre-

tation of certain social contracts will be affected by the person’s context related to

that situation. In 1992, Gigerenzer and Hug tested German engineering students’

ability to correctly identify logical rule violations on a version of the Wason

Selection Task, compared with a general undergraduate student sample. The

authors found that the engineering students made correct identifications of rule

violations at a rate significantly higher than with the general undergraduate stu-

dents. They concluded that experience and education could indeed affect indivi-

duals’ cognitive abilities on certain tasks.

For business practitioners, business education and socialization through first-

hand experience with a business organization is likely to affect their perceptions of

hypothetical business scenarios. Organizational cultures do socialize members of

the organization (Schein 1985) and could influence employee reasoning and behav-

ior (Weaver and Trevino 1999). Recently, Wasieleski and Weber (2009) demon-

strated in their empirical study utilizing the Wason Selection Task that job function

may affect an individual’s ability to detect violators of rules. Thus, scenarios

framed in a business setting may be more familiar to business practitioners than

to students who have never had any applied business experience. Could one’s

familiarity with a business situation perhaps influence the activation of algorithms

in the brain that have the primary purpose of detecting cheaters? Or, since the neural

circuits are so intensely hardwired to perform specific survival tasks, would experi-

ence matter little? Essentially, are Cosmides and Tooby correct in arguing for the

latter, or are there moderating effects dictated by culture and experience? Thus,

Hypothesis 3 states:

Hypothesis 3: The rates of detection of rule violations will be lower on business
content Wason Selection Tasks among respondents from an undergraduate student
population with no practical business experience than the rates elicited among
business practitioners.

According to a strict reading of the Cosmides and Tooby view of social contract

reasoning, there should be no significant differences in reasoning between the two

populations. The reason for this is that regardless of background, humans’ minds

are hardwired to look for cheaters when engaging in social contracts with others. In

Cosmides’ earlier research (1989), she tested unfamiliar problems and contexts in a

broad student population. Despite having had no experience with a particular

situation as described in the Wason Selection Task, respondents still could identify

the violators of a conditional social contract rule. However, the alternate viewpoint

that the algorithms in the brain are subject to social and environmental contexts

remains compelling. In fact, in more recent research, Cosmides and Tooby (2004)

acknowledge that cheater detection can be strongly or weakly activated. This

implies a “degree” of activation, almost as if the algorithms are tuning knobs that

can be turned up or down. However, never do the authors explain what conditions

affect this degree of activation. Given the fact that there are a few conflicting results
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to their domain-specific hypotheses (mentioned in this section) and that the degree

to which there only exist domain-specific reasoning circuits in the brain is a hotly

contested issue in evolutionary psychology, it is reasonable to investigate whether

background in a particular context actually affects a person’s reasoning when asked

to consider that context. Cosmides and Tooby also posit that the domain-specific

programs are responsible for shaping humans experiences and attributing meaning

to those experiences. In effect, these algorithms are greatly involved in shaping human

culture. As stated in this chapter, other evolutionary theorists favor the opposite

view that culture shapes the functioning of the human brain. In this chapter, I am

attempting to support a view that there are domain-specific algorithms, but how and

the degree to which they are activated is influenced by organizational culture and

experiences.

In the next section, the research design and methodology of the two experiments

is described and drawn out. Paramount to understanding the results of the studies is

an awareness and comprehension of the instrument—the adapted Wason Selection

Task. The nuances and slight differences in the different conditions is important for

understanding under what conditions the social-contract/cheater-detection algo-

rithms are activated.

4 Methodology

4.1 Instrument: The Wason Selection Task

P.C. Wason’s selection task is the single most studied reasoning problem in

psychology (Santamaria et al. 1996). Initially, he manufactured a logical reasoning

test to determine the general ability of humans to recognize violations of abstract

rules. The task presents the subject with an If p, then q conditional rule. This paper-
and-pencil test asks respondents to discover when the rule has been violated over

four occasions. These occasions are graphically represented by four boxes, or cards

(See Fig. 1). For each instance, respondents are given only partial information. Four

cards are then shown with values for p, not-p, q, and not-q. Each occasion is

represented by one of the four cards. On one side of the card, the information

tells whether or not the antecedent (p or not-p) is true, while the other side gives

information about whether or not the consequent (q or not-q) is true (Wason 1968).

The respondent can see only one side of the card for each occasion. Subjects must

identify which card or cards they must turn over to determine whether the condi-

tional rule was violated. Logically speaking, a choice of p and not-q would be the

correct response because only “a card with a true antecedent on one side and a false

consequent on the other can falsify the rule” (Cosmides 1989).

Originally the Wason selection task was constructed as an instrument to test an

individual’s logical reasoning ability. Wason (1968) designed an abstract logic task

in which letters and numbers were shown in the conditional rule and in individual
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note cards. There were four cards for each task. One side showed a letter whilst the

other side presented a number. Only one side of the card was visible to the

respondents. Specifically, respondents were asked to select which cards needed to

be turned over in order to find out whether the conditional rule, “If there is an E on

one side of the card, then there is a 4 on the other side” was violated. The four cards

usually showed an “E,” a “4,” a “7,” and a “D,” respectively.

Historically, only 4–10% of respondents reveal the logically correct cards

(Cosmides and Tooby 2004). In this scenario, the “E” and the “7” are the necessary

cards to verify the integrity of the rule. The “E” must be flipped to figure out

whether a “4” appears on the other side of the card because any numeral or letter

other than the number “4” would falsify the conditional rule. Respondents must also

check to verify the flip side of the card with the “7” visible. An “E” on the back of

this card would also falsify the rule. In logical terms, bothering with either of the

other two cards cannot disaffirm the conditional rule.

Building on this previous research with the abstract logic tasks centered on

understanding the content-dependent cognitive processes in the brain, a group of

researchers explored the contexts in which thematic content facilitates performance

on selection tasks (Griggs and Cox 1982; Cosmides 1989; Manktelow and Evans

1979; Gigerenzer and Hug 1992; Barrett 1999). Wason suggested that there were

principles dictating how people reason but neglected to discover which precise

principles would provide consistent results on his task. In terms of reliability and

generalizability of the instrument, evolutionary psychologists Cosmides and Tooby

have offered a promising approach that accounts consistently for thematic content

task performance.

Decades after Wason invented his task, Leda Cosmides (1985, 1989) adapted the

original logical task to closely resemble social contract conditional rules in order to

test for the existence of cheater-detection algorithms in the human mind. This runs

contrary to the availability hypotheses (Kahneman and Tversky 1972) and deduc-

tive reasoning accounts which posit that individuals’ abilities to reason logically

account for the ability to detect violators of rules. Instead of an abstract conditional

rule, Cosmides transformed it into a cost-benefit structure of a social contract. If one

presents part of the conditional rule in terms of a benefit received (p), and the other

You are given the statement: 
“If a card has a vowel on one side, then it has an even number on the other side.”
(If p, then q)
The cards below have a single number on one side and a single letter on the other.  

Which of the cards would you need to turn over to test whether the statement is true or false?

E D 4 7

Fig. 1 Standard abstract logic structure Wason task

Source: Manktelow 1999
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part of the rule as a cost paid (q), then in effect, the logical reasoning rule is

transformed into a social contract structure (Cosmides 1985). Cards now represent

“cost paid” or “not paid” and “benefit accepted” or “not accepted,” respectively. If a

person has an algorithm designed to “look for cheaters” it would lead that person to

select the “cost not paid” card (not-q) and the “benefit accepted” card (p) to find

possible cheaters of the conditional rule (p.198) despite the limited information that

is otherwise available (See Fig. 2). While respondents on logical tasks correctly

selected cards at a very low rate (Wason and Johnson-Laird 1972), cheater detec-

tion rates on social contract rules rose to a rate from 60% to 75%. Cosmides (1989),

and later, Cosmides and Tooby (2000), inferred from this data that people have

cognitive adaptations that enable them to identify cheaters in social exchange

situations (Cosmides and Tooby 2000b).

The present study adapts the instrument further to reflect social contract tasks

within a business context. The structure illustrated in Fig. 2 is replicated but placed

in an organizational setting. Two separate tasks were created to reflect different

types of relationships with the firm’s owner. One task contained content that

reflected an agency-type relationship between an owner of a production firm and

a manager of employees’ pay bonuses. The other task replicates the situation but

manipulates the type of relationship the owner has with his/her employees. This

task describes a direct dyadic relationship with employees. Appendix A illustrates

both tasks.

This study outlined here acknowledges the importance of perspective for activa-

tion of the cheater-detection subroutine. In each of the tasks, the perspective in

which the respondent is cued is held constant by telling the story in the second

person. A principal and agent were presented in each distributed task, but subjects

were asked to assume the role of owner in each variation. Thus, in every task,

respondents are cued into the role of the principal (owner). The agent or employee

were always the ones being monitored in the scenarios and are always the persons in

the task having the opportunity to cheat. This variable was held constant in order

to isolate the effects of intent and benefit received by cheating on cheater detection

in the agency relationship. I did not manipulate which party in the exchange

It is your job to enforce the following law:
“If you take the benefit, then you pay the cost.” (If p, then q)
The cards below have information about four people.  Each card represents one person.   One 
side of a card tells whether a person accepted the benefit and the other side of the card tells 
whether that person paid the cost.
Indicate only the card or cards you definitely need to turn over to see if any of these people are  
breaking this law.

Benefit
Accepted

Benefit
NOT

Accepted

Cost
Paid 

Cost
NOT
Paid

Fig. 2 Standard social contract structure Wason task

Source: Cosmides 1985: 197
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relationship has the ability to cheat because the objective is to observe the main

effects of only these two variables.

Participants were required to complete another task designed to test for the effect

of cheater-detection variables—intent to cheat and benefit derived by cheating—in

the agency relationship. Thus, the independent variables necessary to activate the

cheater-detection circuits (intent to cheat and benefit derived by cheating) accord-
ing to evolutionary psychology theory were omitted from this agency-type task.

This manipulation is designed to resemble a situation in which the breach of the

conditional rule was caused by an honest error. The general context remained the

same. It is the same production-bonus scenario used in the other tasks. This was

constructed to test whether the evolutionary psychology hypothesis championed by

Cosmides and Tooby was replicated in a business, agency-type context. (See the

“Honest Incompetence Task” in the Appendix for the manipulation of the intent to
cheat and benefit derived by cheating variables).

4.2 Experiment 1

4.2.1 Research Design and Sample

This first experiment tested Hypotheses 1 and 2. A between-subjects research

design was used in this experiment to avoid any transfer effects and contamination

that may result from respondents seeing all variations of the independent variables.

Prior studies using versions of the Wason selection task have utilized a similar

design (Cosmides 1985, 1989; Sugiyama et al. 2002).

Student convenience samples were used for this phase of the research project.

Previous research using the Wason selection task used student convenience sam-

ples for testing the existence of content-dependent algorithms (Cosmides 1985;

Cosmides 1989; Gigerenzer and Hug 1992; Price et al. 2002). Moreover, since

social-contract algorithms with a cheater-detection subroutine are thought to be

universally hardwired in the species (Cosmides and Tooby 2000a), the type of

population used should matter little. One hundred thirty-seven undergraduate

business student participants were surveyed and completed the task (average age

was 20.81). Subjects were all taken a mid-western United States university. Vol-

untary participation was requested of students in classroom settings.

4.2.2 Results

The research tested variables necessary for the activation of cheater-detection

algorithms in business social contract scenarios. To assess the rates of cheater-

detection in each of the tasks, a percentage of the subjects who chose the not-q and

p cards only was calculated. See Table 1 for the frequency of p and not-q choices

across the tasks, as well as the rates of cheater-detection and the corresponding
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z-tests for this part of the study (one-tailed). Once the percentages were determined,

tests for statistical significance of differences between the rates of cheater-detection

between the groups were performed using z-tests.

The first empirical test involves comparing the rate of cheater-detection on tasks

with content specifying an agency-type organizational arrangement against tasks

with content specifying only a dyadic social contract relationship with no hierar-

chical relationship described. In this part of the study, both tasks contain content

that specifies both intent to cheat and benefit received by cheating. The agency

hypothesis (Hypothesis 1) states there should be no difference in cheater-detection

rates due to the inclusion of the agency variable. In other words, rates of identifying

the violators of the conditional rule between respondents completing a task contain-

ing content that describes an agency relationship and respondents completing a task

containing content that describes a direct social contract relationship should not be

significant. Hypothesis 1 is supported. The rates of cheater-detection between the

two conditions were very similar (59.5% for the agency-type task versus 57.8% for

the direct social contract arrangement) (z ¼ 0.1748; p ¼ 0.00001). This result

indicates that imposing an agency-type arrangement into the business production

task scenario had a negligible effect on respondents’ ability to detect the violators of

the social contract conditional rule.

Rates of cheater detection were also compared between two agency-type tasks.

Table 2 shows the results of the z-test comparing these percentages. Hypothesis 2

predicted that respondents completing tasks with the independent variables intent
to cheat and benefit derived from cheating included in the content would elicit

rates of cheater detection higher than respondents completing tasks without those

variables included in the content. In other words, on tasks with honest incompe-

tence described, individuals are less likely to detect the violators of the conditional

rule. As illustrated, Hypothesis 2 is supported (z ¼ 2.03; p ¼ 0.021). This test was

run to examine whether individuals are as adept at identifying cheaters of social

contract rules when the agent hired to monitor employees cheated the owner by

mistake. Thus, one of Cosmides’ key factors for the activation of the social-

contract/cheater-detection algorithms—intent to cheat—is removed. This current

study supports the notion that an agency-type arrangement within a social contract

scenario has no effect on an individual’s cheater-detection ability. As hypothe-

sized, since ancestral environments often featured hierarchical relationships within

groups and tribes, the evolved mind should be familiar with these kinds of social

Table 1 Summary results for

experiment 1: Undergraduate

sample comparison of

cheater-detection rates—

manipulating agency variable

Entire population

Agency task with intent and benefit 59.5%
25/42

Direct dyadic social contract task 57.8%
37/64

Agency task compared with dyadic social

contract task

z ¼ 0.1748

N.S.
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exchanges. So, I wanted to examine the agency-type arrangement in more detail,

since this type of task has never been studied before in the literature. Despite the

added layer of management in the agency-type task, Cosmides and Tooby’s theory

is robust in that the intent to cheat must be present in order for the cheater-

detection algorithms to be activated. At least, the results in this present study show

that activation rates were much higher in the intent to cheat condition.

4.3 Experiment 2

4.3.1 Research Design and Sample

The design from the first experiment is replicated here but placed in the hands of

business practitioners, rather than undergraduate business students. Once again a

between-subject design was used. Each respondent only received one task. Full-

time business practitioners with at least two years of full-time business experience

were obtained from a convenience sample of Master of Business Administration

students enrolled at an accredited mid-western graduate business school. Surveys

were completed during class time on a voluntary basis. Two hundred and two part-

time (night) graduate business students were surveyed and given the same tasks as

described in Experiment 1. Eight responses had to be discarded due to insufficient

information regarding work experience. The average age of the practitioner sample

was 26.1 years. Hypotheses 1 and 2 were tested again with the business practitioner

sample first. Then, Hypothesis 3 was tested to see if there are any differences bet-

ween populations.

4.3.2 Results

Seventy-four business practitioners were administered the intent to cheat and

benefit derived by cheating version of the direct social contract business scenario

task. In this version, the owner directly monitors the employees, without any

intermediary manager. This group of respondents was cued into the role of owner

and was asked if any of the four employees could have broken the conditional rule.

Table 2 Summary results for

experiment 1: undergraduate

sample comparison of

cheater-detection rates—

manipulating intent and

benefit

Entire population

Agency task with intent and benefit 59.5%
25/42

Agency task absent intent and benefit 35.4%
11/31

Agency task compared with dyadic social

contract task

z ¼ 2.03

p ¼ 0.021
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Of the 74 respondents, 43 correctly selected the p and not-q cards (58.1%). In prior

research using social contract Wason Selection Tasks, this percentage is in line with

the average results (Cosmides 1989). Even though the tasks used in this study are

unique adaptations of the social contract structure, the rates elicited here fall into

the average range of respondents choosing p and not-q cards (58–75%). In the

second condition, in which the task included the factors theoretically necessary for

cheater-detection circuit activation (intent and benefit derived from cheating), but
also included an agent who may be purposely breaking the rule, 52.5% of those

responding to this task correctly selected the cheater-detection cards (31 out of 59).

Finally, in the condition in which neither the intent nor the benefit was explicitly

stated, but the task was framed as an agency situation, only 22 out of 61 respondents

selected p and not-q cards (36.1%). Given the fact that the two critical factors

cited by Cosmides and Tooby are absent, this is not a surprising percentage (Table 3

and 4).

When comparing these percentages using simple z-tests for two proportions, let

us first see if the business practitioners experienced any difficulty with tasks that

were framed with an intermediary manager (with the intent to cheat the owner)

versus a direct social contract relationship with the employees, by revisiting

Hypothesis 1. With the business practitioners the result is similar to the result

with the undergraduate students. There is no statistically significant difference in

cheater-detection rates between the two tasks (z-value: 0.516; p ¼ 0.694). Thus, in

this population, Hypothesis 1 is supported. When comparing two agency-type

tasks—one with the manager described as having the intent to cheat and also

being able to derive benefit from cheating, and the other task with the agent making

an honest mistake—another similar result is found. Business practitioners and

undergraduate students with no full-time business experience each elicited higher

rates of cheater-detection when intent and benefit were presented (z-value ¼ 2.373;

Table 3 Summary results for

experiment 2: business

practitioner sample

comparison of cheater-

detection rates—

manipulating agency variable

Entire population

Agency task with intent and benefit 52.5%
31/59

Direct dyadic social contract task 58.1%
43/71

Agency task compared with dyadic social

contract task

z ¼ 0.516

p ¼ 0.694

Table 4 Summary results for

experiment 2: business

practitioner sample

comparison of cheater-

detection rates—

manipulating intent and

benefit

Entire population

Agency task with intent and benefit 52.5%
31/59

Agency task absent intent and benefit 36.1%
22/61

Agency task compared with dyadic social

contract task

z ¼ 2.373

p ¼ 0.009
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p ¼ 0.009). Thus, with the business practitioner sample, Hypothesis 2 is supported.
Table 5 shows the results.

Hypothesis 3 states that the rates of cheater-detection will be lower on business

content Wason Selection Tasks among respondents from an undergraduate student

population with no practical business experience than the rates elicited among

business practitioners with formal training. It was important to not only examine

rates when the tasks are manipulated, but also to examine what happens to rates of

detection when the respondent sample is changed. Does the experience that several

years of full-time work experience make respondent more adept at identifying the

rule violators on the task? It appears not. When comparing cheater-detection rates

at a 95% confidence level on the task with no manager in the scenario, there is no

statistically significant difference (z ¼ �0.054; p ¼ 0.478). On the task with a

manager who intends to cheat the owner, the result is much of the same (z ¼ 0.495;

p ¼ 0.690). Again, there is no difference between the two populations. Finally,

when the agency, honest incompetence task is examined, there is no significant

difference between the two groups (z ¼ �0.135; p ¼ 0.446). Thus, Hypothesis 3
is rejected. Cheater-detection does not seem to be affected by real-world, practical

business experience. A discussion as to the meaning of the results in theory and in

practice follows (Table 5).

5 Discussion and Future Theoretical Directions

In summary, the agency hypothesis that states there should be no difference in

cheater-detection rates from groups responding to tasks with a direct social contract

relationship described and rates from groups responding to tasks with an agency-

type arrangement described, is supported. This result remained unchanged when

examining undergraduate students with no practical business experience or busi-

ness practitioners with years of direct business experience. The second hypothesis,

the honest incompetence hypothesis, states that rates of cheater detection will be

higher on agency tasks that describe the manager as having intent to cheat than on

agency tasks that describe the manager as making an honest mistake. Indeed, this is

what was found for both the undergraduate group and the business practitioner

group. When rates of cheater detection between the populations was compared—

testing Hypothesis 3—no significant differences were found between the groups

Table 5 Summary results for

experiment 2: comparison of

business practitioners and

undergraduate students

Entire population

Undergraduate sample 59.5%
25/42

Business practitioner sample 52.5%
31/59

Compared for agency task including intent

and benefit variables

z ¼ 0.495

p ¼ 0.690
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on any of the tasks. Thus, H3 was not supported. The findings of these studies

are significant for the evolutionary psychology scholars, as well as for business

practitioners.

The results do not refute the evolutionary psychology hypothesis that indivi-

duals’ ability to detect violators of social contract rules is hardwired in the neural

architecture of the brain. This is the hypothesis that is favored by Cosmides and

Tooby. Thus, with the findings of this present study, additional support is provided

for the existence of domain-specific (cheater-detection) algorithms in the brain.

More importantly, the agency-type relationship does not seem to have an effect

on the ability to detect rule violations on the Wason Selection Task. However, the

conventional position needs to be tempered with the inclusion of moderating

organizational influences. Rates of cheater detection were consistent with past

research in the field despite the manipulation of the agency relationship and the

intention to cheat. When the brain is viewed as a symphony of interacting brain

circuits subject to perceptions of environmental cues, insights into human behavior

can be fostered. The point at which interdependence of nature and nurture exists is

at the level of evolved psychological mechanisms in the brain.

The study presented in this chapter is the first to examine this agency variable on

cheater detection. The agency hypothesis addresses a cultural influence on Pleisto-

cene circuits. As noted earlier, hierarchical relationships should be familiar to

contemporary minds since social groups were organized along power lines in

hunter-gatherer days. Corporations are organized in terms of agency-type relation-

ships, where one person acts on another’s behalf. Cosmides and Tooby (2004)

acknowledge that even though these hierarchical relationships are familiar to our

anciently formed minds, the agency relationship in particular may suppress the

triggering of the cheater-detection algorithms because whom is being cheated is

often not clear. Agents who are not aware of the company’s costs and benefits and

cannot determine how the company is affected by an employee’s behavior are less

likely to spontaneously attend to possible cases of cheating by those employees or

other stakeholders.

Thus, an individual’s perspective in a business social contract scenario could be

a significant factor contributing to the results of the present study. Perhaps cheater

detection is affected by the social structure of the corporation. Reciprocity in

evolutionary theory is typically analyzed in terms of equitable relationships. Cos-

mides’ stated evolved algorithms for reciprocity do not take into account the true

context of an agency relationship—one based on a difference in power and social

status. Recall that the respondents in both experiments were all cued into the

perspective of the owner of the manufacturing firm. This owner has the power to

award bonuses and was the person responsible for constructing the social contract

conditional rule, on which the exchange relationship is based. Future studies should

attempt to cue respondents into the subordinate role to examine whether the change

of perspective has an effect on cheater detection.

Why then does cheating behavior so often go undetected in the modern business

world? The recent transgressions of executives at Bank of America, AIG, Fanny

Mae, and Freddy Mac that cheated many of their customers out of fair mortgage
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contracts are not isolated incidents. One explanation may involve the power

structure of organizations. The social order discussedin the previous paragraph is

a part of corporate culture that often constrains the behavior of individuals. Cum-

mins (1999) posits that social rules and differences in rank in social groups affected

the evolution of cognitive functions in the brain. Her deontic reasoning theory

suggests that humans have ancestrally formed cognitive circuits that are responsible

for checking for social norm compliance (Fiddick and Cummins 2001). The social

norms include the structuring of social groups along power and dominance lines.

The preservation of an individual manager’s power is a key goal of an organiza-

tional culture (Frederick 1995). Due to the highly interactive nature of the neural

algorithms, Fiddick and Cummins (2001) studied whether individuals in a position

of power would perceive cheating to be a less severe issue than individuals who do

not possess power. In a ledger task, they cued respondents into roles of boss or

subordinate (but did not use a business population) and evaluated their tolerance to

cheating. They found that people cued to the higher rank were more tolerant of

cheating than people cued to a lower rank. Individuals in the higher-ranking role even

felt that they are more fairly treated than the individuals cued to the lower-ranking

role. One possible reason for this might be that many individuals who reach the upper

echelons of business organizations do so by cheating, lying, and stealing. Hence, they

are less likely to care about cheating transgressions when committed by others given

that they recognize that such behaviors as central to their ascendancy.

This power-aggrandizing behavior is also believed to be hardwired into humans’

brains (Frederick 2004). Power-aggrandizement was a means of survival, just as is

the detection of cheaters. It is not difficult to see examples of the abuse of power in

modern business organizations. At the beginning of this century, corporate execu-

tive crime was rampant and a chronic problem. Chief Executive Officers like

Jeffrey Skilling of Enron, Bernard Ebbers of WorldCom, and Dennis Kozlowski,

of Tyco (to name but a few), all were caught cheating their companies. Their

behavior caused the demise of their companies, the loss of all stock value to their

shareholders, and thousands of lost jobs. This latter consequence was also asso-

ciated with vanishing pensions and health benefits. Thus, executives like these men

did not honor their social contracts with multiple stakeholder groups. The repercus-

sions of this abuse of power were widespread and dire.

This finding certainly provides some insight into why implicit contracts in

organizations deteriorate over time (Robinson et al. 1994), but what does it tell us

about cheater detection? Future research in this area of evolutionary psychology

should test these findings against Barrett’s (1999) claim that the cheater-detection

algorithms are activated incrementally. If there is an interaction among different

circuits in the brain and if these circuits are influenced by cultural factors, then the

effects of perceptions of role power differentials on the activation of cheater-

detection mechanisms need to be examined.

Other cognitive circuits that should be examined in order to obtain a fuller

understanding of how the algorithms in the brain interact involve heuristics. In

attempting to detect specific instances of cheating in a particular context, owners

and managers are not only equipped with cognitive machinery hardwired to monitor
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the costs and benefits of exchanges in a social contract, but they may also utilize

certain mental shortcuts when making decisions. According to Tversky and Kahne-

man, intuitive judgments related to perception and active reasoning (cognitive

heuristics) may be related to evolutionary history (Kahneman 2003). For instance,

the availability of information relating to the rule violations may influence a

person’s ability to detect contractual breaches (Tversky and Kahneman 1973). In

other words, according to the availability heuristic, if a manager has had a prior

experience of cheating by employees, and that experience cost the firm a large

amount of money, then that manager may overestimate the frequency with which

cheating takes place in the workplace. Thus, s/he may be biased when completing

the task. Individuals will typically retrieve information from experience regarding

an event and use that experience to make judgments about the probability of

future similar events. Any prior instance of cheating experienced by an employer

may influence perceptions of potential violators of company rules (Hayibor and

Wasieleski 2008). Future research should examine how heuristics like this one

affect individuals’ perceptions of cheating in the workplace.

6 Implications for Practitioners

For managers in a real organizational environment, there are lessons to be learned

from the study in this chapter. It is particularly interesting and perhaps significant that

undergraduate business students with little or no full-time work experience consis-

tently demonstrated equally high rates of cheater-detection than the business practi-

tioner MBAs when both intent and benefit were present, and in the direct social

contract condition (contrary to Hypothesis 3). Nonetheless, the results obtained here

are exactly what Cosmides and Tooby would expect. Cheater-detection, as a domain-

specific function of the brain, is hardwired to regulate social exchanges even among

modern-day individuals. Business education and experience with a particular business

situation appear to have little or no effect on cheater-detection. Individualsmay just be

innately effective at identifying the violators of social contract rules. This finding is

important for business practitioners. No matter whether an employee is newly hired

from college, or is tenured at the company for years, when certain conditions are

present, individuals are able to detect cheaters fairly effectively. Thus, any manager

(new or old) who is given the responsibility at work to monitor an employee’s

behavior for cheating the company would be better at detecting violators if the

manager was informed about what sort of benefit the employee could gain by

cheating. If the employee benefits by cheating on the social contract and the manager

assumes that the employeemay have intent to cheat, then it is more likely the manager

will recognize situations in which the employee broke the rules. The lesson learned

here is that instead of using only control mechanisms in an organization to mitigate

cheating behavior (e.g., penalties for wrongdoing) by employees, managers should

develop an understanding of the way individuals’ minds are developed, and work

with that knowledge to create conditions that help people monitor for undesirable

behavior.
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Lack of specification of the principal’s objectives has been identified as another

contributing factor to agent breaches of contract (Hendry 2002). While tasks may

be specified to the agent, the owner may not be able to effectively communicate all

the information related to a task in a specific situation and environment. This is

another symptom of bounded rationality and could lead to violations of conditional

rules in the workplace. To reduce the incidence of ethical breaches of social

contracts, owners and managers should pay attention to the fact that their agent’s

minds are not only designed to recognize cheaters when specific conditions are

present, but that individuals’ minds are limited by heuristics and cognitive biases.

Knowing that the specificity of the task is critical for brain circuits designed to

monitor ethical breaches of rules, employers need to make such rationales and tasks

explicit to their employees. For example, if owners were to explain to the managers

responsible for monitoring employees’ behavior how the organization is affected by

cheating on the social contract, then perhaps more cheaters would be caught. If a

manager in an agency relationship does not see why the conditional rule of the

social contract is in place, or does not understand its purpose, then s/he is less likely

to recognize when the rule is being broken. Perhaps more brokers who issued unfair

mortgages to customers would have been caught earlier if the managers realized the

long-term effects the risky loans have on the issuing company, the customers, and

the overall economy. (See Ermer et al. 2008)

In conclusion, it is important for business practitioners to factor into their decision-

making the functioning of the evolved human mind. If we are to agree with the

evolutionary psychology position that human minds are hardwired to detect violators

of social contract conditional rules, then the implications for business may revolve

around the issue of framing. If, indeed human minds are designed to identify cheaters

on social contract-type rules, then it may be important for corporations to provide

rationales tomanagers for the existence of particular policies. These company policies

may be better served if framed in terms of social contract rules.Moreover, the benefits

and costs must be clearly outlined to the agent who is monitoring the exchange

(Cosmides and Tooby 2004). One’s natural ability to identify rule violators is depen-

dent on the perception of these costs and benefits. Thus, it is critical for corporations

to recognize the factors that facilitate the effective monitoring of social exchanges

in order to ultimately decrease the frequency of rule violations.

Appendices

Direct Arrangement Task

You are the owner of DMW Company, a manufacturer of cell phones. Your

company’s financial situation is dire. You discuss this problem with your employ-

ees, explaining that DMW will go out of business if production rates stay the

same. To fix the problem, the employees suggest, and you agree to, the following

new rule:
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If an employee is to receive a pay bonus, then that employee must produce more
than 1,000 units in a week.

This is the only way an employee can earn a bonus in your company.

At first things seem to be going well. But then you hear that some of the

employees may be breaking this new rule. As owner, you want to check to see

if any employees are breaking the rule.

The documents below tell about four employees in DMW’s plant: Ed, Bob, Pete,

and Tom. But some papers fell on top of them, so you can only see half of each

document.

Each document tells what happened last week with one of these employees. The

top tells how many units that employee produced last week, and the bottom tells

whether or not that employee got a pay bonus last week.

Some of these employees may be breaking the new rule. Which document(s)

would you definitely need to uncover to find out if any of these employees have

broken the rule: “If an employee is to receive a pay bonus, then that employee must
produce more than 1,000 units in a week.”? (Don’t choose any more documents

than are absolutely necessary.)

Pete got a 
bonus

Bob 
produced 
600 units

Tom did 
not get a 

bonus

Ed 
produced 

1400 

Agency-Type Arrangement

The paragraph in boldface above is interchanged with the paragraph below to reflect

the agency relationship in this task.

You have hired a newmanager whose job it is to enforce this rule. Each time

a bonus is paid, the manager also earns a small bonus. At first things seem to be

going well. But then you hear that your manager is crafty, and may be

breaking this new rule on purpose. He would benefit by breaking it. As

owner, you want to check to see if the manager ever breaks the rule.

Note: The card choices and rule are the same on all tasks.

Honest Incompetence Task (Agency relationship)

You are the owner of DMW Company, a manufacturer of cell phones. Your

company’s financial situation is dire. You discuss this problem with your employ-

ees, explaining that DMW will go out of business if production rates stay the same.
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To fix the problem, the employees suggest, and you agree to, the following new

rule:

If an employee is to receive a pay bonus, then that employee must produce more
than 1,000 units in a week.

This is the only way an employee can earn a bonus in your company.

You have hired a new manager whose job it is to enforce this rule. At first

things seem to be going well. But then you hear that your manager is absent-

minded, and may be breaking this new rule by accident. As owner, you want

to check to see if the manager ever breaks the rule.

The documents below tell about four employees in DMW’s plant: Ed, Bob, Pete,

and Tom. But some papers fell on top of them, so you can only see half of each

document.

Each document tells what happened last week with one of these employees. The

top tells how many units that employee produced last week, and the bottom tells

whether or not that employee got a pay bonus last week.

The absent-minded manager may be breaking the new rule by accident. Which

document(s) would you definitely need to uncover to find out if the manager has

ever broken the rule: “If an employee is to receive a pay bonus, then that employee
must produce more than 1,000 units in a week.”? (Don’t choose any more docu-

ments than are absolutely necessary.)
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The Role for Signaling Theory and Receiver

Psychology in Marketing

Bria Dunham

Abstract Within marketing contexts, messages are effective when consumers find

them both believable and relevant. An understanding of signaling theory and signal

design features, derived from the study of animal and human behavioral ecology,

can help marketers overcome the first challenge of crafting believable signals.

Effective signals must fundamentally overcome the skepticism of receivers and

generally accomplish this by linkage, either through identity or costliness, to the

underlying quality being signaled. An understanding of receiver psychology, which

involves appeals based on innate preferences that derive from shared human

evolutionary history, can help marketers overcome the second challenge of render-

ing signals attractive and meaningful to consumers. Sensory bias, sexual stimuli,

neoteny, and status all offer ripe opportunities for marketers to appeal to the innate

preferences of consumers broadly or to specific targeted demographics. The fol-

lowing chapter provides an overview of signaling theory and receiver psychology

as grounded in the evolutionary disciplines, with examples and applications that

extend to the business world.

Keywords Signaling theory � Receiver psychology � Sensory exploitation � Signal
cost � Consumer skepticism � Advertising � Marketing

1 Introduction

Why are black iPhones sold with white earbuds? There are many possible explana-

tions. Perhaps Apple has such a backlog of white earbuds that it was convenient to

package them with black iPhones so as to use the existing inventory. Possibly white

earbuds are cheaper or easier to produce. Maybe manufacturing black earbuds
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has never occurred to decision-makers in the Apple product design department.

We could develop a number of similar suggestions, but none of these inventory- and

production-oriented explanations are particularly convincing: such a large and

successful company as Apple surely would consider the possibility of distributing

handheld gadgets with matching earphones and would surmount any minor pro-

duction and inventory obstacles to do so if matching the earphone color to the color

of the device would be a strategic selling point.

A more compelling explanation is that white earbuds serve a signaling function,

related to the popularity and status associated with the iPod prior to the release of

the iPhone. The iPod was initially released in 2001, has generated many different

iterations and spin-off versions, and has dominated the market for handheld digital

media players. White hardware has become a distinguishing feature of many Apple

products. The clean, crisp whiteness of the iPod is a highly conspicuous design

feature, as iPods are routinely exhibited on sidewalks, school buses, and subways

as their owners make their daily commutes. The distinctive white earbuds, as an

extension of the iPod, help reinforce the brand awareness by their visibility even

when the music player itself is tucked away in a pocket or bag. Although the design

of the headphones has changed several times over the history of the iPod, they

have consistently been white, small, and designed to fit inside the ear. When Apple

began to offer iPods in different colors, they still came packaged with white

earbuds. The iPhone was first released in 2007, following a massive marketing

and media blitz. Upon the release of the iPhone, consumers were already largely

familiar with the similar iPod as both an entertainment device and marker of status;

the iPhone release may have “piggybacked” on this consumer familiarity. All

iPhone models to date have been available in black casings; some models have

also been available in white. By including the iconic white earbuds with each

iPhone purchase regardless of the device color, Apple facilitates their customers’

conspicuous status display and thus reinforces their own brand visibility. Telltale

white earbuds indicate to passersby that the bearer ascribes to certain notions of

coolness and style, engages willingly in some degree of conspicuous consumption,

has the necessary resource control to afford a portable Apple device (and the

accompanying service plan, in the case of the iPhone itself), and presumably enjoys

music. That’s a lot of information content for less than an ounce of plastic and wire.

The black iPhone-white earbud phenomenon fits into a broader framework of

signaling theory, which itself is informed by theoretical biology. The swell of

evolutionary thought in fields relating to human behavior, from medicine to eco-

nomics to law, can also equip businesses with targeted insights into consumer

psychology and desires. Graduate study in business, however, largely omits these

insights, leading to the argument that much of marketing and consumer behavior

research is antibiological in nature (Miller 2009; Saad 2007, 2008; Saad and Gill

2000). Database and index searches for signaling theory terminology, or key terms

from evolutionary psychology, in business sources provide scant results. Miller

(2009) surveyed the three main journals in marketing—Journal of Marketing,
Journal of Marketing Research, and Journal of Consumer Research—noting that

although a small number of papers addressed how signaling theory can be used to
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communicate information about a company’s traits to consumers, no results

addressed how consumption could communicate information about purchasers’

traits to other people. Saad (2006) noted that Journal of Consumer Research
abstracts for a 28-year period yielded only one result for “biology”, one for

“evolutionary psychology”, and none for “Darwin”. It is safe to assume that

evolutionary approaches have been underutilized thus far in consumer behavior

research and marketing, thus suggesting that the field is ripe for new evolutionary

insights. This chapter provides a crash course in signaling theory and reviews the

extant literature on its use and usefulness in marketing, advertising, and other

business disciplines. In particular, this article will address signals, cues, and indices

as packets of information transmission from producers or marketers to consumers;

will delineate the uses and limitations of signaling theory within marketing; and

will discuss appeals to the evolved receiver psychology of consumers.

Biological signaling theory is based in the study of animal behavior. Human

behavioral ecologists and evolutionary psychologists have taken this framework

and applied signaling theory to understanding human interactions from an evolu-

tionary perspective (Cronk 2005; Iredale et al. 2008; Smith and Bliege Bird 2000).

Some of applications of signaling theory to contemporary human behavior have

direct relevance to economic transactions (e.g., Miller 2009). However, most

references to signaling theory in business contexts refer to economic signaling,

which differs from signaling theory as used by biologists, ethologists, and human

behavioral ecologists. Economic signaling theory focuses on what business scholars

consider costly signals of quality (e.g., Dawar and Sarvary 1997; Cai et al. 2002),

but does not integrate an evolutionary perspective or investigate how the signal

itself has evolved over time due to receiver feedback loops. Both long- and short-

term marketing strategies can profit from an understanding of how signal design can

overcome consumer skepticism and how certain types of signals can appeal to

consumers’ evolved preferences.

Economic signaling theory focuses on costliness in a purely financial sense

whereas biological signaling theory considers the cost of signal production and

maintenance in terms of survival and reproductive success. While “cost” may seem

intuitively financial in business contexts, it is important to distinguish costliness in

the evolutionary sense from the property of being expensive. Financial cost can be

evolutionarily costly, but only when the cost is so high as to present a real and

imminent threat to the survival of the business in the case of dishonest signaling or

where the cost is so truly prohibitive that it would be impossible, not merely

inadvisable, to signal falsely. Adopting this evolutionary approach to costly signal-

ing, rather than the conventional business model that costly signals are those that

are financially expensive, may elucidate the important role that signaling can play

between different parties engaged in business enterprises.

Within the business disciplines, marketing is an intuitive arena for the applica-

tion of signaling theory. In fact, biologists, anthropologists, and psychologists

working from a signaling theoretical perspective have long co-opted marketing

terminology in discussing the signals that people and other organisms send to each

other. A peacock’s tail or a man’s facial symmetry are spoken of as “advertisements”
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of their quality as mates, as are elements of the external environment under the

domain of the organism, such as a bowerbird’s bower or lawyer’s flashy sports car.

These latter elements are part of what Dawkins terms “the extended phenotype”

(1982) and may be most instructive for examining the utility and disutility of

conspicuous consumption for mate-seekers. Recent substantial work on the evolu-

tion of consumer behavior has already incorporated insights from signaling theory

(e.g., Griskevicius et al. 2010; Miller 2009; Saad 2007; Saad and Vongas 2009) and

sex differences in evolved preferences and neurobiology (e.g., Pace 2009). Market-

ers can use the notion of the extended phenotype and knowledge about evolved

preferences to guide product promotion efforts that appeal to consumers’ own

signaling motivations.

Despite laws regulating truth in advertising, marketing is not readily believed to

be honest, as the field’s objective is to present a positive impression of a product in

order to increase sales and generate a profit for the company in question, both in

short- and long-term contexts. Indeed, consumers are skeptical even after positive

verification of advertising claims that appear too good to be true, which suggests

that consumer skepticism may be an adaptive response to dishonesty in advertising

(Koslow 2000). An examination of signal forms and routes to signal reliability may

assist marketers in determining which types of signaling are appropriate and

efficient for their particular aims.

2 The Basics of Signaling Theory

From an evolutionary psychological perspective, the first challenge in marketing is

to render an advertisement, brand, or other marketing device as believable in the

hopes of transforming audience members into actual consumers of the marketed

good or service. Examining the different routes to signal reliability within

biological systems provides a framework for identifying the opportunities to

boost either actual signal reliability or the consumers’ perceptions of signal reli-

ability. This approach can also identify the limitations of classic biological signal-

ing theory in marketing and can illuminate opportunities to use signals to appeal

directly to different aspects of receiver psychology.

Signaling theory investigates the transmission of information from one indi-

vidual, called a sender, to another individual, called a receiver. Biologists, human

behavioral ecologists, and evolutionary psychologists attempt to explain signaling

theory using an evolutionary framework, while economists and marketers apply

signaling theory to patterns within commerce and business. These approaches are

not as disparate as they may at first seem. An evolutionary perspective could

equip marketers and economists to better understand signal design while an under-

standing of signaling within the business world could aid biologists in contextual-

izing and explaining their research to broader audiences. A signal is any physical or

behavioral trait of an individual that has evolved to influence the behavior of others,
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and which is effective because the receiver’s response has also been shaped by

selection (Maynard Smith and Harper 2003). These signals convey information

about the sender’s characteristics (e.g., Zahavi 1975) or decrease the receiver’s

uncertainty regarding the sender’s own future behavior (Krebs and Dawkins 1984).

Signaling theory is essentially about communication in a very broad sense;

indeed, it is the dominant theoretical perspective within the scientific study of

animal communication. According to classic biological signaling theory, signals

are designed by selection and produced by a sender to meet a specific need.

Applying signaling theory outside of biological phenomena demonstrates that

evolution is not the only signal designer. Humans, including marketing profes-

sionals, design many signals for personal and professional uses disconnected from

biological evolution. Basic principles of signaling theory are instructive for under-

standing effective and efficient signal design and routes to signal reliability, regard-

less of whether the signals are designed by evolution or by people. As people are

themselves designed by evolution, one should expect that man-made signals should

largely congrue with Darwinian realities.

Signal transmission depends not only upon a sender and a message sent, but also

upon a receiver whose understanding of the world is such that the signal can be

properly interpreted to evoke the appropriate response. The conspicuousness of a

signal, the degree to which it is stereotyped, redundant features, and alerting

characteristics all enhance the likelihood that a receiver will detect a signal

(Wiley 1983). Signaling happens when one individual has information that a second

individual does not, and where the sending organism benefits from producing the

signal due to its effect on the receiver. Often the receiver benefits from this

information as well. Krebs and Dawkins (1984) cast senders as manipulators,

who alter the behavior of others to their own advantage, and receivers as mind-

readers, who anticipate signalers’ future behavior and react accordingly. Within a

business context, marketers are manipulators who transmit advertisements to entice

consumers to buy goods and services, and those same consumers are mind-readers

that interpret the actual utility of the product for their particular circumstances,

although they may be persuaded by the content and style of the advertisement, or

signal, itself.

Signals, in an evolutionary sense, are not arbitrary. Honest signals contain a

link to the underlying attribute being communicated, generally either by an

inherent and unfakeable connection to the quality being signaled or by costliness;

an awareness of this link can be useful in guiding current and future interactions

between individuals. However, not all signals are honest. Under certain circum-

stances, senders may benefit from manipulating the behavior of receivers by use of

dishonest signaling, even when this manipulation is not in the best interest of

receivers. Systems can be evolutionarily stable in the presence of dishonest

signaling so long as signals are honest on average (Johnstone and Grafen 1993;

Kokko 1997). As such, routes to signal reliability and anti-deception strategies

are important topics within theoretical and empirical investigation of signaling

phenomena.
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3 Different Routes to Signal Reliability

Any signal must necessarily overcome the skepticism of receivers in order for the

sender to accrue the benefit of its production. One way of overcoming receiver

skepticism relies on the design of the signal itself and the reasons why that signal

may be perceived as honest. Reliability can be ensured by any of three central

criteria: (1) where production of the signal would be prohibitively costly for a sender

of low quality; (2) where the sender would not gain from falsely producing the

signal, even if the signal were cost-free, particularly where the sender and receiver

have a common interest; and (3) where the signal cannot be faked (Maynard Smith

and Harper 2003). In addition to these three routes to signal reliability, signals may

also be honest due to high punishment costs or reputational effects in social species,

including humans (Maynard Smith and Harper 2003). Further explanation and

evolutionary examples of routes to signal reliability follow, divided into signal

forms whose reliability is contingent upon cost and signal forms whose reliability

is based on the intrinsic link between signal and the underlying quality.

3.1 Costliness

Much discussion of the honesty or reliability of signals revolves around costly

signaling. Cost in the signaling sense generally does not mean financial costliness,

although there are some exceptions; rather, it refers to a mixture of strategic and

efficacy costs involved in the production and transmission of the signal (Krebs and

Dawkins 1984). Efficacy costs are the baseline costs necessary to ensure that the

signal may be reliably perceived and interpreted. In contrast, strategic costs, such as

the increased predation risk for a peacock due to his lovely but cumbersome tail or the

increased burden to immune response in a manwith high testosterone, are prohibitive

for the sender; these are generally the costs entailedwhen researchers refer to “costly”

signals. The presence of strategic costs in a signaling system increases, but does not

completely ensure, honesty because the cost to a dishonest signaler is higher than the

benefit, either due to a reduction in bodily resources for somatic needs or an increased

vulnerability to parasites, pathogens, and predators. Essentially, the presence of costs

that would be too dear for a signaler of low quality to produce assures the receiver of

the signal’s veracity due to the prohibitive nature of the cost.

A discussion of efficacy costs in marketing may be broached by reference to

media saturation. The average consumer is exposed to over 60,000 words from the

mass media daily, including such a bulk of advertisements that consumers will often

disregard nearly all information received due to the impossibility to cognitively

process so many stimuli (Herbig and Kramer 1994). As businesses have a vested

interest in inducing consumers to perceive, process, and retain advertising messages

about their products, it is useful to examine the design features that ensure this

transmission and retention. In terms of signal design features, detectability and
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discriminability both rely on efficacy costs, as an efficacy cost is simply the minimal

expenditure for effective transmission. A receiver’s ability to perceive a stimulus

and distinguish it from its surroundings is essential for that signal’s transmission. An

example of a particularly detectable and discriminable advertisement is the iconic

large Citgo advertisement in Boston’s Kenmore Square, which is far more attention-

grabbing than the myriad conventional billboards in the area. Memorability, in

contrast, derives from the salience of the stimulus and is not ensured by attempts

to make that signal more detectable or discriminable. Strategic costs may contribute

to memorability, but so do all other features of signal design that increase conspicu-

ousness or significance to the receiver (Guilford and Dawkins 1991). Marketing has

many routes to signal memorability: association with familiar cultural touchstones

or persons, distinctive and ubiquitous logos that appeal to the senses, and so forth.

Discordance can also enhance the memorability of an advertising message: com-

mercials for the sandwich franchise Quiznos, for example, feature eccentric mascots

with incongruent physiques, such as “Baby Bob”, a talking baby with an oversized

head, and the “spongmonkeys”, two prosimian primates with oversized human facial

features who sing that they “love the subs”. The “spongmonkeys” in particular have

precipitated an unprecedented amount of viewer and consumer mail to Quiznos’s

corporate office (Stevenson 2004). Trey Hall, Chief Marketing Officer for Quiznos,

reports that the “spongmonkey ads” were launched to increase consumer awareness

of the brand through being “dramatic” with a limited advertising budget; this goal is

largely considered to have been met (Stevenson 2004). Memorability may be the

most significant of the three efficacy costs for classical advertising aims, but

detectability and discriminability should also be considered, particularly in light

of advertising clutter (Pieters et al. 2007; Rotfield 2006).

The classic example of a heavy strategic cost is a handicap signal. Handicaps are

the flashy stars of signaling theory: showy exhibitions of quality that weaken the

sender by virtue of their cost. For example, a large tail both requires valuable

somatic resources and encumbers a peacock’s ability to evade predators. Zahavi

(1975) proposed that these extravagances are signals to peahens, which could use

the tail as a reliable signal of the peacock’s health or genetic quality. Such an

imposing cost would make faking the signal prohibitively costly, thus ensuring

signal honesty. Handicaps are generally considered to be an extreme form of costly

signaling. Other costly signals in nonhuman species include food and alarm calls, as

the caller incurs an increased predation risk or reduces his own access to a resource

in order to warn group members of danger or call individuals to share in a food

source. The specific signaling function varies dramatically by species, with some

examples best explained by reference to kin selection and some that seem to

represent an increased status effect for the caller or increased observed ownership

of a portion of the shared resource (Searcy and Nowicki 2005). As a human

example, Meriam islanders use turtle hunting as a costly signal of male fitness

and resource control, which varies by the specific role undertaken in the hunt and

the type of expedition (Smith and Bliege Bird 2000, 2003; Smith et al. 2003). With

costly and handicap signals, individuals who are of insufficient quality to signal a

feature would find it very difficult to convincingly do so, as such signaling demands
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greater metabolic resources than the sender has in reserve or because the deficiency

would be obvious to receivers.

In humans, muscularity may serve as a handicap signal of physical strength,

particularly weightlifting ability. Further, some degree of male muscularity is

considered attractive in both heterosexual (Frederick and Haselton 2007) and

homosexual (Swami and Tovée 2008) contexts, rendering it adaptively relevant

to observers, although individual preferences vary. Increased muscle mass is both

the result and the facilitator of regular weightlifting activity. A person’s degree of

muscularity does change over time and enacts strategic costs, in terms of somatic

resources and opportunity costs of time spent engaged in athletic activities, to

ensure its maintenance (Sugawara et al. 2002). Individuals with lesser weightlifting

ability would be unable to develop muscles suggesting considerably greater

strength than they possessed, and any attempt to circumvent this system by use of

a false signal such as a muscle suit would likely be met by injury or ridicule when

the false signaler attempted to lift a heavy load. Even in cases where steroids or

other muscle enhancing substances are used to grow bulkier muscles than the

individual would have otherwise developed, the muscularity itself still serves as a

signal of weightlifting ability but not as a reliable signal of underlying physiology.

Existing scholarship on handicap signaling in business journals has conflated the

evolutionary notion of costliness with financial costliness (Ambler and Hollier

2004), or with behaviors that do not entail debilitating costs to the signaler (Deutsch

Salamon and Deutsch 2006). Although a corporation, firm, or business can be

interpreted as an individual signaler in a business context, that entity must with-

stand a relevant survival cost in order for a costly signal to be considered reliable.

These inquiries do identify relevant signals in business contexts, but neither pro-

vides a clear example of a Zahavian handicap. Two key complications arise in

applying the handicap hypothesis to marketing: (1) financial costliness does not

carry a penalty of the same form or magnitude as evolutionary costliness, and (2)

high advertising budgets do not functionally render the signal more reliable,

although they may be perceived as such by viewers. The very fact that high

advertising expenditures are perceived as more reliable signs of quality by potential

consumers (Kirmani and Wright 1989), in spite of the differences between financial

and evolutionary costliness, underscores the usefulness of understanding signaling

theory within business contexts. True handicap signals should be exceedingly rare

in business contexts due to loss aversion by business owners and shareholders. The

exorbitant costs associated with handicap signaling, along with the severe and

survival-threatening risks of signaling when the business is not truly equipped to

bear the cost of that signal, discourage the use of handicaps in commercial enter-

prises. Certain forms of money-back guarantees, particularly those for high-cost

products and where consumers can return a product due to dissatisfaction rather

than proof of a physical defect, may represent a legitimate handicap business signal

in that the financial cost may be too great for businesses with products of insuffi-

cient quality to bear and remain solvent. However, most money-back guarantees are

either for lower-cost products, where customers may be less inclined to spend the

opportunity cost to obtain a refund, or require that the customer show substantial
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evidence of a defect, as with lemon laws for new vehicle purchases. These limited

money-back guarantees, in contrast to satisfaction guarantees for high-cost goods,

are insufficiently costly as signals to constitute a true handicap.

The possession of an honors degree from a highly esteemed university provides a

potential employer with an expensive testament to the applicant’s quality (Spence

1973). Earning such a degree reflects intelligence, conscientiousness, and the base

resources to have been adequately prepared for college and then to have been able

to afford its cost. According to Frank (2007), attorneys drive cars that signal

competence and past successes to their current or prospective clients. This induces

lawyers to spend ever more money to maintain their status, resulting in a signaling

arms race of BMWs and Mercedes. The most successful lawyers end up with the

most expensive cars, although many less successful lawyers may have spent

disproportionately in order to ensure future work. Chemistry professors, in contrast,

have no career-based incentive to signal success by ever more expensive automo-

biles, as their variance in salary is lower than that of attorneys and the granting

institutions and deans that determine those salaries are rarely aware of which cars

professors drive. The disproportionately nice cars driven by real estate agents may

also serve a similar signaling function in providing the agents with an opportunity

to display their own extended phenotype. Homebuyers might then transfer luxuri-

ous qualities about the realtor’s car to the property, even though these two entities

are largely independent of each other. Organic certification serves as a costly signal

of a particular set of food production criteria, which is itself associated with

ecological consciousness and health-related concerns. The process of becoming

certified as an organic food producer is time-consuming, financially costly, and

bureaucratically tangled. Due to the onerous nature of the process, many small

producers with sustainable practices opt out of formal certification. Large-scale

organic agribusiness, which must follow the letter of organic certification but not

necessarily the spirit, is a lucrative industry that convincingly signals certain

information about food production to consumers that are disconnected from a

more immediate interaction with the producer.

Under certain circumstances, signals that are not costly can nonetheless be

reliably honest. Minimal cost signals may be evolutionarily stable where senders

and receivers rank their preferences for outcomes in the same order, where dishonest

signaling is punished, where senders and receivers have overriding common inter-

ests, where senders would not benefit by signaling falsely, or where they solve

coordination problems between individuals that expect repeated interactions (Maynard

Smith and Harper 2003). Within the business realm, low-cost signals could be

functional when corporations anticipate ongoing professional relationships, where

failures affect both parties equally, and generally where the relationship between

entities is highly cooperative.Within the animal kingdom, an obscure but illustrative

example of a minimal cost signal comes from the mating behavior of Drosophila
subobscura. When approached by a new male, a mated female extrudes her oviposi-

tor to signal that she has already been inseminated. Themale then ceases what would

otherwise be a lengthy courtship display. Both parties have an interest in the

cessation of unsuccessful courtship, and by use of this minimal cost signal, the
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female communicates sufficient information for the common interest to be recog-

nized and for the male to move on to a more receptive potential mate (Maynard

Smith 1956). Some forms of commitment signaling in human courtship consist of

minimal cost signals, such as wearing a romantic partner’s fraternity pin or letter

jacket. This form of signaling carries a low strategic cost for both the donor and

donee of the object but conveys salient information about the relationship to outside

parties. In these examples, a woman will visibly wear an article that her suitor likely

already owned independently of their relationship. This form of signaling in court-

ship contrasts somewhat with the costs entailed in engagement rings worn bywomen

and wedding rings worn by both parties in a relationship. These rings are intrinsi-

cally linked to the courtship itself, having been purchased or handed down within a

family to commemorate that particular relationship, and do generally involve some

degree of cost in their purchase, although this cost is highly variable (see Cronk and

Dunham 2007 for a discussion of the signaling value of engagement rings).

Minimal cost signals aren’t particularly attention grabbing, either for receivers

or for academics working on signaling topics. Nonetheless, they represent a signifi-

cant category within signaling theory and are relevant for marketers precisely

because of their low cost in an evolutionary sense. Few business signals should

be expected to be truly costly, in the sense of imposing such an undue burden that a

dishonestly signaling business would be exterminated by the market, simply

because the cost involved in transmitting the signal could be devoted to other

business expenses. Furthermore, boards of directors and stockholders would rarely

be expected to idly approve of such risky endeavors. Success in business industries

is rarely as “all or nothing” as it is in biological signaling systems, such as mating

and evasion of predators. One business example of a minimal cost signal is the near

ubiquitous grocery or department store posting that guide dogs are permitted. This

signal in stores that otherwise have no-pet policies is advantageous to store owners

and managers for three key reasons, even though the primary beneficiaries of such

policies are blind individuals and seeing-eye dogs who cannot read the signs. The

first reason is that this decreases the possibility that a customer who does not

immediately recognize an animal in the store as a guide animal will mistakenly

assume that the anti-pet policy is not actively enforced. The second is to reassure

individuals who would presume that an absolute prohibition against all animals

would be discriminatory (Frank 2007). The third, not addressed by Frank, is that not

all individuals with service animals are themselves blind, as guide animals may be

used to help people with a range of different disabilities. In all of these cases, the

costs of presenting the signal are minimal and the benefits, while small, are great

enough to offset the very low cost. As such, minimal cost signals in business

contexts do not “handicap” the signaler and may be of particular use to marketers

due to their low risk profiles and palatability to stockholders. Exploring the routes to

reliability with minimal cost signals, particularly in regards to emphasizing con-

fluences of interests between businesses and consumers, will allow marketers to

craft minimal cost signals tailored specifically to the aims of a particularly com-

pany. Investments in local social programs, such as hosting book drives or donating

day-old pastries to a soup kitchen, constitute a straightforward minimal cost signal
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that individual businesses or franchises could undertake to signal their community

involvement and shared sense of purpose to consumers; tasteful promotion of these

activities by marketers could enhance the stature of the business to a larger

consumer base. Other minimal cost signals may be more appropriate for other

marketing aims or within different industries.

Beyond its intuitive applicability to marketing and advertising, signaling theory

may help interpret interactions in other business contexts. Market share repurchases,

where corporations buy back their own shares on the stock market or from individ-

ual shareholders to increase the company’s equity, are potential opportunities for

companies to signal their confidence in their own value and their belief that the

current market price is below the true value. Firms that frequently repurchase their

own shares are larger, have a more stable operating budget, and tend to pay higher

dividends (Jagannathan and Stephens 2003). Firms that announce open market share

repurchases but then do not actually themselves repurchase the shares tend to be

smaller and to attract less attention from analysts than do firms that follow through

with repurchases (Bhattacharya and Dittmar 2008). In this manner, firms’ willing-

ness to announce and to follow through with repurchases may transmit signals to

current stockholders, potential stockholders, and consumers of the firms’ products.

Another opportunity for signaling in a non-marketing business context is orga-

nizational citizenship behavior within companies. Salamon Deutsch and Deutsch

(2006) argue that organizational citizenship behavior, wherein employees perform

tasks beyond their job descriptions for the benefit of the company and their cow-

orkers, represents a handicap signal to convey the senders’ underlying competitive

qualities and skills. However, organizational citizenship behavior is relatively easy

to fake in comparison to the sorts of handicap signals seen in biological systems.

Individuals could sacrifice time and energy that they could otherwise spend outside

of work. Furthermore, the penalty for insufficient signaling is likely not so severe as

to cause a risk to survival in the corporate environment. It may be more instructive

to consider organizational citizenship behavior as a signal of variable costliness that

conveys commitment to the corporation. Organizational citizenship behavior may

not give as much information about the intrinsic qualities of the workers, including

their job skills, as it does about their high valuation of the company and willingness

to personally sacrifice for the benefit of the team. In markets where actors know

each other and have an expectation of future interaction, as between firms and

contractors, reputational effects may accrue from dishonest communication (Phalen

1998). Thus signals may be expected to be honest, even in the absence of efficacy or

strategic costs in the production of that signal, because the penalty for dishonest

signaling is so punitive as to be prohibitive.

3.2 Identity

Costliness is only one route to signal reliability, although it is the one most

frequently examined by researchers studying biological signaling phenomena.
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If signals can influence the behavior of other individuals, why don’t people signal

falsely to induce the desired response? In addition to the constraints on signal

honesty due to cost, potential for punishment, and lack of benefit for dishonest

signaling, certain signals can be honest due to an intrinsic link to the quality

represented and sheer impossibility to be faked, in contrast to an exorbitant cost

that would render attempts to falsely signal foolhardy, yet technically possible.

Cues and indices provide reliable transmissions of information to receivers due to

these immutable connections.

Cues are defined very broadly as any animate or inanimate feature that can be

used by an organism to inform and guide future action (Hasson 1994; Maynard

Smith and Harper 2003). This distinguishes cues from signals, as signals can be

activated and de-activated, whereas cues are fixed at a point in time (Maynard

Smith and Harper 2003). The crucial distinction between signals and cues is that

signals evolved due to their effect on others and cues did not. Specifically, signals

evolved because they influenced the knowledge of receivers about senders, even at

a cost to the senders’ somatic fitness. Cues, in contrast, do not entail a somatic cost,

may not be heritable, may evolve due to natural selection rather than the effect on

the receiver, and may be maintained despite offering receivers more information

than is necessarily in the best interest of senders (Hasson 1997). Cues are, therefore,

linked to the quality being perceived by an observer in a more direct and unfakeable

manner than are signals. As cues are intrinsic, unfakeable, and offer few opportu-

nities to bias consumer behavior to the benefit of the business entity, their applica-

tions should be relatively rare in marketing contexts but cues should be highly

attended to and perceived as reliable by consumers. The following examples of cues

in biological and business contexts may clarify cues as a side note to signaling

phenomena.

An animal example of a cue is the weight difference in funnel-web spiders,

which determines whether an interloper will instigate or retreat from a contest

(Reichert 1978; Maynard Smith and Harper 2003). The act of vibrating the web is

an index, but the size difference itself did not evolve due to receiver psychology and

is fixed at a specific point in time. In women, facial masculinity may serve as a cue

of sexual attitudes and behavior due to the underlying association of both with

testosterone (Boothroyd et al. 2008; Campbell et al. 2009). This cue did not evolve

to serve the purposes of the sender; indeed, it may be contrary to the information

that a woman would prefer to convey and is relatively fixed at one point in time; in

fact, women may attempt to circumvent the cue by use of cosmetics (Cronk et al.

2003). Within a business context, the crowdedness of a parking lot or dining room is

a cue to potential customers of the popularity, and by extension the quality, of an

establishment. It is a feature of the environment that conveys information about the

establishment to passersby. Management may attempt to circumvent the parking lot

cue by asking staff to park directly by the entrance rather than reserving the prime

parking spaces for customers, but it is rather difficult to convincingly fake the

crowded dining room cue by placing mannequins in seats. Other business applica-

tions of cues are mandatory guidelines for listing nutritional information on foods,

posting health department ratings in restaurants, and providing OHSA information
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on chemicals or other hazardous materials in workplace environments. These cues,

as they cannot legally or logistically be faked by business owners who might benefit

by transmitting a different message, are reliable due to the direct information

content of the cue.

Indices are unfakeable because they are causally dependent upon the trait being

signaled (Maynard Smith and Harper 2003). Unlike cues, indices are signals that

organisms actively produce and from which they accrue benefits; they are not

passive and cannot be neutral or negative as cues may be. Unlike handicaps and

other costly signals, they have no strategic costs. The stotting of Thomson’s

gazelles provides a clear illustration of an index (Caro 1986; Fitzgibbon and

Fanshawe 1988). Upon spying a cheetah or predatory canine, a fit gazelle will

leap repeatedly in place, displaying his awareness that a predator is in the vicinity.

Stotting, in effect, lets the predator know that that particular gazelle is prepared to

flee and that perhaps another gazelle would make a more vulnerable meal. Colla-

borative human music and dance performances may signal important information to

members of the group and to outside parties. In particular, the degree of successful

collaboration may signal the strength of the social coalition to outgroup members

and smooth the way for intergroup encounters (Hagan and Bryant 2003). In this

manner, group cohesiveness in musical performance is an index of group social

cohesiveness; it is unfakeable, linked to identity, and has no particular strategic cost

for its production although it carries an efficacy cost of learning and performing the

selection.

Local agricultural status, as evidenced through participation in producers-only

farmers’ markets or through signage at a third party retail grocer, may serve as an

index of local production. Local production is itself highly desirable to a subset of

consumers due to its associations with ecological consciousness, sustainable prac-

tices, and support of small-scale local businesses. Indeed, purchases of ecologically

conscious products may serve as a signal of altruism towards the planet and its

inhabitants, and thus can be motivated by status-enhancing primes (Griskevicius

et al. 2010). A growing interest in sustainable eating and in supporting local farmers

has contributed to the popularity of farmers’ markets and in supermarket signage to

note the provenance of wares. Some farmers’ markets allow resale of produce

grown far away, but producers-only farmers’ markets self-evidently limit vending

space to producers within convenient driving distance. As such, consumers have a

reasonable assurance that the food was produced locally. Many vendors increase

consumer confidence in their business ideology by providing information about

their farm or dairy, ranging from distributing literature to displaying pictures to

inviting visitors to the farms. These low-cost marketing materials signal to custo-

mers that the vendors are ideologically attractive, in the sense of representing small

family businesses, practicing sustainable farming techniques, limiting the use of

certain materials in food production, or some combination of these.

Some signals may be maladaptive or inefficient, although these should generally

be limited over time due to negative selection pressures; cues, however, can remain

stable over time despite possible disadvantages to senders. Signals from marketers

may contradict the foundational message of their product. Miller (2009) provides
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the “right hand ring” advertisement series from the DeBeers diamond cartel as an

example of this. At a minimum, an engagement ring, diamond or otherwise, signals

the intentions of a woman and her suitor to wed. Differences in the proportional

costs of engagement rings indicate that they also signal information about male and

female mate value, as well as features of the courtship (Cronk and Dunham 2007).

Miller (2009) argues that the emergence of single, successful women buying ornate

diamond rings to wear on their right hands, wrapped up in an advertising campaign

that appeals simultaneously to notions of empowerment and entitlement, under-

mines the base functional signal of engagement rings as a marker of betrothed

status. If observers do indeed cease to differentiate between right and left hand

rings, this marketing campaign may have undermined DeBeers’s own best interest

by lessening the signaling prominence of diamond engagement rings.

Table 1 reviews and defines each signal type, the strategic cost associated with

producing the signal, a nonhuman example, a human example from a non-business

context, and a human example from a business context.

4 The Role of Sensory Bias and Receiver Psychology in Signal

Design, and How This Matters for Marketers

The appeal to receiver psychology, through either manipulating evolved preferences

or by reducing skepticism, is the crux of signaling theory. Much of signaling focuses

on exploiting the sensory and psychological biases of receivers rather than

on convincing those receivers of a signal’s honesty (Enquist and Arak 1998;

Guilford 1997; Ryan 1998). Examining signal design from the standpoint of receiver

psychology facilitates explanations that are not contingent upon sheer costliness but

rather focus upon exploitation of innate or evolved preferences, such as those for

symmetry (van Valen 1962), neoteny (Hinde and Barden 1985), and the color red

(Adams and Osgood 1973). Within the business realm, attention to evolved prefer-

ences that capitalize upon sensory bias can guide both product design and marketing

efforts (Saad 2006). Presenting signal messages that appeal to the receiver psychol-

ogy of consumers and that serve as an inducement to buy represents the second

major challenge facing marketers from an evolutionary psychological perspective.

Precisely because so many signals used in marketing can be faked, due to the low

costs in an evolutionary sense of dishonest signaling and the rarity of truly unfake-

able cues and indices, appeals to receiver psychology through the five senses may

equip marketers with tools derived from evolutionary psychology to better position

products and attract consumers.

4.1 Sight and Sound: The Obvious Targets

The available advertising venues in Western society are particularly amenable to

pitches that exploit the senses of sight and sound (see Saad 2004 for a discussion of
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advertising images from an evolutionary perspective). Commercial images prolif-

erate on the many flat surfaces of the modern city, from buses to newsstands to

Times Square billboards. The standard “hour-long” network television program is

actually about 42 min long, with the remaining 18 min consisting of commercial

programming; consumer attention wanes with increased commercial length and

when high information content is paired with low entertainment context (Woltman

Elpers et al. 2003). Radio programs shuffle between music, announcer comments,

and yet more advertisements. Indeed, one indirect measure of the strength of the

economy itself is the thickness of mainstream fashion magazines, as their heft is

directly proportional to the number of ads sold (Johnson 2009; Smith 2009).

Humans are highly visual organisms. Visual dominance is a highly derived trait,

being more significant for primates than most other mammals and a particularly

essential trait in the human adaptive toolkit when compared to the sensory lives of

other primates (in contrast, most mammals rely proportionately more heavily on

olfactory cues and less on sight than we do). The approximately 120 million rods

and seven million cones in the human eye allow for a rich visual perception of the

external environment. Contemporary optometry extends this acuity to sufferers of

myopia, hyperopia, astigmatism, and cataracts. Although relatively little can be

done for macular degeneration or color-blindness, the wealth and history of treat-

ments for vision defects reflects the importance of sight for humans’ navigation of

the world. Stronger evidence for vision as a key component within the human

sensory toolbox, which is less subject to the history of technological development,

are shifting preferences for visual novelty and familiarity in human infancy (e.g.,

Wetherford and Cohen 1973) and the speed with which humans can complete

certain visual detection tasks (e.g. Thorpe et al. 1996). Given the importance of

vision in one’s perception and assessment of the physical world, appeals to vision

are salient in business contexts.

Capitalizing upon the role of visual stimuli in advertising, marketers have

heavily studied the use of color, albeit usually without an evolutionary bent. For

example, Anglo-Canadian mall shoppers associated green plants with positive

evaluations of merchandise whereas Franco-Canadian shoppers showed a similar

preference for merchandise positioned near yellow or red flowers (Chebat and

Morrin 2007). Color preferences also play a role in mate choice, both in humans

and across species. Elliot and Niesta (2008) noted the presence of red coloration in

sexual swellings and other estrous-related changes in non-human primates, along

with historical and literary associations between red and sex, in their investigation

of men’s preferences for red color in mating contexts. Stephen et al. (2009) found

that research subjects choose to experimentally increase the amount of red pigmen-

tation in stimulus figures of human female faces. This increased red pigmentation

mimicked the effect of highly oxygenated blood and increased perceptions of

health, as well as the increased facial hue due to sexual arousal. However, prefer-

ences for and affective reactions to color are context-dependent. Due to its associa-

tions with failure, men are averse to red in competitive contexts (Hill and Barton

2005; Elliot et al. 2007) but view red positively in romantic contexts (Elliot and

Niesta 2008). Further, color associations, like many other associations elicited by
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marketers, vary cross-culturally and may well deserve more detailed consideration

in global marketing campaigns (Saad 2006). In biological systems, aposematic

coloration can serve as a warning signal to predators of the noxious taste of a

particular prey species. Non-venomous species mimic venomous species via Bates-

ian mimicry, thus lessening their predation risk due to the predatory species’

disinclination to risk a deadly meal. As such, aposematism does not serve as a

reliable signal in biological systems, yet it is one that may often be heeded despite

its unreliability due to the high cost to a predator who fails to heed the warning

when necessary. Evolutionary theory does not uniformly project that bright colora-

tion should be attractive and desirable, but rather that bright coloration would tend

to be attention-grabbing in contrast to milder colorations that are not associated

with ripe fruits, sexual arousal, or deadly repasts.

Sound is also a crucial sense both for survival in nature and success in advertis-

ing markets. Evolutionarily speaking, food and alarm calls are signals that audibly

capture the attention of the intended receiver; they are risky because they also

capture the attention of unintended receivers, including potential predators and

rivals (Searcy and Nowicki 2005). The attention-seizing property of auditory

signals is also relevant for marketers. The increased volume of television commer-

cials, as compared to the volume of regular programming, may represent an efficacy

cost. A suddenly blaring television doesn’t cue a viewer in to the effectiveness

of the touted message, but it may earn the advertiser a few seconds of attention

before the viewer can grab the remote control to lower the volume. In contrast to the

perhaps unwanted distraction of a suddenly loud television advertisement, music

and the appreciation thereof play roles in social life and personal enjoyment in

many cultures. Particularly, the production of music may signal creativity in

courtship (Miller 2000) and listening to music is a significant part of many

ritualized gatherings, from weddings to funerals. Unsurprisingly, marketers exploit

people’s affective responses to music by incorporating familiar songs or catchy

jingles into commercials and by playing muzak or other audio in retail settings. The

most salient musical selection to accompany an advertisement is highly context-

dependent, may influence shopping behavior through both direct effects on mood

and interaction effects with other elements of the advertisement, and is likely to be

shaped both by environment and evolved psychology (Bruner 1990). Bruner (1990)

argues that “[m]usic is likely to have its greatest effect when consumers have high

affective and/or low cognitive involvement with the product” (pp. 101); listing

examples of products that fall into this category as types of clothing or accessories,

plus alcoholic beverages. He distinguishes these from products where individuals

have a higher cognitive involvement and perhaps a lower cognitive involvement,

such as appliances, vehicles, technological gadgetry, and insurance. Music may

therefore be a peripheral cue for persuasion within the Elaboration Likelihood

Model, affecting consumers by the emotional attachments they feel towards

music rather than by cognitive processing of information claims. The products

with which consumers have high-affective and low-cognitive involvement, and

therefore those that may be most effectively marketed with use of music, may

serve a signaling function to others, as clothing and alcoholic beverages are often
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prominent markers of personality in social settings. This contrasts with products

that have low affective and high cognitive appeals, such as appliances, as these

objects are predominantly intended for private use and are less effectively marketed

with use of music. Further, products can serve as advertisements for the music that

ostensibly itself advertises the product, sometimes intentionally and sometimes

incidentally. The increased familiarity of a Coldplay or Chairlift song after being

featured in a heavily aired Apple commercial underscores this cycle.

4.2 Scent, Taste, and Touch: The Senses That Try to Get Away

Sight and sound are easily manipulated in advertisements due to the nature of the

media. Scent, taste, and touch are more elusive. Advertisements may compensate,

in part, by using descriptive terminology that evokes the smell of freshly washed

laundry or a spring meadow. They may describe the flavor of a juicy hamburger,

complete with a diner’s moans of appreciation and hyper-enlarged visual detail to

show the crispness of the lettuce and tomato between a sizzling meat patty and

fluffy bun. They may use lighting and ripples to show the sheen of satin when

promoting a luxury sedan or bodywash, neither of which actually involve the haptic

feel of satin. Despite all the language ploys that advertisers may use to evoke these

senses, it is far more difficult to directly engage the senses of scent, taste, and touch

in consumers. Furthermore, such direct engagement generally requires a greater

expenditure in terms of cost and effort per audience member reached.

Romantics speak of scent as the most sentimental of the senses, reflecting on

how certain scents waft the smeller back to childhood at grandmother’s house or a

long-since-visited café. Memory elicitation due to odor recognition is particularly

strong and may represent a separate memory system (Herz and Engen 1996).

Pleasant ambient scents are associated with improved product evaluations when

the scents are congruent with the product category; further, incongruent scents do

not result in devalued product perceptions (Bosmans 2006). Businesses increas-

ingly use ambient scents in retail and service environments that are not emanated by

the products themselves (e.g., Bosmans 2006). Despite the evocative power of

scent, it is rarely directly used in marketing outside of the retail environment.

When scent is used in marketing, the scent usually is the product, as in the cases

of department store perfume samples and magazine cologne inserts. Some innova-

tive marketing strategies get the scent of the product into novel advertising oppor-

tunities, such as the use of a citrusy smell to advertise anti-dandruff shampoo at bus

stops (Roberts 2005, pp. 123). The most frequently encountered exception to the

scent-identity marketing pattern is the use of freshly-baked cookies, or, more often,

scented candles that smell like freshly baked cookies, by realtors whose intention is

to sell houses rather than to sell cookies or candles. This cookie effect has been

extended beyond its use to market properties. In an experimental setting, women in

a room that smelled like chocolate chip cookies were more likely to express a desire

to make an unplanned sweater purchase while on a limited budget than were women
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in a room without the cookie scent (Xiuping 2008). Marketers may thus use scents

to signal associations to consumers in the hopes of building upon existing prefer-

ences. This use could best be thought of as a minimal cost signal with limited

reliability, as the connection between the scent and the product is not ensured by

either costliness or any inherent, intrinsic link.

Marketers may do well to attend to previous work on the evolutionary basis of

scent preferences. From an evolutionary standpoint, our preferences for certain

types of scents may derive from our more general disgust-based aversion to

putrefaction and biological waste, consistent with a pathogen-avoidance domain

(Tybur et al. 2009), coupled with preferences for fruits that smell ripe. This aversion

is deeply rooted and likely predates culture in humanity’s evolutionary past (Curtis

2007) and is particularly concerned with eating or otherwise orally coming in

contact with “contaminated” objects, such as those containing traces of feces

(Rozin and Fallon 1987). As such, most pleasant smells may be pleasant not

because of what they represent, but rather because of the absence of decay that

they signal. Evolutionary theory does not clearly predict whether an individual

would prefer floral or fruity scents, as not every preference is rooted in an evolu-

tionary mechanism. Evolution does, however, contribute to scent’s role in sexual

attraction and arousal. Evolutionary psychologists have further demonstrated that

women have mating preferences based strictly on scent, in the absence of other

inputs, for more masculine men, men with heterozygous major histocompatibility

complex genes (MHC), and more symmetrical men (e.g., Gangestad and Thornhill

1998; Thornhill et al. 2003), which themselves are mediated by menstrual cycle

effects and women’s partnership status. These preferences may be exploited not

only by marketers but also in product design itself. Consumers use perfumes not to

mask their own body odors but rather to enhance and augment their natural scents

and to hypothetically signal their own MHC to potential mates (Milinski and

Wedekind 2001; Havlicek and Roberts 2009). Awareness of consumers’ own

signaling aims in perfume use can guide both the development of new fragrances

and the marketing promotion of these, hinging upon the implication of scents that

smell like the bearer, only enhanced.

Taste is another sense with a deep evolutionary heritage in humans. In the

environment of evolutionary adaptedness (EEA), preferences for sweet and fatty

foods helped humans stay alive. Due to the scarcity of foods containing these tastes

in the ancestral environment and the associated vitamin, mineral, and nutrient

content of these foods, individuals who sought out berries or consumed game

animals at least occasionally had survival and reproductive advantages over those

who did not. Sugars and fats are by no means limited in the contemporary Western

diet. The widespread obesity rates of America and much of the developed world are

largely due to our innate preferences for flavors that would have been painstaking to

seek out in the EEA but that are amplified exponentially in the heavily processed

packages within easy reach on the grocery store shelf. Substantial quantities of

high-fructose corn syrup and hydrogenated vegetable oils have made their way into

the American diet as a result of these ancient preferences, despite the lack of these

chemical compounds in the Pleistocene. These preferences are well-recognized by
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food designers, regardless of their interest in the adaptive significance of

such foods. Marketers may therefore signal the “richness” and “decadence” of

certain foods in order to tap into these evolutionarily designed preferences. Handled

deftly, this may be of special use in targeting health-conscious consumers, who

may seek gustatory indulgence paradoxically presented in a low-calorie, low-fat

shell.

As with appeals to the other four senses, marketers may benefit from attending to

the role of touch in receiver psychology. Innate preferences for certain types of

touch may be related to our shared evolutionary history as group-living primates.

Humans are distinct in living in such large, geographically-dispersed social groups,

which was first facilitated by grooming and then the evolution of language (Dunbar

1996). As such, our preferences for luxurious textures may be an outgrowth of

tactile comforting from relatives and other group members. Roberts (2005) argues

that touch is missing from much of product design and links the physical sensation

of touching people with selling products. A series of experiments of questionable

moral and ethical standards established that isolated rhesus monkeys preferred

tactile contact with wire “mothers” covered in terrycloth to that of uncovered

wire “mothers” that provided milk (Harlow and Zimmermann 1959). The close

association between physical touch and social bonding should not seem surprising

in a society that craves bed linens with high thread counts and welcomes recom-

mendations from sommeliers who speak of wine’s “mouthfeel”. Under experimen-

tal conditions, waitstaff that physically touch their clients increase their tips by

more than 3% in comparison to waitstaff that do not touch the customers during

interactions (Lynn et al. 1998b). Similarly, retail customers spent more on products

and shopped for longer periods of time after having been touched by sales staff

(Hornik 1992). Manipulations of tactile sensations to increase consumer spending

may best be invoked in retail environments where consumers could both physically

handle the merchandise and be themselves touched by sales associates and product

representatives. This is especially illustrated in cosmetics departments where

crisply dressed sales staff offer complimentary makeovers.

Many of the applications of signaling theory to marketing and advertising may

be most effective in direct interpersonal encounters. Human psychology evolved

within a context of dyads and small groups, not within a context where information

is spread by an impersonal mass media blitz. This is not to say that large advertising

campaigns cannot benefit from the applications of signaling theory and consider-

ation of receiver psychology. Indeed, understanding innate preferences and the

evolutionary rationale for how they manifest themselves may be very instructive for

marketers. But the highest potential impact per contacted consumer may come from

the incorporation of multiple senses and signals, which is most easily managed via

face-to-face interaction. Indeed, the senses of taste, touch, and scent cannot be

manipulated by standard print and video advertisements, although perfume inserts

and glossy pages are limited substitutes for specific goods. Consumers’ inability to

touch the merchandise presents a challenge for internet retailers; this effect is

greater for female shoppers and for products whose quality can best be assessed

by use of tactile cues (Citrin et al. 2003).
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5 Receiver Psychology Beyond the Senses

Appeals to receiver psychology in marketing contexts extend past innate prefer-

ences tied to the five senses. As such, it may be instructive to examine elements of

our evolutionary history that predict consumer preferences. The broad domains that

may be most useful for marketers are sexual appeal, solicitive behaviors towards

children, and risk aversion.

The notion that “sex sells” is perhaps the most widely recognized message in

popular advertising (Saad 2004, 2007, Chap. 4). In its more explicit forms, the use

of sexuality in advertising is met with reactions ranging from blasé acceptance to

organized resistance to active encouragement. Roberts (2005) explicitly applies

romantic and sexual contexts to the relationship between customers and their

favored brands, arguing that successful brands forge these relationships by the

use of mystery, sensuality, and intimacy.

Why does sex sell? The simple answer is because sex is pleasurable and

continually, rather than cyclically, interesting. Why is sex pleasurable and interest-

ing? Sex is pleasurable and interesting because human psychology and physiology

have evolved to make it so. Why did human psychology and physiology evolve to

make sex so pleasurable and interesting? That’s a somewhat more complicated

question, with responses that relate to increased genetic representation in future

generations, provisioning, social cohesion, the division of labor, and a host of other

factors. Within that tangle of responses, however, is a commonly accepted argu-

ment that men and women exhibit certain differences in sexual interest and behav-

ior that are consistent with divergent evolutionary strategies but convergent goals

once constraints, such as monogamy or mutual investment in offspring, are

included in the system. Attending to these sex differences in biology and behavior

can guide marketing efforts (Pace 2009). In a different business domain, receiver

biases impact hiring decisions, with Human Resource (HR) professionals of prime

reproductive age preferring attractive opposite-sex applicants in an experimental

setting. Female college students preferentially chose less-attractive female hirees in

an experimental setting that tested intrasexual competition, but this finding was not

replicated in the sample of trained HR managers (Luxen and van de Vijver 2006).

Another appeal to receiver psychology is the emphasis of neotenous character-

istics in both human and non-human advertising stimuli. Neoteny isn’t as immedi-

ately recognizable as sex appeal in terms of features exaggerated and emphasized

by advertising. Nevertheless, neoteny, or the presentation of juvenile features, plays

a substantial role both in marketing and in product design. Due to the high

altriciality of human infants, people are highly solicitive of children and are

especially attuned to helpless, childlike features in the external environment. This

solicitive behavior endures even when the childlike features have no actual rela-

tionship to a human infant, much less to one’s own offspring. One example of a

neotenous consumer good is the teddy bear, heavily represented in gift shops

and bedrooms across Western society. The evolution of the teddy bear has pro-

gressed from a realistic bear-like appearance with an elongated snout to the current
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incarnation of a large-headed, large-eyed, smaller snout, cuddly being that in many

ways holds greater resemblance to a human infant than a member of the Ursidae
family (Hinde and Barden 1985). In addition to teddy bears, Cabbage Patch Kids

and Mickey Mouse may owe part of their success to consumers’ innate preferences

for neotenous features (Lynn et al. 1998a). Crafting advertisements that include

neotenous features may appeal to the child-solicitive elements of evolved human

psychology. Lynn et al. (1998a) note that the neotenous appeal of the Pillsbury

Doughboy and the Campbell Soup Kids may be particularly attractive to consumers

despite the characters’ roles as spokespersons rather than as the product available

for purchase.

An important lesson from marketing, particularly as it relates to ecologically-

conscious behavior, is that people are more inclined to behave in certain ways when

they are made aware that others engage in those same activities (Cialdini 2003;

Goldstein et al. 2008), which is itself perhaps related to human group dynamics and

desires to conform. However, this may vary by context and the effectiveness of an

advertising message is linked to the broader piece of media within which it is

displayed. Griskevicius et al. (2009) demonstrated that appeals to an establish-

ment’s popularity are more persuasive when audiences have been primed with a

fear condition related to survival as compared to a romantic condition; the converse

is true for appeals to a service’s distinctive and under-discovered allure. Further,

fear conditions rendered advertisements emphasizing an undiscovered gem of an

establishment less persuasive than a control advertisement, and romantic desire

primes rendered advertisements that emphasized an establishment’s popularity less

effective than a control advertisement. These findings are consistent with evolved

predispositions to band together for the sake of individual self-interest when danger

threatens (e.g., Hamilton 1971; Palley 1995) or to distinguish oneself as distinctive

in romantic and sexual competition (e.g., Miller 2000). The authors suggest that the

first 15 seconds of a video advertisement could be used to elicit an emotional res-

ponse that would render the message of the advertisement more persuasive and the

product itself more attractive, depending upon whether the problem and the appeal

offered a solution to the adaptive problem represented by the emotion.

6 The Consumer as Signaler

Beyond the signals conveyed by a corporation or an advertising firm to entice and

retain customers, the role of the consumer him- or herself as a signaler is germane

for a discussion of signaling theory in marketing. Both specific commercial goods

and consumption more generally can signal qualities about the purchaser to other

individuals such as potential romantic partners, rivals, and colleagues; business

entities may wish to consider consumers’ signaling motivations as product pitches

are formulated. Miller (2009) presents the argument that most human buying

patterns can be reduced to attempts to signal general intelligence and the Big

Five personality traits, which are Openness, Conscientiousness, Agreeableness,
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Stability, and Extraversion. With this view in mind, it may behoove marketers to

attend to the qualities that potential consumers would want to transmit and to ways

to convey through advertising that their products would serve as an effective and

efficient signal of these traits.

Insofar as marketing emphasizes the signaling capacity of products themselves,

in terms of their usefulness for attracting mates and impressing others, the signals

upon which the field focuses may be inefficient. Miller (2009) argues that modern

marketing overly relies on signals of wealth, status, demographics, and taste along

with a concurrent lack of attention to reproductively relevant qualities such as

kindness, creativity, and humor. Although these attractive qualities largely relate

to the Big Five personality factors and general intelligence, marketers tend to ignore

them in pursuit of faddish notions that do not have a long history of empirical

support (Miller 2009). However, insights from evolutionary psychology would still

encourage marketers to attend to certain elements beyond personality, including

resource control in males and reproductive potential in females, which marketers

indeed do en masse. In routine social encounters, the most effective way for a

woman to convey her reproductive potential is to emphasize her appearance. This

aim can be accomplished either through her behavior of actively calling certain

physical features to attention, such as through the use of low-cut blouses, or through

accentuating products, such as cosmetics. Preference matching on the Big Five

personality traits, either through mating or commercial markets, is driven by

assortative pairing wherein like attracts like and greater mate similarity is asso-

ciated with higher marital satisfaction (Gaunt 2006). Preferences for signposts of

fertility, status, dominance, and resource control are not as individually variable as

are preferences for personality traits; these are roughly stable within and across

societies. The signaling value of products to convey personality attributes should

not be discounted, but neither should the relevance of classically desirable mate

characteristics.

Advertising makes vague allusions to the signaling value of products rather than

overt claims. It is rare to find a commercial that explicitly assures increases in

reproductive success to smart-thinking customers who snap up the touted product.

A contributing factor to this phenomenon may be plausible deniability both on the

part of the advertiser if confronted with angry lovelorn customers and on the part of

the consumer if confronted with a suspicious or jealous spouse (Miller 2009). The

additional mating opportunities that may accrue from the exhibition of a fancy

sports car or cosmetics are generally alluded to in the subtext of ads, not as the

surface message.

Consumption of luxury goods can serve as a signal of social status; this ties

directly into an examination of signal cost. The waste inherent in costly signaling

stands in contrast to the neoclassical economic view of humans as rational actors.

Due to this paradox, some of the earliest investigations into the signaling power of

commercial activity and consumption dealt with the pursuit of luxury. Predating

formal signaling theory, John Stuart Mill (1848) noted that luxury item are purchased

for the sake of the owner’s reputation, accruing from the costliness of the product,

which makes them an appropriate good for taxation. Thorstein Veblen’s (1899)
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notion of conspicuous consumption, widely cited across the social sciences, further

considered costliness and ostentatious display of wealth as signals of status.

Luxury consumption considerably hampers future consumption opportunities

(Frank 1999), yet luxury goods are distinctively high in signaling capacity due to

their considerably high financial cost, recognizability, and desirability. This results

in a market of aspirational customers, but multiple scholars have noted the risk

inherent when luxury manufacturers attempt to increase their sales by offering

several lower-cost products or a more affordable product line (e.g., Saad 2007;

Thomas 2007). The deceptive signaling function of greater resource control is met

through both the secondhand luxury market, such as through consignment bou-

tiques, and the consumption of counterfeit luxury goods. The Asian market is

particularly robust for both genuine and counterfeit luxury goods (Thomas 2007).

Young unmarried Japanese women in particular, who often continue to reside with

their parents until they get married and while working office jobs, spend exorbi-

tantly on luxury clothing and accessories, which they maintain meticulously

(Muller 2006; Thomas 2007). Counterfeit goods may be more readily assumed to

be legitimate in underdeveloped nations, where the population is not as familiar

with the details and physical appearance of genuine luxury goods as are consumers

in more developed nations (van Kempen 2003); the ecological context-dependence

of perceiving this deception underscores the relevance of evolutionary psychology

for understanding the phenomenon (Saad 2007).

A final manifestation of consumers as signalers concerns the recent consumer

interest in ecologically-conscious products. Griskevicius et al. (2010) noted

that experimental subjects reported preferences for purchasing environmentally-

conscious products when they were primed in a status-seeking condition and when

green products were more, not less, expensive than their non-green counterparts.

This finding contrasts with rational economic theory but is highly consistent with

signaling theory. Products that directly appeal to consumers’ desires to signal their

resource control and altruism practically market themselves, so long as their

visibility is such that consumers are aware of their availability. Marketing cam-

paigns can profit from further emphasizing these functional and evolutionarily-

undergirded components, such as by showing consumers in a context where others

note and appreciate the “greenness” and altruism of the purchaser. Griskevicius

et al. (2010) advocate that marketing efforts for ecologically-conscious products

should clearly link the products to status, through either association with high-status

celebrity endorsers or by showcasing the products at prestigious events, especially

when products have high development costs (e.g., green cars). However, lower-cost

“green” products should not be linked to status in marketing campaigns due to their

inability to signal wealth.

The motivations of consumers to boost their own signaling power manifests in

different ways depending on the specific aims and resources of individual consu-

mers. Women seeking mates may gravitate towards products to signal their fertility,

men seeking mates may choose flashy status objects that demonstrate their resource

control, and mate seekers of both sexes are likely to choose products that signal

aspects of personality and taste. Those consumers less directly motivated by mating
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aims may still make similar purchasing decisions, both because our evolved pre-

dispositions run deeper than our proximate goals and because the same sorts of

products may enhance our status among friends, neighbors, and associates more

generally. Recognizing a product’s signaling potential not only to a consumer but

for a consumer may help marketers better identify effective advertising strategies.

7 Evolution and Marketing in a Recession

As of the time of this writing, the global economic climate is in a tailspin. The New

York Stock Exchange plummeted in September 2008 as major US and international

financial institutions plummeted into dire financial straits and the economy has yet

to make a full recovery by March 2010. Repercussions have been substantial on a

global scale. For example, the Icelandic krona is so devalued that half of the

nation’s businesses became insolvent and 15% of Icelanders found themselves

with negative equity (Cendrowicz 2009). Unemployment is staggeringly high.

What is the role for marketing in such a bleak economic landscape and what can

we learn about it from an understanding of our evolutionary past?

Recession pricing has become a common selling point within the service indus-

try, for everything from steak (Spano 2009) to vacations (Engle 2009) to prostitu-

tion (BBC 2009). Perhaps marketers are onto something with this straightforward

acknowledgment of the dismal economic climate. Recession pricing, itself perhaps

a last ditch measure to ensure some sales in a dire economy, also has the role of

signaling to consumers that we, as a society, are in this together and that the

commercial establishment recognizes their customers’ own needs and limitations

at this time. Such signaling of commitment and connection may prove to have been

a successful long-term strategy to ensure customer loyalty when the economy

improves, assuming that the business is able to weather this storm (see Palmer

2000 for application of game-theoretic models to an evolutionary view of relation-

ship marketing between business entities and consumers).

Advertising is generally more subject to economic fluctuations than other areas

of business and cyclicity of advertising expenditures varies by country as well as by

company, with countries that show more fluctuations in advertising expenditures

experiencing slower overall advertising market growth (Deleersynder et al. 2009).

Increasing advertising expenditures for consumer products during a recession is

associated with greater corporate benefits than increases in advertising expenditures

when the economy is not in a recession (Frankenberger and Graham 2003) and

advertising expenditures that run counter to cyclical predictions are associated

with greater success for the company (Srinivasan et al. 2005). Frankenberger and

Graham (2003) argue that firms should generally increase advertising expenditures

during a recession if it is financially feasible to do so, but also note that repercus-

sions of cutting advertising budgets will mostly be limited to the recession year

itself, rather than extending into the firm’s future profits.
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8 Conclusion

A signaling theoretical approach to marketing, incorporating different routes to

signal reliability and sources of salience due to receiver psychology, can further

equip existing efforts to understand strategic marketing opportunities. Insights

from signaling theory can help marketers understand how to overcome the skepti-

cism of potential consumers about their product claims and also understand how

those very same customers could use the marketed products in their own signaling

efforts.

As most signals in advertising contexts are unlikely to be “handicaps” in the

evolutionary sense, given the prohibitive costs entailed and the likely reticence of

stockholders to stand idly by when their profits are placed at risk, marketers may do

best to consider alternate routes to signal reliability and the importance of receiver

psychology. At minimum, an advertising message must be detectable, discrimina-

ble, and memorable in order to be effective. Attempts to enhance memorability and

persuade consumers towards a purchase can take multiple forms: increasing signal

cost (even if not by such a degree as to constitute a handicap), exploiting sensory

perceptions, appealing to consumers’ evolved predispositions, or demonstrating the

signaling value of the product for consumers themselves.

Appeals to memorability are tied up in the costliness of signals transmitted by

business entities. Consumers attend to signals about a company’s quality, as do

shareholders and competitors, although it would seem that the company’s reputa-

tion is not as relevant to consumers as the value of the particular product. Frank

(2007) argues that including the phrase “As Seen on TV” in magazine and newspa-

per advertisements serves as a signal of confidence in the product to potential

consumers, as it draws their attention to the fact that the item has been promoted

in a potentially more expensive medium than the one that they are currently

perusing. In contrast to a costly signaling function, noting in a print advertisement

that a product was sold on television could serve a memorability function, cueing in

the reader to a recognition of having seen the product before and evoking recollec-

tions of aired demonstrations or testimonials. Gandolfi et al. (2002) explicitly apply

biological signaling theory to understanding why firms spend so much money on

advertising without a substantial informative content. In this perspective, the

function of expensive advertising is to convince the public that the firm is suffi-

ciently successful to bear the costs of the signal, thus conveying that the business

entity will not attempt to sell sub-standard merchandise, as doing so would carry too

great of a reputational penalty. Alternately, such expenditures may simply serve to

increase the appeal and memorability of the product without serving as a testament

to the product’s quality, as there is no intrinsic link between the product quality and

advertising expenditures. The increase in viewer perception of quality with

increased advertising expenditures (Kirmani and Wright 1989), while certainly

relevant from the standpoint of receiver psychology, does not lead to a sufficient

survival risk for the business as the result of viewer backlash due to product

dissatisfaction.
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Marketing is in the complex position of signaling to multiple audiences simulta-

neously, some of which may be at cross-purposes with each other. It may be useful

to look at signaling in marketing across nested levels. Advertisements themselves

serve as communication from suppliers to varied audiences, including consumers,

stockholders, and their own employees. The purchased items themselves equip

individuals to signal qualities to prospective mates, associates, and rivals. The

primary audience of an advertisement is the potential consumer, but shareholders,

competitors, and company staff also receive the signal. The salient information for

the consumer concerns the product’s specific value, defined in a myriad of factors

related to quality, cost, preference-matching, and its own capacity to signal to

others. The salient information for shareholders, competitors, and company staff,

in contrast, is the brand. In pursuit of these aims, companies may spend excessively

on advertisements simply to signal their ability to withstand the costs of such

wastefulness (e.g., Ambler and Hollier 2004).

In biological systems, signals do not generally occur singly; rather, they are

often transmitted at the same time as a receiver observes other qualities about an

organism. For example, “beauty” may represent a cohesive integration of multiple

human traits, with mate decisions partially based upon assessment of this combined

quality (Fink and Penton-Voak 2002). If multiple traits coalesce to give a cohesive

insight into the immune response of a potential mate, such a combined signal might

be more reliable than individual signals, which might be easier to fake. Alternately,

transmission of multiple signals may represent an attempt by senders to interfere

with reception of competing signals and where receivers develop fine-tuned abil-

ities to separate the honest, salient features from the noise (Lozano 2009). Market-

ers would do well to consider the consolidated and nested nature of most signaling

phenomena. Of course, any individual marketing message is likely to contain

multiple signals, some of which may reinforce other signals and others of which

may relate to different aims or appeals to receiver psychology. A given advertise-

ment, for example, could simultaneously signal a message regarding the firm’s

resource control and confidence in the product (in terms of the production and

distribution costs), a message regarding attractive qualities of the product itself

(such as direct or implied appeals to its popularity, distinctiveness, or utility), and a

message obliquely linking the product to the ascribed or aspirational traits of the

consumer (such as appeals that imply sexual success or increased status for the

bearers of such goods). Whether the transmission of multiple signals results in a

more convincing message or a more competitive message, it would seem that

multiple signals or signals that exploit multiple elements of receiver psychology

would be more effective in marketing than lone signals.

Individual consumers can show resistance to even impeccably-designed market-

ing signals and can subvert the signaling message of their own purchases. Strongly

anti-consumerist mores nullify the impact of a highly-recognizable logo. Oversized

bright green Panasonic headphones are fully compatible with Apple iPhones

and send a rather different message to observers than do the iconic white earbuds

resting on a shelf at home. Evolutionary psychology cannot give any answers to

how every person or any given individual will react to a marketing message; rather,
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it can offer insights on how populations will tend to behave as a result of our

collective evolutionary past. As such, insights from evolutionary psychology offer a

promising avenue of opportunity for marketers seeking to increase their market

success by attending to innate consumer preferences.
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Cue Management: Using Fitness Cues

to Enhance Advertising Effectiveness

Patrick Vyncke

Abstract Current thinking on advertising processing highly parallels contem-

porary psychological theory and research revealing that there are two distinct

brain systems at work in human information processing and decision making:

System 1 (S1, evolutionarily old, unconscious/preconscious, automatic, fast, and

intuitive) and System 2 (S2, evolutionarily recent, conscious, controlled, slow, and

reflective).

Indeed, state-of-the-art models of advertising processing equally distinguish

two different persuasive routes: one in which the consumer focuses on product/

brand attribute information and in which he/she engages in elaborated infor-

mation processing (S2), and one in which she/he processes the ad only superfi-

cially in terms of a handful of meaningful “cues” (S1). Regarding S2 advertising

processing, means-end-chain theory offers a sound theoretical framework. How-

ever, regarding S1 advertising processing the question remains: What constitutes

a meaningful cue?

Here, I will argue that both the idea of evolutionary old systems like the S1

systems (evolved “mental organs”) and the idea of cues activating them (“fitness

cues”) are central to evolutionary psychology. I will also present the results of a

large scale experiment investigating the impact these cues can have on ad-like-

ability scores (as indicators of the advertising effectiveness). This experiment

equally reveals the value of evolutionary psychology as a sound perspective for

cue management practices.
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Introduction

Current thinking on both advertising processing and consumer behavior is being

revolutionized by psychological research which reveals that there are two distinct

brain systems at work in human information processing and decision making (cf.

Evans et al. 1996; Fine 2006; Gigerenzer 2000, 2007; Gigerenzer et al. 1999;

LeDoux 1998; Montagu 2006; Myers 2002; Reber 1993; Stanovich 1999, 2004;

for a good overview, see Frankish and Evans 2009). On the one hand, System 1 (S1)

can be characterized as being evolutionarily old, unconscious/preconscious, auto-

matic, fast, and intuitive. On the other hand, System 2 (S2) can be labeled as

evolutionarily recent, conscious, controlled, slow, and reflective.

Until recently most research on consumer behavior has been (implicitly)

framed in a S2 perspective, studying consumers as very rational human beings.

However, we are now witnessing a revolutionary takeover of the field by research-

ers focusing their attention on S1 and the corresponding intuitive, irrational, gut-

feeling-driven decisions consumers constantly make in their everyday life (Ariely

2009; Gigerenzer 2007; Hallinan 2009; Lunn 2008; Shermer 2008; Sutherland

2007).

As for advertising processing, the state-of-the-art models that currently dominate

the literature – like the Elaboration Likelihood Model – generally distinguish two

different persuasive routes and also point towards a dual-processing system in the

brains of targeted consumers. One route strongly parallels S2. Taking this route, the

consumer focuses on the content of the ad (relevant product/brand attribute infor-

mation) and engages in extensive and – mostly – conscious elaborated information

processing. The other route strongly resembles S1. Here the consumer processes the

ad only superficially, quickly, and quasi-automatically in terms of a handful of

meaningful cues. A sound theoretical framework has been created around S2

advertising processing, in terms of means-end-chain theory. However, regarding

S1 advertising processing the question remains: What constitutes a meaningful cue?

In this chapter, I will introduce the idea of cue management as a form of

advertising management which focuses on S1 advertising processing and therefore

on the manipulation of advertising cues. As such, cue management can be opposed

to means-end-chain management (MEC management, which focuses on S2 adver-

tising processing) as two distinct forms or prototypes of advertising management.

Contrary to MEC management, cue management currently lacks a strong theoreti-

cal foundation. I will argue that both the idea of evolutionary old brain systems like

S1 (evolved “mental organs”), and the idea of cues activating those systems

(“fitness cues”) are central to evolutionary psychology. Therefore evolutionary

psychology can provide a framework for cue management purposes.

Firstly, I will synthesize the essence of the Elaboration Likelihood Model.

Secondly, based on this model, I will make a distinction between cue management

and MEC management as two distinct forms or prototypes of advertising manage-

ment. Thirdly I will link these two types of advertising management to the S1/S2

information and decision making systems within our brains to make it clear that cue
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management appeals to the older and more emotional S1 system, whereas MEC

management engages the newer and more rational S2 system. Fourthly, I will

argue that a framework to answer the question of what constitutes a meaningful

cue can be found within the new science of evolutionary psychology. Finally, I

will present the results of my experiment investigating the impact of fitness cues

on ad-likeability scores (as predictors of the advertising effectiveness to be

expected). My conclusion will be a suggestion for cue management to be devel-

oped as a new and legitimate form of advertising management based on evolu-

tionary psychology.

1 The Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM)

Thinking on advertising processing (for a very good overview, see Vakratsas and

Ambler 1999) has come a long way since the old AIDA (Attention Interest Desire

Action) model (Strong 1925:76, but attributed to E. St. Elmo Lewis in 1898). Since

this preliminary yet seminal model, a myriad of other models have been proposed.

Perhaps the two most influential (as measured by their appearance in standard

textbooks on advertising management and before the Elaboration Likelihood

Model was developed) were the Hierarchical Learning Model (a Think – Feel –

Domodel, see Lavidge and Steiner 1961) and the Low InvolvementModel (a Think –

Do – Feel Model, see Krugman 1965, 1977) – referred to by Jones (1990) as the

strong and weak theories of advertising. Yet countless other models also arose, so

that by the 1970s the field of persuasion was often characterized as replete with

conflicting theoretical models and empirical findings, and lacking any coherent,

unifying theory (Bagozzi et al. 2002:107).

In the 1980s, the introduction of the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM, see

Fig. 1) by Petty and Cacioppo (1981, 1986) provided such a coherent, unifying

theory. As Bogazzi et al. (2002:107) remark, the ELM was a radically new model:

An examination of the persuasive theories advanced through the 1970s reveals that all share

the similarity of offering a [their italics] process by which attitudes are changed. The

process hypothesized to guide persuasion differs, albeit, for each theory. (. . .) In stark

theoretical contrast to these prior conceptualizations, the ELM hypothesizes that attitudes

can be changed as a result of different psychological processes [their italics].

Indeed, the ELM groups the various processes by which the attitudes of the

consumer can be changed through an advertising campaign into two conceptually

distinct groups: those processes in which attitudes are changed as a result of

effortful elaboration (referred to as the central route of persuasion) versus those

processes in which attitudes are changed as a result of relatively non-thoughtful

processes (referred to as the peripheral route of persuasion). The ELM predicts

that a person’s motivation and ability influence which of the two processes is most

likely to guide persuasion. When individuals possess both motivation and ability,

they are more likely to be persuaded by thoughtful elaboration on issue-relevant
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persuasive information (in the case of advertising: product/brand attribute informa-

tion). That is, they are likely to consider the information presented, generate

thoughts and feelings in response to that information, and change their attitudes

as a function of these cognitive processes. However, sometimes – perhaps even

most of the time (cf. infra) – consumers do not possess both motivation and ability

to elaborate on the content of the ad. The ELM posits that, under these conditions,

consumers’ attitude change is most likely to be mediated by processes that do not

entail thoughtful consideration of issue-relevant information (that is, elaboration).

Instead, in those cases, individuals are likely to rely on associative processes such

as classical conditioning (Gorn 1982; Stuart et al. 1987) or mere exposure (Zajonc

1980, 1984; Zajonc and Markus 1982), and less effortful inference processes such

as heuristic shortcuts (Chaiken 1980) dealing only with peripheral cues presented in

the ad, rather than with the issue-relevant information (product/brand attribute

information) provided by the ad (Bagozzi et al. 2002:108–109).

The motivation and ability of the consumer are therefore hypothesized to

determine which process underlies persuasion. The ELM advances the notion that

these two factors influence the likelihood that an individual will elaborate

MOTIVATION TO 
ELABORATE

PERIPHERAL 
“CUES”

ABILITY TO 
ELABORATE

ADVERTISEMENT

PERIPHERAL 

PERSUASIVE 

ROUTE
(Intuitive 

processing of 

formal cues)

CENTRAL 

PERSUASIVE 

ROUTE
(Elaborate product 

attribute information

processing)

Neg.

Neg.

Pos.

Pos.

Fig. 1 The essence of the ELM
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persuasive information (that is, elaboration likelihood). However, as Bagozzi et al.

(2002:112) note:

It is important to note that elaboration likelihood is conceptualized as a continuum, rather

than as two discrete states (. . .). As individuals move from one end of the continuum to the

other, the amount of effort they expend on thoughtfully considering the issue-relevant

information ranges from none at all to scrutinizing and considering all information.

2 Means-End-Chain Management and Cue Management

Nevertheless, the ELM enables us to make a distinction between two prototypical

forms of advertising management (that is, the process of planning, implementing,

and evaluating an advertising campaign) (see also Mitchell and Olson 1981; Shimp

1981): one with a focus on the central route (trying to create a positive brand-

likeability by providing the consumer with relevant information about the product/

brand’s attributes), and one we could call “cue management,” with a focus on the

peripheral route (trying to enhance the brand-likeability by creating ads with a high

ad-likeability by way of inserting the right cues in the ad).

When the advertising manager wants to design an advertising campaign in which

the central route prevails, a specific theoretical framework is at his/her disposal:

means-end-chain theory (MEC theory). MEC theory was originally developed for

relating consumers’ product knowledge to their self-knowledge (Gutman 1982;

Olson and Reynolds 1983). Knowledge is presumed to be organized in a hierarchy,

with concrete thoughts linked to more abstract thoughts in a sequence progressing

from means to ends. As Gutman (1982:60) points out:

Means are objects or activities in which people engage. Ends are valued states of being such

as happiness, security, or accomplishment. A means-end chain is a model that seeks to

explain how a product or service selection facilitates the achievement of desired end states.

As such, MEC theory comes down to a radical extension of early approaches to

the topic of product meaning. These tended to be from the product attribute

perspective, whereby meaning was tied to the physical, observable characteristics

of the product. As such, they failed to recognize any type of personal meanings

derived from those attributes. Within MEC theory, product meaning was first

expanded to take into account both the functional and the nonfunctional benefits

that attributes represented for the consumer. The focus was subsequently broadened

further to cover yet higher levels of abstraction, that is, personal values. In essence,

MEC theory comes down to the application of the personal values perspective to

consumer understanding. To the advertising manager, MEC theory is an invaluable

resource in defining which “issue-relevant information” to include in the ad for two

reasons: (1) rather than concentrate on a particular level of product or brand

meanings, it incorporates all levels into a conceptual framework, and (2) it focuses

on the associations (i.e., derived meanings) between the levels. These associational

linkages provide an understanding of how consumers interpret product attributes

(means) as representing benefits to them (referred to as consequences) and how
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these benefits are ultimately translated into personal values (ends) (see Fig. 2). It is
this associational element of the MEC model that offers keen insight into the

meanings that consumers derive from products and ads (Batey 2008:21–22).

The relationship of means to ends is of course many-to-many, since a given end

can be achieved by more than one alternative means, and a given means could be

serving any of several ends. To illustrate this with an example, one can imagine the

following MEC in the brain of a particular consumer, built around the concept of

practicing sports (Fig. 3)
It is obvious that MEC theory constitutes a sound framework for MEC manage-

ment, since it enables the advertising manager to investigate and specify which

“issue-relevant information” (cf. the ELM) should be included in the advertising

campaign when the focus is on the central route of persuasion. Moreover, the

advertising manager can rely on specific research methods that have been proposed

in addition to the MEC model (Pieters et al. 1995). However, sometimes – perhaps

even most of the time – consumers don’t have the motivation and the ability to

elaborate on the issue-relevant information contained in the ad. Indeed, it can be

expected that the average consumer, in dealing with the average ad in an average

market, more often takes the peripheral rather than the central route, since she/he

generally lacks the motivation and/or ability for effortful elaboration. Low moti-

vation may be due to a high level of product homogenization (making brands

undifferentiated in terms of technical/functional attributes), to widespread quality

guarantees (erasing differences in terms of general product quality), to the fact

that the consumer knows that advertising does not offer neutral, unbiased (and

therefore valuable) information, and to the consumer’s previous brand experiences.

ATTRIBUTES

PRODUCT
BRAND

CONSEQUENCES
FOR THE SUBJECT

ENDS OR GOALS
OF THE SUBJECT

MEANS

Charac-
teristics

ENDS

Fig. 2 The MEC model
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Low ability to elaborate may be due to the complexity of the contemporary

marketing scene confronting the consumer, with countless ads for countless brands,

the limited time that a consumer has available for processing ads, the often distract-

ing environment in which she/he is exposed to the ad, or the unfortunate timing of

the exposure of the consumer to the ad. Having to deal with a consumer who lacks

either the motivation or the ability to elaborate on the ad, it makes little sense for

the advertising manager to design an ad based on MEC management. In these

situations, it would make more sense to insert meaningful cues in the ad that can

impact consumers’ attitudes. I will call this (proto)type of advertising management

cue management, so as to distinguish it from MEC management as the other (proto)

type of advertising management – at least as suggested by the ELM. Figure 4 shows

an example of how an ad for toothpaste for kids could look like when conceived

from a MEC management perspective versus a cue management perspective.

Notice that, in the first ad, the advertising manager provides the consumer with

issue-relevant information that enables him/her to make a connection between

concrete product attributes (alpha enzyme complex), consequences (having white

teeth), and his/her personal values (looking good). The ad stimulates elaborate

processing: Do I want a toothpaste that makes my children’s teeth white or do I

rather want a toothpaste that keeps their teeth healthy? What is an enzyme com-

plex? Should I do the test? In the cue management version of the ad (the lower

version), the advertising manager simply wants the consumer to make a connection

between the cue (a cute child) and the brand, so that the positive emotions or

feelings elicited by the cue get transferred to the brand, thus influencing brand-

likeability in a rather non-thoughtful way.

GOOD FOR
HEART AND VEINS

GOOD
HEALTH

PRACTISING
SPORTS

RELAXES
THE MIND

KEEPS ME
HEALTHY

KEEPS ME FROM
GETTING FAT

RELIEVES ME
OF STRESS

REDUCES
FAT

BEING PHYSICALLY
ATTRACTIVE

INNER
HARMONY

Fig. 3 An example of a concrete MEC
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Contrary to MEC management, cue management still lacks a sound theoretical

framework. Indeed, until recently, most work on advertising processing has been

focused on S2 processes using the MEC framework. The concept of “advertising

cues” has hardly been given any serious attention (although much research has been

done on the impact of specific cues such as music, celebrities, humor, etc.). The

concept of “cues” was actually first used by Lorenz (1939). Hasson (1994) defines a

Lorenzian cue as any feature of the world, animate or inanimate, that can be used by

an animal as a guide to future action. I will argue that evolutionary psychology can

provide a refined framework for understanding the workings of these cues. Before I

turn to the central question of cue management – that is, what constitutes a

meaningful cue for a given target audience – I will first consider how the ELM

perspective fits into a broader perspective on human information processing and

decision making. This will enable us to clarify the link between cue management

and evolutionary psychology.

3 The Two Minds of the Consumer

Thus far, I have outlined how the ELM posits that consumers’ attitudes can be

formed and/or changed by one of two psychological processes. Attitudes can be

changed as a result of relatively effortful consideration of the issue-relevant infor-

mation central to the persuasive message, in which case the subsequent attitudes are

Fig. 4 An example of an ad

campaign for toothpaste for

kids. The first is an ad

conceived from a MEC

management perspective. The

second is an ad conceived

from a cue management

perspective
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the result of cognitive responses to that information. These processes are at the core

of what I have called MEC management. Attitudes can alternatively be changed as

a result of relatively non-thoughtful processes, in which case the subsequent

attitudes are the result of pairing the attitude with a cue that is not diagnostic of

the central merits of the persuasive information. These processes are at the core of

what I have called cue management. As Bagozzi et al. point out, it is crucial to

understand that these two (groups of) processes are fundamentally “qualitatively

different” (Bagozzi et al. 2002:119).

Over the past decade, an exciting body of work on human information proces-

sing and decision making has explored this idea of a fundamental duality in the

human mind in greater detail. Researchers – working on various aspects of human

psychology, including deductive reasoning, decision making, and social judgment –

have accordingly developed “two mind” theories. As Frankish and Evans (2009:1)

put it: “These theories come in different forms, but all agree in positing two distinct

processing mechanisms for a given task, which employ different procedures and

may yield different, and sometimes conflicting, results”. Typically, one of the

processes is characterized as fast, effortless, automatic, nonconscious, heavily

contextualized, and undemanding of working memory, and the other as slow,

effortful, controlled, conscious, decontextualized, and demanding of working memory.

These theories then claim that human cognition is composed of two multi-purpose

reasoning systems, usually called System 1 and System 2 (S1 and S2), the opera-

tions of the former having fast-process characteristics, and those of the latter having

slow-process ones (Evans et al. 1996; Stanovich 1999, 2004). In their overview

article, Frankish and Evans (2009:15) neatly summarize the differences between S1

and S2 as put forward by the different authors of “two mind” theories. An overview

of the most salient characteristics is given in Table 1.

Obviously there are considerable parallels between, on the one hand, S1 informa-

tion processing and the peripheral persuasive route of the ELM (as a very direct and

spontaneous information processing route), and on the other hand between S2 infor-

mation processing and the central persuasive route of the ELM (as a more elaborated

information processing route). This means that cue management must be targeted at

the S1 system, tapping into this evolutionarily old system of meaning and decision

making. It is precisely one of the great merits of evolutionary psychologists that these

researchers pay special attention to this evolutionarily old information processing

Table 1 Features attributed

by various theorists to S1

and S2

System 1 System 2

Evolutionarily old Evolutionarily recent

Unconscious, preconscious Conscious

Implicit knowledge Explicit knowledge

Automatic Controlled

Fast Slow

Parallel Sequential

High capacity Low capacity

Intuitive Reflective

Associative Rule-based

Source: adapted from Frankish and Evans (2009)
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system. Central to the field of evolutionary psychology (EP) are the concepts of

“mental organs” and “fitness cues” activating those organs. Together these concepts

can make up an EP framework for cue management purposes.

4 Evolutionary Psychology as a Framework for Cue

Management

EP is the study of the functioning of the mind (or, if you wish, of human nature) in

light of the process of evolution by natural selection. As Buss (1999:47) remarks:

If humans have a nature and evolution by selection is the causal process that produced that

nature, then the next question is what great insights into human nature can be provided by

examining our evolutionary origins.

Darwinian theory states that the core of all animal natures, including humans’,

consists of a large collection of adaptations. EP tends to focus on one special

subclass of the adaptations that comprise human nature – psychological adapta-

tions. Similarly to how evolutionary biology distinguishes within the very complex

human body several organs or organic parts that have clear and specific adaptive

functions, so does EP try to draw up a map of the extremely complex human mind,

by distinguishing different evolved psychological adaptations that constitute it.

Metaphorically, these evolved adaptive psychological mechanisms are often called

“mental organs”. EP then attempts to analyze the human mind as a collection of

mental organs. It studies the contexts that activate these mental organs, and it deals

with the behaviors generated by those mechanisms.

According to Buss (1999:47–51), a mental organ consists of a set of processes

inside a living organism, with the following properties:

l An evolved psychological mechanism exists in the form that it does because it

solved a specific problem of survival or reproduction recurrently over evolution-

ary history. (. . .)
l An evolved psychological mechanism is designed to take in only a narrow slice

of information. (. . .)
l The input of an evolved psychological mechanism tells an organism the particu-

lar adaptive problem it is facing. (. . .)
l The input of an evolved psychological mechanism is transformed through

decision rules into output. (. . .)
l The output of an evolved psychological mechanism can be physiological activ-

ity, information to other psychological mechanisms, or manifest behavior. (. . .)
l The output of an evolved psychological mechanism is directed toward the

solution to a specific adaptive problem.

According to Buss, EP mechanisms almost invariably do their job out of

consciousness, which reminds us of the characteristics of S1. But especially impor-

tant here is the second characteristic mentioned by Buss. It means that we can now
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understand the cue concept in terms of the narrow slices of information activating

mental organs by telling an organism the particular adaptive problem it is facing.

Recently, in his evolutionary perspective on consumer behavior, Miller (2009) has

introduced the concept of “fitness cues” to highlight the fitness relevance of those

cues. I will quote him here at length (Miller 2009:55–56):

Fitness cues (. . .) are features of an individual’s environment that convey useful information

about local fitness opportunities – ways to increase one’s survival chances or reproductive

success. Darkness is a cue for danger (reduced survival chances), so it induces fear and shelter

seeking. For predators, the scent of prey is a cue for food (increased survival chances), so it

motivates pursuit, attack, and ingestion. For males, the cues that identify fertile females of

their own species carry information about mating opportunities (increased reproductive

success), so they motivate pursuit, courtship, and copulation. Our perceptual systems have

evolved to pay the most attention to these sorts of fitness cues, because, in evolutionary terms,

they are the only things worth noticing about one’s world. (Natural selection cannot favor

animals’ responding to any cues that do not identify an opportunity to promote their survival

and reproduction.) Further, animals evolve motivation systems to surround themselves with

positive, fitness-promoting cues (which evolve to “feel good”), and to avoid negative, fitness-

threatening cues (which evolve to “feel bad”). At the evolutionary level, animals are always

under selection to survive and reproduce. But at the subjective level, they are always

motivated to chase the fitness cues that feel good – not because they consciously understand

that natural pleasures are associated with evolutionary success, but because they have been

shaped to act as if they understood that association unconsciously.

According to Miller, we therefore all have a deep and abiding interest in

pursuing fitness cues that were associated with better survival, social, sexual, and

parental prospects in prehistory. In my opinion, and following Miller, advertising

cues can therefore be understood as fitness cues, that is, as those small pieces of

advertising information that – within the peripheral persuasive route of the ELM –

draw the attention of the consumer and are quickly and unconsciously judged to be

either relevant or attractive from a fitness-promoting perspective. An affective

reaction – enhancing ad-likeability, and therefore advertising effectiveness – is

the corresponding result. It is precisely because a cue is fitness promoting that (a) it

is worthy of our attention, (b) it is (generally unconsciously) judged to be relevant

and/or attractive, and (c) it “works” by eliciting affective or emotional reactions (we

feel good or we feel bad). Therefore, Miller’s concept of fitness cues seems to

correspond exactly to the functioning of cues in peripheral persuasion.

If one rereads the EP literature from this fitness cue perspective, it becomes

evident that specific fitness cues seem to activate the evolved mental organs. Thus,

food choice modules are activated by cues of high caloric value such as a sweet or

fatty taste. Kin investment is guided by cues of genetic relatedness, such as facial

similarities or the fact that one is raised together with others by the same parents.

Parental investment is activated by cues such as a crying baby. Reciprocal altruism

is guided by reputational cues such as helping people in need or cheater-detecting

cues such as speech errors, hesitations, shorter speaking turns, raised vocal pitch, or

self-touching behavior. Mate choice is guided by a plethora of cues defining male

and female attractiveness or charm (to which we will return within our research

project).
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These few examples also make it clear that the idea of “fitness-promoting cues”

has to be understood in an evolutionary context, that is, as cues that promoted

fitness in the Environment of Evolutionary Adaptedness (EEA). Indeed, evolution-

ary science has made it clear that different environments pose different adaptive

problems and so require different adaptations. To understand any particular

adaptation, one therefore must know something about the environment in which

it evolved. Our EEA has to be situated in the East African savannas, where we lived

from about 6 million years ago (after the human lineage split from that of the

chimpanzee) until about 100,000 years ago. Around 100,000 years ago, some of our

ancestors began to emigrate out of Africa, and eventually colonized the whole

world. But 100,000 years is only about 5,000 generations – too short a time for

evolution to produce any major changes. This means that we are all “stone agers

living in the fast lane” (Evans and Zarate 1999:45–46). We all have a Stone Age

mind adapted to living in the EEA. Again, the parallel with S1 as an evolutionarily

old system is striking.

The result is that many forms of current consumption behavior (and many forms

of behavior in general) – which were quite adaptive in the EEA – now have simply

become maladaptive and even sometimes just plain hazardous. An illustrative case

can be found in our food preferences for sweet and fatty foods. What was adaptive

in the EEA (where those food resources were scarce) has become maladaptive in

today’s modern society (where those food resources are abundant). The case

illustrates that even when we know that fat and sugar are unhealthy for us, we

cannot help responding to the corresponding cues. Indeed, fitness cues work

through primary affective reactions without much rational cognition involved.

Again, the parallels with our earlier description of S1 information processing and

decision making – and therefore with the peripheral ELM route – are obvious.

In line with EP principles, one can then think of concrete adaptive problems our

ancestors faced recurrently, work out the mental organs that evolved to solve those

problems, and then start mapping the specific fitness cues that activate those mental

organs. These fitness cues can then function as concrete cues in ads, eliciting

affective reactions through a process of S1 information processing and decision

making, that is, a process of unconscious, fast, intuitive, automatic evaluation of the

relevance and/or attractiveness of those cues. It is in this sense that EP can provide

both academics and practitioners with a concrete framework for studying and using

cues in the context of cue management as a specific form of advertising manage-

ment. In the final section of this paper, I will test this EP perspective on cue

management in a large scale experiment.

5 Exploring the Impact of Fitness Cues on Ad-Likeability

In this last section, I demonstrate the fruitfulness of the EP perspective for cue

management through a research project investigating the impact of fitness cues on

advertising likeability. Of course, one cannot investigate all fitness cues in any
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single project, so I have focused on one of the most investigated of the evolved

mental organs, namely the mating module. Among the fitness cues that activate

these mental organs are the cues that define sexual attractiveness.

Cues of Sexual Attractiveness

Human sexual bonding is indeed one of the key research areas of EP. Since

perhaps no other aspect of human behavior has such profound implications on

gene replication into the next generation, the extensive interest of EP in this

particular aspect of the human mind should be of no surprise. Moreover, it is

here (more than with any other aspect of human behavior) that the major differ-

ences in male and female thinking and feeling are to be found since, indeed, the

recurrent problems our ancestors faced in finding a suitable mate were quite

different for the two sexes.

The most influential theoretical model that has been proposed to explain sexual

differences in mating behavior is the parental investment model (Trivers 1972).

This model states that, within sexually reproducing species, the sex that provides

the greater parental investment will be the more sexually choosy and restrained one.

Whenever the two sexes within a species provide a differential amount of parental

investment in offspring, this should translate into differences in mating behavior

including the mating characteristics – or fitness cues – sought in ideal suitors, and

the proclivity to engage in short-term versus long-term mating. For Homo sapiens,
because females provide exceptionally higher parental investment (although we are

a species with considerable paternal parental investment), this yields a wide range

of psychosexual behaviors that are sex-specific (Saad 2007:61).

What, then, are the cues that make up male and female charm? Although there

is much dispute about the precise meaning of some of these cues, there is also

substantial agreement that some key features are central to male and female charm.

I will limit myself here to some visual cues that are supported by robust empirical

findings.

General Cues of Sexual Charm

One set of cues that both men and women share in common are those that signal

“good genes”. Since DNA testing kits were unavailable in the Pleistocene, both

men and women tended to rely on cues of good health as indicators of good genes.

Relevant cues then include a smooth skin, white teeth, lustrous and shiny hair, clear

eyes, and a healthy skin color (not pale or grey, but displaying a healthy blush). Not

all cues are that obvious, however, if you don’t investigate their meaning from an

EP perspective. Symmetry of the face and the body, for instance, functions as a cue

of attractiveness, since it is an indication of health. Indeed, this kind of symmetry
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correlates with a normal genetic development as well as with a sound immune

system, since many disfiguring diseases yield facial or bodily asymmetry.

Since health as an indicator of good genes was important for both sexes, these

cues are part of both male and female sexual attractiveness. Also, psychological

cues such as kindness or general intelligence offered clear adaptive advantages for

both sexes, and thus have become part of the sexually attractive make-up of both
males and females. Yet in many aspects, male and female sexual charms are

distinct. As Saad neatly summarizes (Saad 2007:63):

Two universal and robust findings are that men place a greater premium on youth and

beauty whereas women place greater importance on social status and ability to acquire,

retain, and share resources. The reason for this pervasive sex difference is that mating

preferences cater to sex-specific evolutionary problems.

Cues Central to Male Charm

The main aspect in which male charm differs from female charm is through cues to

available or potentially available resources. As Bridgeman (2003:99–103) points

out, given the harsh circumstances in which women had to raise their offspring in

the EEA, this resource aspect of male charm should not surprise us. Indeed,

choosing males based on their ability to acquire, protect, and share resources –

and therefore on their status position – is a ubiquitous female mating strategy across

a diverse range of species. Also note that, since it takes time for a man to acquire

status and (corresponding) resources, this is one reason why women tend to prefer

slightly older males, other things being equal. Bridgeman (2003:99) also notes that

it is not only social standing that defines the male charm in this respect. Demon-

strating skill in hunting (sometimes formalized in games, sports, or rituals) is also

important. Together with the protection that a male can offer a female and her

offspring (against predators or assaults), this explains why cues to physical strength

have also become crucial elements of male charm. Finally, this resource aspect also

explains why other valued traits in males are characteristics such as romantic

dedication, loyalty, and child-friendliness.

Cues Central to Female Charm

The male is also making a difficult decision in estimating the reproductive capacity

of his potential wife for the next two decades, but again nature provides cues that
help to inform his decision, as Bridgeman (2003:104) points out. One set of cues is

those that constitute female physical beauty. Indeed, EP has found that what men

find attractive in the appearance of women is a series of cues that enable them to

assess a woman’s reproductive potential. Therefore, cues such as youth and health

are highly valued by males in females.
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Again, not all cues are that obvious unless they are investigated from an EP

perspective. A waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) of about 0.70, for instance, can only be

understood as a cue defining the female charm if one knows that women with a

WHR near the optimum of about 0.70 are more likely to be highly fertile than

women with much larger or smaller ratios (i.e., the obese, the pathologically thin,

and the sexually immature).

Yet there is also a remarkably dubious aspect to what makes females attractive to

males. This is sometimes referred to as the Madonna/Whore dichotomy. On the one

hand, in many cultures, males tend to be attracted to virginity as an indication of

chastity. Its appeal rests in being an extreme cue of sexual faithfulness. The problem

males faced in the EEA (where no paternity testing kits were available), was that

they risked – in the light of a sexually unfaithful partner –investing their resources in

offspring that were not theirs. Therefore, on the one hand, men tend to attach high

value to chastity, adopting a Madonna archetype as a standard for the ideal (long-

term) partner. On the other hand, men have to invest only very limited resources –

and therefore run very little risk – in short-term mating occasions (think of the

typical one-night stand). The risks women run on such occasions are much greater

(or at least they were in the Pleistocene, given that these short sexual encounters

could well end up in pregnancy). Males therefore tend to have a less restrictive

attitude toward these forms of short-term sexual mating (at least for themselves).

This can sometimes lead them to adopt aWhore archetype as a standard for the ideal

(short-term) sexual partner, as reflected in the consumption of pornography, or in the

interest men show in cues of female sexual willingness and/or sexual arousal.

Manipulating Ads

In my experiment, I investigated most of these cues that make up male and female

charm to learn what effect these cues have in an advertising context. Some authors

(for an in-depth discussion, see Saad 2004, and especially Saad 2007:123–162)

have already shown that many of these cues frequently and universally appear in

ads, suggesting that advertising strategists and creative directors use their intuitive

knowledge of these cues to enhance advertising effectiveness. With my experiment,

I wanted to discover whether the cues I’ve discussed did indeed have a real and

measurable impact on advertising effectiveness.

I created a total of 80 sets of ads consisting of one neutral version and one

manipulated version – that is, an ad version in which cues consisting of male or

female charm were either inserted or enhanced – containing the following EP

fitness cues for sexual attractiveness:

l Cues that are part of both male and female charm: cues of good health and

kindness (19 ad sets)
l Cues of male attractiveness: cues of available resources/material wealth/high

status; cues of physical strength; cues of a slightly older age; and cues of

romantic dedication and child-friendliness (14 sets)
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l Cues of female attractiveness: cues of reproductive potential, such as youthful-

ness or specific fertility cues such as a 0.70 WHR or large breasts; cues of sexual

willingness and/or sexual arousal (31 sets: it was easier to manipulate ads

featuring female models, since the female charm is more visually defined than

the male charm)
l Combinations of several cues: to learn whether these combinations result in

much higher effectiveness scores than single cues (eight sets). I hypothesized

that perhaps a single cue manipulation (e.g., enlarging the female ad model’s

breasts) would have little impact, or at least that combinations of cues (e.g.,

enlarging the female model’s breasts, but also giving her a 0.70 WHR,

making her hair more shiny and lustrous, whitening her teeth, and giving

her a healthy blush) would have a higher impact on advertising effectiveness

measures
l “Reversed” cues (cues of male sexual attractiveness enhanced in female models

and vice versa) (four sets). Since we were interested in checking the sex-

specificity of certain cues, we also created these “sex-reversed” ad sets. For

instance, I not only created ad sets in which the male model showed enhanced

cues of physical strength, but also ad sets in which the female model showed

these same typically male cues. Or, in other words, I not only manipulated a

female model’s WHR to reflect the ‘ideal’ WHR of 0.70, but also created ad

sets in which we gave the male model a WHR approaching the 0.70 level.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate a straight and a reversed cue manipulation.
l Finally, there were four sets with no or neutral manipulations (as a reliability

check). Two ad sets showed exactly the same ad on both the left and the right

side of the screen. This way I was able to check whether indeed these ad sets

yielded 50% of respondents choosing the left ad version and 50% choosing the

right ad version, as expected by chance. The neutral manipulations were black

versus brown hair of the ad model, and green versus blue eyes of the ad model.

Since these manipulations don’t deal with fitness cues, they are expected to have

no impact on the ad effectiveness measure.

Fig. 5 WHR approaching the 0.70 level in the left (manipulated) version of the ad
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Most cue manipulations were created using Photoshop CS3. This sophisticated

picture manipulation software enabled me to slightly whiten the teeth, enlarge the

breasts by a few inches, make the skin look a little paler or the lips a little more

reddish, place greater emphasis on the male model’s abdominal muscles, etc. All ad

sets can be viewed and downloaded from the website of C.R.E.A.T.I.V.E. (Centre

for Research on the Effectiveness of Advertising Techniques, Innovations, Values

and Emotions – a research center based at Ghent University, Belgium): http://www.

ugentcreative.eu/.

The Experiment

All 80 ad sets were integrated into a self-running PowerPoint presentation and

copied onto a CD-ROM. Two versions of the presentation were made: one AB-

version and a mirrored BA-version. Half of the respondents got the AB-version, the

other half got the mirrored BA-version. This means that if in an ad set the

manipulated version was displayed on the right side of the computer screen for

half of the respondents, it was displayed on the left side of the computer screen for

the other half of the respondents. This procedure enabled me to avoid order effects

due to respondents systematically picking the left or the right ad version as the most

appealing one because they don’t notice any difference at a conscious level.

The two ad sets with no manipulations enabled me to check whether indeed I had

succeeded in avoiding this order effect. During the self-running presentation, each

ad set – consisting of a neutral and a manipulated version of the same ad – was

Fig. 6 “Reversed cue” (WHR approaching 0.70 level) in the right (manipulated) version of the ad
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shown for only 3 s, thus enabling an average (maximum) exposure time of 1.5 s per

ad, which resembles the time an average consumer pays to an average print ad. All

participants viewed all 80 ad sets.

Three-hundred and seventy respondents took part in the experiment: 185 males

and 184 females (one missing value), aged between 14 and 71 years old, with an

average age of 35.63 years. All respondents received the self-running PowerPoint

on CD-ROM (containing all 80 ad sets) so that they could view the slideshow in the

privacy of their own home in the absence of the researcher. For each viewed ad set,

each respondent indicated which version (left or right) they considered the most

appealing. Even if they did not notice a difference between the two versions of the

same ad, they still had to indicate on their answer form – within the 5 s that the

computer screen turned black in-between two ad sets – either the left or the right

version of the ad as the most appealing. This “forced choice ad preference” measure

was used to find out if the inserted or enhanced cues in the manipulated ad version

had an impact on the likeability of the ad. Ad-likeability is considered by several

authors as a valid – some say even the most valid single – predictor of advertising

effectiveness. Indeed, authors such as Biel (1990), Haley and Baldinger (1991), and

Dr€oge (1989) argue that ad-likeability highly correlates with brand preference, and

that attitudes toward the ad affect attitudes toward the brand, especially in non-

elaborate situations – which is exactly what I am investigating: the processing

of cues in the peripheral ELM route (for a meta-analysis, see Brown and Stayman

1992). Brown (1991) also suggests that ad-likeability has a long-term effect.

Furthermore, from the perspective of cue management, ad-likeability is the most

direct measure of the impact that a specific cue has in terms of advertising

effectiveness. Indeed, as I have pointed out, the management of advertising cues

aims at creating primary affective reactions that impact brand-likeability through a

positive ad-likeability.

Generally, ad-likeability is measured on a scale ranging from 0 to 10 or from

“very much dislike” to “very much like”. However, I opted for “forced choice ad

preference” as a measure of ad-likeability, since my pre-testing of the material

revealed that often respondents did not consciously perceive any difference

between two ads in an ad set. Indeed, most manipulations were very subtle and

would probably not be captured by more traditional ad-likeability measures. That

these manipulations nevertheless had a clear impact on ad-likeability will, however,

soon be revealed by the obtained findings. One might argue that scaled ad-

likeability measures seem to correspond more with S2 processing (since they are

based on a more conscious, time-consuming, reasoned deliberation), while our

forced choice preference measure allowed us to also detect S1 differences in

ad-likeability (since it is based on fast, intuitive, and often unconscious feelings).

As Vakratsas and Ambler (1999:32) point out: “The absence of cognition sug-

gested by pure affect models is difficult to show, because cognition usually

intervenes in measurement. Asking about feelings brings cognitive processes into

play and induces cognitive bias”. It is exactly this cognitive bias that I sought to

avoid with my “forced choice ad preference” measurement method, since it is S1

processing that cue management researchers are interested in.
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Results

Tables 2–7 show the results of the experiment. Each table has the same structure:

l The first column provides the ad set number. Notice that 140 ad sets were part of

the PowerPoint presentation, although I created only 80 ad sets specifically for

Table 2 Ad preferences regarding neutral manipulations or no manipulations at all

Ad set

No.

Manipulation: which fitness cues

are enhanced?

percentages of respondents preferring the ad with the

enhanced fitness cues

Total Sign. Male Female Sign.

44 No manipulation at all 49.7 No 51.1 48.6 0.34

67 No manipulation at all 48.9 No 51.9 46.2 0.16

15 Brown versus black hair

(as a neutral manipulation)

51.6 No 48.1 55.4 0.10

51 Green versus blue eyes

(as a neutral manipulation)

46.6 No 47.3 46.2 0.46

Table 3 Ad preferences regarding non-sex-specific cues of sexual attractiveness

Ad set

NR.

Manipulation: which fitness cues are

enhanced?

Percentages of respondents preferring the

ad with the enhanced fitness cues

Total Sign. Male Female Sign.

Good health of the male model

03 Clear skin/bags under the eyes removed 71.7 Yes 66.8 77.0 0.02

06 Slightly whitened teeth 64.8 Yes 60.3 69.0 0.05

20 Lower belly fat 63.7 Yes 64.3 62.8 0.43

28 Bags under the eyes removed/brighter eyes:

fresh (versus tired)

62.7 Yes 57.8 67.4 0.04

124 Low BMI model (versus overweight model) 96.2 Yes 94.6 97.8 0.08

Good health of the female model

05 Bags under the eyes removed/brighter eyes:

fresh (versus tired)

75.4 Yes 69.2 81.5 0.00

07 Low (versus higher) BMI 92.4 Yes 91.8 92.9 0.42

11 Healthy tanned (versus pale) skin color 87.8 Yes 89.2 86.4 0.26

17 Healthy blush, red lips – no seductive pose 57.6 Yes 54.6 60.3 0.16

38 Bags under the eyes removed/brighter eyes:

fresh (versus tired)

54.3 Yes 55.1 53.8 0.44

47 Facial symmetry (versus asymmetry) 63.5 Yes 61.1 65.8 0.21

55 Clear skin (versus birth marks) 75.7 Yes 74.6 76.6 0.37

58 Healthy tanned (versus pale) skin color 79.4 Yes 78.9 79.8 0.47

65 Brighter eyes through darker iris 65.7 Yes 65.9 65.6 0.51

78 Smooth skin (versus slightly pockmarked

skin)

80.0 Yes 78.4 81.5 0.27

79 Slightly whitened teeth 57.2 Yes 57.3 57.1 0.52

118 Long lustrous hair 67.8 Yes 66.5 69.0 0.34

131 Clear skin (versus tainted skin) 57.0 Yes 64.3 50.0 0.00

Kindness

77 Smiling face (versus serious face) of the

female model

85.1 Yes 83.8 86.4 0.29
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this study. Indeed, I used this experiment to simultaneously explore some other

topics of interest (e.g., the impact of direct versus indirect gaze of the model,

MEC manipulations of slogans, inserting subliminal stimuli in ads, etc.), the

results of which will be published elsewhere. Using multiple manipulations

made it more difficult for the respondent to consciously “detect” the specific

EP fitness cue manipulations during the three-second exposure to each ad set.
l In the second column, I describe the specific cue manipulation.
l The third column shows which percentage of the total population preferred the

manipulated ad version, that is, the version with the enhanced or inserted fitness

cues. Percentages above 50% indicate that the cue was effective in raising the

ad-likeability (since this means that more than 50% of the respondents preferred

the ad with the enhanced or inserted EP cue to the ad without the EP fitness cue).
l In the fourth column, I indicate by Yes or No whether the deviation from the

normally expected 50/50% ratio (of respondents choosing either the neutral or

the manipulated version) as reported in the third column is statistically signifi-

cant as calculated by a percentage test.

Table 4 Ad preferences regarding cues of male sexual attractiveness

Ad set

NR.

Manipulation: which fitness cues are enhanced? Percentages of respondents preferring

the ad with the enhanced fitness cues

Total Sign. Male Female Sign.

Available resources / material wealth / high status

10 High status (versus casual) clothing (on beach) 56.4 Yes 51.4 61.2 0.04

114 High status (versus casual) clothing (same ad

without background)

66.8 Yes 64.9 68.5 0.27

127 High status attribute (watch) 71.1 Yes 75.1 66.8 0.05

128 High status (versus casual) clothing 66.5 Yes 57.8 75.0 0.00

Physical strength

24 Masculized face (pronounced chin and cheeks,

heavier eyebrows)

64.9 Yes 67.7 62.5 0.18

40 Longer, taller body 58.4 Yes 57.4 59.8 0.36

91 Pronounced muscles on torso (biceps, six pack) 60.4 Yes 61.4 59.2 0.38

99 Longer, taller body 63.0 Yes 63.8 62.0 0.40

140 Pronounced muscles on torso (biceps, six pack) 83.5 Yes 82.2 84.8 0.30

Slightly older age / maturity

16 Young to middle-aged model, but with slightly

gray hair
34.6 Yes 32.4 37.0 0.22

80 Young to middle-aged model, with beard (versus

no beard)

28.0 Yes 30.3 25.8 0.20

Romantic dedication

112 Female model with (versus without) dedicated

partner

71.4 Yes 57.3 85.3 0.00

134 Dedicated, romantic couple (versus couple just

walking together)

64.8 Yes 58.4 71.0 0.01

Child-friendliness

113 Male model taking care of baby (versus returning

from fishing)

58.9 Yes 49.2 68.5 0.00
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l In the fifth and sixth columns, I report the percentages of males and females

choosing the manipulated version as the most appealing one.
l In the seventh and last column, I report the significance level (one-sided Fisher

exact test) of these male/female differences.

In all tables, I have marked in grey the results that do not agree with the EP

perspective. Notice that, in general, one should not expect sex differences to occur,

Table 5 Preferences regarding cues of female sexual attractiveness

Ad set

NR.

Manipulation: which fitness cues are enhanced? Percentages of respondents

preferring the ad with the enhanced

fitness cues

Total Sign. Male Female Sign.

Reproductive potential: youth

09 Blond (versus brown) hair as a juvenile trait 56.5 Yes 58.9 54.4 0.22

31 Full black (versus slightly gray) hair 61.4 Yes 62.2 60.3 0.40

36 Neonatal traits – rounder cheek bones 55.3 Yes 54.6 56.3 0.41

42 Smaller buttocks 58.4 Yes 50.8 65.8 0.00

46 Neonatal traits – enlarged eyes 52.8 No 50.5 54.9 0.23

50 Smaller buttocks 64.6 Yes 60 69 0.04

53 Blond (versus brown) hair and light (versus dark)

eyes

55.3 Yes 52.4 57.9 0.17

62 Smooth skin (versus wrinkles and crow’s feet) 89.2 Yes 88.1 90.2 0.32

63 Smooth skin (versus slight wrinkles) and whiter

teeth

64.0 Yes 63.8 64.1 0.52

72 Longer legs (as a juvenile trait) 61.8 Yes 60.9 63.0 0.37

73 Blond (versus brown) hair as a juvenile trait 65.9 Yes 63.0 68.5 0.16

76 Neonatal traits – small nose 50.7 No 50.0 51.6 0.42

86 Neonatal traits – enlarged eyes 43.2 Yes 47.6 39.1 0.06

Reproductive potential: fertility

21 Reduced WHR (0.70), large breasts 67.1 Yes 66.7 67.4 0.49

29 Large breasts 74.1 Yes 78.4 69.6 0.04

33 Feminized face (nose, chin, cheek bones, eyebrows) 76.2 Yes 70.3 82.1 0.01

35 Large breasts 55.9 Yes 65.4 46.2 0.00

57 Reduced WHR of 0.70 57.5 Yes 62.7 51.9 0.02

82 Feminized face (nose, chin, cheek bones, eyebrows) 62.4 Yes 62.7 62.0 0.48

95 Reduced WHR of 0.70 57.6 Yes 52.4 62.5 0.03

101 Reduced WHR of 0.70 70.7 Yes 70.8 70.5 0.52

104 Large breasts 66.2 Yes 66.5 65.8 0.49

Sexual willingness and/or arousal

25 Blush, red lips, a come-hither smile 75.5 Yes 75.1 75.8 0.49

41 Blush, red lips, seductive pose 55.4 Yes 51.9 59.2 0.09

56 Full and swollen lips 54.9 Yes 60.0 49.5 0.03

60 Extremely low-necked dress 57.3 Yes 73.0 41.3 0.00

64 Full red lips 45.1 Yes 53.5 37.0 0.00

68 Extremely low-necked dress 64.1 Yes 69.2 58.7 0.02

129 Full red lips 52.4 No 56.2 48.9 0.10

132 Full blush, seductive pose 46.2 Yes 43.5 49.2 0.16

Child-friendliness

88 Parental care 57.9 Yes 48.1 67.6 0.00
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since an attractive same-sex model is preferred as a model you want to identify

with, and an attractive opposite-sex model is preferred as a model you want to be

looking at. However, in my comments I will go into greater detail wherever sex

differences (cues that work for one sex, but not for the other sex) occur.

The results for the ad sets with no or neutral cue manipulations are shown in

Table 2. Indeed, as a check on the reliability of the experimental design (to find

out if I had succeeded in avoiding order effects, cf. supra) I included two ad

sets with no manipulations at all. In both cases there were no significant deviations

from the expected percentages (that is, 50% respondents opted for the left version of

the ad, and 50% opted for the right version). We also added two meaningless

manipulations, in the sense that no EP theory or research has yet revealed that the

cues of brown versus black hair or green versus blue eyes are meaningful fitness

cues. As Miller (2009:56) points out, only fitness-related cues can succeed in

Table 6 The impact of combined cues

Ad set

NR.

Manipulation: which fitness cues are

enhanced?

Percentages of respondents preferring the

ad with the enhanced fitness cues

Total Sign. Male Female Sign.

71 Female model with clear skin, whitened teeth,

enlarged pupils, healthy blush, glossy lips,

more symmetrical face

66.4 Yes 64.9 67.8 0.32

94 Female model with extremely low-necked

dress, blush, red lips

56.8 Yes 74.1 39.7 0.00

98 Female model with glossy lips, enlarged

pupils, blush

47.2 No 48.6 45.9 0.34

106 Male model with fewer wrinkles, lighter hair,

brighter eyes, red and fuller lips

78.1 Yes 73.5 82.6 0.02

108 Male model with fewer wrinkles, clearer skin,

more symmetrical face, brighter eyes

55.7 Yes 54.1 57.6 0.28

110 Female model with lighter hair, fewer

wrinkles, healthy blush, red and fuller lips

74.3 Yes 72.0 76.5 0.19

119 Female model with clearer skin, brighter eyes,

glossy lips and more symmetrical face

78.6 Yes 76.8 80.4 0.23

125 Female model with large breasts, reduced

0.70 WHR, blush, red lips

38.2 Yes 46.5 30.1 0.00

Table 7 The impact of “reversed” cues

Ad set

NR.

Manipulation: which fitness cues are enhanced? Percentages of respondents

preferring the ad with the enhanced

fitness cues

Total Sign. Male Female Sign.

18 Female model with enhanced arm muscles and

breasts reduced

39.8 Yes 45.1 34.2 0.02

87 Female model showing high-status cues (jewelry) 67.3 Yes 64.3 70.7 0.12

97 Female model with enhanced muscles in arms,

belly, and legs

21.9 Yes 28.1 15.8 0.01

116 Male model with reduced WHR of 0.70 45.3 Yes 45.1 45.7 0.50
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drawing our attention and eliciting affective reactions: “Natural selection cannot

favor animals’ responding to any cues that do not identify an opportunity to

promote their survival and reproduction”. Our findings confirm Miller’s point. No

significant preferences for either cue were found.

The results for the cues of general sexual attractiveness are summarized in

Table 3. Notice that all fitness cues succeeded in substantially enhancing the ad

preference scores, sometimes yielding more than 90% of the respondents opting for

the manipulated ad. For some ad sets, sex differences did occur, but in all cases

(except ad set 05) this only points towards an occasionally increased sensitivity to

these general cues of sexual attractiveness when the advertised model is of the

opposite sex. However, in most cases this cue sensitivity is equally high for both

sexes and independent of the sex of the advertised model. Most importantly,

however, no cues were found to have a positive impact on the ad-likeability scores

of one sex, yet a negative impact on the scores of the other sex. This means that all

results were in line with the EP framework.

The results for the sex-specific cues of male sexual attractiveness are summar-

ized in Table 4. Again, all fitness cues – except the cues for an older age –

succeeded in augmenting the ad preference scores well above the expected 50%

chance level. The cues for “a slightly older age” (a slight graying of the hair, and a

beard, as cues of sexual maturity) are of course debatable. Moreover, what com-

prises “a slightly older age” is of course wholly dependent on the age of the

(female) respondents. In general, no sex differences were found, as men want to

identify with attractive male models, and women prefer to look at attractive male

models. In some ad sets, however, male attractiveness had more effect on female

ad-likeability than on male ad-likeability. As with the results of Table 3, this

probably indicates an occasional higher sensitivity to cues of sexual attractiveness

when the advertised model belongs to the opposite sex. Yet in one ad set it was the

other way around, namely ad set 127, featuring Brad Pitt. The manipulated ad with

an expensive watch as a social status cue appealed more strongly to the males than

to the females (although it must be stressed that both sexes preferred the manipu-

lated ad version containing the fitness cue). Perhaps Brad Pitt’s very attractive face

drew too much attention from the female respondents, making them focus less on

the social status cue, leading in turn to lower preference scores? Remember that the

ads were only shown for 3 s. Of course, since I didn’t go into that much detail with

my respondents, the true nature of these sex differences is hard to explain, and much

more research is needed here. Different aspects of the ad – sometimes perhaps even

small details – may also be responsible for some of these sex differences or for

making some cues more or less effective than others. Consider, for instance, ad set

128 showing a young male in front of a sporty vehicle. In the manipulated ad

version he is wearing a suit (as a cue of higher social status); in the neutral version

he is wearing very casual clothing. Female respondents go for the cues of high

status, with 75% choosing the manipulated ad as the most appealing one. Males also

go for the suit ad, but 42.2% nevertheless found the ad with the casual clothing the

most appealing one. Perhaps the male respondents (with males being more involved

with cars as a product category) focused more on the sporty yet rather cheap nature
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of the vehicle and therefore chose the neutral ad with the casual – and therefore

sporty and cheaper – clothing style of the owner. Perhaps they judged this ad to

have higher internal consistency and therefore picked the neutral version as the

“better” one. The important thing is, however, that in both ad set 127 and ad set 128

both sexes showed a preference for the manipulated ad version containing the

(enhanced or inserted) fitness cues of male social status. This means my research

findings were completely in line with the EP perspective. This even holds for the

considerable sex differences regarding the cues of romantic dedication and child-

friendliness, which – in line with EP predictions – are especially appealing to the

female respondents.

The results for the sex-specific cues of female sexual attractiveness are summar-

ized in Table 5. In general, these fitness cues succeeded in substantially raising

the preferred ad score above the 50% chance level. However, notable exceptions are

the ad sets including what I have called “neonatal” cues (smaller nose and enlarged

eyes). In ad sets 46 and 76 these cues had no effect, while in set 86 the enlarged eyes

even lowered the expected ad preference score below the 50% level. It is unclear to

me what the explanation for these anomalies might be, just as it is often unclear why

sometimes certain cues do appeal more to one sex or the other, or even don’t appeal

more to one sex or the other (as with ad set 25 where I had expected a more

pronounced male preference for these cues). Further research is needed, but these

anomalies clearly demonstrate that cues should not be understood as simple stimuli

that automatically yield consistently high impact scores in any context and in an

equal matter for both sexes. Cues can be more or less pronounced, cues always

work within a context, and perhaps cues can be better understood in a semiotic (that

is, meaning making) perspective than when one looks at cues merely from an

information processing perspective. The “buy button” idea that one often comes

across in reading popular literature on neuromarketing is surely not supported by

my findings, although these findings are strongly in line with EP predictions.

However, some significant differences that arose between the male and female

respondents make sense from an EP perspective, for instance, the male/female

differences that arise in their reactions towards certain cues to fertility (such as

large breasts) and especially towards cues of sexual willingness and arousal (such

as full and swollen red lips, extremely lowed-necked dresses, etc.). While these

cues often increased the male ad preference scores far above the 50% level, they

lowered the female ad preference scores below that level with equal frequency. In

order to understand these results, I can refer to the Madonna/Whore dichotomy (cf.

supra). This is reflected here in the likeability scores toward ads featuring female

models showing “whorish” cues of (short-term) sexual willingness: appealing to

men, but not making women want to identify themselves with these models.

Therefore, although these cues seem to work differently for male and female

respondents, I must stress that these results are nevertheless completely in line

with the EP perspective. The same can be said regarding ad set 88 (including the

child-friendliness cues of parental investment), where this time the inserted cues

have a highly positive impact on the female likeability score, yet no (or even

slightly negative) impact on the male scores.
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The results for the ad sets in which combinations of cues to different dimensions

of sexual attractiveness are inserted or enhanced, are summarized in Table 6.

Notice that combinations of several cues do not necessarily lead to much higher

ad preference scores than those obtained in the ad sets where a single cue was

manipulated. On the contrary, some combinations seem to reduce the scores below

the 50% level, as in ad set 125 where the cue manipulation is so pronounced that it

is no longer realistic and it becomes obvious that the picture has been “photo-

shopped” by the advertising boys. Moreover, this likeability lowering seems to be

especially the case when cues of sexual willingness or arousal are involved (as it is

also the case in ad set 125), although, again (cf. ad set 94), males and females may

diverge in their appreciation of those cues. Once more I will refer to the Madonna/

Whore dichotomy. The combination of several cues makes the manipulation all the

more pronounced and therefore noticeable. And as every woman knows, there is a

fine line between make-up and clothing that makes you look sexier, and make-up

and clothing that makes you look whorish. I would guess that in those cases where

ad-likeability scores drop below the 50% level (for females or even for both sexes),

the whorish impression prevails. This would mean that, although I’ve marked these

scores in grey – thus indicating that they are contradicting EP predictions – these

results are actually in line with the EP framework. Again, much more research is

needed in order to fine-tune these aspects of cue management.

Finally, the results for the “reversed” cues are summarized in Table 7. These

results confirm the often sex-specific nature of certain fitness cues as predicted by

EP. For instance, adding male fitness cues of physical strength to a female model

has devastating effects on the ad-likeability, as shown by the corresponding ad

preference scores. However, one (ad set 87) remains puzzling: why do high-status

cues such as jewelry substantially enhance female sexual attractiveness for both

male and female respondents? More research is needed, although one might point

here again to the higher internal consistency of the ad showing the model wearing

jewelry, since her dress and looks also seem to position her as belonging to the

upper social classes. If this is the case, it means that the higher likeability score is

not so much related to the cue as such, but to the ad being more internally consistent

and therefore “better made” (cf. our interpretation of ad set 128 in Table 4).

To end this paragraph, Table 8 summarizes our overall research findings.

Table 8 Overall research findings

Manipulation: Inserted or enhanced

cue type

Results in line

with EP

Contradicting EP No significant

impact

Non-sex-specific cues of sexual
attractiveness

19 � �

Cues of male sexual attractiveness 12 2 �
Cues of female sexual attractiveness 25 3 3

Combined cues 6 1 1

Reversed cues 3 1 �
Reliability check with no manipulations

or with neutral cues
4 Because these had no impact on

scores

TOTAL 69 7 4
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This global overview of my findings clearly shows the validity of the EP

perspective as a guiding framework for cue management. Of the 80 ad sets I used

in my experiment, only seven yielded results that contradict EP hypotheses,

whereas 69 yielded results in support of EP hypotheses. Moreover, the four ad

sets in which no manipulations were made or where neutral cues were manipulated

did not yield any significant impact results. Therefore Miller seems to have had a

point when he remarked that only fitness-related cues can succeed in drawing our

attention and eliciting affective reactions.

6 Conclusion and Discussion

In this paper I started by arguing that – following the Elaboration Likelihood

Model – one can distinguish between two forms or prototypes of advertising

management: means-end-chain management and cue management. MEC manage-

ment tries to persuade the consumer by providing relevant information (product

or brand attribute information) to influence her/his attitudes towards the product

or brand. Cue management tries to induce positive feelings by inserting or enhanc-

ing certain cues in the ad (such as music, humor, attractive people, babies, animals,

etc.) and attempts to influence the attitudes of the target group by coupling these

positive feelings (ad-likeability) to the advertised product or brand. This distinction

between cue and MEC management can also be situated within the context of

contemporary psychological theory and research revealing that there are two

distinct brain systems at work in human information processing and decision

making. Cue management relies on System 1 (S1, evolutionarily old, uncon-

scious/preconscious, automatic, fast, and intuitive), whereas MEC management is

more dependant on System 2 (S2, evolutionarily recent, conscious, controlled,

slow, and reflective).

Although many research projects have investigated the effectiveness of specific

cues such as music, humor, or the use of attractive people or celebrities in ads, no

embracing theoretical framework for cue management has been suggested yet. I

have argued here that EP might provide the advertising manager with such a

framework. Indeed, on the one hand, EP investigates and describes the mental

organs making up the human mind. Since these mental organs have to be under-

stood as products of the Environment of Evolutionary Adaptedness (EEA), and

therefore as evolutionarily old, largely unconscious or preconscious, and working

fast and intuitively, the relevance of EP for revealing characteristics of S1 can

hardly be overestimated. Moreover, EP also aims at identifying the specific cues

that activate each of these mental organs, which again underscores the relevance of

EP as a framework for cue management. With Miller (2009), we can call these cues

“fitness cues”. As Miller pointed out (Miller 2009:56): “Natural selection cannot

favor animals’ responding to any cues that do not identify an opportunity to

promote their survival and reproduction”. This means that, according to EP theory,

fitness cues – and only fitness cues – will succeed in appealing to consumers and
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eliciting affective reactions. Cue managers aiming to increase advertising effec-

tiveness through increased ad-likeability must therefore have a thorough knowledge

of the mental organs of the consumer target group (e.g., males versus females) and

the corresponding cues that will activate these mental organs. That is why I believe

EP to be the only perspective on human nature capable of providing the cue

manager with a sound theoretical foundation. As a framework for cue management,

EP can then be used either for academic or managerial purposes.

In the second part of this chapter, I have presented the results of a large-scale

experiment investigating the validity and potential fruitfulness of this framework. I

created 80 ad sets, each consisting of a neutral ad and a manipulated ad version in

which fitness cues were either inserted or enhanced. The results – with less than

10% of the ad sets contradicting EP hypotheses, and almost 90% of the research

findings being in line with EP predictions – overwhelmingly confirmed the legiti-

macy of the EP-based cue management framework. Some manipulations even

succeeded in creating a 90% (forced choice) preference for the manipulated ad,

that is, the ad in which fitness cues were either inserted or enhanced. Moreover, the

point I made following Miller (2009) – that only fitness cues can elicit an affective

reaction and therefore increase advertising effectiveness – was equally confirmed

by our findings. Indeed, none of the four ad sets in which I inserted no or neutral

manipulations, led to significant deviations from the 50/50% response one expects

by chance alone. Some of the results also proved the value of the EP perspective

over more socio-cultural views on consumers and advertising. For instance, we

currently live in Western societies in a culture where there is a high focus on fitness,

sports, working out, being active, and having well-muscled bodies for both

males and females (although more pronounced for males). From a socio-cultural

perspective, one would therefore predict higher likeability scores for ads featuring

well-muscled models, even if these models are female. Yet EP predicts that well-

muscled bodies are only attractive as male cues to females and not as female cues to

males. Ad set 97, in Table 7 (together with ad sets 91 and 140 in Table 4), clearly

proves the better predictive power of the EP perspective over the more socio-

cultural perspective on the nature of consumers.

However, many questions remain unresolved. How pronounced must cues be in

order to be the most effective? I have noticed, for instance, that for some cues (e.g.,

full red lips, a blush on the cheeks, the showing of naked skin, etc.) there is only a

tiny line between making the female model look more sexy (with a corresponding

positive impact on ad-likeability) and making the model look whorish (with a

corresponding negative impact on ad-likeability). Perhaps the failure of the neona-

tal traits I enhanced in some ad sets must equally be ascribed here to making the

corresponding cues (e.g., enlarged eyes) too pronounced, causing faces to look

unnatural. Also, with combinations of cues, the manipulations can become too

obvious, leading to lowered ad-likeability scores, with consumers feeling betrayed

by the all-too-obvious Photoshop work of the advertising boys. On the other hand,

when cue manipulations are too subtle, they may go unnoticed and have no impact

at all on ad-likeability.
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Another point I want to stress is that some cues seem to work “better” than other

cues, or are more effective for one sex (or target group) than the other. Since I only

measured primary affective reactions through forced ad preference scores after a

three-second exposure (and did not, for instance, conduct in-depth interviews or

focus group discussions with my respondents regarding their ad preferences), I can

only guess why this is the case. Although I have tried to make some educated

guesses in my table comments, it is clear that much more research is needed here.

Some cues even polarized the reactions of male versus female respondents, espe-

cially cues about sexual willingness. It must therefore be stressed that cues don’t

work in a vacuum, but are always interpreted in a specific context by a specific

consumer. Depending on the context, cues may well be interpreted totally differ-

ently by different (groups of) respondents. At this point, I want to underscore the

semiotic nature of cues. Indeed, all cues are also signs, that is, they are something

that stands for something else. A 0.70 WHR stands for fertility, an expensive car or

suit stands for high social status, a red blush on the cheeks may stand for health, but

may also stand for sexual arousal or even plain embarrassment. And just as

semioticians distinguish between natural and conventional signs, cues can be

more of the natural or more of the conventional type. The WHR is an example of

a natural cue, and may prove to be very stable across cultures. But cues about high

social status (such as jewelry or an expensive suit) may be highly conventional and

therefore only work in a specific cultural context or for specific target groups. This

means that inserting or enhancing cues in ads can’t be compared to adding salt

to your potatoes or pepper to your soup. Rather it is more akin to high-end cuisine

in which very specific ingredients are handled with extreme care and in precise

amounts.

My research project must also be regarded as being substantially or even

completely explorative. To my knowledge, this is the first project of its kind

(especially in terms of scale and methodology), which leaves many questions

unanswered. For instance, I only investigated cues to sexual attractiveness. Cur-

rently, EP – and especially the subfield of evolutionary aesthetics (for a good

overview, see Voland and Grammer 2003) – is investigating many non-sexual

cues such as music or landscape preferences, biophilia, art and design, and esthetic

preferences in the world of artifacts. Many of the findings of EP in this field can of

course also be used for cue management purposes inside or outside an advertising

context (e.g., in product design and packaging). Even new fields within the market-

ing communication profession can profit from EP as a guiding framework. An area

of growing interest such as sensory marketing, for instance, will probably be able to

benefit from what EP has to say about our evolved esthetic smell, touch, or taste

preferences.

Some remarks must also be made regarding the research methodology used in

this experiment. Although I have tried to put some variation into the product

classes for which I designed the ads, the question remains whether fitness cues

perform equally well across all product classes and across different persuasion

contexts (e.g., political campaigns). Also, my measure of advertising effective-

ness (forced choice ad preference) must in future research be compared to more
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standard measures of ad-likeability, and to other measures of advertising effec-

tiveness (such as brand-likeability, purchase intention, ad recognition, or ad

recall).

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, there are those cues that were found to

be in stark contradiction to standard EP theory (such as the high-status female

cues turning out to be attractive to both male and female respondents in our

experiment). Again, further research is needed here, but I think that EP can profit

especially from the models and insights developed within the field of semiotics.

This means that one has to investigate cues in their pragmatic sign dimensions,

for instance, researching the iconic, indexical, or symbolic properties of cues,

their natural or conventional nature, or the specific signifiers and signifieds that

work in specific contexts. All too often, non-semioticians take signs, significa-

tion, and meaning making for granted. But if semiotics has made one thing clear,

it is that the process of signification and meaning making – although a self-

evident activity in which we are constantly engaged in throughout our everyday

life – is far from being self-evident. Does the jewelry of the model in fact

function as a cue to her high status, or is it a cue signifying her uniqueness,

and would it therefore have functioned in the same manner if the model had been

wearing a jeans jacket? As a semiotician, I am convinced that at this point

semiotics has a lot to offer to EP, although this might mean that the current EP

model, in which human beings are seen as information processors (comparable to

computers), must be exchanged for a model in which humans are first and

foremost seen as meaning processors.

Many of these questions are not easy to answer, but more research on the

effectiveness of fitness cues in ads will surely lead us to more effective cue

management practices. Ethical questions can arise, such as when cue management

insights should be used in advertising to kids or in political advertising. But one

can of course use these same insights for socially valued projects (e.g., I am

currently investigating the usefulness of the cue management perspective within a

social marketing and health communication context). Stories of irresistible buy

buttons being manipulated by unscrupulous marketers have little to do with our

current cue management model. Moreover, this kind of research can also lead to

new insights into the workings of consumers’ System 1 functioning – the impor-

tance of which can hardly be overestimated. Indeed, according to many dual

processing theorists, S1 has to be seen as the default and dominant system of

information processing, while S2 is a uniquely human process and as such is a

recently acquired plug-in that does a great deal less than we generally assume.

This is in line with Reber (1993), who argued for the “primacy of the implicit,”

proposing that consciousness was a late arrival in evolutionary terms, preceded by

unconscious perceptual and cognitive functions by a considerable margin. He

suggested that consciousness provided a unique executive function in human

beings, but that this had led to an illusory belief in consciousness as the primary

cognitive system. We hope that our cue management research projects will

contribute to the unmasking of this illusion.
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“Evolutionary Store Atmospherics” – Designing

with Evolution in Mind

Yannick Joye, Karolien Poels, and Kim Willems

Abstract Environmental psychology research shows that natural environments

and natural habitat qualities are better able to positively influence human function-

ing (e.g., stress reduction) than most common urban environments. Such positive

psychological states are often interpreted as remnants of our species’ evolutionary

history in natural environments. Nowadays a substantial part of the urban fabric is

dedicated to commercial and business-related activities. Such environments how-

ever often lack those natural habitat qualities and elements, which have been found

to promote positive psychological states. This chapter aims to demonstrate and

illustrate the value of integrating such natural qualities into business-related envir-

onments, and specifically into retail environments. We coin this design strategy

“Evolutionary Store Atmospherics” (ESA). The scope of this chapter is theoreti-

cal as well as practical. On the one hand, we provide an overview of the specific

“ancestral” landscape elements and qualities that are found to have positive effects on

human functioning. On the other hand, we discuss and illustrate how these key

qualities can be integrated in store environments. Special attention is paid to situa-

tional factors that could interact with ESA design proposals, such as, for example,

gender and type of shopping.
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Introduction

Design is a matter of survival. In the cacophony of the High Street, you need to set yourself
apart to survive

(Design Council 1997)

An important and recurring challenge for ancestral humans was finding a suitable

habitat, that is, a good place for living. From an evolutionary psychology perspec-

tive, one would therefore expect that the human species will have evolved a set of

cognitive mechanisms (“modules”) that are specialized in processing information

relevant to the habitability of a setting. Importantly, the notion “habitability” is

multi-dimensional, in that there are numerous factors that make a setting into a

potentially good place for living (e.g., presence of food resources). Research into

the factors that contribute to the perceived habitability of an environment has been

coined “habitat selection theory” (Heerwagen and Orians 1993).

It is no overstatement that ancestral living conditions and environments must

have differed dramatically from our modern living environments. Ancestral

humans did not roam the savanna in SUV’s nor were there supermarkets and

shopping malls where they could pick up the resources they needed. What cannot

be doubted however is that our species has evolved in natural environments. On an

evolutionary time scale, it only recently inhabits nonnatural urban settings and, as

such, is it (largely) “divorced” from the natural world which it inhabited and on

which it also depended for millennia. Undoubtedly, urban life conveys many

advantages when compared to the living conditions in ancestral natural environ-

ments (e.g., relative abundance of food resources). Commercial and business-related

environments play an important role in providing access to these advantages.

There is, however, a sense in which the “mismatch” between urban and ancestral

(natural) environments can have negative consequences. Habitat selection theory

claims that many of the evolved adaptations to natural features and conditions of

ancestral habitats have taken on the form of preferential responses (Orians and

Heerwagen 1992). Landscapes or settings containing physical characteristics that

tap into these evolved preferences (e.g., cues of fresh water) will often be experi-

enced as beneficial, evoke positive emotions, and trigger approaching behavior.

Store environments, which is the type of business environment on which we will

focus in this chapter, not only often lack the physical characteristics which can

trigger such preferential responses, they are also places where stress, irritation, or

cognitive strain regularly take place. In this chapter we argue that consciously

bringing features or characteristics into store environments that tap into evolved

habitat preferences can make such environments more pleasurable and can even
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dampen possible negative consequences that arise from the activity of shopping.

For store-owners, this could imply a strategic benefit in terms of customer attitudes

and behavior, e.g., prolonged stays and even increased purchase probabilities.

The chapter is structured as follows. In Sect. 1 we offer an extensive and critical

review of research into evolved preferences for particular landscape-types, land-

scape configurations, and natural features/elements. In Sect. 2, we discuss why it

could be beneficial to deploy such preferred characteristics and features in store

environments. We coin this design strategy “Evolutionary Store Atmospherics” and

we provide an extensive demonstration of the possible ways in which ESA can be

practically integrated into store settings. In Sect. 3, we briefly discuss some

implications and challenges related to ESA.

1 Evolved Affective Responses to Landscapes

1.1 Preferred Structural Landscape Features

Numerous environmental features could have communicated to our ancestors

whether a certain environment was a suitable place for living, and whether it

could provide, e.g., sufficient food resources and opportunities for protection. In

the ensuing paragraphs, we will review research and models that propose that

habitat quality already depends on the presence of certain structural landscape
features (e.g., complexity) and briefly discuss how these have been linked to an

evolutionary psychology framework.

1.1.1 Prospect-Refuge Theory

In the mid-1970s, geographer Jay Appleton developed prospect-refuge theory. This
account states that particular aspects of the layout and structure of (natural) scenes

influences the aesthetic perception and evaluation of landscapes (Appleton 1975,

1990). Specifically, according to prospect-refuge theory, humans’ (positive) aes-

thetic responses to landscapes depend on whether the landscape offers the individ-

ual opportunities for both prospect and refuge, and on the relative absence of

hazards. According to Appleton the preference for prospect and refuge is a hard-

wired trait that has evolved to successfully negotiate an environment. “Prospect”

refers to those landscape elements and configurations that enable the (human)

individual to overview the environment in an unimpeded manner, allowing it,

e.g., to anticipate possible predators and threats from out-group conspecifics or to

look out for resource opportunities (e.g., a water hole). “Refuge” refers to places or

landscape configurations where one can hide, rest, or find protection from meteo-

rological conditions or predators.
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There is little doubt that the preference for prospect and refuge – if hardwired –

will have evolved in natural settings. Still, it is relevant to note that Appleton saw

that prospect and refuge can also be effective in non-natural environments, that is,

in architecture and city planning (Appleton 1990). Like in natural settings, prospect
and refuge can be evoked by a number of scene organizations or configurations, and

later in this chapter (Sect. 2.2.1) we readdress this issue and offer an overview of the

different ways in which it can be integrated in retail environments. It should,

however, be noted that to this day prospect-refuge theory has remained largely

theoretical, and – although fairly often cited – research that has directly attempted

to test the theory is quite limited. In particular, Stamps’ (2006) review of articles

citing Appleton’s prospect refuge-theory shows that only a small percentage actu-

ally inquires about the viability of the specific claims made by the theory (e.g.,

Fischer and Shrout 2006).

1.1.2 Preference Matrix

From the 1980s onward, there has been a proliferation of empirical research in the

field of environmental psychology, investigating which structural landscape quali-

ties are preferred by human individuals. Perhaps the most influential explanatory

model that has ensued is the “preference matrix”, which has been advanced by

Kaplan and Kaplan (1989). According to the Kaplans, humans are an information

gathering species, and landscape configurations that facilitate the process of both

negotiating and understanding the information conveyed by, and present in a

landscape are preferred. In particular, the Kaplans contend that the aesthetic

perception of a (natural) environment is influenced by the presence of the following

four structural landscape features or “predictors”.1

1. Complexity: this quality is defined as a measure for ‘... how much is “going on”

in a particular scene, how much there is to look at’ (Kaplan 1988: 48). A tropical

forest often is highly complex, because it contains – on a limited spatial scale –

many different (natural) elements, with different forms, textures, and colors.

A desert, on the other hand, scores low on complexity because it does not

contain many distinct objects/elements.

2. Coherence: this quality refers to the presence of visual features that contribute to
the organization, understanding, and structuring of the scene, such as symme-

tries, repeating elements, or unifying textures. For example, an environment

with trees is more coherent when those trees are grouped into separate clusters

than when all the individual trees are scattered randomly over the landscape.

Such grouping entails that the number of units of information is reduced and the

scene becomes easier to grasp.

1Roger Ulrich has developed a similar model, coined the psycho-evolutionary framework (Ulrich,
1983, 1993). The “preferenda” that are part of this framework mostly overlap with the predictors of

the Kaplans’ model.
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3. Mystery: this characteristic refers to landscape features or organizations where,

from the perspective of the observer, a part of the scene is hidden or occluded,

but more information can be acquired if the individual enters the scene more

deeply. A clear example is a path curving out of sight. The fact that it is unclear

where the path is leading to, can lead to curiosity and explorative behaviour

(Fig. 1).

4. Legibility: this relates to the interpretation of spaces, and refers to the capacity to
predict and maintain orientation in the landscape as one further explores it. For

example, a conspicuous landscape element (e.g., a rock formation) that is visible

from far away and from different locations in the landscape can serve as a point

of orientation, and can thereby facilitate exploration and travel throughout the

environment.2

According to the Kaplans, preferences for these structural landscape features are

evolved adaptations: “... the nature of the [preferred] predictor variables and the

nature of the preference response itself ... [tend] to support the existence of an

evolved bias toward certain landscape configurations” (Kaplan 1992: 590). For

example, when innately predisposed to prefer – say – mysterious landscape con-

figurations, a human individual will probably have had higher survival changes than

Fig. 1 Mystery evoked by a path curving out of sight

2Bell et al. (2005: 45) note that the relation between the four predictors and preference remains

somewhat ambiguous: “Although the relative importance of each element is not clear, coherence

and complexity may require only moderate levels in order to facilitate information processing,

whereas the more legibility and mystery in a scene, the better in terms of preference judgements”.
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an individual who remained aesthetically unaffected. The former will have been

more inclined to further penetrate and explore the setting, and hence, he/she will

thereby have had increased chances for finding new resources, shelter, and for

opportunities to overview the landscape. Of course, there is the difficulty that

mysterious settings can sometimes contain hidden dangers, so a tendency to explore

them will only have been successful if it worked in tandem with evaluative

mechanisms assessing the potential risk associated with entering a mysterious

scene. However, as far as we know, such evolutionary claims have never been

empirically tested.

1.2 Positive Effects of Unthreatening Nature on Affective
and Cognitive Functioning

Habitat quality is not solely determined by structural landscape features, but also by

the presence or absence of certain natural elements (e.g., animals, edible fruits). On

a general level, a crucial difference between business and ancestral environments is

that the former are natural, whereas the latter are mostly made up of (non-natural)

manufactured objects and materials. In the following sections we will discuss

research that contends that adaptive mechanisms have evolved for a number of

evolutionarily relevant natural elements: specifically, vegetative elements, water-

features and animals. In Sect. 2.2.2, we will then further point out which specific

perceptual features are conspicuous to these elements, and how they can be

deployed in retail design.

1.2.1 Vegetation

Within the field of environmental psychology a significant amount of research has

been dedicated to the impact of unthreatening “naturalness” – or the lack thereof –

on human emotional and cognitive functioning. In these contexts the concept

“natural” is given a common sense interpretation, and applies to any scene contain-

ing predominantly natural objects and elements, as opposed to artefactual objects
(e.g., buildings). Still, a review of this research literature learns that the type of

natural element that is invariably present in the stimuli used in these experiments is

vegetation (e.g., plants, trees, flowers).

A number of positive effects are associated with viewing natural/vegetated

settings. It is found that such type of scenes are consistently (aesthetically) pre-

ferred over nonnatural, urban environments, or environments predominantly con-

taining artefacts (for a review, see Ulrich 1993). A closely related finding is that

such settings have so-called “restorative” effects on humans, both affectively and

cognitively. The “affective” interpretation of restoration is clear from the fact that

when individuals have experienced a stressful episode, exposure to vegetated

scenery seems capable of undoing that stress better than nonnatural (urban)
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environments (e.g., Ulrich et al. 1991). “Cognitive” restoration has been demon-

strated in experiments which show that contact with vegetation can restore an

individual’s capacity to concentrate, that is, to direct attention (Hartig et al. 1991;

Hartig et al. 2003). As preferential and restorative responses toward natural scenes

have been observed in both western and non-western populations they are some-

times believed to be a human universal (Ulrich 1993; but see Lewis 2005).

The evolutionary account states that quick, automatic affective responses

toward vegetation are evolved adaptive traits (Ulrich 1993; Heerwagen and

Orians 1993; Falk and Balling 2009; Hartmann and Apaolaza-Ibáñez 2009).

Vegetative elements, like trees, could offer, say, protection against sun and rain,

and when blooming they could bear flowers and sometimes also edible fruits

(Orians and Heerwagen 1992; Heerwagen and Orians 1993; Ulrich 1993). Indi-

viduals with hardwired positive affective reactions toward such vegetative ele-

ments will have been more inclined to approach them, and hence, were probably

more successful in obtaining resources than those individuals who remained

emotionally unaffected. Restorative responses are claimed to be the result of the

moderating effect of positive emotions (triggered by vegetative elements) on

states of heightened arousal (Ulrich, 1993).

One problem with the evolutionary views underlying the environmental psychol-

ogy experiments is that almost any kind of greenery leads to preferential reactions

and restoration. If a hardwired aesthetic response to vegetative life would have

evolved, then one would expect that such response would be more specific, that is,

directed to features that indicate resource availability – not directed to greenery in
general. In agreement with this assumption, some evolutionary psychologists have

proposed that flowers are likely candidates for leading to positive affective reactions:

they were a source of food, and they were a cue that fruits could be available in the

near future (Orians and Heerwagen 1992; Heerwagen and Orians 1993).

A few empirical studies have been conducted to explore the aesthetic impact of

flowers and they are consistent with the foregoing view. Todorova et al. (2004), for

example, found that flowers are not only appreciated for their aesthetic value, but

also for their positive influence on psychological wellbeing. Consistent with this,

research by Yamane et al. (2004) shows that working with flowering plants has a

more positive impact on emotions than their non-flowering counterparts. Haviland-

Jones et al. (2005) found that receiving flowers induced positive moods in indivi-

duals and triggered genuine positive emotional expressions (determined by the

frequency of non-fake smiles). A study by Park et al. (2004) examining the effects

of exposure to vegetation on pain shows that female subjects have a higher pain

tolerance, report less intense pain, and experience less pain distress when they

watch flowering plants than when they are exposed to non-flowering plants.

1.2.2 Water Features

Failing to find drinking water, and thereby running the risk of becoming dehy-

drated, probably was a major source of selection throughout human and pre-human
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evolution (Coss 2003). In this regard Roger Ulrich contends that “[a] functional-

evolutionary perspective . . . implies that people should respond positively to

natural settings having water . . . The survival-related advantages would have

included immediate availability of drinking water, . . . attraction of animals that

could be hunted, and in some locations (seacoast, estuary, salmon river) extremely

high food productivity associated with fish, shellfish and crustaceans” (Ulrich 1993:

90). A piece of circumstantial evidence, supporting these evolutionary hypotheses,

speaks from the fact that housing prices are oftentimes the highest when on a

waterfront (cf., Luttik 2000).

Environmental psychology research also shows that the presence of water-

features in (natural) landscapes is highly preferred by humans and has de-arousing

properties. In an experiment probing the differential effects of urban versus natural

scenes, Ulrich (1981) found that nature, and also water-features, positively influ-

enced subjects’ mood and feelings. Among others, it was found that the amplitude

of alpha waves3 was higher in individuals when they viewed vegetation and

water-features than urban scenes, which suggests that subjects felt more wake-

fully relaxed in the former condition. The heart rate of subjects exposed to water

or vegetation pictures was also higher than when they were watching urban

environments, indicating that nature scenes are more successful in eliciting

interest and attention. More recently, similar results have been obtained by

Fredrickson and Levenson (1998). In this experiment, subjects were initially

exposed to a fear-inducing film. After this, they watched different movies that

were chosen to trigger different emotions in them (i.e., contentment, amusement,

neutrality, sadness). A movie of ocean waves led to feelings of contentment,

which in turn led to more rapid return to the baseline levels of cardiovascular

activation when compared to the neutral movie. Although more research on this

topic is needed, these few studies already suggest that exposure to water can have

both relaxing and fascinating effects.

1.2.3 Animals

It cannot be doubted that failing to keep track of an ambushing predator could have had

severe, if not life-threatening consequences for our human ancestors. An evolutionary

psychology perspective would therefore expect that a number of hardwired cognitive

“programs” will have evolved to solve predator- and prey-specific challenges.

These adaptations could include mechanisms for the recognition, detection, and

monitoring of animals (cf., New et al. 2007a), appropriate emotional responding to

predator and prey (cf., Mineka and Öhman 2002), and information storing about

animate categories (e.g., plants, animals) (cf., Atran 1995).

What might the proper (visual) input of these mechanisms be? Early humans

evolved in a changing biotic environment and “fixed” mechanisms dedicated to

3This type of brain wave is associated with wakeful relaxation and is commonly measured by an

Electroencephalograph (EEG).
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specific animals would quickly have become maladaptive. To date only fixed

templates have been observed for perennial threats, like snakes and spiders (e.g.,

Barrett 2005; Rakison and Derringer 2008). A plausible view is that the proper

input of those specialist mechanisms handling predator and prey are probably a

number of constant or invariable (perceptual) features that are characteristic to

(interactions with) predator and prey, or to their behavior. Barrett (2005) has

investigated this issue in-depth and proposes that such features could include –

among others – specific movement cues or patterns (e.g., sneaking), morphological

features (e.g., eyes), and contingency (i.e., the fact that an organism can suddenly

react to a far-away occurrence, element or animal). In Sect. 2.2.2. we will illustrate

how such features might be integrated in the design of store environments.

1.2.4 Savanna Hypothesis

Within the field of evolutionary environmental aesthetics it is often assumed that a

substantial part of hominin and Homo evolution took place in East-African savan-

nas. As a result, it is argued that (early) humans evolved a hardwired preference for

landscapes that share (visual) qualities with savannas, or park-like landscapes

(Ulrich 1983, 1993; Orians and Heerwagen 1992; Heerwagen and Orians 1993;

Appleton 1975, 1990; Orians 1980, 2001). The implicit assumption is that some

kind of phylogenetic “imprinting” of this ideal habitat has taken place in the human

species (Ruso et al. 2003).4

One line of support for the savanna hypothesis is that aesthetic enhancements to

artwork (e.g., landscape paintings) or landscapes (e.g., park designs) often entail an

increase of features or configurations that are typical to savannas (e.g., openness)

(Orians and Heerwagen 1992; Heerwagen and Orians 1993). Some empirical

studies have also directly tested preference reactions toward different landscape

types. For example, Balling and Falk (1982) showed that young children (aged 8) –

as opposed to older individuals – prefer savannas over other biomes, despite the fact

that the children are unacquainted with this type of environment. The researchers

speculate that this could point to an innate preference for savannas (see Falk and

Balling (2009) for a replication of the Balling and Falk (1982) study with non-

western individuals).

Although the savanna hypothesis is frequently adopted as a given in the field of

(evolutionary) environmental aesthetics, other experiments have failed to replicate

Balling and Falk’s (1982) initial results and consequently do not provide further

support for an innate preferential bias toward savannas (cf., Han 2007; Lyons 1983;

Hartmann and Apaolaza-Ibáñez 2009). Finally, it must be noted that the claim that

savannas are the unique type of biome in which our species has evolved is still far

4This version of the savanna hypothesis should not be confused with Satoshi Kanazawa’s savanna

principle (Kanazawa 2004), or with Dennis and McCall’s (2005) savannah hypothesis.
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from settled (Potts 1998). If there would be a universal preference for savanna-type
environments then the most probable explanation is that such settings contain an

ideal “mix” of preferred structural landscape features and preferred natural con-

tents, which were discussed in Sect. 1.1 and 1.2.

1.3 Commenting upon the Inborn Nature of Evolved Landscape
Preferences

As can be surmised from our previous discussion, many hypotheses and specula-

tions about evolved landscape preferences are based on environmental psychology

research. Characteristic to this research is the interest in probing and charting

aesthetic reactions and possible restorative effects, not in empirically testing the

evolutionary claims to which they are often committed. Moreover, within the

evolutionary psychology literature the main publications on the topic of evolved

habitat preferences (Orians and Heerwagen 1992; Kaplan 1992) already date back

to the 1990s, if not earlier (cf., Orians 1980), from the time when the first systematic

academic treatments of the field of evolutionary psychology were made (Barkow

et al. 1992).

This lack of academic interest does not necessarily imply that this research

theme is mistaken or disproves all the proposed claims in the foregoing review.

It points out that at this stage one must be cautious about making strong and definite

claims that could otherwise be construed as “just so” stories about evolved

responses to landscapes. In that regard we consider the cross-fertilization between

research about designing business environments – that is, the store atmosphere –

and landscape preferences as an opportunity to revitalize this research area. Fur-

thermore, the fact that evolutionary explanations need further validation, does not

necessarily imply that the design interventions to be proposed shortly will be less

evidence-based or less effective.

What cannot be doubted, however, is that humans are highly adaptable, and as

such can inhabit and exploit most environments, ranging from tropical rainforests to

modern urban environments. In agreement with this, it seems most plausible to

think that the “programs” assessing habitability do not “privilege” the actual
natural contents or environments as input, but are directed towards the perceptual

patterns, structures, and characteristics of (natural contents of) habitable land-

scapes. The upshot is that, according to this account, non-natural, artificial envir-

onments (e.g., interior, architectural and urban design) can be designed and

transformed in such a way that they fall within the actual domain of these specialist

programs, and thereby tap into these preferences. Note that this approach closely

parallels that of “biophilic architecture” (Kellert 2005; Joye 2007; Kellert et al.

2008). This new architectural trend attempts to cause biophilic responses (Wilson

1984) by integrating nature and nature-like forms into architecture and design.

In the following sections we will explain how such interventions can be realized in,

and be effective for store environments.
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2 Evolutionary Store Atmospherics

2.1 Towards an Ultimate Understanding of Store Atmospherics

More than three decades ago, Kotler (1973: 50) introduced the term atmospherics to
denote “the effort to design buying environments to produce specific emotional

effects in the buyer that enhance his purchase probability”. He initiated a literature

stream by which marketing researchers came to realize that if consumers are

influenced by physical stimuli experienced at the point-of-sale, then, the creation

of appealing atmospheres should be an important marketing strategy for retail

environments (Turley and Milliman 2000). Current studies on store atmospherics

have typically investigated the influence of a single environmental cue on shopping

behavior, such as colour (Bellizzi et al. 1983), decorative style of the store (Ward

and Eaton 1994), or in-store lighting (Areni and Kim 1993).

The impact of store atmospherics on consumer behavior has been predominantly

studied from the perspective of Mehrabian and Russell’s Stimulus–Organism–

Response model (Mehrabian and Russell 1974). This framework models the pro-

cess by which a store design intervention (i.e., stimulus) entails specific cognitive

and affective processes in the consumer (i.e., the organism), which result in a

behavioral response. One problem with the SOR model is that the “Organism”

component has often remained a “black box”. With evolutionary psychology,

however, we now have an arsenal of tools that allow us to peek inside this box,

enabling us to get better insight into the ultimate origins of consumer attitudes and

behavior. Importantly, such insights can provide us with tactics to design store

environments that are tuned to evolutionary predispositions, such as the evolved

landscape preferences we discussed above. In this chapter we are mainly interested

in this last issue. We define the strategy that brings evolved landscape preferences

into store environments “Evolutionary Store Atmospherics” (ESA).
Although the act of shopping is an extremely recent phenomenon, some

researchers have argued that it is similar to the hunting and gathering activities of

early humans (Miller 2009; Dennis and McCall 2005). The nature of shopping also

reflects situations or problems that were already relevant in ancestral environments.

For example, we regularly shop for products that avoid or solve problems, make us

attain status or prestige, or attract a mate. As such, it is reasonable to assume that the

cues today’s consumers use while scanning and exploring the shopping environ-

ment can, at least partly, reflect evolved processes related to hunting and gathering

in ancestral environments. As we have discussed in previous sections, several

landscape configurations have been proposed to influence and facilitate the process

of resource gathering in ancestral surroundings. ESA predicts that by integrating

such cues in modern shopping environments, the modern act of shopping can be

facilitated and even be made more pleasant. The potential importance of such

interventions is further underlined by the fact that the typical store environment

nowadays frequently contains a cacophony of factors, both within the control of

retailers (e.g., loud music) and beyond it (e.g., crowding), that can make the act of
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shopping into a stressful and cognitively taxing experience (d’Astous 2000; Fram

and Ajami 1994).

2.2 Design Proposals Based on ESA

The potential significance and underlying evolutionary mechanisms of ESA inter-

ventions are only rarely acknowledged by those studying store atmospherics. One

notable exception is the preliminary experiment by Buber et al. (2007), which

shows that the presence of evolutionarily significant features in retail settings

(e.g., plants, animals, water) has positive effects on consumer behaviour (e.g., a

boost of sales). Although the value of ESA is largely based on our common

evolutionary heritage and the fact that it appeals to preferences we all share with

each other, it should also take into account personal (e.g., gender, age, personality)
and situational (e.g., mood, type of purchase) differences. They are expected to

moderate the strength and direction of the effects induced by ESA interventions.

If the implementation is to result in a sustainable competitive advantage, retailers

need to consider their target segment (e.g., male, utilitarian shoppers), and fine-tune

the ESA implementation accordingly.

2.2.1 Preferred Structural Landscape Features in the Store Environment

In the earliest sections of this chapter we have discussed research that contends that

humans display (evolved) preference reactions to some particular structural land-

scape features. In this respect it was pointed out that savanna-type environments

seem to contain an ideal “synthesis” of those preferred features. Illustratively,

Heerwagen (2003, unpaged) notes that ‘[s]avannah “mimics” are obvious in

many of our modern built spaces including shopping malls, department stores . . .
Research on the design of retail settings shows how the manipulation of space and

artifacts influences purchasing behaviors. Many of these manipulations – light,

décor, sounds, food, flowers, smells, visual corridors – are consistent with the

savannah hypothesis and other research on environmental preferences.’ In the

following sections we will reiterate the preferred landscape features (that appear

to be characteristic to savannas) and illustrate how they can be applied to stores.

Prospect and Refuge

Architectural theoretician Grant Hildebrand (1999) employed Appleton’s prospect-

refuge theory to explain the aesthetic appeal of architectural work and has illu-

strated that feelings of prospect and refuge can be evoked by particular architectural

organizations. Possible design strategies that refer to refuge are: using small spaces

enclosed by thick walls, lowering ceilings, or reducing lighting intensity. In a store
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environment this could mean having separate, dimly lit spaces in which consumers

can have a rest (e.g., lounge-like spaces where consumers can relax in a comfortable

chair). Prospect can be evoked by creating spacious areas, raised ceilings, thin,

transparent walls, wide and open views on surrounding spaces, building on an

elevated site, or creating balconies. Note that prospect or refuge can be augmented
in architectural design, which can lead to a dominance of either of these dimen-

sions. For example, refuge areas seem particularly relevant for stores in which high-

involvement decisions have to be made (e.g., a car, furniture) and in which the

refuge area can create a private and relaxing environment in which consumers can

elaborate their decisions.

Perhaps there is even a gender difference in preferences for prospect versus

refuge. During the course of evolution men and women have faced partially

different adaptive problems. For example women, compared to men, can procreate

only a limited number of offspring and consequently invest more energy in their

offspring (gestation, birth, lactation). Evolutionary psychology therefore predicts

that the most pronounced sex differences will occur in those domains in which the

sexes have faced different adaptive problems (Buss 1989; Symons 1979). Related

to this, research suggests that compared to males, females have more affinity with

refuges than with prospects (and vice versa for males) (Heerwagen and Orians

1993). These differences could be explained by a sexual division in foraging (i.e.,

men are hunters, women are gatherers) (Eals and Silverman 1994), combined with

differences in mating strategies (i.e., due to a costly reproduction system women

better apply restricted navigation) (Gaulin and Fitzgerald 1986, 1989). The ESA

implication that follows from this is that – on average – ESA strategies based on

refuge are probably more effective in shops with a predominantly female audience

(e.g., beauty retailers), whereas ESA strategies based on prospect might better fit

shops where males are the main customers (e.g., automotive showrooms).

Preference Matrix

In the first part of this chapter, we described the preference matrix by Kaplan and

Kaplan (1989) which proposes that four structural landscape features positively

influence the aesthetic perception of natural environments, namely complexity,

mystery, coherence, and legibility. Below we describe how each of these features

can be strategically implemented in stores to attract and appeal to customers.

Complexity refers to sufficient sensory stimulation. Applied to design factors in

store environments, complexity can be interpreted as giving sufficient visual rich-

ness and variety to the consumer, that is, the store should contain enough interesting

“material” for our senses. Complexity can be introduced in different ways: for

example, by the sheer number of (decorative) elements in the store environment,

the use of multiple colors in the store interior, the amount of products that are being

displayed, or the amount of shelves and racks per square meter. As is clear from the

preference matrix, complexity should not be randomly presented, but needs to be

counterbalanced by coherence, which refers to visual features that contribute to
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structuring and comprehending the environment, for example, by consistently using

specific recurring colors, motifs, or symbols to indicate areas where certain pro-

ducts can be found. Supermarkets often make use of floorings and color codes of

displays to define coherent spaces of particular clusters of product-categories within

the stores (e.g., “blue” for personal hygiene products).

It is important to note that the optimal degree of complexity and the optimal

balance between complexity and coherence seem to depend on situational factors.

In that sense, it would be very interesting to inquire about whether minimalistic

store design is a suboptimal strategy, or, whether the use of different colors and

variation in materials as a complexity-enhancing strategy is a better option. The

answer could well depend on the type of purchase decision that has to be made.

High-involvement products (e.g., cars, furniture) usually require a lot of delibera-

tion, and store environments that are too complex might hinder this process,

because added complexity requires more extensive cognitive processing. Espe-

cially within this high-involvement segment minimalistic stores have proven to

be successful (e.g., designer stores). On the other hand, when purchasing low-

involvement products (e.g., clothing, fast moving consumer goods) adding com-

plexity to the store might make the shopping experience more enjoyable.

One could even add a situational “layer” to the previous one (i.e., level of

involvement), based on gender. It is known that female shoppers put more effort

and time into searching and comparing products in order to find the best value for

money, whereas males tend to go straight for what they want in a fairly purposeful

manner. This divergence in shopping behavior has been explained as reflecting an

evolved affinity with either hunting and gathering activities, characteristic to males

and females, respectively. In their version of the savannah hypothesis, Dennis and

McCall (2005: 14) for example argue that “[. . .] gathering has been translated into

comparison shopping, and hunting into earning money to support the family”.

In terms of ESA implementation, the female shopping style could be accom-

modated by providing a fair amount of complexity in the store. Presenting many

different offerings could meet up to the (female) desire to browse and compare

multiple suitable products before finally deciding what to buy. A clothing retailer

could strategically adapt his assortment to the male shopping style by, for example,

coherently organizing it in terms of purpose (e.g., category of shirts, category of

trousers, category of sweaters) and size. This could enhance shopping-efficiency,

enabling male individuals to purposefully fulfill their buying objective. Likewise,

off-shelf displays (e.g., dump bins with “leftovers”) are often surrounded by female

shoppers searching for a bargain (Sullivan and Adcock 2002), whereas male

consumers are not that fond of finding what they need in a basket full of mixed

products, or in a crowd of customers. The implication is that in “mixed” shopping

environments the degree of complexity/variation of a certain store-section should

be adapted to the target-public of that section.

Another preferred structural landscape feature is mystery, which refers to envi-

ronmental configurations that promise that further information can be acquired

when one further enters the scene. Mystery is known to be a significant predic-

tor of preference and, hence, can play an important role in store-atmospherics.
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Consider the frequent practice of shop-owners to place a great deal of the offerings

that are sold in the shop’s store-front. The assumption underlying this practice

seems to be that fully displaying all offerings will motivate consumers to enter the

store. However, the notion mystery points out that insufficient information can

create curiosity, which can motivate customers to further explore the shopping

environment. Store-owners might profit from only presenting smaller samples or

hints about what one can expect to find inside the shop.

Quite probably, type of shopping will interact with mystery. In the case of

utilitarian shopping, customers very often know what they want to buy and know

where they can find the product, and too much mystery could hinder efficiency.

Nevertheless, even in “functional” shopping environments (e.g., supermarkets)

there is a role for aesthetic interventions, and adding a little bit of mystery (without

compromising way-finding) can fulfill this aesthetic role. Mystery will perhaps

be especially interesting for hedonic shopping contexts, where the uniqueness and

exclusivity of products are further underlined by the fact that they are not directly

visible, but require exploration and discovery. In hedonic shopping, the act of

browsing in itself is pleasant and adding mystery to that activity can further enhance

the pleasure and can create a sense of surprise.

Some claim that mystery can be conveyed by specific design elements: “When

appearing around corners, attached to walls, and hung from ceilings, interesting

objects, architectural details or motifs, graphics, video displays and artefacts can

create a little mystery and surprise ...” (Hase and Heerwagen 2000: 30). A specific

modality of mystery is called “enticement”, which refers to the situation where

an individual is in the dark, from where he/she can see a partially visible and

enlightened scene (Hildebrand 1999). A clear example in a consumer environment

is the situation where the most exclusive or premier products are brightly lit,

whereas the surroundings only dimly lit.

Despite its appeal, too much mystery can make the layout of the store environ-

ment confusing and ambiguous, ultimately leading to challenges associated with

orientation and way-finding. In this sense the last element from the preference

matrix comes at play, namely legibility. This predictor refers mainly to the capacity

to retain orientation inside an environment. Classic retail design scholars have

already hinted to the importance of legibility. For example, McGoldrick (2002:

472) suggests that “unnecessary changes to product locations are all likely to give

the impression of a chaotic or, worse, a conniving store”. Furthermore, Titus and

Everett (1995) note that a store layout needs to achieve “environmental legibility”

to avoid causing anger and frustration among shoppers. The legibility of the

shopping environment can be enhanced by integrating signalizations and distinctive

markings, by offering views to the outside of the store, by making the building

shape more regular (Evans and McCoy 1998) or by inserting a specific landmark

into the setting.

An issue relevant to legibility is that men and women differ in how they find their

way through a particular environment, and through shopping malls more specifi-

cally. A study by Chebat et al. (2008) shows that women prefer to use landmarks

(e.g., other shops or central areas in a mall), rely more on social information (e.g.,
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talking to other people), and more frequently make use of object properties such as

shape and color. Men, on the other hand, use more spatial properties such as

location and spatial relations. These findings are in line with evolutionary insights

of women excelling in spatial memory and men having better spatial navigation

abilities (Ecuyer-Dab and Robert 2004). However, it should also be noted that

recent research indicates that when the navigational tasks involve specific contents

a reversal of navigational skills can be observed (New et al. 2007a, 2007b).

Specifically, females appear to more accurately remember where they have previ-

ously encountered food sources (i.e., vegetables) than men, which might reflect an

evolved sex difference in foraging behavior.

2.2.2 Integrating Actual Nature in Store Design

There are many ways to integrate actual nature in store environments. For example,

bringing vegetation (e.g., flowers, potted plants) inside a store can yield positive

consumer emotions and potentially enhance social contact between customers and

employees. Consistent with this, pioneering research within health psychology has

shown that hospital patients have better health outcomes when placed in rooms with

windows to natural settings than when in rooms overlooking built elements (Ulrich

1984). Also, when visiting someone in convalescence at a hospital or at home,

people typically bring flowers or plants as gifts. Such findings can be translated into

different store design strategies:

l Making outside nature visible from inside the store
l Potted plants and flowers in the retail environment
l Interior planting beds
l Greening the shopping streets
l Interior/exterior gardens
l Vines on the shop’s exterior surface
l Roof gardens or green-roofs, and providing views to these
l Green or vegetated walls
l Natural materials, like wood or marble

Water can be integrated in stores in a number of ways: by a fountain, a small

pond, waterfalls, interior/exterior water gardens, or kinetic water sculptures (Mador

2008). What is furthermore interesting is that a water-feature (e.g., a pond) allows

one to elegantly and non-obtrusively integrate actual animals (i.e., fish) in the

shopping environment. A possible difficulty with animals in store environments is

that these could be experienced as a nuisance, or as being inappropriate for retail

contexts. Moreover, certain customers will probably consider that animals are not

meant to serve as decorative pieces for the fickle and frivolous enjoyment of

mankind.

In a store context, the positive effects of views on greenery or water-features

could either make customers less vulnerable for stressing factors (such as crowding)

or dampen the stress that has already incurred. The relevance and value of such
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effects is clear from the fact that the number of shoppers entering a store in a

negative mood comprises approximately 10% of the total shopping population

(Maxwell and Kover 2003) and this segment tends to have an avoidance response

towards stores (Eroglu and Machleit 1990). Many retail environments are further-

more laden with (sensory) stimuli and alternatives (Lipowski 1970). This can

cognitively overload the shopper’s limited processing capacity, and perhaps even

further exacerbate negative feelings in shoppers. Although they may actually spend

the same amount of money as consumers who are in a good mood (some basic

human needs will always remain), negative mood shoppers could eventually spend

less time shopping and are likely to be less satisfied overall (Babin and Darden

1996). Although retailers may not have direct control over consumers’ pre-existing

feelings when visiting a store, ESA interventions like integrating greenery might

trigger more positively toned feelings in them and, as such, favor patronage and

loyalty (Mano 1999; Joye et al. 2010).

Imitated Natural Contents in Store Design

Particularly relevant to ESA is that affective responses to natural landscapes can

also be triggered by imitations (e.g., photos, videos) of actual nature (Joye 2007).

The use of “imitated” nature increases the creative possibilities for store designers

because there are many possible ways in which one particular natural element (e.g.,

a flower) can be imitated. Furthermore, it is sometimes undesirable (cf., hygienic

reasons) or practically difficult to keep actual nature in the business environment

(e.g., flowers are costly and wither). Therefore the majority of ESA design recom-

mendations will concern imitated rather than actual natural contents.

Animal Life

Let us begin by relating some visual characteristics of animals to the design of retail

environments (for a discussion about predator and prey characteristics, see Barrett

2005). A first observation is that biological entities – and animals specifically –

have a specific way of moving about, which seems to be categorically different

from the way manufactured objects move. Martin and Weisberg (2003) found that

the observation of biological and mechanical movement activates distinct neural

regions in the human brain, which also overlap with regions recognized as being

specialized in processing (conceptual) information about animals and tools, respec-

tively (Martin and Weisberg 2003). Biological movement is furthermore found to

activate the amygdala, potentially reflecting the affective significance (e.g., fear)

associated with processing biological features. These findings are consistent with

the claim that there exist evolved domain-specific mechanisms for processing

perceptual features about biological versus manufactured objects (cf., Camarazza

and Shelton 1998).

In store environments design interventions can be created that meet up to the

input conditions of these domain-specific mechanisms. For example, computers
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sometimes have screensavers displaying organically moving shapes. In a quite

similar way, biological movement can be projected on walls or ceilings in stores,

or it can be displayed on LCD or television screens, or even media walls. Research

indicates that when such organic movement is slow or “heraclitean”, it seems to

have relaxing effects on the viewers (Katcher and Wilkins 1993). More arousing

effects can probably be obtained by making the movement patterns more erratic:

that is, with rapid and sudden changes in movement (Heerwagen and Gregory

2008). Notice that the application of either such slow or erratic movement in retail

environments should preferably be situational, depending on the time consumers

have available or their level of involvement. In that regard, it is relevant to note that

a distinction can be made between utilitarian shopping or “shopping for work” and

hedonic shopping or “shopping for fun” (Holbrook and Hirschmann 1982; Babin

et al. 1994; Kaltcheva and Weitz 2006). Babin et al. (1994) found that utilitarian

shoppers strive to complete shopping tasks in an efficient way, whereas hedonistic

shoppers enjoy the act of shopping, and take their time to browse through the stores.

In environments that profit from a quick turnaround, erratic movement could – just

like uptempo music (Oaks 2000) – facilitate utilitarian customers to make faster use

of the services offered (e.g., fastfood restaurant). (Care should however be taken

that such movement is not a reason to avoid the setting in the first place). Slow

organic movement better fits shopping in those hedonic environments where cus-

tomers need sufficient time and a relaxed state of mind to make purchase decisions,

such as an electronics or a furniture store.

Apart from biological movement, also the shapes characteristic to biological

entities have a distinctly different affective tone compared to shapes more charac-

teristic to manufactured objects. For example, research into the affective tone of

different types of line configurations shows that organic and rounded shapes, which

are characteristic to animals (cf., Levin et al. 2001), are preferred over sharp-angled

shapes (Aiken 1998b; Bar and Neta 2006). fMRI studies furthermore indicate that

downwardly pointing shapes (Larson et al. 2009) and sharp-angled objects (Bar and

Neta 2007) activate brain regions that are involved in fear responses (i.e., the

amygdala). It has been proposed that the lesser preference for sharp-angled objects

is rooted in the fact that such shapes convey a sense of threat (Bar and Neta 2008).

Coss (2003) even speculates that it is an evolved trait that must be related to the

piercing characteristics of canines and horns, and to the thorny plants and seeds that

are abundant in African savannas. Irrespective of whether this is a correct interpre-

tation, it seems quite certain that curved forms and surfaces are more “affiliative” or

inviting, whereas sharp forms predominantly lead to negatively valenced arousal

and defensive responses.

The previous findings can be directly applied to different features of a store’s

atmosphere. For example, varying the amount of either curvilinearity or rectiline-

arity in fonts of product logos or of shopping displays can already convey a

substantially different affective feeling. In agreement with this, research by Leder

and Carbon (2005) indicates that subjects prefer car interiors with organic, rounded

forms over more “straight” interiors. Figure 2 illustrates how soft, rounded surfaces

have recently been integrated into retail environments. Note again, however,
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that – ideally – the application of this design feature should be situational. For

example, the higher sense of arousal and excitement which sharp-angled shapes

might evoke seems to be more compatible with a store selling the newest specs for

youngsters hooked on skateboarding than with shopping centers’ waiting corners

that invite customers to relax. In the latter case, soft, organic forms that express a

sense of calmness and serenity might be a better option.

According to Jay Appleton (1975) it was not only adaptive for our species to be

sensitive to the prospect and refuge dimension of landscapes, but also to certain

cues of dangers or hazards. Think for example of turbulent water, heights,

predators, or signals of impending bad weather. Architecturally, the fascinating

or arousing aspects of certain buildings could well derive from their hazardous or

perilous character (Hildebrand 1999; Appleton 1990). In this regard, the fear of

falling, associated with skyscrapers, could be one of the reasons for their appeal

and arousing properties.5

In some circumstances it might be strategically relevant to include hints to

such hazards in a store environment, especially when sensation-seekers are the

target-audience. In that regard store atmosphere designers might get inspiration

from (features about) animals that are known to elicit arousal and fearful reactions

in humans, such as snakes, spiders, or scorpions. As contact with, for example,

snakes was common during hominin evolution, it can be expected that affectively

Fig. 2 The romanticism women clothing store interior (by SAKO Architects), China (Courtesy

SAKO Architects)

5It must be noted that, historically, skyscrapers were not primarily constructed to appeal to this

sense of hazards, but arose because of real estate realities, i.e., they were cheaper to build.
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guided perceptual mechanisms have evolved to quickly recognize specific percep-

tual characteristics of these animals (Mineka and Öhman 2002; Coss 2003).

Predator animals or animal symbols are often present in product logos and

commercials, and perhaps this can be interpreted as an intuitive recognition and

application of their arousing and fascinating properties (Saad 2007). Probably one

of the most famous examples of (unconsciously) integrating features about peren-

nial threats in architecture can be found in the Casa Battló (Barcelona), designed by
the Catalan architect Antoni Gaudı́. The roof of the building consists of ceramic

tiles and looks like the scaled-skin of a reptile. Quite similarly, skin patterns and

prints of perennial threats could be integrated in certain designed features of store

and commercial settings. In a retail context, skins or skin motifs of, say, snakes,

leopards, tigers can be (and have been) applied to numerous products and design

features, ranging from shoes, floor coverings, lighting designs, tiling designs,

jewellery or as prints on furniture.

A morphological feature of animals, whose arousing effects have been more

thoroughly inquired than skin patterns, are eyes or eye-like features/schemas. It is

well-known that staring eyes can elicit fear in humans and other nonhuman species

(Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1989; Aiken 1998a) because such patterns are associated with

ambushing predators and aggressive conspecifics (Coss 2003: 115). Eyespots are

exploited by certain organisms to ward off potential predators and sometimes they

are even present in art, architecture, and design (Joye 2007). For example, some

car brands seem to tap into these arousing effects by designing vehicles whose

headlights are similar to frowning and threatening “eyes”, which can give them

a conspicuously aggressive look (Coss 2003; Joye 2007). Recent research by

Aggarwal and McGill (2007) indeed confirms that car fronts are perceived as

face-like and can express different types of emotions.

An intriguing finding, discussed in Coss (2003) and relevant for the theme of this

paper, is that banners with eyespots significantly reduce shoplifting in stores. We

already know from research that when subjects are exposed to eyespots during an

economic game they behave more socially, i.e., they give more money to a second

party (Haley and Fessler 2005). Although this is not really a “design” intervention,

it would nevertheless be interesting to see how the insertion of eyespots in retail

environments affects consumer behavior. One example of non-social behavior in

clothing shops is that after fitting, customers frequently do not put the (unbought)

clothing back from where they have taken it. Based on the previous research, a

possible suggestion would be to introduce eye-like features in the changing rooms.

The feeling of being watched will probably make customers more inclined to put

the clothes back where they belong.

Vegetative Life

Imitations of vegetative elements can be incorporated in business environment in a

number of ways (Joye 2007), for example with posters, pictures, photographs, or

paintings of vegetated landscapes. In architecture, botanical motifs have been a

perennial design element, especially in more traditional architectural styles or
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historical buildings, such as Art Nouveau and Classic architecture. In stores, plant-

based motifs and ornaments can be integrated in floors, walls, ceiling, or stained

glass. For example, the interior of the famous department store Galleries Lafayette
in Paris is richly decorated with ornamental elements similar to, and reminiscent of

vegetative elements. Of course, when using botanical decorations it is important to

get a sense of what the audience of the store will be. Applying ornamental moldings

of flowers can perhaps be a good idea for a classy jewelry store or premier clothing

boutique, but it will be less convincing when introduced in a high-end sports store.

One important visual feature about natural structures (and vegetative elements in

particular) is that they are characterized by a particular kind of geometry, coined

“fractal geometry” (Mandelbrot 1982). A defining characteristic of a fractal is that it

is self-similar, which means that the smaller details of the structure are more or less

similar to the entire structure. In a tree, for example, the smaller branches, twigs,

and even the individual leaves, are scaled-down versions of the entire tree, or

structurally equivalent to it. Recent research seems to suggest that the positive

responses triggered by natural/vegetated landscapes (as opposed to urban settings)

are – for a part – due to their underlying fractal characteristics (Hagerhall et al.

2004; Joye 2007).

An innovative aspect of ESA would be to tap into the positive effects of

interacting with nature by introducing fractals or fractal-like patterns in store

environments. It is noteworthy that nature’s fractal “language” is also used for

creating attractive artificial or mathematical fractal patterns (Fig. 3) (as opposed

to actual natural fractals). Such patterns could be inserted in store environments on

wallpaper, on posters, or by playing so-called “fractal movies”, which progressively

zoom in on the finer details of the fractal. Fractal-like forms or organizations have

been introduced in architectural design through floor-mosaics and ornamentation

(Bonner 2003), floor and wall tiling (Mikiten et al. 2000), and stained glass (Joye

2007). In traditional architectural styles (e.g., Gothic architecture) building

Fig. 3 A mathematical fractal
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exteriors and facades often have fractal aspects because there is a “cascade of

architectural detail” from the largest to the smallest scales (Bovill 1996). In retail

environments, this continuous progression of detail on increasingly finer scales is

very evident in the cupola of the Galleries Lafayette in Paris (Fig. 4). ESA proposes

that integrating fractal-like structures into store environments can make the setting

aesthetically fascinating for customers (and perhaps such designs will even have

restorative effects).

3 Discussion and Future Research on ESA

Considering the high cost of retail design programs, and in some cases, their lack of

commercial success, the need for a scientific approach to the design of retail

environments is clear (McGoldrick 2002). The introduction of the notion ESA

constitutes an attempt to fill in this void. Although ESA’s benefits to customers

seem clear from the previous discussion, retailers will probably wish to see

how ESA affects their bottom line prior to investing in ESA. Although there are

no exact numbers on this issue, there are some indications that carefully-planned

ESA interventions can result in significant returns-on-investment. Consider Wolf’s

finding that the willingness-to-pay for certain goods is significantly higher in

green shopping environments as opposed to retail settings without trees (see Joye

et al. 2010). Of further relevance is that dampening negative consumer emotions

Fig. 4 The fractal-like cupola of the Galleries Lafayette, Paris (Courtesy Wayne Boucher)
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in stores or creating positive affect are theoretically predicted to result in

approach reactions towards the store (cf., the SOR-model, Sect. 2.1). Finally, it

must be noted that not only customers, but also store employees could reap the

benefits of properly designed store environments (Bitner 1992). For example,

integrating (unthreatening) natural elements can offer a breather from stress and

uplift moods, which in turn could translate into increased helpfulness and friendli-

ness toward customers (Cohen and Spacapan 1978) and into more job satisfaction,

which are obviously important components for retail service quality (Vazquez et al.

2001). Other possible effects which indirectly influence the bottom-line are: less

stress-related health problems in employees; reduced costs associated with sick

leaves (Bringslimark et al. 2007) and increased productivity (Lohr et al. 1996).

The evolutionary significance of specific atmospheric elements and their role in

shaping consumer behavior and attitudes have hitherto remained largely unrecog-

nized in the literature on atmospherics. Most of the ESA interventions we have

proposed are therefore circumstantial, i.e., they are informed by empirical evidence

from disciplines outside the field of consumer behavior. One of the future chal-

lenges is to directly test some of the actual proposals (e.g., are better decisions

regarding high-involvement products indeed made within stores with a high refuge

dimension?). When the effects would be robust across different cultures this could

point to an underlying common heritage and thus further support the evolutionary

assumptions underlying the ESA hypotheses. We have offered a substantial number

of research possibilities and call for future studies to test the effects of ESA designs

and the associated moderating factors in business settings.

Finally, some will perhaps note that ESA interventions are already frequently

introduced in commercial and business related environments (albeit largely on intui-

tive grounds) (Fig. 5), so why should one be interested in the evolutionary psychology

framework underlying it? Our answer is that better insight into the underlying

(evolutionary) causes of consumer behavior and attitudes can have valuable practical

ramifications, not anticipated by intuition. The insights we provide imply that

conscious integrations of evolutionarily significant atmospheric elements (e.g., green-

ery) – as opposed to intuitive ones – should no longer be a shot in the dark, but can

become theoretically informed. For example, an evolutionary-informed version of

ESA is aware that the adaptive mechanisms handling, say, prey animals, do not

necessarily favour the actual animal as input, but also certain key perceptual

features. The upshot is that such an informed version can produce a much larger

design vocabulary than an intuitive/uninformed account, which could become

preoccupied with all too literal interpretations of natural elements in the store

setting.

4 Conclusion

Dennett (1995) considered evolutionary theory as a “universal acid” that affects

ideas/concepts in almost any field of (scientific) research. In agreement with this,
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evolutionary thinking is also beginning to penetrate research into the business

sciences. In this paper we have discussed the fruitfulness of the cross-fertilization

between research into evolved landscape preferences and the field of store

atmospherics. We coined this new area of research “Evolutionary Store Atmos-

pherics”, which taps into evolved mechanisms specialized in scanning and proces-

sing the environment for habitability, resource opportunities, and threats (e.g.,

predators).

The approach adopted in this chapter was both theoretical and practical. On the

one hand, we have discussed a substantial amount of theory and empirical research

into human preferences for landscape features and characteristics. Although we

were fairly critical to the evolutionary commitments that seem part and parcel to

this field of research, we hope that future inquiries into ESA will invigorate interest

to test these evolutionary assumptions. On the other hand, we have formulated

a number of concrete design suggestions for ESA. If we have insights regarding

the natural elements and structures that were present in ancestral environments,

and if we know which kind of behavior these elements are able to activate, we

can translate these elements into ESA proposals and make predictions about

how consumers will react to them. However, it must be noted that we have only

scratched the proverbial surface. The further elaboration of ESA and its concrete

implementation are up to the actual store designers and marketers. Their creativity

and strategic talent puts them in a unique position to choose the best fit according to

the context of the shop and the type of experience which they wish their store

environment to convey.

Fig. 5 The interior of the Mandarin Oriental Hotel in Barcelona seems to integrate different ESA

interventions at once: fractal-like window screens, natural materials, vegetative elements and

botanical motifs (Courtesy Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group)
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Rationality and Utility: Economics

and Evolutionary Psychology

C. Monica Capra and Paul H. Rubin

Abstract Economics has always prided itself on having a unifying theoretical

framework based on rational choice theory. However, data from controlled experi-

ments, which often provide theory the best chance to work, refute many of the

rationality assumptions that economists make. The evidence against rational

choice, as traditionally defined, has forced economists to rethink their traditional

models. However, despite the investment of many brilliant minds in the pursuit of

better behavioral models of choice, behavioral economics has so far made little

progress in providing an alternative paradigm that would be both parsimonious and

accurate. In this chapter, we review the evidence against rational choice and the

ways in which behavioral economists have responded. In addition, we put forward

the idea that evolutionary psychology can give economics back its overriding

paradigm. Evolutionary psychology can place structure on the utility function and

provide content to rationality. By doing so, it can explain many of the behavioral

anomalies that behavioral economists and psychologists have documented. If

economists are willing to use the evolutionary psychology paradigm, then they

can regain theoretical consistency of their discipline and have models that are better

descriptors and predictors of behavior.

Keywords Economics � Rationality � Utility � Anomalies � Behavior � Experiments

� Evolutionary psychology and economics

Introduction

In the last 30 years, experimental and behavioral economists have gathered vast

amounts of data that suggest that human behavior systematically deviates from

rational choice, narrowly defined as that prescribed by neoclassical economic
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choice theory. It is already possible to explain some of these deviations in terms of

evolutionary psychology. In this article, we argue that economics would benefit

from continuing to build bridges between economics and biological and psycho-

logical sciences. These bridges will enable us to establish Evolutionary Psychology

as a unifying framework for explaining why such anomalies occur. In the first part

of this chapter, we provide an overview of the arguments, and review evidence that

have challenged the assumption of rationality in economics. We then discuss some

of the ways in which economists have attempted to explain anomalous behaviors,

and we present some of the challenges that these explanations face. In particular,

current behavioral models do not derive from first principles. Many of current

behavioral models are constructed with the purpose of fitting empirical observa-

tions. This means that there are likely to be as many models of behavior as there are

behavioral anomalies. Many of the behavioral models fit data well, but mainly

because they include many parameters that adjust to fit the data. In the third part of

this chapter, we develop arguments for adopting evolutionary psychology as a

workhorse for understanding behavior. In particular, evolutionary psychology can

help us identify the nature of utility and choice. With respect to utility, we argue

that it essentially represents the fitness evolutionary function. With respect to

decision-making, we believe that the concept of ecological rationality – that is,

the adaptation of decision processes to contex – is a promising step towards a theory

of choice that is grounded on evolutionary principles. We believe that behavioral

economics and economics in general would benefit from introducing a unifying

paradigm that is alternative to rational choice and that is based on evolutionary

psychology. We believe that this endeavor is both possible and that it would benefit

not only economics, but also other sister disciplines.

1 The Rationality Critique

Critiques of the rationality postulate in economics trace back to the early 1900s

when psychologists and some economists attacked the assumption that individual

behavior was solely motivated by the urge to achieve maximum pleasure and

minimum pain. To the early skeptics of rational choice, the reliance of economic

theory on the hedonistic idea of utility maximization trivialized the fact that habit,

instinct, evolution, and the environment influence choices. Thorstein Veblen

(1909), for instance, believed that the hedonistic premise that all choice could be

explained by the urge to achieve highest utility was too narrow to explain how

people really behaved. Choice implied much more than pleasure and pain, it was a

joint product of certain underlying psychological tendencies developed and given

their shape and direction by the universe outside. “[T]he facts of choice depend
upon instincts interplaying with the great body of customs, current technology, and
common-sense philosophy that have been handed down to them; above all by the
kind of prowess held in most esteem” (Veblen in Dickinson 1919).
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Early twentieth century skeptics also acknowledged the notion that decisions

involve costs. They argued that it is difficult, if not impossible, for a human being to

always behave in a manner consistent with utility maximization. “Decisions involve
effort of attention, and this effort cannot be sustained beyond a few seconds at a
time, nor repeated without limit” (John Bates Clark 1918 p. 23). Indeed, Clark was

referring to the contemporary idea that human rationality is a scarce resource, and

as such, it is costly to always choose the optimum. Decisions imply costs of

concentration, information acquisition, and analysis of available alternatives, think-

ing, deciding what to do, figuring out the best way to do it, and finally acting upon

one’s final decision. As Vernon Smith (1991) argues, many decisions that require

complex calculations are too costly to follow compared to their value. Therefore, it

makes sense to resort to habit or simple rules of thumb.

Despite the early criticisms, rational choice flourished and developed into a

widely accepted postulate among economists. Most economists not only continued

to regard instincts, habits, and decision costs as unimportant elements of choice, but

they also stretched the assumption of perfect rationality to unrealistic extremes.

Game theoretic models, for example, assume that super rational agents perfectly

understand the model or game that the theorist is studying, probably with much

difficulty. Here, an analyst might spend a year or two solving a difficult maxi-

mization problem and, then, automatically assume that the solution explains behav-

ior of less persistent and less sophisticated game participants. Clearly, a problem

with modeling economic behavior under such unrealistic assumptions is that the

resulting predictions, although elegant, may have very little practical and empirical

relevance.

Nevertheless, the ideas that individuals may not always optimize and that

decision-making is a costly endeavor reemerged in the economic literature. In the

1950s research by psychologists such as Duncan Luce (1959) and economists such

as Herbert Simon (1955, 1957) provided alternative ways of describing human

behavior that better mirrors the way people actually behave. Simon, in particular,

put forward the idea of bounded rationality. His basic idea was that almost all human

behavior has a large rational component, but only in terms of the broader every-

day sense of rationality, not the economists’ more specific sense of maximization

(Simon 1959, 1978). Rationality in economics is reflected entirely in the choices

realized, whereas, according to Simon, human rationality is reflected in the process
that involves a decision. Procedural rationality is the hallmark of “satisficing”. As

William Baumol (1979) puts it, “. . . a person who is in a situation of having to find a
needle in a haystack will quickly realize that there is little to be gained by looking
further once the first good, usable needle has been found”. Maximization requires a

costly and careful process of comparison of all available alternatives. Satisficing

involves comparing a candidate decision in terms of the acceptability of that decision.

That is, the needle found in the haystack, even if it is not the best, may be usable

enough to make one want to stop looking any further. Although Simon’s ideas

eventually earned him the Nobel Prize in Economics in 1978, many of his early

contributions were all but ignored by mainstream economics.
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Indeed, economists addressed some of these issues and attempted to salvage the

model of rationality. For example, Armen Alchian (1950) followed by Milton

Friedman (1953) argued that markets would select for maximizing behavior even

if individuals did not seek or understand such behavior. In fact, in market interac-

tions, all you need is a small percentage of agents who can exploit arbitrage

opportunities to get rid of biased behaviors. This argument applied more to behav-

ior of firms than of individuals. Garry Becker (1962) argued that many results of

economics, such as the downward sloping demand curve, would follow even if

individuals behaved irrationally. These arguments, especially those of Friedman,

enabled economists to maintain the rationality assumption in the face of much

contradictory evidence. Thus, although individuals may be irrational, they behave

as if they were perfectly rational. A baseball player running to catch a ball does not

really solve a system of differential equations to determine how fast to run, but he

runs as if he did. The reluctance of early economists to abandon the rational

framework is not surprising. Economists had been heavily influenced by physics,

which aims at finding unified theories for understanding the physical world. Thus,

economists differ from other social scientists in that we search for parsimonious

models of economic choice that can be derived from first principles and that can be

used to explain decisions in a wide variety of economic contexts. In other words,

economists want a unified model of social behavior. This is in stark contrast to the

way psychologists study choice; psychologists seem not particularly concerned

with finding a unifying framework, but prefer to explain each phenomenon they

face with a different theory.

In the 1970s through the early 1990s, the assumption of rationality was most

strongly and successfully questioned through the important works of psychologists

such as Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman.1 Through a series of simple experi-

mental tasks, these researchers were able to show large anomalies in judgment and

decision-making including framing effects (which violates procedural and des-

cription invariance), the status quo bias and the endowment effect (which imply

reference dependent utility and an asymmetry in how we treat gains and losses), and

preference reversals (which challenges the stability of preferences) in both riskless

choice and choice under risk. Faced with the overwhelming empirical evidence,

economists could no longer ignore the evidence against rationality assumptions. In

fact, there were some economists who became instrumental in emphasizing the

importance of psychology in economics and finance. Richard Thaler (1985, 1981),

in particular, pointed out that the models of saving and consumption that guide

policy making do not test well against data.

Traditional models of inter-temporal choice rely on the assumption that people

smooth consumption over their lifespan. However, consumption smoothing is

rarely seen. Thaler showed that consumption is highly sensitive to income and

that savings tend to increase when consumers are offered 401 K plans. This pattern

of consumption and saving behaviors suggest that the marginal propensity to

1See Tversky and Kahneman (1974; 1991, and 1992) and Kahneman and Tversky (1979)
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consume different types of wealth is not equal. In response to this and other

evidence, Thaler proposed a model of mental accounts. The main premise of mental

accounting is that people tend to label money for specific consumption or invest-

ment decisions. For example, people would use their salary moneys to buy food and

other necessities, use gifts from parents or relatives to buy luxuries, but use bonuses

to save. Richard Thaler (1999) suggested that people create mental accounts to

facilitate comparisons between consumption goods, such as buying a computer or a

new dress, and to exert self-control. That is, moneys labeled as “savings” (e.g.,

401 K) are kept out of reach, but moneys labeled as “cash” can be used for

consumption. When experiencing changes in income, for example, people correct

their consumption accounts, but not necessarily their savings accounts, as they are

usually “recorded” as different and independent from each other. Mental account-

ing, thus, violates the basic assumption that money is fungible, as investors behave

as if its origin determined its use.

More recently, with the backing of a significant body of evidence that docu-

mented a systematic departure from the predictions of rational economic behavior2

and the professional birth of a new generation of experimental economists, limita-

tions on the rationality assumptions have become commonplace, as part of what is

called “behavioral economics”. For example, Kahneman shared the Nobel Prize in

economics in 2002 (Tversky had died in 1996) and in 2004 Matthew Rabin, a

scholar in behavioral economics, won the John Bates Clark medal, an important

honor for young economists. Nowadays, virtually every issue of every important

journal in economics has one or more articles reporting on non-rational behavior of

some sort. Economics has now reached a point where non-rational behavior is, as

common as, or possibly more common an assumption than rationality.

2 In Search for an Explanation

Throughout the debate regarding the inconsistency between theoretical predictions

and behavioral observations, there has been little success in unifying the mounting

evidence against perfect rationality into a consistent theory. There have been some

attempts to meet the challenge. Kahneman and Tversky, for example, did propose

“prospect theory” and “cumulative prospect theory” as a unifying set of hypotheses

to explain anomalies in individual choice experiments. The main pillars of these are

that individuals evaluate outcomes based on a reference point, and that people value

gains differently from losses. In particular, the theory predicts loss aversion, which

refers to the idea that losses feel worse (almost twice as bad) than equivalent gains

feel good. A typical value function proposed by prospect theory treats gains and

losses differently with respect to a reference point. It is concave over gains and is

convex over losses, depicting diminishing sensitivity in both domains. This means

2See Conlisk (1996) for an extensive review of departures from rational predictions in games
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that, with respect to a reference point, people are risk averse when they face

uncertain positive outcomes, but risk seeking when they face uncertain negative

outcomes. A gravely ill patient facing a choice between certain death versus a very

small chance of a recovery through experimental therapy is likely to choose the

later. In addition, to introducing a reference-point based value function, Tversky

and Kahneman suggested that value drops faster in the loss domain than it rises in

the gain domain. This later concept is called “loss aversion”.

That losses feel much worse than equivalent gains feel good is not much of a

surprise to anyone who has both lost and found money on the streets, or who has had

papers accepted and rejected in a journal. Richard Thaler (1980) used Tversky and

Kahnman’s ideas to explain that endowments (such as owning a house) set an

individual’s reference point so that selling (e.g., selling the house) moves the

individual in the direction of a loss and buying in the direction of a gain. So,

the individual would “irrationally” ask more for an item she owes than she is willing

to pay for it; this phenomenon was later named “the endowment effect”. In addition,

there is recent evidence that such a model can predict choices when the outcomes

are non-monetary and negative, and when in “real-life” large stake games. Gregory

Berns et al. (2007), for example, used painful electric shocks to induce negative

non-monetary outcomes in a choice under risk task. They observed that the pattern

of choices of the majority of the subjects could be explained by cumulative prospect

theory. In a recent field study of the behavior of contestants in the popular TV show

“Deal or No-Deal”3 Thierry Post et al. (2008) find that contestants’ decisions can be

largely explained by a reference-dependent type of model, such as cumulative

prospect theory. However, despite their descriptive appeal, these behavioral models

do not derive from first principles, but rather represent methods of organizing

observations. What these explanations lack is an account for why non-rational

choice exists in the first place. What is the origin of observed “anomalous” behavior

in individual choice tasks? What first principles can support reference points and

loss aversion? These are questions that cumulative prospect theory does not

address.

In games, the lack of a unifying paradigm for explaining anomalous behavior is

even more evident. Traditional game theory assumes perfect rationality, rational

expectations, and common knowledge of rationality. Not surprisingly, because of

the stringent rationality assumptions, traditional game theory performs very poorly

as a descriptive theory of choice. Persistent and systematic deviations from the

rational prediction have been documented by innumerable experiments with differ-

ent incentives, frames, and subject pools (see Conlisk 1996 and Camerer 2003). In

general, it is not surprising that such disconnect between game theoretic predictions

and behavior exists. Game theory is a branch of mathematics. As such, it is more

3Deal or No Deal is a game show broadcasted in the U.S. on NBC. It consists of a contestant

selecting one briefcase of 26, each containing a cash value from $.01 to $1,000,000. Over the

course of the game, the contestant eliminates the other cases in the game, periodically being

presented with a “deal” from The Banker to take a cash amount to quit the game. Should the

contestant refuse every deal, they win the value of the case selected at the start
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concerned with the internal consistency of its theorems than with their practical

relevance. It makes normative statements about how perfectly rational players

would behave, but makes no statement about how real people would behave.

Thus, it is not a descriptive theory of choice.

Perhaps because of its simplicity and applicability, the Ultimatum Game (Guth

et al. 1982) represents a notorious example of what is wrong with game theoretic

predictions. In an ultimatum game, a player makes an offer to another player of how

to split an amount of money, say $10. The responder has the option to accept or

reject the offer. If the offer is accepted, each gets the amount that the first player

determined. If the offer is rejected, both players get nothing. The Nash equilibrium

predicted by traditional game theory indicates that the first player will offer the mini-

mum possible amount, and the second will accept it. However, this game has been

played in innumerable countries including the Israel, Japan, US, and Yugoslavia

(Roth et al. 1991) with different subject pools (see for example Harbaugh et al.

2000) and with both relatively small and relatively large stakes (Cameron 1999).

Yet, the Nash equilibrium is virtually never observed.4 In general, low offers tend to

be rejected and first players, perhaps anticipating a rejection, tend to offer between

40% and 50% of the endowment (Camerer 2003).

Several explanations have been put forward to explain data of this game and

other similar games; these include inequality aversion (Fehr and Schmidt 1999) and

fairness preferences (Rabin 1993). These models have generated a large amount of

studies that look at the effects of social preferences, such as envy and generosity on

strategic decisions. However, just like prospect theory, these explanations are a way

to organize behavioral data and do not derive from a unifying paradigm. Perhaps in

an attempt to find a framework for understanding the role of social emotions on

strategic choice, researchers have ventured into the area of neuroscience. Their

initial motivation was to accumulate process data that would help us in understand-

ing the mechanisms by which choices are made. With respect to the ultimatum

game, brain imaging studies reveal that rejections are motivated by adverse physi-

ologic reactions (visceral disgust) to low offers (Sanfey 2004). In other words,

people seem to reject low offers in the Ultimatum game because low offers make

them feel bad, and they need to take an action (rejection) to feel better, possibly to

maintain homeostasis.5 The idea that emotions play a role in rejecting offers in the

Ultimatum Game has been further supported other behavioral experiments. For

example, in a clever study, Dan Houser and Erte Xiao (2005) gave recipients a

chance to vent their anger and pain from low offers. More specifically, they allowed

recipients to write nasty messages to the first players before making a decision.

Interestingly, the venting option significantly reduced rejection rates.

4High acceptance rates of low offers have been observed in underdeveloped, isolated communities

and among very small children. Anthropologists argue that these choices reflect culture (see

Camerer 2003 for a review of experiments done in small societies)
5According to (Damasio 1994), emotions are cognitive representations of body states that are part

of a homeostatic mechanism by which the internal milieu is monitored and controlled, and by

which this internal milieu influences behavior of the whole organism
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The behavioral and neurobiological studies mentioned above, and others studies

suggest that people’s decisions are not uniquely motivated by a deliberate rational

process; rather these are also influenced by emotions and instinct. This idea has

gathered further support from mood studies (Capra 2004 and Capra et al. 2009) and

hormonal studies (see Zak and Fakhar 2006). C. Monica Capra, for example,

showed that subjects’ decisions in games are affected by induced positive or

negative affective states. Her results replicate observations in the psychological

literature that show a long-lasting effect of background emotions or mood on

helping behavior. In particular, C. Monica Capra found that positive mood tended

to enhance generosity as measured by the amount a player offered in a Dictator

game.6 Similarly, Paul Zak and Alham Fakhar (2006) found that spraying oxytocin

(the hormone responsible for regulating pro-social behavior) in subjects’ noses

make them more generous and trusting. Recent animal studies (Donaldson and

Young 2008) also support the view that hormones are responsible for much of our

pro-social behavior.

The challenge that these studies and other pose to social preferences is that they

question their stability. As some authors have shown (Cherry et al. 2002), it is

possible to generate both generous and spiteful behavior in the lab just by changing

the decision environment, helping the subjects generate specific hormones, or

helping them get into a specific mood. However, in general, it should not surprise us

to see anomalous behavior in games. After all, in the lab, games cannot be defined

as “rule-governed strategic interactions” (Gardner 1995). Laboratory games are

rule governed social interactions; as such, unless the players have some psychiatric

pathology, decisions ought to be affected by social emotions. The issue, then, is that

we do not have a framework that can help us integrate emotions with strategic

decision-making.

3 Evolutionary Psychology

Evolutionary psychology can contribute to our understanding of the origins and

nature of utility and choice. The most basic economic paradigm of choice assumes

that decision makers maximize an objective function subject to constraints. Evolu-

tionary psychology can explain both the nature of the maximization (i.e., the

decision making process) and also the nature of the objective function or utility

function. In the next section, we discuss decision-making and utility from the point

of view of evolutionary psychology. We argue that an evolutionary paradigm can

explain the anomalies in decision making that have been widely documented by

many behavioral and experimental economists.

6In a dictator game, one subject is given the task to split a given amount of money with another

anonymous subject. The participant who receives the offer has no power to either accept or refuse

the offer (as is the case in the ultimatum game)
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Decision-Making

Consider first decision making. Generally speaking, economists assume that agents

consider all possible alternatives, and choose the best available alternative. The

satisficing literature mentioned above was the first body of analysis to criticize this

assumption. Experimental evidence shows that individuals do not consider all

possible set of options due to cognitive and motivational limitations. For example,

Gad Saad and J. Edward Russo (1996) have demonstrated that individuals often use

stopping decisions to arrive to a final choice. Although, satisficing implicitly

recognized that human decisions such as choice under risk and decisions in

games result from a physiological process, and is therefore subject to limitations

in computational capacities and will, satisficing did not provide a unifying expla-

nation for the origin and nature of such limitations.

More recently, evolutionary and cognitive psychologists (Cosmides and Tooby

1994) and (Gigerenzer and Goldstein 1996) have analyzed the decision making

process from the perspective of evolutionary psychology. The thrust of this analysis

is that the mind is not a general purpose computer ruled by the laws of pure logic.

Rather, there are specialized modules in the brain aimed at solving particular

problems that are evolutionarily relevant. The idea is that the brain, a physiological

system, evolved from natural as well as sexual selection to solve problems that we

faced in our evolutionary past. In addition, as all existing organic systems, our

brains and their resulting decision strategies adapt to the environment. Thus, a new

concept of decision making called “ecological rationality” replaces both satisfying

and maximizing. Through the lens of evolutionary psychology, then, it is not

surprising that choices in experimental setups seem irrational from a pure max-

imizing perspective. In experiments, seemingly irrational behavior may be

explained in terms of evolved mechanisms. For example, in a series of studies

(Peters 2007) showed that people do not naturally process probability information

the way economists assume. Indeed, the ability to comprehend and transform

probability numbers requires specialized training. Interestingly, over 50% of the

subjects in his experiments (all college students, who are usually smart) were

unable to fully comprehend relatively simple probability numbers. It is possible

that the percentage may be much smaller among the general population, which is

rather seldom targeted as a population of interest for these kinds of studies.7

However, by providing probability information in terms of relative frequencies, it

is possible to improve performance on judgment tasks, and reduce biases in

decision making (Gigerenzer 2002). Pharmaceutical companies are well aware of

the unnecessary anxiety that providing information in percentages can generate, so

they opt for providing frequencies information. For example, “9 in 10 people did

not experience any adverse effects” is preferred means of communicating that 90%

of the people did not experience any adverse effects.

7See Joseph Henrich et al. (2009) for an interesting critique of the over-representation of Western

and educated subjects in behavioral studies
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In a recent paper Eileen Chou et al. (2009) found that the ability of subjects to

make strategic decisions in a simple two-person guessing game depended on the

way the game was presented. A two-person guessing game consists of two people

guessing a number in a given range (e.g. 0 to 100); whoever guesses closer to a

fraction, say 2/3, of the average wins a fixed prize. In this game, it is a dominant

strategy to always guess a lower number as one is compensated for guessing below

the average. Higher numbers are dominated by lower ones. When the game was

presented in a familiar context – that is, with a description of what average means,

and a graphical explanation of who wins the prize – subjects chose the dominant

strategies. When the game was presented in an abstract context, utilizing language

such as “if your number x is less than the average”, very few subjects (mostly smart

Caltech students) seemed to grasp the game. The gist of these studies is that our brain

has neither evolved to understand mathematical constructions such as percentages,

nor to decode abstract information.8 As Paul Rubin argues, humans may simply not

be good innate abstract thinkers (Rubin 2002). Related to this issue is the study of

Leda Cosmides and John Tooby (1992). These authors investigated whether the

evolved architecture of the human brain included specialization of reasoning for

detecting cheaters in social contracts. Through a series of experiments they showed

that participants, who do very poorly in identifying logical rules such as if P then Q,

are remarkably accurate in identifying cheating in social exchanges such as “if you
help me, I help you”. Clearly, there is evolutionary advantage for identifying chea-

ters, which requires the ability to make logical inferences; however, that ability is

constrained by the context in which it is called into action. More generally, the brain

does better in dealing with other humans than with logical abstractions. This may be

because the main force driving evolution of human intelligence was competitive

pressure from other humans, not pressure from “nature”.

The existence of loss aversion and other anomalies documented by Tversky and

Kahneman can also be explained through the evolutionary lens (see McDermott

et al 2008). For example, consider the exchange experiment of Jack Knetsch

(1989), who endowed subjects with mugs and asked to exchange them for candy

bars. He found that very few subjects (only 11%) exchanged their mugs. When a

different group was endowed with candy bars and asked to exchange for mugs,

again very few (10%) exchanged their candy bars for mugs. This seemingly

irrational tendency of subjects in the experiment to value an item more when they

own it, and therefore ask more for it than she is willing to pay for it, generating a

gap between the willingness to accept (WTA) and the willingness to pay (WTP) for

an item, was first conceptualized by (Thaler 1980). Interestingly, recent experimen-

tal studies with non-human primates suggest that anomalies in decision-making

may have an evolutionary origin. Sarah Brosnan et al. (2007), for example, found

8Eileen Chou et al. (2009) interviewed subjects after the experiment and found that many of the

subjects simply did not understand the structure of the simple game when the instructions utilized

abstract language. This is remarkable, as their subjects were very intelligent Caltech students.

Furthermore, subjects’ understanding of the task was not responsive to the financial remuneration

associated with performing well in the game
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that chimpanzees favored items they just received more than items that could be

acquired through exchange. They also found that this effect was stronger for food

than for other objects, perhaps because of the historically greater risks associated

with exchanging food versus keeping it. These results are relevant because they

suggest a preference for the status quo among species other than humans. So, not

only do humans favor the status quo, but chimpanzees are also inclined to forgo a

likely gain in favor of what is safe and known. There were no standardized goods in

the evolutionary environment, so exchange would have been subject to greater risks

than is true today. Similarly, experimental economists have also replicated viola-

tions of expected utility theory in animal experiments. Like humans, Rats violate

the independence axiom, suggesting that rats distort probabilities in ways possibly

similar to the way humans distort them (see McDonald et al. 1991).

Other experiments with non-human primates and other animals also shed light

into the evolutionary origins of inter-temporal discounting. In the 1960s Richard

Herrnstein designed clever experiments that were later used to measure time

discounting in humans and other less sophisticated animals. In his pigeon experi-

ments, for example, Herrnstein (1961) presented the animals with two buttons, each

of which led to varying rates of food reward. He observed that pigeons tended to

peck (i.e., allocate time and effort) the button that yielded the greater food reward

more often than the other button; however, they did so at a rate that was similar to

the rate of reward, and in inverse proportion to their delays. This phenomenon is

called the matching law. With respect to time discounting, the matching law

suggests that the attractiveness of a reward increases exponentially, the closer one

gets to its due date. That is, our psychological reward system is designed to assign

high value to imminent rewards as compared to future ones. Thus, when we are

asked to choose between say A: $100 in 25 days or B: $120 in 28 days, we clearly

choose B. However, when we are asked to choose between C: $100 now or D: $120

in 3 days, our preferences reverse. This pattern of choices implies that our decisions

are dynamic or time inconsistent and suggests that we are doomed to fail to comply

with future plans. Indeed, dynamic inconsistent choices imply that we do not have

self-control.

Richard Thaler’s idea of mental accounting, which was explained earlier, may

be an adaptive response to our inability to exert self-control. Having a mental

account for savings only versus one for consumption only, may be a way to

implement an internal commitment devise to stop us from consuming too much.

Similarly, social emotions such as guilt and compassion may have evolved to pre-

commit us to behave in a way contrary to our initial impulses and short-term self-

interest in social contexts. Frank (1988), for example, suggests that the anger one

feels when one is offered a low amount in the Ultimatum game commits us to reject

the offer. This behavior is not selfish-rational in the short-run, but it may help us

obtain higher benefits in the long-run, as building a reputation for getting angry at

low offers would guarantee higher offers in the future. But, a more fundamental

question is: why did we evolve to have no self-control? Larry Samuelson and Jeroen

Swinkels (2006) explain that our lack of self-control is a consequence of our

tendency to derive utility from intermediate actions rather than the evolutionary
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outcome. For example, we derive utility from sex, not from maximizing reproduc-

tion. The utility from sex may tempt us to engage in sexual activities even when it is

irrational to do so (e.g., unprotected sex with a prostitute). Samuelson and Swinkels

suggest that this is a result of us having an imperfect prior understanding of the

causal and statistical structure of the world. For example, we do not know exactly

what the changes are of reproduction when we meet a potential sexual partner.

Indeed, many beautiful and young females are infertile, and there is no obvious way

to infer that information.

Because our brains are not general-purpose machines, they make decisions that

are situational rational. In recent papers, Gerd Gigerenzer and his collaborators

(Gigerenzer et al. 2002), in particular, demonstrated that the decision mechanisms

actually used by the human brain are often more efficient than more complex formal

mechanisms. For example, the Recognition Heuristic exemplifies a cognitive adap-

tation where knowing less results in more accurate inferences than knowing more.

A person using this heuristic would compare the relative frequency of two cate-

gories; if she recognizes one category, but not the other, she would conclude that the

recognized category has a higher frequency. Thus, the individual exploits patterns

of information in the environment to make inferences in a “fast and frugal” way. In

their experiments, Daniel Goldstein and Gerd Gigerenzer, asked German and US

students to guess the populations of German and American cities. Each group

scored slightly higher on the foreign cities despite only recognizing a fraction of

them. The experiment also demonstrated that having more information and know-

ing more is not necessarily better, as it may complicate the decision rule or heuristics

employed in making an estimate. Their experiments demonstrated that, under some

circumstances, less-is-better. Simple heuristics have been shown to be more accurate

than complex procedures (Gigerenzer et al. 2008). The general idea of this way of

looking at choice is that rationality must be interpreted in terms of the specific

decision process one utilizes in a given environment, or the specific matching

between the decision process and the environment in which it is utilized.

Finally, our evolutionary past may have also had an influence in determining our

beliefs about social welfare. This idea has been put forward by Paul Rubin (2003)

and called “Folk economics”. The principles of folk economics include zero sum

thinking about various aspects of the economy, such as trade. Under folk econom-

ics, the act of buying from other nations, communities, or tribes is seen as a loss.

People, then, are not willing to support trade agreements that increase purchases

from others. Folk economics also includes the belief in labor theory of value,

and lack of understanding of incentives. All these principles can be shown to

derive from the evolutionary environment. The idea is that during much of our

evolutionary past, humans evolved in an environment which was essentially zero-

sum. In such environment, there was little room for exchange, or any exchange

implied a loss. There was little room for investment in human capital, and there

was virtually no technological change. In teaching economics and in advocating
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policies, economists would do well to consider these evolutionary based arguments.

Indeed, folk economics tells us that political economists face a difficult challenge in

trying to get people to understand the mutual advantages derived from exchange,

specialization, and incentives.

The Utility Function

Related to our understanding and modeling of rationality is the nature of the “utility

function”. Economists assume that people maximize a utility function, which has

certain mathematical properties. However, economists have given themselves an

out – the nature of this function (beyond the mathematical properties) is never

specified. “Rationality” is then defined in terms of maximizing this function.

Rationality is defined as certain properties of behavior which would result from

consistent maximization of a function subject to (budget) constraints. For example,

in most cases, a reduction in price will lead to an increase in consumption. (There

may be exceptions, e.g., Veblen effects and Giffen goods, but the theory allows one

to identify these exceptions as well). The experimental evidence discussed above

consists of violations of some of the predictions of the theory of maximizing utility

subject to constraints. Except for internal consistency requirements, however,

utility functions are quite flexible and can be made to explain pretty much any

preference. Such an approach is scientifically controversial, however, as the theory

generates unfalsifiable hypotheses. Killing children, for example, would not violate

any of the rationality assumptions. A preference for dead children can indeed

be added to the utility functions. Similarly, elderly ladies who fill their houses

with cats may be behaving consistently with respect to some utility function. But,

common sense would suggest that there is a problem with this approach.

Economists take the preference or utility function as given and more or less

arbitrary. In fact, the utility function of humans is essentially the fitness evolution-

ary function – that is, we get utility, or pleasure, from activities and consumption

that would have caused our predecessors to successfully survive and reproduce. If

we think about utility functions in these terms, then there are some implications,

which can make the structure of the utility function more precise. For example, Paul

Rubin and Chris Paul (1979) have explained the different risk preferences between

young men and older men in evolutionary terms and utilizing life-history theory –

this theory postulated that behaviors may be best understood in terms of effects of

natural selection on the reproductive characteristics over the life cycle. In this

context, young males who have no mates will not breed and leave any genes for

the future unless they acquire sufficient resources to obtain a mate. Thus, a gamble

that pays off will enable the individual to breed. A gamble that loses (perhaps

resulting in death) will leave the person’s genes no worse off than if the gamble had

been refused. In this case, it pays to take bad gambles. On the other hand, once
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someone has offspring, then it pays to become risk averse and avoid even fair

gambles – particularly in a Malthusian world where survival is at risk. Similarly,

since successful males can have virtually unlimited numbers of offspring and

successful females have much more limited fertility, we would expect males to

be more risk seeking than females.9 Experimental data10 on gender differences in

lottery choice tasks clearly show that women are more risk averse than men (for a

comprehensive review of laboratory gender differences see Croson and Gneezy

2009). In addition to higher risk aversion, recent experiments show that women,

even highly successful Harvard MBA females, are less likely than men to enter

profitable tournaments (Niederle and Vesterlund 2007; Gneezy et al. 2003). These

results suggest a higher competitive preference among males than females. Indeed,

as explained above, the source of these intriguing results may lie in evolutionary

forces that have shaped sex differences in risk-taking preferences. Other authors

such as Gad Saad and Tripat Gill (2001) show that, in the context of the Ultimatum

game, it is possible and fruitful to use evolutionary psychology as a framework to

understand gender differences.

An important assumption that traditional economic theory makes about utility is

that it is derived from the outcome of choice and is independent from the process of

choice. Experimental evidence, however, hints to the possibility that utility is also

derived from process. Consider the winner’s curse (Kagel and Levin 1986; Lind and

Plott 1991), which arises when subjects systematically overbid for an item whose

value is uncertain and, therefore, lose money. Evidence suggests that, although

most people are risk averse, as evidenced by their preference for safe bets, in an

auction-type mechanism like the common value auction they act as if they were risk

seeking. Interestingly, overbidding has also been documented in Private Value

Auctions (Friedman 1992), which would imply risk aversion (Cox et al. 1988).

So, why do people overbid in auctions? The answer seems to lie in the competitive

nature of the auction mechanism. Winning the auction seems to be more important

than making a profit. If we see utility as derived from the activities that caused us to

survive and reproduce, signaling fitness by trying to out-bid others (be a winner or

avoid being a loser) has value (Rubin 2003). Other “anomalous behaviors” such as

competitive altruism, over-consumption, and conspicuous consumption may also

be a result of sexual selection. The individual who is most altruistic among his peers

can signal fitness – an unobservable characteristic valuable to the members of the

opposite sex – by showing that he cannot only care for himself, but he also has the

power and fitness to care for others. Similarly, over consumption and conspicuous

consumption exist because they are signals for fitness (De Fraga 2009).

9See also Netzer (2009) for an evolutionary perspective on risk and time preferences
10We emphasize experimental data here because in the real world, many behavioral differences

between men and women may be influenced by variables that are difficult to control for. The

laboratory environment provides researchers with the ability to control the environment and more

effectively isolate the variables of interest
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4 Discussion

Economics has always prided itself on having a unifying theoretical framework

based on rational choice theory. However, recently such a framework has come

under scientific scrutiny. Data from controlled experiments, which usually provide

theory the best chance to work, refute many of the rationality assumptions that

economists make. If people do not behave rationally, then the theory of maximiza-

tion subject to constraints loses its predictive power. The mounting evidence

against rational choice as traditionally defined has forced economists to rethink

their traditional models. However, despite the investment of many brilliant minds in

the pursuit of better behavioral models of choice, behavioral economics has so far

made at best very modest progress in providing an alternative paradigm that would

be both parsimonious and accurate.

We believe that the discipline is lacking an adequate framework for thinking

about thinking. We, humans, are part of a natural world ruled by physical and

biological laws. Utility, which represents one of the most basic concepts in eco-

nomics, can easily be conceived as representing fitness. Decision-making is the

result of an interaction of our brains, a physiological system, and the decision

environment. Adaptation is the main characteristic of all beings, humans included.

Thus, the concept of ecological rationality may be more consistent with the natural

world than rational choice. In this context, we can conceive two possible futures

for our discipline. One would have evolutionary psychology at its heart, the other

would not.

Evolutionary psychology can give economics back its overriding paradigm. One

important feature of evolutionary psychology is that it can both place structure

on the utility function and also provide content to rationality. By doing so, it can

explain many of the behavioral anomalies that behavioral economists and psychol-

ogists have documented. If economists are willing to use the evolutionary psychol-

ogy paradigm, then they can regain theoretical consistency of their discipline and

have models that are better descriptors and predictors of behavior. Such an adoption

would not be much of a departure.

The closeness of the theoretical structures can easily be seen in the context of

evolutionary game theory, which was invented by biologists (Smith and Price

1973) and was developed jointly by biologists and economists. Even earlier, the

link between Darwin and Malthus is well known. For example, it seems that Hayek

understood quite well the relationship between economics and evolution (Rubin

and Gick 2004). There is already a literature using evolutionary theory to discuss

economic issues, often in the context of the evolution of utility functions (Rubin and

Paul 1979; Frank 1988; Rogers 1994; Robson 2001; Somanathan and Rubin 2004;

Witt 2008; Samuelson and Swinkels 2006).11 In addition to the authors men-

tioned here, there are several other evolutionary-minded economists whose work,

we believe, could be the foundation of evolutionary-based economic models.

11See also Arthur J. Robson’s website for many other publications in this vein
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For example, economists such as Geoffrey M. Hodgson and Thorbjørn Knudsen

have written countless papers at the nexus of evolutionary theory and economics.

Other influential economists who have incorporated evolutionary theory within

their work include Larry Samuelson, Avner Ben-Ner, Louis Putterman, and Ted

Bergstrom. It would be possible to build on this literature and extend the evolution-

ary analysis of economic behavior.

The theory of evolution is quite consistent with economic theory (Hirshleifer

1985). In economics, the maximand is utility; in evolution, fitness. But as indicated

above, utility functions are essentially functions relating fitness and welfare. That is,

we get satisfaction or utility from consumption of goods and services that would

have caused our ancestors to improve their chances of survival and reproduction

(Gigerenzer et al. 2002; Gigerenzer et al. 2001; Payne and Bettman 2001; Rubin

2002, 2003; Thaler 1985; Thaler 1992; Thaler and Benartzi 2004).12 With respect to

decision-making, there are recent successful attempts to explain anomalies using an

evolutionary perspective (Haselton and Nettle 2006). In addition, the introduction of

brain scanning technology into the economist’s toolbox would improve our under-

standing of the mechanisms whereby people make choices. For example, there is

evidence that valuation of a future reward is processed in lateral prefrontal and

parietal areas of the brain, which suggests that evaluating the future engages the

executive, more sophisticated, and more energy demanding systems in our brain

(McClure et al. 2004). Present consumption, in contrast, tends to be processed in

limbic-related structures. This suggests that the ability to form expectations from

future rewards was possibly developed latter in our evolutionary past, and is devel-

oped later in life through a process of cognitive and personality development, and

socialization.

What would happen if we do not adapt evolutionary psychology into economics?

We believe that there is a good chance that economics will become a largely

“atheoretical” discipline. Although economists will use powerful mathematical

tools to analyze behavior, the basic paradigm will still be a set of ad hoc models,

derived from observation but not from an overriding theory. For example, as

mentioned above, cumulative prospect theory, which has been an important devel-

opment in economics – possibly an important propellant to a Nobel Prize – is

nonetheless a way of classifying observations, but has no deep theoretical founda-

tions. The models of social preferences also fall prey to this problem. Economists

recognize that humans can be altruistic, but there is no theoretical explanation for

this behavior. Economists have explained altruism in terms of the “warm glow” or

social emotions such as compassion that individuals obtain from altruistic behavior,

but there is no deep theory of why people should feel positive emotions from

sacrificing self-interest for others. Even with respect to modeling decision processes

and learning, we have come up with a bouquet of models that fit the data well, but

we still do not have a unified basis. The last two models trace decision process at the

12The literature also provides explicit discussions of the link between utility and fitness in the

context of modern marketing (see Saad 2007; Miller 2009)
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introspective level, and describe experimental data in one-shot games rather well.

The gist of these models is that they assume that the decision-maker is rational, but

that she believes others are not. However, there is a weakness in these models.

These models ignore the ability of people to adjust their decision strategies to the

environment. Indeed, it is possible to generate environments where people behave

as if they were bounded rational, but others that are strategically identical where

people behave perfectly rational and believe others are rational too (Cox and James

2010).

Unlike many other social scientists, economists have not been hostile to evolu-

tionary reasoning. We have cited many articles that have appeared in important

journals using evolutionary methods, and our citations are by no means compre-

hensive. Nonetheless, overall, it appears that this mode of thinking has had less of

an effect on economics, and particularly on behavioral economics, than might be

justified. We think there is much room for improvement, and we hope that econ-

omists will agree with us. In addition to providing a unified method for understand-

ing behavior, there are other advantages from utilizing evolutionary psychology as

our workhorse paradigm. For example, it may be possible to explain the degree to

which culture influences innate behaviors. Economic theory can offer hypotheses

that can be tested in experimental environments across different cultures. This may

have already occurred, as anthropologists have started using economic models to

understand culture (Henrich et al. 2001). We believe that collaboration between

economists and evolutionary psychologists is fruitful in more than one way. It can

build on the already existing collaboration between neuroscientists and economists,

and it can serve to enrich all disciplines.
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Media Compensation Theory: A Darwinian

Perspective on Adaptation to Electronic

Communication and Collaboration

Donald A. Hantula, Ned Kock, John P. D’Arcy, and Darleen M. DeRosa

Abstract This chapter proceeds from the paradox that virtual work, teams, and

collaboration are generally successful, sometimes even outperforming face-to-face

collaborative work efforts in spite of much theory that predicts the opposite. We

review theories that have previously been used to explain behavior toward elec-

tronic communication media, highlighting a theoretical gap, which is partially

filled with a new Darwinian perspective called media compensation theory. Eight

theoretical principles are discussed – media naturalness, innate schema similarity,

learned schema variety, evolutionary task relevance, compensatory adaptation,

media humanness, cue removal, and speech imperative. Those principles are then

used as a basis for a discussion of the impact that different media have on virtual

collaboration, work and teams. Empirical evidence in connection with the theore-

tical framework is described. In particular, empirical studies of idea generation,

problem solving, and business process redesign tasks are reviewed. The evidence

reviewed provides empirical support for the theoretical framework proposed, and a

future research agenda on virtual teams from a media naturalness perspective is

proposed, especially in terms of temporal processes, adaptation, trust and cheater

detection.
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1 Introduction

Technologically mediated interaction and work seems to represent the apex of

achievement. Using modern information technology, people can break the bound-

aries of space and time, communicating and collaborating across countries and

cultures. For people in most organizations, face-to-face meetings are no longer

the norm and teamwork transcends the typical spatiotemporal constancy (Cascio

1999; Dubé and Robey 2009). However, this progress poses a paradox: how can a

species that evolved in small groups using communication modalities constrained

to minute areas be expected to work together successfully in an environment where

spatial and temporal communication boundaries have been blurred by collaboration

technologies? Answers to this question seem to focus more on the communication

media (e.g., Workman et al. 2003), which is to be expected given the relative

novelty of these technologies.

However, careful consideration of the organisms who use these technological

media and their evolved characteristics leads to a better understanding of the

interaction between people, technology, and communication. We contend that

current electronic communication tools require substantial behavioral alterations

from their users because humans have not been biologically designed to use those

tools. Thus, in this chapter, we expand the theory of media naturalness (Kock

1998; Kock 2001a). We suggest a re-focus of research away from the technology

and more towards the “ape that used e-mail” (Kock 2001b). While drawing on

previous theoretical work on media naturalness, this paper advances a significantly

expanded Darwinian perspective in virtual communication and teamwork. It does

so by incorporating recent empirical evidence and conceptual developments into a

new theory that focuses on adaptation to media, the media compensation theory.
We first introduce and discuss the theory and its principles, then assess the

theory’s viability in light of the Evolutionary Advantage Test, and review research

testing some of it principles. Following this theory development and review we

outline some avenues for future research, focusing on the ways in which Media

Compensation Theory challenges our current conceptualizations of two critical

issues in technologically mediated communication and collaboration: behavioral

adaptation and trust.

2 Media Compensation Theory: A New Darwinian Perspective

Media richness theory (Daft and Lengel 1984, 1986) has been the dominant

theoretical perspective in organizational communication research. Media rich-

ness theory tends to be overly simplistic by focusing largely on the congruence
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between technological media and the type of task. Over a decade ago Dennis and

Kinney (1993) and El-Shinmawy and Markus (1997) noted that media richness

theory did not appear to handle preferences for “newer” media such as e-mail.

Instant messaging, video chat and Internet 2.0 applications pose the same pro-

blems for the theory. Social theories offered as alternatives to media richness

theory (cf. Fulk et al. 1990) are more imprecise because they tend to describe and

explain in general terms, rather than predict, more complex communication

behavior. Kock (2001b) noted that social theories offered as alternatives to

media richness theory do not fully account for human behavior toward electronic

communication technologies. Also, much of the research in these two types of

theories focuses on either media adoption patterns or on participants’ and man-

agers’ perceptions of outcomes, rather than on measuring the actual outcomes

(e.g., quality and quantity) of technologically mediated work.

Most importantly, media richness and social theories do not incorporate any

reference to biological and evolutionary explanations into a theoretical frame-

work. Colarelli (1998, 2003) argued that ignoring evolution and evolved char-

acteristics of humans is the chief reason why the results of psychological

interventions in organizations rarely meet expectations. From a more positive

perspective, recent research on foraging in e-commerce (DiClemente and Hantula

2003; Hantula et al. 2008; Rajala and Hantula 2000; Smith and Hantula 2003)

and Internet information search (Pirolli 2007; Pirolli and Card 1999) has shown

clearly that an evolutionary perspective on electronically mediated behavior

brings innovative and valuable insights to understanding interaction with these

new technologies.

To incorporate features of social and technological theories in an evolution-

ary perspective, Kock (1998, 2001a, b, 2002) proposed media naturalness

theory, a framework that combines evolutionary theory with social and techno-

logical theories to account for behavior in electronic communication. From an

evolutionary standpoint, synchronous face-to-face communication, using pri-

marily auditory sounds and visual cues, has been the primary mode of commu-

nication in the evolutionary history of human beings. This observation leads to

the almost unavoidable conclusion that the human biological communication

apparatus must have been designed through evolution primarily for face-to-face

interaction. The use of communication media that suppress certain face-to-face

communication elements in order to solve problems created by modern society

(e.g., instant-messaging allows for non-co-located communication, which is

very useful today given the geographic distribution of families and organizations)

is an exceedingly recent phenomenon in evolutionary terms. In fact, the first

form of written communication, the proto-cuneiform language, appeared only

approximately 5,000 years ago in the Sumerian culture (Nissen et al. 1993).

That is, written communication has been around for less than 0.2% of our

evolutionary cycle as hominids. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that humans

would find face-to-face communication to be easier, less effortful, and more

pleasant than electronic media in general, because the face-to-face medium is

likely to be seen as the most “natural” for communication. And, when confronted
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with media other than face-to-face, humans will compensate or adapt their

behavior to the new media.

Early empirical investigations provided confirmation of some of media natural-

ness theory’s principles, pointed to other facets of the theory that needed modifica-

tion and also helped to identify additional principles. Building on this framework,

we present media compensation theory, which emphasizes eight main principles as

shown in Table 1 – media naturalness, innate schema similarity, learned schema
diversity, evolutionary task relevance, compensatory adaptation, media human-
ness, cue removal, and speech imperative.

2.1 Media Naturalness

First, the media naturalness principle focuses on the degree of naturalness of a

communication medium compared to traditional face-to-face communication, as well

Table 1 The eight principles of media compensation theory

Principle Explanation

Media naturalness Media that integrate features of face-to-face interaction will be perceived

as more natural and require less cognitive effort in communication.

Innate schema

similarity

Humans evolved communication abilities in the Pleistocene era

environment of evolutionary adaptation. There should be innate

influences that are common to all individuals, regardless of their

cultural and social backgrounds and certain fundamental language

abilities and structures common to all members of the human species.

Learned schema

diversity

Individuals learn and acquire communication schemas through interaction

with the environment; individual differences are a result of learning.

Evolutionary task

relevance

The functional similarity between a ‘modern’ and an ‘ancient’ task is

directly correlated with both the degree to which evolved patterns

of behavior will be evoked, and the level of perceived naturalness

of the task.

Compensatory

adaptation

Individuals using media that suppress elements of face-to-face

communication do not accept the obstacles posed by unnatural media

passively. Instead they compensate by changing their communicative

behavior, often in an involuntarily manner.

Media humanness Humans evolved as social creatures, and as such when in the presence of

cues associated with another human being or social interaction, they

will respond automatically in a social manner. People will behave in a

social manner in the presence of human-like communication media.

Cue removal Media that provide stimuli or cues but block people from sensing the

information accompanying those cues will require more effort and

adaptation than media that do not provide such cues at all.

Speech imperative Costly adaptations are also more important for the underlying tasks they

support than less costly adaptations. The ability of a medium to convey

speech-related cues may be significantly more important than the

medium’s ability to convey information than are facial expressions and

body language.
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as the amount of effort necessary to use the communication medium. The media

naturalness principle classifies face-to-face interaction at the midpoint of a one-

dimensional scale where points further away from the midpoint, either richer or

leaner, are viewed as less natural, thereby requiring an increase in effort as Fig. 1

illustrates. In this sense, media that integrate features of face-to-face interaction will

be perceived as more natural and require less effort to be used in communication

interactions. The reason underlying this assertion is that a brain designed primarily

for face-to-face communication, which we postulate the human brain to be, is likely

to require a greater level of effort (in the form of neural activity) to operate in a non-

face-to-face communication context – that is, a context in which face-to-face

communication elements are not present in the medium used for interaction. Put

in a simplified way, the brain circuitry designed for face-to-face communication

will not be used, requiring other circuits to be utilized in a non-face-to-face

communication context. Those “other circuits” are most likely to be “learned”

circuits; that is, neocortical circuits acquired through practice. As pointed out by

Pinker and Bloom (1992), “learned” brain circuits are not nearly as effortlessly used

as those that are “hardwired” (i.e., that owe much of their structure to genetic and/or

epigenetic mechanisms).

There are seven key elements that typify natural face-to-face communication in

organizational environments. First, individuals are co-located and can see and hear

one another. Next, there is a high degree of synchronicity that allows individuals to

quickly interact with each other. Third, individuals have the ability to observe and

convey facial expressions. Fourth, individuals are able to observe and convey body

language. Fifth, individuals can convey and listen to oral speech. Sixth, individuals

are able to engage in mutual gaze; making and holding (or avoiding) eye contact,

and seeing where other people are looking. Finally, individuals are able to use and

sense subtle olfactory and tactile stimuli, such as pheromones or a light touch. Some

communication media are designed to incorporate many of these seven elements

that are found in natural interaction, while other media are designed in such a way

that they prevent users from experiencing some of these elements (for example

communicating by telephone prevents users from observing and conveying body

language). According to the media naturalness principle, media that incorporate as

much of these elements as the face-to-face medium should possess a high degree of

naturalness. Compared to less natural media, such media should in turn require less

Email,
Internet chat,

video-conferencing
etc.

Decrease in  naturalness

Super-rich
virtual reality

media

Face-to-face
medium

Decrease in  naturalness

Fig. 1 The face-to-face medium is the most natural, located on a midpoint between lean and

super-rich media
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effort, should be less ambiguous, and should lead to an increase in physiological

arousal, from the perspective of the communication participants (Kock 2002).

Media richness theory classifies communication media on a linear continuum

that ranges from low to high in amount of richness. This is problematic because

some communication media may be labeled as “super-rich,” or able to support the

conveyance of significantly more stimuli than in face-to-face communication, such

as immersive virtual environment technology (e.g., Bailenson et al. 2003). There-

fore, according to Media Richness Theory these media would be conceptualized as

being superior to face-to-face communication, at least in terms of their amount of

richness, even though they would likely induce information overload and require

greater effort from their users than the face-to-face medium (Kock 2004). Another

example of “super-rich” medium would be one created by virtual reality tools that

would enable one individual A to interact with two or more individuals B, C, D . . .
at the same time, without the individuals B, C, D . . . being aware of each other’s

existence. This type of medium would enable individual A to receive substantially

more stimuli than the face-to-face medium, where B, C, D . . . would be unaware of
each other and unable to divide up “air time” among themselves. Individual A would

probably be overwhelmed by such stimuli overload. Decreases in satisfaction and

other attitudinal variables as a function of a media’s distance from face-to-face

naturalness could reasonably be expected (e.g., Baltes et al. 2002). Communication

media that are able to support the conveyance of significantly more stimuli than

what is usually found in face-to-face communication, such as those enabled by

certain group decision support systems, do not lead to increases in performance

in group tasks (Dennis 1996), most likely because the additional stimuli cannot

be processed and thus induces information overload (Kock 2000b). Similarly,

providing too much information lowers consumer attitudes and decreases accuracy

of their choices (Jacoby 1984) as well as degrading marketing decision making

(Klausegger et al. 2007).

2.2 Innate Schema Similarity

Next, media compensation theory’s innate schema similarity principle emphasizes

that because humans evolved communication abilities in the Pleistocene era envi-

ronment of evolutionary adaptation (Bowlby 1969), there should be innate influ-

ences that are common to all individuals, regardless of their cultural and social

backgrounds. Certain fundamental language abilities and structures are held to be

common to all members of the human species (Skinner 1957). Although a multitu-

dinous array of languages have evolved throughout the world, it is generally agreed

that a universal grammar (Bickerton 1990), as well as a universal set of body

language and facial expressions (Bates and Cleese 2001; Cartwright 2000; Deacon

1998; Ekman 1993; McNeill 1998) exist within the human species.

While other characteristics of the species have evolved differently in certain

subpopulations (largely structural features such as blood types, resistance/propensity
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to disease, skin pigmentation, facial types), given language’s functional centrality

in the species, there is no reason to expect that the fundamentals of language

evolved separately for each subpopulation. Thus, individuals from different

cultures should still possess, at a functional level, the same underlying biological

mechanisms that influence face-to-face communication behavior, as well as

behavior associated with the selective suppression of face-to-face communication

elements, such as electronic communication behavior. That is, a certain percentage

of behavioral variance should be explainable based on our common biological

communication apparatus (such as the nearly universal common meanings of a

smile and a laugh) while a certain percentage of that behavioral variance should be

explainable based on cultural and social background (such as dialects)– as well as

other elements, such as collaborative task complexity and geographic distribution

of collaborators. The communication media employed do not change the function

of communication or social behavior. New media may change the topography of

communication, but the fundamental functions remain the same. Indeed, recent

research on communication in massively-multiplayer online role – playing games

finds that people obey the same social and communicative norms as in offline

behavior (Yee et al. 2007).

2.3 Learned Schema Diversity

Media compensation theory’s third principle, the learned schema diversity princi-
ple, points out that individuals learn and acquire communication schemas through

interaction with the environment, and identifies the importance of individual

differences as a result of learning. It has long been recognized that learning is

an evolutionary – based selectionist process; the environment selects successful

behaviors from many varied acts (Skinner 1981; Thorndike 1901). Indeed, it is

this variation in behavior and selection by the environment that is at the core of

individual adaptation. As a species, it is clear that human beings are very adaptive;

however, there is ambiguity surrounding the temporal duration in which adapta-

tion takes place (adjustment in behavior to environmental changes is often

referred to as “adaptation” by behavioral researchers; neural researchers, e.g..,

Japyassu and Caires (2008) sometimes use the term “behavioral plasticity”).

Because of the vast variety of individual experiences, backgrounds, and environ-

ments, large individual differences with respect to the structure of communication

would be expected; for example, individuals from the United States may introduce

themselves on the telephone by saying “this is. . .” whereas an individual from

another culture could say “here is. . .” Yet, the function of both utterances is

the same.

In the case of virtual work and collaboration, learned schema diversity issues

abound. While the technology allows instantaneous bridges across lands and

oceans, it also brings together individuals with very different learned schemas.

Individuals may have different cultural norms regarding electronic and face-to-face
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communication. Further, prior experience with different communications technol-

ogies will lead to different levels of learning and expertise with these technologies,

making their use less effortful. For instance, individuals who have more experience

using e-mail are more likely to report e-mail as being more natural than those who

with less experience. Moreover, learned schemas partially subdue the role of innate

schemas, although innate schemas are still present. In Jarvenpaa and Leidner’s

(1999) seminal study of global virtual teams, the learned schema of virtual team

communication dominated expected cultural differences, as they summarized their

findings (p. 811):

Additionally, electronically facilitated communication may make cultural differences insa-

lient: the lack of nonverbal cues eliminates evidence of cultural differences, such as

different ways of dressing, gesticulating, and greeting. Likewise, the written media elim-

inates the effect of accents which would again reduce the saliency of differences in cultural

background. In addition, because the asynchronous mode gives individuals more time to

process messages and respond, there might be fewer language errors, particularly among

nonnative speakers of the language being used by the group, which would in turn reduce the

saliency of differences in cultural background.

2.4 Evolutionary Task Relevance

Media compensation theory’s fourth principle, the evolutionary task relevance
principle, puts forth the notion that the functional similarity between a ‘modern’

and an ‘ancient’ task is directly correlated with both the degree to which evolved

patterns of behavior will be evoked, and the level of perceived naturalness of the

task. This principle differs from the media naturalness principle in that while the

media naturalness principle concerns the degree to which a communication media
differs from face-to-face communication, the evolutionary task relevance principle

concerns the degree to which a particular present-day task resembles a particular

primordial task. For example, game hunting and food gathering (foraging) are basic

tasks that have been accomplished recurrently in our evolutionary past. When faced

with a functionally similar task, say purchasing goods online or finding information,

it is expected that we would behave as foragers do, as research has confirmed

(DiClemente and Hantula 2003; Hantula 2010; Hantula et al. 2008; Pirolli 2007;

Pirolli and Card 1999; Rajala and Hantula 2000; Smith and Hantula 2003). This

principle argues for the existence of a moderating effect associated with the degree

of similarity between a given task and a corresponding “ancient” task. This comes

from the assumption that in tasks that differ substantially from their corresponding

“ancient” tasks, instinctive behavior is less likely to be similar to that associated

with the corresponding “ancient” task, and the use of “hardwired” brain circuits less

likely as well. Consider the task of cheating detection in social contracts – e.g.,

detection of lying about intentions to return a favor (Dunbar 1999). According to

Cosmides and Tooby (1992), we have evolved “cheater detection” mechanisms,

which from a media compensation perspective, would have occurred through face-
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to-face interactions. When social contracts are negotiated in an online environment,

we would expect that the parties would be more skeptical and perceive others as less

credible than in face-to-face negotiations, as Citera et al. (2005) have confirmed.

2.5 Compensatory Adaptation

Fifth, media compensation theory’s compensatory adaptation principle, which is

borrowed from Kock’s (1998, 2001a) compensatory adaptation model, argues that

individuals using media that suppress many of the elements of face-to-face com-

munication (e.g., e-mail) do not accept passively the obstacles posed by the use of

those unnatural media. Those individuals instead try to compensate for the obsta-

cles posed by the unnatural media by changing their communication behavior, often

in an involuntarily way. In the context of virtual work, this compensatory behavior

such as exerting extra effort in virtual work tasks or reviewing and editing one’s

comments in a text-based medium may in turn lead teams to achieve task outcomes

similar to, or even better than, those achieved by teams interacting face-to-face

(DeRosa et al. 2007). The flip side is that teams communicating through unnatural

electronic media usually take longer to achieve those outcomes than teams inter-

acting face-to-face (Kock 2004; Pawlowicz 2003).

A general propensity and ability to compensate for obstacles posed appears to be

common to all species; however for human beings this has been shown to be part of

an important evolutionary strategy employed, which can be seen as a necessary

precursor to our current species-wide problem-solving and tool-making abilities

(Boaz and Almquist 1997). In essence, the communications technologies at hand

are in themselves a compensatory adaptation to the temporally and spatially

distributed configuration of business and other relationships, yet ironically these

very compensatory adaptations then require additional compensatory adaptations

by their users.

However, the “cost” of any compensatory adaptation may outweigh its benefits;

in that case compensatory adaptation would not be observed. If there are situations

in which there are severe constraints on compensatory adaptation, or where there is

no motivation for compensatory adaptation, it would not be expected to occur For

example, in a laboratory experiment involving groups of students performing a

complex 5 min task employing two different media, face-to-face and video confer-

encing, there may be no observable compensatory adaptation – and thus a marked

difference in the quality of the task outcomes generated by the groups in each media

condition. The reason for that is that 5 min may not be enough for compensatory

adaptation to “kick in” and have a significant influence on the outcomes. Also, even

when a longer period of time is available, if there is no motivation for compensat-

ory adaptation (e.g., a financial incentive tied to performance), there may be no

observable compensatory adaptation either
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2.6 Media Humanness

Sixth is media compensation theory’s media humanness principle, which argues

that because humans are evolved to be social creatures, when in the presence of

cues associated with another human being or linked to social interactions, they

will respond automatically in a social manner, as if they are in the presence of

another human being (Walther 1992). This principle follows from the well-

established phenomenon of social facilitation (Triplett 1898). Social facilitation

is the strengthening of dominant or well-learned responses in the presence of

other members of one’s species. It is found in species ranging from insects,

birds, and mammals (Guerin 1993), hence most likely is a fundamental evolved

behavior, even in species not normally associated with strong social bonds

(such as cockroaches). In the context of electronic communication, the extent to

which any form of media take on human-like characteristics is the extent to which

the media will be another “actor” in communication. Social facilitation occurs in

the presence of interactive computers (Quintanar et al. 1982); for example an

interactive interface evokes socially facilitated responding, such as better perfor-

mance on quizzes from users.

Research in communications technologies proceeds from a tacit assumption that

the media are socially neutral. But when interactive media are involved there is a

chance that the media (even though inanimate) may enter into the communications

process as another “person” or animate actor. Anthropomorphizing computer

technology is rampant (Markas et al. 2000), but beyond the metaphor lurks a

spandrel (Gould and Lewontin 1979) of social behavior directed toward non-social

entities. (“Spandrel” is an architectural term describing the triangular space

between two arches between two arches. Gould and Lewontin introduced the

term into evolutionary parlance to describe exaptations, or features that were not

initially adaptive, but rather occurred as fortuitous by-products of adaptation).

People do more than simply speak of interactive technologies as animate actors

(e.g., Prasad 1993); they often behave as if they were in the presence of another

person. Indeed, even minimal sets of social cues such as using a name, self

referencing, consistent personality – based phrasing of text (text that is consistent

with a personality type such as dominant or submissive) and order of interaction are

sufficient to induce people to behave as if the computer is another person (Nass

et al. 1995). Further, natural sounding speech from a computer evokes attributions

associated with humans (Nass and Steuer 1993) and computer personalities are

“real” to users in the same way that human personalities are (Moon and Nass 1996;

Nass and Moon 2000).

According to the media humanness principle, when computer interfaces used for

communication incorporate elements that make them “look and feel” more human,

they will also be perceived as more natural. For example, even though a computer

interface may not actually allow two individuals to see each other’s faces, it may

generate facial representations locally (e.g., by using stored sequences of facial

images) that will give those individuals the impression that they are seeing each
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other. MacDorman et al. (2009) found that people respond to computer generated

photorealistic faces as if they are real faces. Increasing use of avatars may also

make communication seem more natural; people choose avatars that are highly

similar to themselves (Vasalou and Joinson 2009). Facial images and avatars will

have an overall effect of reducing the perceived unnaturalness of the communica-

tion medium employed by individuals. On the other hand, the media humanness

principle also predicts that the extent to which the media itself is perceived as a

social actor will be the extent to which another sentient being effectively enters into

the communication and work processes. That is, collaborators will instinctually

attempt to develop social relationships as they accomplish a collaborative task,

even though they may not consciously be aware of that (Walther 1996); even if the

other “collaborator” is the computer interface.

2.7 Cue Removal

Seventh, the cue removal principle holds that media that provide stimuli (or cues)

but block people from sensing the information accompanying those cues will

require more effort and adaptation than media that do not provide such cues at

all. Humans have adapted to expect that the visual presence of others will provide

additional cues such as body language and smell, and also that a non face-to-face

vocal presence (such as calling to one another across a field) will not provide any

additional cues. If the stimuli associated with certain cues are present but the cues or

information are absent, this would be perceived as an unnatural and more effortful

mode of communication because we are actively suppressing the constant confu-

sion over why certain cues that should be present are not.

The cue removal principle may be the primary reason for shortcomings of

videoconferencing compared to face-to-face interaction (e.g., Crede and Sneizek

2003; O’Conaill et al. 1993; Spaulding et al. 2008). Although videoconferencing

may be seen as a sufficiently rich media that includes both auditory and visual

cues, even in the best of technological cases (full duplex, high resolution video)

it is not as satisfactory as face-to-face communication, and sometimes is no

different from audio-only communication (Daly-Jones et al. 1998), or as Sellen

(1995) says “. . .adding a video channel doesn’t much matter, and we might as

well just settle for the telephone for remote conversations. (p. 440).” Despite

its seeming richness, videoconferencing’s blocking of expected cues makes it

more effortful and less satisfactory and it is not a substitute for sharing the same

physical space. By extension, although there seems to be an uncritical accep-

tance of adding video to online courses (e.g., Sprague et al. 2007), the cue

removal principle would suggest that video may be an expensive and ineffective

component. Indeed, adding a synchronous video channel to an online course

does not improve learning, communication, or students’ sense of community

(Newman 2008).
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2.8 Speech Imperative

Finally, the speech imperative principle is based on the observation that more costly

adaptations are also more important for the underlying tasks they support (Zahavi

and Zahavi 1997). This idea is an extension of Costly Signaling Theory. Smith and

Bird (2000) propose that a costly signal is one that benefits others, is observed by

others, is costly to the signaler in non-reciprocal ways, and is an ‘honest’ sign of the

signaler’s strength, ability or fitness. In the case of communication, oral speech

evolved at a higher fitness cost than other traits associated with natural communi-

cation, where the cost is a survival handicap related to the morphology of the human

vocal tract (Laitman 1993). The speech-related adaptations that our species evolved

are among the most “costly” communication-related adaptations we have under-

gone in our evolutionary history. For example, an enlarged vocal tract with a larynx

located low in the neck has been found to be a sine-qua-non condition for complex

speech – i.e., the kind associated with most human languages (Laitman 1993;

Lieberman 1998). Yet, those adaptations impose a serious handicap: among all

primates; homo sapiens are by far the ones more likely to choke on ingested food

morsels and particularly liquids (Boaz and Almquist 1997; Laitman 1993).

It does not seem likely that any adaptation in connection with the use of facial

expressions or body language for communication imposes handicaps of the same

magnitude. This notion suggests that the ability of a communication medium to

convey speech-related cues may be significantly more important than the medium’s

ability to convey information than are facial expressions and body language. The

speech imperative principle provides an explanation for the results of Valley et al.

(1998), who compared face-to-face, telephone, and written communication in a

bargaining experiment and found that telephone communication was not a midpoint

between the other two conditions, but rather resembled face-to-face communication

in terms of agreements and impasses. This principle perhaps provides an explana-

tion for the otherwise puzzling findings of Sellen (1995), that adding video to high

quality audio makes little difference to end users.

3 Media Compensation and the Evolutionary Advantage Test

A question arises: why is the face-to-face medium likely to be the most natural? Or,

in other words, what evolutionary advantages human beings could have obtained

from excelling in face-to-face communication? Evolutionary psychologists often

try to explain certain psychological mechanisms, abilities, or preferences that

seem to be inherent in the human species through what we refer to here as “the

evolutionary advantage test” (Barkow et al. 1992). The test entails searching for the

existence of assumed evolutionary advantages associated with those mechanisms,

abilities, or preferences. The evolutionary advantages, if found, are seen as providing
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plausible reasons why the mechanisms, abilities, or preferences might have

evolved. For example, if human beings in general seem to be particularly good

at identifying cheating in social contracts (Cosmides and Tooby 1992), then

there should be a good evolutionary reason for possessing this ability. From

a genetic, or “selfish gene”, evolutionary perspective (Dawkins 1990), this is

equivalent to saying that the genes that make human beings particularly interested

in and good at detecting cheating in social contracts (e.g., adultery) must have in the

past improved the ability of the individuals with those genes to pass them on to the

next generation, thus increasing the frequency of those genes in the genetic pool

of the human species as a whole. On the other hand, it is important to note

that also included in this argument is the recognition that any such abilities,

attributes, or traits evolved and were selected in the environment of evolutionary

adaptedness (EEA). The selection pressures that existed when a particular adapta-

tion evolved are generally assumed to be in the Pleistocene era for humans

(Bowlby 1969). Just because a particular feature is useful now, it does not mean

that the feature was developed as something useful, or for its current use; such

presently useful features may well be spandrels, or incidental by-products (Gould

and Lewontin 1979).

Humans are not the only organisms that forage, hunt, or work in groups or teams

(Hantula 2010; Trivers 1971, 1985), however from the writings of Aristotle on, it

appears that the human species has been particularly defined by its social nature.

Hence, cooperation, group and teamwork appear to have long histories in the

human species, and as such it is not unreasonable to assume that during the long

process of evolution, those individuals who were more adept at working in groups

or teams had a survival advantage (Boehm 2004). It is also not unreasonable to

assume that such group or team work co-evolved, or perhaps even accelerated the

evolution of language and communication (Pinker and Bloom 1992). Watanabe and

Smuts (2004) take this idea a step further and argue that communication and symbol

manipulation both require and intensify capacity for social cooperation, which

incidentally resulted in eventual incremental evolution of language. That is,

language may be a spandrel of cooperation.

Over 99% of the period that goes from the emergence of the first hominids (the

Australopithecines) up to this day, human beings have communicated face-to-face

(Boaz and Almquist 1997; Kock 2001b; Lieberman 1991, 1998). It is reasonable to

assume that the human biological communication apparatus has been designed by

evolution to excel in face-to-face communication, particularly in regard to cooper-

ative or shared work, and that the key principles of face-to-face communication

elements mentioned before (co-location, synchronicity, the ability to observe and

convey facial expressions, the ability to observe and convey body language, gaze,

ability to sense subtle cues, and ability to convey and listen to speech) are thus

likely to be used extensively for both expression and reception of communicative

stimuli. Further, communication may have evolved after cooperative work evolved,

so that communication may be a means of solving cooperative work problems

posed by a changing environment.
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4 Empirical Evidence in Connection with Media

Compensation Theory

Media compensation theory evolved from media naturalness theory and is built on a

synthesis of findings and concepts from a diverse array of fields, including anthro-

pology, behavior analysis, evolutionary biology, information systems, organiza-

tional science, and psychology. As a new theory, media compensation theory does

not enjoy a large volume of research. All of the theory’s principles have not yet

been tested, however some recent studies related to media compensation proposi-

tions and those that tested certain elements of the theory show promising results.

While not explicitly designed to test media compensation theory, Burke et al.

(2001) found that over time, cohesion and satisfaction increased in computer

supported workgroups regardless of media richness, perhaps reflecting adaptation

predicted by media compensation theory (see also Burke et al. 1999). Similarly,

although working from a different theoretical framework, Maznevski and Chudoba

(2000) showed clear temporally based adaptation effects in virtual teams, and

further echoing an evolutionary account of virtual team performance, they also

reported a rhythmic pattern of effort in accordance with Gersick’s (1988, 1991)

punctuated equilibrium theory of group work. This model derived from the punc-

tuated equilibria theory of evolution (Gould and Eldredge 1977) (which holds that

evolution does not necessarily occur gradually, but rather occurs as a result of a

major change in the environment that suddenly selects for and against certain

characteristics – that is long periods of stability produce little evolutionary change,

it is only when the equilibrium is disturbed that evolutionary changes occur).

Pawlowicz (2003) conducted an experimental test of some media compensation

precepts with problem solving and idea generation groups. After three sessions of

working on the tasks, attitudinal variables showed that people favored face-to-face

communication as predicted by the media naturalness principle, although this

difference declined over time. Idea quality did not differ across face to face or

computer mediated groups, as predicted by the compensatory adaptation principle.

In addition, all teams took less time to complete their work as the study went on, but

computer-mediated teams did not require more time than the face-to-face teams by

the end of the study, again reflecting compensatory adaptation. Finally, and perhaps

most importantly, computer-mediated teams performed (based on proposal quality)

as well as face-to-face teams by the second session. Similarly, Simon (2006)

compared instant messaging (IM), videoconference, and face-to-face communica-

tion modes in idea generation, judgment, and intellective tasks. Consistent with

media compensation predictions, task performance did not differ by communica-

tion media, but satisfaction with the media (measured in terms of effort) showed a

linear decrease from face-to-face to videoconference to IM.

Kock and D’Arcy (2002) report a field experiment comparing virtual to face-to-face

dyads in business process redesign tasks. Consistent with the compensatory adap-

tation principle, virtual dyad members spent more time preparing messages, but

differences in quality of work did not occur between virtual and face-to-face dyads.
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From a purely “mechanical” perspective, it is arguably more difficult for most

individuals to type than it is to speak, which is a confounding effect that is not

directly related to cognitive effort, in the sense employed by the media compensa-

tion theory. Kock (2005) controlled for that effect in a further analysis of the data in

Kock and D’Arcy (2002), by looking into the effect of media naturalness on media

“fluency” (media fluency is the number of words per minute that an individual can

convey over different media, McQueen et al. 1999). Media fluency was signifi-

cantly lower in the electronic communication condition than the face-to-face

condition, declining far below what the “typing-versus-speaking effect” would

allow one to expect.

5 Future Research on Media Compensation and Virtual

Collaboration

Media compensation theory offers an intriguing alternative to current communica-

tion theories in the context of e-collaboration. First, the media naturalness principle

explains the face valid claims of media richness theory and the compensatory

adaptation principle explains the findings that attitudinal and preference measures

generally favor face-to-face communication. Second, the learned schema diversity

principle and the compensatory adaptation principle account for the temporal

predictions of social theories such as adaptive structuration theory, channel expan-

sion theory, and social information processing theory and can also allow for

reconciliation between the seemingly disparate predictions of social and media

richness theories. Third, the cue removal principle explains why videoconferencing

is often less preferred to audio conference or even IM. Fourth, the media humanness

principle explains the anthropomorphic nature of modern human-computer interac-

tion. Finally, media compensation theory points to new directions in virtual work

research. Although media compensation theory has great heuristic value, we focus

on the methodological and theoretical issues that we see as the most fruitful and

critical for future research, namely, behavioral adaptation and trust.

5.1 Adaptation

Organisms adapt. Species adapt through pressures that select for or against certain

characteristics; individual members of a species adapt through pressures that select

for or against particular behaviors. Because the key concept in media compensation

theory is adaptation in terms of performance, shifts in research tactics are necessary.

The first necessary shift is that, because adaptation is change over time, longitu-

dinal or repeated measures designs should become the norm in virtual communica-

tion, collaboration, and work research. “One shot” designs that measure process or

outcome variables only once may not be able to capture the adaptive processes that
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are expected to occur. Indeed this proposition brings up the possibility that the

adaptation processes predicted by media compensation theory may be part of by the type

of punctuated equilibrium changes observed in group processes by Gersick (1991).

Second, while principled arguments can be made for studying intact, long-term

work or collaborative teams in many areas of research, such an over reliance on

intact experienced teams may obfuscate evidence of adaptation, because the teams

and their members may have already adapted to the communication media under

study. In testing media compensation theory, the use of intact teams or newly

formed teams is a tactical decision based on the processes or outcome under

study; intact teams neither are not automatically bestowed privileged status nor

are newly formed teams assumed to be inferior.

Third, as Baltes et al. (2002) observed, the majority of the dependent variables

used in computer mediated communication research are perceptual and attitudinal

variables. These are neither right nor wrong variables to measure, but they may

either reflect an implicit mapping of perceptual and attitudinal variables with perfor-

mance; or they may be simply missing performance and outcome measures entirely.

From a media compensation perspective, perceptual and attitudinal measures would

be expected to diverge from performance measures, especially early on. Rather than

rely on an assumed slight correlation between perceptual and performance mea-

sures, research in a media compensation framework explicitly considers perceptual

and performance variables to be separate orthogonal constructs. Indeed, perceptual

and attitudinal variables reflect emotional and evaluative reactions to the compen-

sation and adaptation predicted by media compensation theory, while performance

and outcome variables reflect the actual results of adaptation.

Fourth, current research in computer mediated communication uses face-to-face

groups as a common control condition, and data are analyzed with respect to

differences between face-to-face groups and those using some form of technologi-

cal media (e.g., Baltes et al. 2002; Simon 2006). However, a media compensation

perspective does not necessarily need or suggest face-to-face teams as a comparison

or control condition; rather the theory focuses on the processes and behavior of

those individuals communicating via electronic media. Indeed, from the perspec-

tive of media compensation, the similarities or differences between virtual and

face-to-face teams are largely irrelevant. Future research from a media compensa-

tion perspective would echo the sentiments of Guzzo and Dickson (1996), who

stated that because of the growth of electronic teams, “ . . .we therefore suggest that
research on electronically mediated groups break free from the tradition of com-

paring those groups to face-to-face groups. Instead, future research should accept

such groups on their own terms”. (p. 323).

Future research should include stronger tests of media naturalness theory’s

compensatory adaptation principle by employing advanced research designs that

control for the effects of form of message preparation (i.e., typing vs. speaking) on

the level of cognitive effort exerted by participants. Extending the results of

Kock (2005), research should move beyond explorations of simple mechanical

effects to considerations of the evolved characteristics that may make certain

media more or less effortful. Recent technological advances such as immersive
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virtual environment technology (Bailenson et al. 2003) provide a promising means

for exploring media naturalness principle’s classification of face-to-face interaction

at the midpoint of a one-dimensional scale where points further away from the

midpoint, either richer or leaner, are viewed as less natural, thereby requiring an

increase in cognitive effort. Certainly, leaner media are common, but given that

media richer than face-to-face communication is now available, this precept may be

subject to empirical test.

Beyond theory testing, some worthy applications arise in terms of adaptation in

the context of media compensation theory. The media humanness principle holds

that as the media become more interactive and human-like, people will respond to it

as if they are in the presence of another person. In virtual work, this may be the

functional equivalent of adding another person to the team. Because a team by

definition involves other people, further social facilitation effects are not expected

due to the “human” technology, however a very “human” interface may contribute

to social loafing (social loafing is the tendency for individuals to exert less effort

when working as part of a group, Kraut 2003) by other team members, or may

impede communication in other ways. By implication, efforts to make communica-

tions technologies and interfaces more human in an attempt to make users more

effective may backfire.

The cue removal principle speaks directly to the seeming paradox of videocon-

ferencing; a rich, real time media that has never gained widespread acceptance.

Web cams still appear to function more as toys than as a work-related communica-

tions medium. According to this principle, the relative high cost of videoconfer-

encing in terms of adaptation (compared to other media) would not be expected to

be justified on the basis of effort or performance indicators. Further, there may not

be more positive attitudinal results for videoconferencing, but given media com-

pensation theory’s emphasis on performance outcomes, these would be seen as

secondary.

5.2 Trust

Even the most advanced information technologies only partially contribute to the

success of virtual work (Lurey and Raisinghani 2001); the majority of successful

performance is more likely due to interpersonal processes such as trust. The idea

that trust is a necessary condition of virtual team performance appears to be an

unquestioned assumption, but then again the role of trust in virtual team perfor-

mance requires careful consideration (DeRosa et al. 2004). Kipnis (1996) stated

that organizations employ technology as a means to exert greater control over

employees (e.g., through greater supervision and surveillance). However, in the

case of virtual teams this is ironic, because as the use of communication techno-

logies and virtual teams increases, managers and team leaders will need to trust

employees even more, especially so in virtual teams, where teammembers typically

have greater levels of independence and autonomy in their work.
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Trust is a final frontier for future research in virtual work and collaboration from a

media compensation perspective. Virtual team members who never meet face-to-face,

or who have very few meetings, may be less willing to trust other team members, as

face-to-face contact is assumed to be important for reinforcing social similarity, shared

values, and expectations in interpersonal trust. Nohria and Eccles (1992) suggested that

face-to-face interaction is vital for the development and sustenance of trust, butWebster

and Wong (2008) argue that requiring such face to face interaction may backfire in

teams that will later work together in a virtual environment. Bargaining studies have

shown that people using communicationsmedia other than face-to-face engage inmore

deception (e.g., Citera et al. 2005; Valley et al. 1998). From this perspective, virtual

team members should find it most difficult to trust others when they are interacting

through communicationmedia that are most distinct from face-to-face communication.

Perhaps one distinction that should be made is between types of trust. Interper-

sonal trust is built on relationships and takes time to develop; if interpersonal trust

were paramount in virtual team performance then it would be expected that virtual

teams would not become effective quickly, or perhaps at all. However, Jarvenpaa

and Leidner (1999) found that swift trust (depersonalized, action-based trust estab-

lished around the tasks or work) established in early group communications was a

distinguishing characteristic of successful virtual teams. Hence, it appears that a

team member’s task-oriented actions (which may be all the social input that one can

provide in a virtual team) are adequate for trust to develop. Echoing the importance

of task-based relations in virtual teamwork, Hertel et al. (2003) found that group

member motivation and performance increased when individual contributions were

instrumental to success. In terms of media compensation theory, swift trust and

task-oriented motivation are further examples of compensatory adaptation

Media compensation theory calls into question the tacit assumption that inter-

personal trust is a necessary condition for high performance in virtual teams.

Instead, it may be expected that in accordance with the cue removal principle,

seeking to develop interpersonal trust through technologically advanced commu-

nications media (that suppress many of the cues used for developing interpersonal

trust) may interfere with team performance, or as Dubé and Robey (2009) state,

mistrust is necessary to establish trust in virtual teams. Indirect evidence for

this proposition comes from a longitudinal study of virtual teams by Aubert and

Kelsey (2003) that found team performance to be independent of trust formation;

instead higher levels of communication typified high performing teams. Similarly,

Kirkman et al. (2002) conducted comprehensive interviews with team members,

team leaders, general managers, and executives on 65 virtual teams at Sabre, Inc.

and found that trust in virtual teams is based more on performance consistency than

interpersonal issues. Again a task focus is at the forefront, which is seen as evidence

of compensatory adaptation under media compensation theory. Behavior counts;

interpersonal attitudes are secondary.

Further evidence regarding the reformulation of trust in virtual teams is the obser-

vation that it is increasingly common for employees to work together for transient

periods of time in virtual teams; arguably these efforts have largely been successful.

From amedia compensation perspective, those individuals who havemore experience
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working in virtual relationships will adapt to new teams and new members more

quickly according to the learned schema diversity principle. It is also plausible that

individuals who have learned to trust others when communicating through various

media may experience less difficulty with interpersonal processes such as trust,

which may account for the “swift trust” effect found in multinational virtual teams

(Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999). Natural media facilitate social perceptions (socio-

emotional communication and positive socio-emotional climate) and perceived

ability to evaluate others’ deception and expertise (Kahai and Cooper 2003).

In addition, increased cultural diversity may be assumed to be an important

factor in the formation of trust in virtual teams, as team member values may impact

the formation of trust (Jones and George 1998), and increased levels of diversity

may lead to more discomfort and lower levels of trust (Kipnis 1996). On the other

hand, a strong task focus may lessen the importance of interpersonal trust in a virtual

team context. Compensatory adaptation, along with the innate schema similarity

principle suggests that an over-reliance or over-sensitivity to “cultural differences”

among virtual team members may be unnecessary. Jarvenpaa and Leidner (1999)

found no cultural differences in their global study of virtual work teams; perhaps

these teams were too busy adapting to the media and to the task for any “cultural”

variables to emerge. Although electronic communication media may suppress many

diversity related cues, it may also let other diversity related cues become apparent.

In these cases it would be naive to believe that the electronic media somehow

obviates trust issues based on these cues, instead from a media compensation

perspective it is argued that these cues are secondary to adaptation to the task.

In fact, the concept of ‘trust’ in virtual team work may have the issue confused.

Work is the primary avenue of social exchange in virtual collaboration and virtual

team work. As such, task accomplishment should be a primary motivator, and the

important issue may not be trust as much as cheating and deception. Tooby and

Cosmides (1992) argue that humans have evolved “cheater detection” modules,

based on evidence from a social exchange conditional reasoning task; in their view

cheater detection is a specialized design for social exchange. Other evolutionary

psychologists argue cheater detection evolved in the context of face-to-face com-

munication. For example,(Dunbar (1999), p. 206) states “... in establishing [trust]

relationships... we appear to rely heavily on proximate cues of loyalty or honesty

based mainly on facial expressions”. From this viewpoint, a lack of face-to-face

contact reduces nonverbal and social context cues that might be especially important

for detecting deception and lying (Bavelas et al. 1990; Ekman 1993). From a media

compensation theory perspective, it would be expected that humans would adapt to

the virtual media and begin to identify and avoid working with cheaters over time,

perhaps due to a combination of detecting violations of social exchange norms as

posited by Tooby and Cosmides and by perceiving changes in language, such as

alteration in levels of language dominance, already known to be a sign of deception

in online communication (Zhou et al. 2004). Other adaptations may take the form of

using emoticons and emotion – laden words and phrases to communicate earnest-

ness, seeking out the same from others, and also by co-evolving subtle signals of

honesty and lack thereof. Indeed, if the collective experience with telephone
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communication over the last 100 years is any indication, such adaptations will occur.

A corollary to the compensatory adaptation principle would predict that younger

people who have a history of interacting in chat rooms, instant messaging, text

messaging and email would have more highly attuned cheater detection mechan-

isms in the virtual world than would their less experienced elders, which has impli-

cations for training and education for a virtual team based workplace (Hantula and

Pawlowicz 2003). Further, given the vast array of virtual interaction platforms and

sub communities that develop within them, the learned schema diversity principle

would predict that the structural characteristics of signaling honesty and deception

would be highly differentiated between these sub communities.

6 Conclusion

This chapter proceeded from two paradoxes: (1) Virtual communication, work,

collaboration and teams are largely successful (sometimes even more so than face-

to-face) despite much theory and conventional wisdom to the contrary; and, (2) The

human species evolved in small groups using communications modalities in con-

strained areas, yet use electronic communication media to allow large groups to

work together effectively across time and space. Media compensation theory

provides a new Darwinian framework for resolving these seeming paradoxes and

also for understanding and studying electronic communication and teamwork in

organizations. The theory and its propositions subsume and refine older technical

and social theories while it also explains the seemingly paradoxical findings of

successful virtual teamwork, dissatisfaction with videoconferencing, drawbacks of

too-human interfaces, and divergence between affective reactions, trust, and per-

formance in virtual teams. Although advancements in technology are astounding,

they still have to be used by the same humans who have not changed much in the

many millennia. Perhaps we are strangers in a strange land, but if our brains are still

those of Pleistocene-era hunter-gatherers as evolutionary psychologists argue, we

have adapted well in the past, and show all signs that we will continue to do so in the

future. No matter how complex the next new technology may seem, it is still the

human that is the most complex, flexible, and adaptive part of the system.
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